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ABSTRACT

Exchange is central to the socio-cultural order of the Anganen, a peopJ-e

locateã in the l-ouler Lai and Nembi valley regions of the Southern

Highlands Province of Papua Ner¡ Guinea. Socia] chanqe, gender, the
poÍiticat, economic and moral, and social relations cannot be

tomprehended independently of it. 0f special interest here is the role
ãi '"xch"ng" in the ongoing articulation of social structure and the
continuity of Anganen 

-culture despite the rapid changes r¡hich have

occurred in the years folJ-orrring the arrival of the Australian
administration. In particul-ar is the inextricabl-e connection betuleen

exchange and sociat reiations (betr¡een individuals and groups) and their
reprodrJction throuqh time. Social relations in Anqanen are
characteristically ãmbivalent, and in part this is generated by the
structural compiexity of their construction, and the intricate
interconnections of thís ulith exchange practice. This thesis is designed
to demonstrate that structure (relations, exchanqe and their
interconnection), and not simpJ-y extraneous historical, political o¡.

economic factori alone, gives rise to the flux and dynamism r.uhich

characterise Anganen social structure in general.

The principal arena in r¡hich this takes place are exchanges in lieu of
individuals, primarily at critical points in their life-cycles
(marriage, death and so on) and, to a lesser extent, exchanges

oertainino to urarfate r¡hich are stilt important (despite
'rpacificaiiont ). These exchanges are statistically the most

significant, involving large numbers of men and their r¡ealth, ulho

thiough their participatioÁ in exchange create, sustain and reinforce
their relations r¡ith others in their social r¡orl-d.

It can be seen that although this occurs through a vast number of
distinct, named exchange occasionsr corlìftìon, dominant structural and

functional themes p"rvãde these events, a point also critical to the
reproduction of the socio-cultural order. Other major' though less
stätistically relevant exchanges (competitive exchanqe and the
ceremonial exchange sequence) are also discussed. Houever' unlike many

r¡lho have consideied these, I do not concentrate on their functionality,
but rather demonstrate their distinctiveness from these other types of
exchange, being premised on different structural logics and encodinq
different ."unlng. from those encompassed in life-cycJ-e and u.rarfate

payments. These exchanges are infrequent, and thus largely peripheral
[o' the ongoing articulation of Anganen socia]- structure, but toqether
ulith these other exchanges, add further variation in the structural
frameuork in r¡¡hich its reproductipn occurs.
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SECTION I. INTRODTJCTION AND THE ETHNOGRAPHIC SETTING

rrThe first r¡hite man u;e ever kneu uas Fr. Ben (maOdon, ulho
established the Capuchin mission at Det in 1 964). LJe nou knou
uhite men came before but then r¡e did not knoul them as men.
lJe did not knou t¡hat they uere. At firstr ùre thought they
uere spirits, and u.re ran into the bush hoping they uouì-d f ind
no one to eat and leave. ltJhen they did not, ue attacked them.
The kiaps (fïp) ulere not men, they just told us uihat to do.
They ulould not listen to our talk. LJe did not uant them here,
and ule kneul they meant us harm. But ue kneu Fr. Ben uas a
man: he had so many shells. He gave many to the Aramuri (for
the Det mission grounds) and to all- those uho uorked on the
airstrip. Fr. Ben ulas a good man; he treated us like men.rt
(Extract of a conversation uith tuo eJ-derly Apodumb men on
thei¡ tcontact historyt . )
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CHAPTER I. THE ROADS OF ANGANEN SOCIAL STRUCTURE: AN INTRODUCTION



aJ

There a¡e four major dissertations or monographs on exchange in cultures

of the wlendic J-anguage subfamiJ.y of the Southern HighJ-ands Province of

Papua Ner¡ Guinea. These are LeRoy (lgZS) uriting on the Keua, Lederman

(n.d.) and Ryan (1961) on the flendi, and Sillitoe (ISZS) on the tJola (or

Angal Heneng). Crittenden (tgAZ) also devotes substantiaL attention to

exchange in his thesis on the Nembi Plateau peopJ-e. The foJ.louing adds

another to this bulky but impressive list. ft concerns the Anganen r.rlho

a¡e located, more or l-ess, in the centre of the lvìendic region' in

particular those ulho live in the rougly triangular area bounded by the

Lai, Nembi and fndu Rivers (see fvlap I).

Since Forge (lSlZ:528) expressed his astonishment and dismay at the

absence of attention to exchange in the literature on Melanesian

societies, there has been a massive profusion of uorks r¡ritten on this

subject. Houever, its current popularity is only part of the reason for

this intense concentration on exchange in this relatively small section

of the Highlands, and for my interest in the topic. 0f more importance

is the deep significance the Anqanen assiqn exchange, r¡hich uias

continually supported throughout my research. Testimony of its

importance to the Anganen could no better be demonstrated than by the

anecodote on fcontact historyr uhich introduces this section. Despite

knoulJ-edge of the existence of early patrols, it is the usage of shel-Is,

Anganen exchanqe urealth, by Ben lvladdon ulhich truly established his

humanity. The supports GoodaLers general- hypothesis that rrflelanesian

man is talking about the definition of humanity in these exchanges;

that by exchange so is man definedtr (cited in lïcDouiell 1980:59).
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fÌlap I. The Anqanen Region
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floreoverr âs uriLl become apparent as this thesis proceedsr r-ro

aspect of Anganen social and cuÌturaL life can reaL.l-y be understood

independentJ-y of some consideration of exchanqe. In Sillitoers (tSZS)

uords, it is the rrcentral principlerr. Gender, individual-ity, the

political and economic, Anganen concepts of morality and sickness

causation and remedy, social change, and sociaL relatedness all hinge,

in some manner on exchange.

0f these, it is the articulation of Anganen social structure

through the complex inter¡el-ation betueen social- reLatedness and

exchange ulhich is of most immediate concern. (ttrese other issues must

also be discussed to some degree for this to be understood. ) This

interrelation betr¡een relatedness and exchange is contained in the

Anganen concept of the rrroadrr, polu: rroadsr are both enduring social

relationships and the pathways on uhich r¡eaIth moves in exchanqe

contexts. The metaphor conflates relationships and exchange into a

singJ-e concept, indicating the close, if not inextricabl-e, connection

the Anqanen grant this interrelation.

This articulation of social- structure through these froadsr is both

dynamic and temporal, and one in ulhich the overall expression and

Anganen experience of social rei.ations is ambivaLent. One of the

objectives here is to deÌineate the structural conditions in which this

is generated. To do this, three broad analytical concerns must be

addressed: the structural aspects of the major forms of social

relations, the J-ogics of Anganen exchanges, and then the complex

inte¡relations possible betu.reen these forms of relations and action in

exchange contexts.
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FolJ-ouing a brief ethnographic overvieu of Anganen l-ivelihood and a

descriptive account of aspects of their post- | contact I history

(Chapter II), the discussion turns to elucidating the definitive

structuraÌ features of the major forms of social rel-ations betueen men

and qroups, tttransactorsrf in fvlarilyn Strathernts (19?2) sense. The vast

majority of Anganen social ¡elationships can be categorised as being of

one of tuo structural forms. To represent these I adopt terms,

initially derived from siblingship categories, r¡hich are used by the

Anganen themselves. 0n the one hand, is ame-nu (tit: ttbrother-

collectivity), fraternity. 0n the other, is mbeti-nu (lit: rrcross sex

sibling-collectivitytt). Although this refers to the brother-sister bond

in the first instance, it is used by the Anqanen, and myself' to denote

those r¡ho primarily trace their rel-ations through uromen and marriage

(affines, cross cousins, and so on). Amenu and mbetinu are the main

rroadsf of Anganen social structure. They are the tr¡o fundamentally

contrasting modes of relatedness, each premised on and encoding

critical-, unique and definitive structural features. These uill be

shouln to be crucial for understanding the structural principles and

processes involved in this ongoing articulation of social- structure, the

major theme here.

Although exchange is my main concern, these relational forms r¡i1l

be initial-ly addressed in a discussion of group structure and

organization (Section II). This is done for tuo reasons. As has been

frequently noted for el-seuhere in the Highlands (e.g., by Barnes 1962)

groups display, and ampJ-y illustrate, this dynamism r¡hich I contend is

characteristic of Anganen sociaf structure more generally speaking.

The descriptive account of group formation and composition (Chapter III)
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not only serves as illustration, it also provides backqround necessary

for l-ater discussions r¡hich are far more anal-ytical.

Analysis properly begins in Chapter ïV uhich attempts to address

the variation and fluidity of groups in structural terms. It is not

designed as an exhaustive and al-L-embracing attempt to grappJ-e urith the

compJ-exity of groups. Rather, it is here that these structure of these

forms of relationships, in particul-ar amenu, frate¡nityr âre introduced,

and it begins to discuss some of their interrelations. It is these r¡hich

are part-causative of Anganen group dynamics. I suggest there is a

structural homology or parallel (in addition to more obvious functional

and causative interconnections) betueen some of the principles and

processes ulhich structure Anganen groups, and those structuring exchange

practice. Discussing groups thus allor¡s me to introduce certain

concepts uhich are crucial for the later consideration of exchange

r¡ithout having to immediately confront the number of problematic issues

r¡hich must be dealt r¡ith fo¡ a fuII understanding of exchange.

The structural properties of mbetinu become far more cl-ear in

Section III urhich begins to examine exchange in detail. As mbetinu

relations pivot on marriage, and legitimate marriage requires

brideulealth (exchange) it is largely pointless to isolate, even

anaJ-ytically, this mode of relatedness from the exchange. fYlarriage and

relevant exchanges are the focus of Chapter V, urhile Chapter VI

add¡esses exchanges uhich follor,l death, sickness and injury. There is

also a limited discussion to transactions pertaining to ularfare,

especially compensation payments. (Tnese tuould have been far more

frequent prior to the arrival- of the Austral-ian administration. It

largely suppressed tribal fiqhtinq. Hourever such transactions are still
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important and f speak of them in the present tense, somethinq all

more legitimate as the Anganen urere fiqhtinq in 1 981 ' part of

rethnographic presentt . )

the

the

One of the main objects of this section is to demonstrate that a

common structural logic pervades exchanges in lieu of individuals

(brider¡ealth, mortuary exchange, and so on) and the more qroup-focussed

prestations concerned uith uarfare. By this, I do not mean to belittl-e

the importance of the specific features of any particular exchange

occasion, but rather simpJ-y uish to hiqhliqht that a common structural-

logic exists. I do so as the structural basis present in these

exchanges comprises part of the frameuork in r¡hich socio-political

relations are articulated.

Exchanges in l-ieu of individuals and uarfare transactions are

termed rrmundane exchangerr, a label designed to convey their centrality

in the reverydayr of the Anganen socio-cultural order. It is these

r¡rhich are the most frequent exchanges, and in them most ulealth is

transacted. In and through them, social- relations are created,

reinforced or transformed. Simultaneously¡ this structural logic of

mundane exchange is fundamental to the meaninq to social relationships,

underpinning both Anganen ideology and social experience.

This Leads directly into the consideration of the ambivalence of

social and political relations in structural terms, ulhich concentrates

of the dynamics of participation in exchange (Chapter VII). He¡e, uithin

this frameuork of the structuraJ- logic of mundane exchange, the

interrelations betuleen these modes of reLatedness discussed in Sections

II and III, and exchange behaviour is explicitly addressed. The
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intention is to delineate the uider structuring frameurork uhich

surrounds and guides choice making. Since Balnes (1SOZ) attack on the

so ca1led rrAfrican Mode]srt, much significance has been attached to the

individuaL and choice in flelanesia- Sillitoers (tSZS) account of

exchangeamongthe[lolarAnganenneighbours'isoneobvioustreatment

r¡hich emphasises individual volition. I do not deny individuals have

choice, but rather (as r'lith Kapferer 19?6 and A'J' Strathern 19?9)

maintain the structuring frameuork r¡hich underpins choice making should

nevel be overlooked in favour of it; indeed, this uider structuraf

setting should be given analytical priority'

To see hor¡ choice and action are structured, an analytical

distinction needs to be made betueen rinternalt and texternalr factors

(cf., lJagner 196?:181). The latter a'e the myriad of never constant

historical, demographic, ecological, economic and politicaJ' factors'

These forever impinge upon the manifestations of structure in practice

but lie beyond it. 0f course, these are important, they must generate

variation as all exchange events ulould necessarily take place r¡ithin

unique configurations of them. Houlever, these cannot be managed in

structural terms, and are not my immediate concern'

fvly interest is to shor¡ houl the internal or I structural I factors

themsel-ves can generate and guide variation. This perspective ujas

variousry influenced by the urorks of Gruckman (19?1), Turner (tssz) and,

more r¡ithin the ethnographic reqion, Kelly (fSZZ) r¡ith their discussions

of tconflictr and tcontradictionr (though here I prefer the former

term). Ultimately, alL three regard structure as encompassing

(potentially) antagonistic principles, and these can generate fluidity'

variation and tnon-nolmativer action. specifica]-Iy in Anganen' uhile
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relations are recognised as being either amenu or mbetinu, their
rfdominant form of expressionrr as f term it, the complexity in their

construction can lead to variation in behaviour over different exchange

events. ltJhile Anqanen ideology tends to mask this, I contend this is

critical for understanding the ambival-ence of relations r¡¡hich emerges in

the exchange arena. ïn particular, f suggest the embodiment of elements

of amenu in recognised mbetinu reLations, and mbetinu in amenu, r¡hich

find contextual expression, results in action di-vergent from uhat is

normatively associated uith their relational mode.

To demonstrate this, ï cJ-osely look at the intricate

interconnections betuleen forms of social- relatedness and types of

exchange practice. Tr¡o distinct and fundamentally contrasting types of

exchange practice are readily apparent in Anganen: rrsharinqtr and

fftransactingtr (u¡hich largely correspond to Sahlins | 1g?2 terms of

rrpooling/redistributionrr and rrreciprocityil). The various connections

betureen the form of social- ¡eLatedness and type of exchanqe practice,

through their embodiment in norms and their negation, dominate my

consideration of socio-political ambival-ence.

Given the importance the Anganen assign exchange, it is not

surprising they have very concrete and precise norms of exchange

behaviour. Quite simply, those deemed brothers (amenu) shoul-d share,

urhile mbetinu should transact. I grant norms great importance. They

are not simply overlays of practice, models for it, but constitutive of

it in part. They predispose individuaLs to certain courses of action

and carry great moral import, thereby orientatinq choice. Even just

statistically speaking, it is clear norms are highly significant in

Anqanen.
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Yet my approach is not simply no¡mative: non-adherence to norms is

just as relevant. floreover, it is not just that norms are not alulays

adhered to in practice uihich is important, but aLso hor¡ this negation

occurs, the form it takes, and the consequences these forms have.

Dollectively these become cruciaL for comprehending ambivaLence, as the

interrelations betr¡een relational- forms and exchange practice (in norms

and the types of their negation) amount to the internaL, structural

factors quiding practice and thus the variation experienced in it.

Section V also concerns exchange, specifical-ly raula, competitive

exchange (Chapter VIII) and yasolu, the ceremonial- exchange sequence

(Chapter IX). UJhy these are not discussed earl-ier is that I maintain

the structural logics and functional importance of raula and yasoLu are

radically different from those of mundane exchanqe. As such I refer to

them as trextraordinary exchangefr, a term intended to mark both their

difference in frequency of occumence and meaning to that of those

exchanges discussed earl-ier. That is, uhile there are clear

distinctions made in the literature betr¡een r¡ealth movements in

exchange, trade and outright purchase, in Anganen even rexchangef is too

broad a term.

Unlike some, e.g. Feil (tSgl) urriting on the Tombema Enga, I do not

see a structural congruence or continuity betr,-reenr sây, brider¡ealth, a

mundane exchange in my terms, and ceremonial- exchanqe. Nor is Anganen

ceremonial exchanqe, unlike the Tombema tee, fundamental- to the ongoing

articulation of sociaL structure. In Anganen, uhiJ-e rau;a and yasolu can

never be truJ-y regarded as independent of mundane social life (they are

material-Ly provisioned by it, do have consequences for it, and so on) it

is mundane exchange uhich is the principal arena for this articulation.
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In part this is due to the mere frequency of occurrence: vasoLu and

rauia occur, on averager about once every fifteen years. In the same

period, individuals urouLd have participated in numerous' perhaps

hundreds of mundane exchanges, thereby creating and sustaining their

relations r¡ith others. In straight functional terms, mundane exchanges

must be central- and extraordinary exchanqes peripheral.

Yet frequency alone is not the sole ¡eason for my distinction.

(Clearly not all mundane exchanges occur r¡ith the same frequency, nor

are all of equaJ- importance. ) fYlore importantly, I suggest rauia and

vasolu embody existentially different structural logics to those of

mundane exchange. This should become clear after a comparison and

contrast betr¡een the rmundanet and rextraordinaryr r¡hich is the first

section of Chapter X. For the present, it can be suggested that, just

as the structural logic of mundane exchange is central in the

construction of the Anganen social ulorld, these different logics in raura

and yasoÌu allude to different urorJ-ds, neur meanings and different bases

for social relations and thei¡ reproduction. Hourever, although mundane

exchange is the arena for the generation of ambivalence, it is still

sufficiently functional for social and cuLtural reproduction, urhereas

Anganen extraordinary exchange lacks such a functionality as r¡ill- be

seen. Raua and yasolu appear as momentary alJ-usions to al-ternative

uorlds r¡hich are not rtrulyr possible.

Follouing the comparison/contrast betu¡een extraordinary and mundane

exchanges in Dhapter X' the discussion concentrates on tulo issues, uhich

though important in flelanesian studies, are l-eft largely implicit here,

big-men and social change (in particular the role and impact of

monetization). Though not intended as comprehensive discussj-ons, these
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should provide a finaL overvieul of Anganen exchange, and its ro.l-e in the

articulation of social relations and the reproduction of the socio-

political o¡der.
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ORTHOGRAPHY

fvly understanding and presentation of Anganen u;ords uas criticalJ-y

informed by the u¡orks of Karl Franklin, in particul-ar the excel-l-ent Keua

dictionary he prepared r¡ith his uife, and the hiqhly informative ulord

list coLlected by Fr. Ben Maddon of the Capuchin, Roman Catho1ic,

mission. Although it may be someulhat unconventional-, I present

prenasalized uords phonetically (mb, nd, ng, etc., rathe¡ than b, d, or

g). This is done for tuo reasons. If I r¡as to be consistent, ulords

like Anganen, Nembi and flendi urould have to be spelt in different

fashion, and this is potentially very misleadinq. Added to this, for

reasons unknoun, the Anganen do not alulays prenasalize, for instance,

nutrition/vitality is debu not ndebu.

ALl Anganen uords uill be emphasised, and to distinguish pidgin

terms from both Anganen and English, emphasis plus the letters lIP

(rrfvlelanesian Pidginrt) rrrill follor¡. Spelling of the latter is based on

fvtihatic (t szt ).
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CHAPTER II. TIME AND PLACE
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PIace

The Anganen are located in the Poroma Sub-district of the Southern

Highlands Province, Papua Neu Guinea, south-ulest of the provincial

capital, Mendi. The Anganen region is traversed by three major river

systems: flouring off fvlt. Gilut¡e is the Angura (Anggura), r¡hich in its

journey west collects the uaters of the fvlendi and Kagua ¡ivers; the Lai

flouling south from Enga Province; and the Nembi travelling south-east

from Nipa. Some 1-2 kms. north of the Poroma station, these rivers

merge, becoming the Erave, the uaters of r¡hich eventually find the Papua

coast (see Map 1 ).

The area is mountainous. To the uest is the Nembi Plateau' to the

east the Lai-üendi divider âFìd the Louer Tondon Range separates the Lai

and Nembi river valleys. The tallest peak is flount UJaga at 2,574 ms.

Residence is found over 21100 ms. in the north, r¡ith this dropping

quickly to around 1,400 ms. in the valleys and to the south. The major

river valleys are narrour, deep and steep-sided, uith drops up to 400 ms.

in places. The Anganen favour residing on the plateaus bett¡een the

major rivers, themselves interlaced ulith numerous smaLl uatetulays,

though some Anqanen have aluays lived in the valleys and this is

becoming a more popular practice since uiarfare suppression.

The Anganen region is not uniformly settled. Pockets of relatively

dense population reside closer to the river and road systems; large

unpopulated or sparcely populated areas are found t,o the north/north-

uest uhere higher altitudes and dense, virgin forest abound, and south

uhere, due to the louer aLtitude, malaria is a major concern.

PreviousJ-y, south of Poroma uas settled, but r¡ith the abolition of
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u,arfare and the effect of malaria almost no population is noui found'

r,lith the dense rain forests currently marking the southern perimeter of

the Anganen.

The Anganen are located in the Nembi Valley and Undiri Census

Divisions, though a number of fvlendi speakers are also included in the

Undiri division. From the 1980 NationaL Census figures, the Nembi

Valì-ey Census Division comprised 7,249 people. Its area has been

estimated as 1?5 sq. mJ.s. (Poroma 1969-?0:?), giving it an overall

population density of only 42 sq. mI. approximately. In the liqht of

this ununiform settlement, this is not indicative of the more populous

areas. It also has estimated that 81f of the division reside in the

Nembi Va1ley and adjacent slopes' an area of only some 60 sq. ml-s.,

therefo¡e giving a population density of closer to 100 sq. m1. (or 60

sq. klm.) (Poroma 1969-?0:7).

Temperatures often reach above 25oC maximum. At niqht this drops

to the 1ou tens, although it may falI belour 10oC on coLd, cl-ear nights.

The mo¡nings are often foggy, but this clears by 9.00 a.m. giving rise

to fine, urarm days. By early afternoon, around 2.00 p.m., there is

usually extensive cloud cover, more often than not yielding rainy

afternoons and evenings. Rainfa]I is hiqh, around 2,?DO mm p.a., though

this is not excessive for the S.H.P. Based on the findings of

Crittenden (1982), it is certain that average maximum and minimum

temperatures, rainfall and percentage cloud cover are not uniform

throughout the year, and perhaps the region may have a marked

seasonality, like the Nembi Pl-ateau and fiendi. (for hiqhly detailed

climatic information, see Crittenden 1982, Chapter IV).
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Langtragel

Anganen (or Anganene) is the indigineous name for the J-anguage spoken in

this reqion. It is a Proto-Engan language, and a member of the fYlendic

subfamily, r¡hich is also knor¡n as flendi-Pole in some publications.

Franklin (tSZA:90) maintains that this subfamily is comprised by Keua

and flendi, ulhich can be alternatively calIed Angal Heneng ot lJoLa,

together rrlith many sliqht variations of these names. Hourever r¡hether

Anganen is a dialect of Keua or Angal Heneng is probJ-ematic and the lack

of any detailed linguistic studies in the immediate area does not enable

concrete concl-usions to be made.

Early studies, e.9., ldurm (tS0O), classified the Det-üagi, i.e.,

Anganen, region as Mendi speakers, r¡hile FrankLin (tS0g:6) claims urhat

he calls Magi as a distinct and previously unknoun language' comprising

1950 speakers in 1966. He notes (iuio:43) that 73-?6% of cognates occur

betrrieen fvlagi and r¡est Ker¡a. He states:

...it (fïaqi) seems to be the more obvious link betureen
central flendi and uest Keua. (Franklin op cit:6)

And, later:

The language at Det (Nembi Valley) has aluays puzzled me,
because it appears to bridge the gap someurhat betureen the
louler or south Angal Heneng and the northuest area of
Keua. (Franklin, pers. comm.)

In a simil-ar vein, the Anganen speakers themselves regard thei¡ language

as geographicaJ-ly traversing these trrro linguistic units. They maintain

that from Nipa to wlt. Gilur¡e, Enga Province to Kagua, and the inhabited

regions to the south of Poroma is composed of speakers of a common

tonque.
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0f course, to attempt to riqidly categorise Anqanen as a particuLar

language is redundant: highJ-and J.anguages, Ìike highland cultures, do

not, have inflexible boundaries, and dialects are infl-uenced by those

around them. As such, it can' at best, be concl-uded that Anganen does

exhibit strong similarities r¡ith Keua, particularly uest and no¡th-uest

Keura, and to flendi. To a lesser extent this also seems to appJ-y to

Anganen and Uola (or r¡est flendi). Certainly many culturaJ- aspects exist

in Anganen and these surrounding areas. In the liqht of all this' I

urill refer to the culture studied as Anganen, rather than attempt to

drau a conclusion on their linguistic incorporationr or to adopt any

hybridization such as Keura-LJola or Keula-fvlendi.

Similarly, it is also difficul-t, and somer¡hat superfluous' to

attempt to locate cultural groups r¡ithin a strict geographicaJ. focale

(see Sillitoe 19?9:25-6 for a relevant discussion). 0n the one handr

Anganen coul-d be used to cove¡ all those living in the area informants

see as possessing a common languaqe (urhich t¡ou1d subsume the other

researched cultural- areas of Ker¡a, flendi and l/ola); aLternatively, it

can be restricted to ulhere intense research uJas carried out: the

roughly triangular section of the Nembi Valley Census unit bordered by

the Lai, Nembi and fndu Rivers, to the north-ulest of Det station (See

fvlap 2). For the most part the latter urill- apply.

Given the preceding discussion, it is not surprising that the

literal meaning of Anganen has a geographical referent, albeit a vague

one. Though seemingly similar to AngaJ- Heneng, the turo have different

meanings: Angal Heneng literally means frl,;ords truerr, that is the rtrue

l-anguaget (cf. Sil-litoe 1979:25, footnote 1); Anganen best transLates as

the pidgin English frtok plesrr, a socio-centric reference to the language
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spoken in a particul-ar, but il-l-defined, area surrounding the speakers,

anea meaning lf speechtf and nene llgeneraJ- surrounding arearl

(Capuchin n.d. ).

The History of rContactr

Patrols fi¡st ¡eached the Anganen region in 1935 and 1936: Hides came

from the north-uest and the Champion-Adamson patrol from the north-east.

Although Sinclair (tSOS:15?) indicates otherr.uise, from Hidest (1936)

account, it seems that the Strickland-Purari patrol (tS¡a-S) did not

actually set foot in the Nembi Va11ey. 0n the ninth of fYlayr 1935'

follorrring repeated attacks in lJola, the patrol first vieuled the Name

(Nembi) Valtey. Hides described the valley as densely popuJ.ated,

covered r¡rith gardens and dotted r¡ith farmhouses and pig enclosures

(Sinclair 1969:15?). Suffering from chronic dysentery, and despite the

hollour invitations of the valley residents (ne rightJ-y suspecting

further attacks) he decided against entering the valley itself. Rather,

he chose to remain on the tableland, the Nembi Plateau' hoping to avoid

areas of high population density (HiOes 1936:142).

The most intense early contact r¡as r¡ith lvan Châmpionf s second

venture in 1939. (H" had passed quickly through the south of the region

in 1 936. ) tne second patrol- headed north-uestr¡rards from Samberigi.

Some tulo miles north of the river junctions that become the Erave he uas

impressed by the vieul: rrThese grass covered gorges uJere a fine sightfr

(Champion 1 939-40:34).
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Houever, he found the inhabitants l-ess favourable. 0n June 25th

the patrol uas attacked tr¡ice, and they retaliated, hittinq tuo men.

Earlier Champion had reported that there uras fiqhting betrrreen the

inhabitants of the opposite sides of the Nembi River' but it seems that

these banded together to plan an attack on the patrol uhen they

attempted to cross the Nembi on a vine bridge. Champion manaqed to

thulart the attack, but described the Anganen as rrtreacherousrr

(iUiO: 35 ) . The next day , June 20th, they rrrere again threatened. 0f the

Anganen, Champion (iUiO:36) concluded: trl do not like these people.

They seem sullen and suspicious, and should not be trustedrr. The tone

of the reactions of the early patrols certainJ-y set the pattern of the

administrationfs impressions and ulere to be repeated often. Except for

a feur notable instances, the vieur of the Anganen uas decidedly negative.

It uras not until the District headquarters u,as established in

Mendi that any frequent contact uas made. The first patroJ- mounted in

fvlendi to Anganen occurred in 1950. Houevet, the Anganen reqion' as a

r¡hole, did not receive uniform contact. In the main, this r¡as due to

the restraints of geographical proximity to the administrative centres,

first to flendi and then to Nipa patrol post uhich uras established in

1959. In particular, this region bordered by the Lai, Nembi and Indu

rivers uJas a virtual rno-manrs landr because of its l-ocation: it uJas an

arduous nine hour ulalk from Mendi, and ali- patrols uould have

encountered problems that required attention on route to here; and it

ulas even more distant from Nipa.2

Together uith this direct spatial restriction, the terrain al-so

prevented easy access f¡om flendi. In particular, the descent into the

Lai Valley from either side r,rhich uras very precipitous, and the uide and
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fast-flotrling Lai River itself. Not only did this hampe¡ foot patrols'

but it uas aLso the main cause of the J.ong rllait for a road that uiould

traverse the lor¡er Lai-Nembi region.

From 1950 to 1965, this region usually received only one patrol per

year. These routine patrols u;ere mounted mainly for census and lar¡ and

order purposes. The latter uas the administrationrs main aim: riqht

from the beginning the main object uas pacification. This uas slor¡ in

coming, r¡ith the Anganen initially resisting the patrols, and

subsequently avoiding them. Houever, pacification uras achieved in 1963,

and the region u.ras de-restricted by 1964. Very litt1e, often none' of

the patrol time uras allocated to developmental purposes. This t¡oul-d

have to come follouring the abolition of tribal fighting and the opening

of the area to outside¡s.

The Anganen reaction to the administration, as uith the early

patrols¡ rrlâs decidedly adverse. Initially opposition u¡as intense: from

actual physical confrontations, the Anganen preceeded (after rr;itnessing

the auresome pourer of administration rifles) to shouting abuse, to

avoidance and giving false information to patrols, to disobeying

directives.

Nonetheless a realisation that the administration meant r¡ealth

happened ear1y, bringinq urith it an associated change in behaviour. The

payment of labour and goods uith high quality shells, and later money,

some Anganen visiting flendi (even if onJ-y on route to jail) and the

administration promises of devel-opment encouraqed the Anganen to become

more inclined to cooperate, at l-east superficially, uith the patrols

from fYlendi. AIso' and just as importantly, came the missions in 1964.
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Here, toor r.uas evidence to the Anganen of their incorporation into the

uider r¡orld and, from their point of vieu, the advent of their material-

gains. Thus during the early 1960rs the Anganen disposition tourard the

administration changed: from the initial overt antagonism, opposition

become covert and, at times, even a positive relationship existed' r¡ith

the Anganen shouing enthusiasm for development.

The change rrras short-l-ived houlever. UJhiIe it ulould have been

impossible to meet the impressions of material gain and development

envisaged by the Anganen, in fact very little happened at all. Both the

administration and the mission had begun rrrhat they felt ulere priorities-

schools and health aid-posts. The changes in material provisioning uere

negligible. The prime reason for this uere the practical constraints of

the terrainr r¡hich meant no roads, and no roads, no development. l/hile

the patrol reports of this period echo again and again the need for the

road and for development, Iittle happened nonetheless. lJith this

stagnation came a reversion to the earlier negativism. AIso there uras a

feeling of rejection, as only a feu miles east closer to Mendi uas real

evidence of development. The patrol reports of 1964/5 and 1965/6

increasingly note this neul oppositionr the caII for development¡ and

even mention a short lived rcargo cultr in the area which may have been

related to the Anganen sense of deprivation. Yet if the Anganen saur

themselves forgotten, their ot¡rn actions in 1965 and 1966 precipitated a

rapid end to this, and urere the direct cause of the establishment of the

Po¡oma patrol post in 1967r ulhich ensured virtually constant attention.

The action in question here ulas, someulhat sensationally, referred

to as the|tPumi fllassacreftin November 1965. Briefly, this r¡las uhere 10

Pumi residents, Iocated on the eastern side of the Lai River' urere
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kil-Ied in a reprisal raid by residents of Sumia and Pombadl' vilLages on

the r¡estern side of the river. The attack uas in response to the death

of a man, his uife and child, by the Pumi uho they regarded as the

killer, by sorceryr of an ama (big man). One Pumi man uras also killed

uhil-e uorking on road construction under the supervision of tulo patrol

officers and four police.

The administration, understandably, took this as a fJ-aqrant lack of

laul and order: the area had onl-y been derestricted for tuo years' and

already there uJas a recurrence of tribaJ- fiqhting. The fact that one

man r,las killed r¡hile under the control of the Administration could have

only aggravated the situation more. As can be expected' the

administ¡ation acted rapidly and ulith great intensity to eradicate the

troubler but not ulithout Anganen opposition. Fearing combined reprisals

by both the Pumi (r¡ith their allies) and the administration, those that

mounted the raid enlisted the support of allies. At least 12 villages

uould have been involved by the time the administration entered the

region urest of the Lai River. They threatened patrols at least four

times, and one uas actual-Iy attacked, resul-ting in the death of one Tunk

man. They continued to resist the patrolrs attempts to restore far¡ and

order because they uere scared that, if caught, the administration r¡ould

put them to death. (fnis fear uas not r¡ithout justification, as at one

stage it uras strongly recommended to establish control).

Needl-ess to add, throuqh threat and force, control uas restored.

Numerous men ulere jailed. AII- those remaining urere put to uork

constructing roads. Still, if the Anganen had felt themsel-ves

neglected, this incident served to abruptly alter this: a continuous

patrol presence uas in the area for nine months and the establishment of
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Poroma patrol post occurred. Obviously, the Anganen nou, had the

attention they felt uras absent previously.

As the Anganen fell uithin the flendi administrative district, it

uras envisioned that they uould be incorporated into the Upper flendi

Local Government Council, the first established in the province. By

1965, a third of the Undiri division (in r,lhich much of Anganen r¡as then

incorporated) r¡as, ulith the rest of the area to soon follout. Reports

note that the Anganen urere eager for incorporation, but thouqht that

this u¡ould mean much material qain (ct. flendi 1962/3). Total

incorporation uas never to ber âs the Pumi Incident led to the division

of Undiri into those of Undiri and Nembi Valley, the latter joining the

neul Poroma council r¡hich uas established in 1970.

Earlier, from 1962, the administration had attempted to extend its

influence and politically educate the community throuqh the

establishment of village officials but this - by the administrationrs

or¡n admissions - uras a failure. Not only did village officials have no

influence beyond their oun residential vicinity, but even ulithin it

often their importance uJas undermined by persuasive local men, or their

orr,n self interest saur them reject administration directives (e.g., on

fiqhtinq, exchanqes, the limiting of bride price, etc.). Even nou'

Iocal council-l-ors have l-ittle effective pourer, unless this is

accompanied by status accrued through their role in exchange.

Though only derestricted a yeat' the Anganen voted in the 1964

House of Assembly elections. The administration noted a good turnout to

vote (Otg of those etigible) Uut admitted this uas more due to the

novelty than politicaL involvement (cf . flendi 19æ/4). There is still
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little political aurareness on the purposes of the various forms of

government. PrimariJ-y they feel those in government act pureJ-y out of

sel-f-interest. Voting is heavily reqionalised: if a candidate is not

uell- knoun and respected locally, he has no chance of gaining support.

The fact that in the 1 982 elections a man from Lake Kutubu uras

successfuL astonished many Anganen, leading them to claim the election

results r¡ere fal-sified.

The Anganen uere decidedly against seJ-f-government. A special

education ptogramme noted strong opposition. Primarily through labour

migration, the Anganen had seen deveJ-opment in other parts of the

Highlands and maintained that Independence r¡ould mean the exit of the

Australians, r¡ith r¡ho they directly equated these advances (cf. Poroma

1972). Therefore, throughout their history, the Anganen have not

generally seen the benefit of either the administration, councils or

Papua Ner¡r Guinea politics.

Yet the administration, and subsequently P.N.G. government, cÌaimed

an adequate, it not exactly promising, situation in Anganen. Any

trouble uas small-scal-e. This remained until 1982 r¡hen uarfare again

emerged. As urith the Pumi incident 16 years earlier, the death of a big

man through sorcery led to uide-spread hostility. Eventual-l-y,

coresident but non-agnatic relatives of the deceased uere divined as the

perpetrators. They subsequently denied this and refused to pay

compensation, leading to the fiqht. By the time of its suppression'

both sides contained men from at least 35 groups, from as far afield as

the Upper fvlendi and Poroma. Eventuall-y police invol-vement and their

threat of forceful intervention encouraged the fighting to cease. It

did briefly flare again - resuLting in tuo further deaths - but again
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halted uhen those involved reasoned that the police uould quickly become

involved. The relations betureen the urarring parties remain hostile.

Itlissions

Soon after derestriction saul the advent of missions into Anganen. The

region, as a ulhole, ulas infl-uenced by three missions: the fvlethodist

Overseas fYlission (nor,l the Uniting Church), the Christian Union flission,

a fundamentalist Protestant denomination, and the Capuchin, Roman

Cathol-ic, 0rder. In 1963 the Capuchins negotiated for 40 acres at Det'

Nembi Valley. Soon after, the lYl.0.fvl. appJ-ied for adjacent ground.

fvlission rivalry uas thuarted by the Anganen rejecting the Methodist

offer, although from administrative reports approval r¡ould not have been

given. Indeed since then, the Methodists have had decreasing influence;

only one native pastor resided in the louer Anganen region in 1982r and

he felt neqlected by the central mission. The Capuchins established

their mission at Det by 1964. Patrol reports indicate that the Anganen

uere enthusiastic over the promise of the mission: not only did it mean

an influx of shell urealth via the saLe of land and labour' but also they

urere most impressed urith the idea of an air strip' urhich to them uras

coterminous uith the advent of urealth in general (cf. flendi 1964/5).

Soon after the establishment of the mission, the Capuchins began

schools, a medical aid post, later to become a health sub-centre run by

Suliss born Sisters, trade stores and a sau milÌ ' together urith the

church itself. The C.U.m. uas established at Kar, and later Farata'

both in the Nembi Val-ley. Much of their uork is concentrated on the

Nembi Plateau and the north-urestern reaches of the Nembi Valley. They

too established a school and aid post. Houleve¡, the Capuchins have by
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far the most significant role in the Anganen area. In addition to Det,

village churches are visited by priests from Pumberal (Nembi Plateau),

üendi and Nipa. UJithin a feul years, they had begun baptisms and had

quickly eradicated spirit houses and related rituaLs. The early rate of

success of conversion ulas not high: after five years in the lou.rer Lai

and Nembi regions, only 40 conversions in a population of some 15'000

u,ere achieved (cf . flendi 1965/6). Hourever by 1gB2 all Anganen

intervieured maintained they urele Catholics, despite the glaring

inconsistency of many men being polygamous.

As previously indicated, the Anganen vier¡ed the administration t¡ith

suspicion and disparagement. In the main they only begrudgingJ-y

accepted that the pre-Independence administration did initiate some

economic development. Alternatively, the Anganen regard the mission -

uith its construction of a school, a health centre, and its efforts to

begin indigenous (capitatist) economic activities - as someuhat

benevol-ent. (ruo Anganen ever mentioned spiritual salvation. ) Hence,

the Anganen vier¡ of the mbaeli, uhite men, is essentually dualistic:

the mission is as benevol-ent as the administration is malevol-ent. 0n

the ulhole, relations betueen the Anganen and the Capuchins have been

good. The main source of conflict has been, again' the Anganen desire

for materiaL goods - in fact theft is a concern al-though only a small

fraction of the Anganen steal.

Land and Flaterial Provisioning3

CSIR0 and government investigations indicate that there is no real land

shortage. The CSIRO have noted that the Nembi Va1ley region frhas soils

cl-assed amongst the best in the highJ-andstt(in flendi 18 1966/7), uith a
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rich black humus topsoil on a heavy clay subsoil base that provides good

drainage (cf. Mendi 3 1960/1). Although some erosion and leaching has

occurred through land clearingr r-ro immediate shortage is apparent.

Betr¡een 55Í and ?0Í arable lands have been estimated for various parts

of the region (iUiO), and large tracts of virgin forest stiLl remain.

The Anganen, houever, maintain that good ground is diminishing.

They say they must noul clear more primary forest to get adequate garden

land - a practice unfavoured due to the large amount of, in particular

male, labour involved. They put this douln to tt¡o major points: they

recognise a steady popuJ-ation increase (approximately Zfr p.a. due to the

restriction on ularfare and introduced health cate' particularly for

children). They also say the ground has lost rrgreaserr (qris, fIP),

vital-ity, a fact that some associate ulith the amival of the

administration and missions, squarely blaming expatriates for rstealingr

soil richness and removing it to Australia. (Some others feel God

appropriated it as punishment for them and their forebearerst sins.)

More likely, houlever, Anganen gardening practices are responsible.

Firstly, the Anganen replant sr¡eet potato gardens repeatedly - trrlo

decades is not uncommon; and these also have short fallour periods. The

other practice is introduced: coffee is noul permanently pl-anted on

ground that previously sponsored mixed gardens' those gardens conceived

as requiring the best soil. This has probably led, judging on oral-

reports, to a reduction in mixed gardens. In addition, to supply

sufficient ground for coffee and mixed gardens ' more primary bush must

be cleared.
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The Anganen noul feel that they must clear neur ground much more

often than before, and some men maintain that there is a need to limit

access to the superior ground used for coffee. ùJhereas previously any

garden land uas avail-ab1e to sponsored outsiders' some Anganen nour

debate that only suleet potato gardening land should be offered, and

mixed-coffee garden soil restricted to legitimate members of the Local

group.

Demographic increases, inefficient practices for soil maintenance

and regeneration, and the grouling significance of coffee have resulted

in some pressure on land, though it is more symbolic than any real

threat to material subsistence. Increasingly, because of coffee' the

Anganen regard good land as a resource, in a capitalist sense, and the

continued stress on this importance can only reinforce this neur

conception. Houlever, apart from land sold to the administration and the

missions, no Anqanen have actually sold land as yet.

Prodr¡ction

As r¡ith other highlanders, the Anganen are horticulturalists and animal

raisers. Traditionally the latter concerned piqs and' to a much lesser

extent, cassouraries. Introduced animals, especially cattle, are noul

also raised but are feul in number. In addition to coffee' the Anganen

have three named types of gardens: sureet potato gardens, -4gry.i mixed

gardens' literally rrbean galdensrr, paronekra embu; and bush fallour

gardens, ole-sut (fit: sueet potato slip-p1ant). The l-ast entails just

the planting of suleet potato slips into unprepared groundi this practice

is not overly popular.
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Sr,leet potato gardens are virtually planted continuously. 0n the

basis of garden histories, some men have used the same gardens that

their fathers used r¡ithout a true fallou period. Some garden durations

uouLd thus be 25 years or more, and it is a rarity to find a man ulho can

remember one of his sueet potato gardens in fallour. (Rttnough the

Anganen aIe auJare continuous planting reduces yield' they prefer

smaller, slouly matu¡ed suleet potato as they say these are frsuleeteltr;

indeed J-arge sueet potato from neu gardens ate usually fed to piqs.)

Houever some part of any one garden may not be planted' resuJ-ting

in effect to a partial fallou-r of one year. This is not conceptual-ised

as to promote soil regeneration, but rather occurs through a man

perceivinq that all of the available ground is not needed. The amount

planted is based upon a vague notion of perceived needs for the family

and pig herd. A man r¡ii-I most likely pJ-ant more if he feels his piq

herd ulill increase. This is calculated in relation to the amount

planted in the previous year. 0ften other veqetables such as pumpkins

or sugar are also planted, but never to the degree of sr¡eet potato.

These gardens are planted in a large communal area. One or tulo of

these areas exist in any one local group. They are located on totally

cleared hillsides. The only fence (occasionally ditch), r¡hich borders

the entire region to keep out pigs, is communally constructed and

maintained; there are no internal fences. Usually an individualrs

gardens are marked by footpaths r¡hich are knouln to alL. Any (male-

headed) household has from 2 to B sueet potato gardens, uith an average

of approximately four. Often brothers may share a single garden' but

never mixed gardens. Once established almost the entire uork done in

sweet potato qardens is by u;omen. Despite the Anganen considering suleet
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potato their staple food, these gardens are accorded very lorrl prestige.

All in all, most things associated r¡ith them are totalJ.y unproblematic

and unimportant.

The pattern of mixed gardens is radically dif ferent. lvlost

commonly, each piece of ground is only pJ-anted once' as a second

planting r¡ould not provide sufficient returns. 0ccasionaJ-Iy these may

become sueet potato gardens in follouling years, but more often they are

teft to revert to bush. The falloul period is very vaque, r¡ith land

being rer¡orked as required, rather than a strict notion that it has been

adequately regenerated. The period is someurhere betuleen 10 and 15

years, though due to a limiting of available land this seems to be

diminishing. A man r¡ill usually plant land his father has used

previously. fvlixed garden land is often marked by casuarinas ulhich,

along r¡ith the land itsel-f , are j-nherited. This permits some order in

the gardening system as these trees are highly prized and r¡lho planted

them common knorrlledge. Alternatively' though less popular, a man can

cl-ear primary bushland.

fvlixed gardens are not planted communally. Each individual plants

his ou,n ulhich is protected by its ourn fence. Small mixed gardens

frequently are made adjacent to the ounerrs houser or they are found

scattered throughout a territory, often close to forest. Although

termed tfbean gardensfr, numerous other vegetables are found; in fact fer¡

beans are grourn and they are of declining popularity. In addition'

these gardens also can contain bananas, many types of leaf greens¡ /âftìs¡

sugar and talo, plus the introduced crops of cabbagesr l-ettuce,

pumpkins, ginger, chillies and tomatoes. Paupau and pineapples also

grou ulell. Even a small amount of sueet potato may be grouln. These are
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the Anganen prestige gardens, and men take great pride in their success'

although their status is beginninq to be superceded by coffee.

Occasionally they are planted along qender Lines: older men especially

miqht plant and maintain banana and sugar cane qardens separately from

other mixed gardens. Most frequently, aJ.l crops are planted together'

but the division of labourr 1€ gender, is still upheld. Mixed gardens

vary considerably in size, but any man r,lill usually ouln no more than

three gardens in r¡ork at any one time.

The division of labour is typicall-y highland. flen do the heavy

tasks: they fell trees, clear heavy bush, break hard qround, dig

ditches and construct fences. lJomen do the lighter but ultimately more

time consuming tasks of mounding, rrreedingr planting and harvesting. The

only exceptions to this pattern are some crops associated r¡ith men' in

particular bananas and sugar cane. Here men do everything and ulomen

should not even touch them. fTost commonly this is norrr only associated

r¡ith some older men; younger ones seem to have abandoned the practice.

Other crops classified by the Anganen as rrmalerr do not follor¡ this

pattern.

There are some further restrictions on uromen r¡hen they are

menstruating and after they have given birth. In particular, rfmal-eil

crops r¡ou1d be destroyed by menstruating uomen, and they are not alloued

to enter younq gardens as they r¡ould trburnfr the tender young plants

accordinq to the Anganen. Crops, once r¡elL established' are not harmed

as they are noui regarded as strong enough to overcome the effects of

this. As r¡ith things like food taboos and gender' this does not have

much consequence on an empirical level. The timing of gardening being
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so non-specific and the availability of other uomen to assist makes this

loss of labour largely irrelevant.

Forest products generally are of littl-e importance. Some

marsupials uer.e hunted and given in fo¡mal- exchangesr but their

popularity is in marked decline. flost hunting nou undertaken is by

louner unmarried men for pleasure. Even cassoularies, once hiqhly prized

and a major exchange item, ale of diminishing significance' due

primarily to the Anganen considering them too expensive to buy. lïany

r¡lild plants ulere previousl-y used for medical purposesr but introduced

medical facilities have all but superceded them. 0nly pandanus nuts

still play an important cultural role; these are highly valued and

considered a deJ-icacy.

The major source of animal protein is supplied by pork. Pigs are

tended and fed suleet potato by ulomen, and uere housed uith tlomen.

Administration opposition, on health grounds, caused pig shelters to be

built separately. Pork is rarely consumed apart from exchange contexts,

hence no regular or frequent meat intake occurs. Cassot¡aries' Iikeulise'

uere only eaten on such occasions. Some cattle have been introduced and

their consumption is identical to that of pigs. The only important

distinction betuleen pigs and cattle is that men, not ulomen, l-ook after

cours. (Anganen men say that cattle are too big and thus scare rrlomen).

flverall, then, animal protein is not taken in on a regular basis, and

this has led, in part, to the poor nutritional status of the Anganen

(cf. Al-len, et al, 1gB0; Dlarke and Cogill, n.d.). UJhen meat is

consumed, it is in massive quantities. Houever' some introduced foods

and the incorporation of the Anganen into the monetary economy have

resul-ted in some improvements in nutrition. In particular are tinned
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fish and rice. t/hil-e tinned fish is often used in exchanqes, it is al-so

eaten in mundane contexts. The only difficulty is that the Anganen can

only afford to eat it very occasionally.

The History of rtþvelopmentr

As uith their fcontactt history in general, the Anganen did not have a

uniform rate of development: those areas cl-oser to Mendi and east of

the Lai River uere given most attention. Until the road4 eventually

traversed the Lai River, by 1 9?3' the region ulest of the Lai received

very little administrative effort in this direction. In part' this is

understandable as no roads virtuaJ-ly must equate urith no development.

lJithout road transport, the establishment of cash enterprises r¡ould have

been pointless. UJhiIe these practical restraints are crucial'

administration policy and organization, plus the Anganen themselves'

must be considered r¡hen investigating the specifics of Anganen

deveJ.opment history; orr to put it another uray' the lack of Anganen

development in comparison to other parts of the Southern Highlands.

Firstly, for reasons unknoun, the Mendi administration largely

concentrated on the Upper Mendi-Lai region in the early yeaIs' much to

the detriment of the southern part of its administrative district.

UJhile it is a general feature of all Southern Highlands peoples that

they see themselves behind the rest of the highlands' the Anganen also

regard themselves as behind othe¡ Southern Highlanders.5 Ttuo references

from patrol reports support the lack of early development:

. The area has been neglected in favour of the Upper fiendi
and Karint (Upper Lai) census areas. (flendi 1?, 1966/?)

[Je need a complete revieu of our administration
planning...to ensure that the Undiri (Anganen) q"t more
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attention from other departments...Until nor¡
only seen the census taker and the policeman.
1 s66/? )

they have
(üendi 1 9,

Hourever, the administration did have a policy of commencing

economic development in all- areasr orìc€ derestriction had been achieved

(except, in effect, in cases such as the uiestern Anganen region ulhere

the tenain prevented early road construction). Essentially this policy

r¡as tr¡o-fold: road construction and beginning cash earning enterprises'

mostly cropping but also some projects involving livestock. Evidence of

this can be found in east Anganen urhere an early road link ulith Mendi

r¡as estabtished. From 1962 on, at various times, coffee, cattle' fish'

pyrethrum, tea, chil-Iies and castor beans uere attempted. Initially

these ulere established at Yagen, Yote, Iaria and fvlegi, all on the Lai-

fvlendi divide; fvlegi is the most uestulard, some 2 kms. east of the Lai

River. Coffee uras first started at Yagen in 1962. By 1965 this, plus

the other coffee projects started, urere in total disorder and the plots

overgroun r¡rith ueeds (Mendi g, 1964/5). In fact by 196?, all the

various projects in the area had failed due to a lack of concerted

involvement on the part of the people and lack of extension services

supplied by the Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries,

partially caused by staff shortages (Mendi 17, 1966/7).

Any further attempts at establishinq coffee uere deJ-ayed by a

shift in poì-icy. The hiqh altitude divisions of Upper fvlendi and KarÍnt

u,ere the first to have coffee. Through the altitude and frosts, it

failed miserably, and pyrethrum ulas planted as an alternative. The

policy on coffee ulas to ulait and see hou successful these neul projects

r¡ould be. If they succeeded then pyrethrum uras to have been planted in

the south. This change in administration thinkinq occurred despite the
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Louer altitude of the Undiri census area. The result of this meant that

all existing projects urere abandoned (flendi 6, 1965/6). Tn 1966 the

area r¡est,of the Lai had not even experienced the beginnings of coffee.

Later coffee uas once again favoured as the best cash cropr but not

until many idle years had passed.

By 1 9?5 the region ulest of the Lai River uas being planted urith

coffee, r¡ith the Capuchin mission being one of the main sources of

planting material. Despite the early reluctance, coffee subsequently

uras enthusiasticalJ-y accepted. Ultimately coffee is urelL suited to

Anganen culture: it fits into the pre-existing concepts of the division

of labourr orìc€ establ-ished it does not require intense labour inputs'

is pJ-anted in superior ground, previously used for mixed gardens, and it

fits Anganen gender associations of crops - it being prestigious and

hence rrmaleil. AIso, it only requires an individuaf manrs l-abour

resources, his ulife or ulives, adherents and 1and. In Anganen' it is

very unlikely for communal projects to succeed, through the stress on

mal-e individualism and the difficulty of achieving consensus and

maintaining a regular u¡ork force. Coffee being viable on this level

means that individual- Anqanen can receive an income' r¡ith its attainment

and disposal his concern.

Still, coffee is in its infancy in Anganen' and its consequences

r¡ill multiply in coming years. In 198'l ' of 164 men censused, only 57

had sold coffee, including 2 unmarried men using their fatherrs ground;

a further 53 had planted coffee but had not sold it (6 unmarried men),

and 54 adult' married men had not planted it. 0f the latter, 23

expressed desi¡e to p1ant, uith the remainder mostly being old men. The

maximum number of years coffee had been sold uas only three, and income
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per man, per year of those r¡ith coffee trees uas about K30

as more coffee matures, this figure should increase rapidJ-y.

Houlever,

Apart from coffee, littLe attention need be given to other

introduced cropsr âs these are rareÌy planted and of no economic

importance on the local level. Tea and chillies have been tried on a

pJ-antation scale using alienated land. These have met mixed success,

but they do not concern the Anganen directly' apart from the feu that

have been employed on them. They are government, either provinciaJ- or

local-, run enterprises.

The only other introduced farming that is of any significance is

cattte, and these too fared no bette¡ from administration policy. Small

scale projects ulere begun in the mid 1960rs' but until the Anganen could

demonstrate they could properly manage stee¡s, no breeding stock ulas

made available (fïendi 1?, 1966/?). As urith coffee, little extension

service took place. All this resulted in the Anganen keeping their

cattle for a urhile' only to channel them into the exchange system.

Cattle bring great prestige in exchange but, statistically speaking'

they are of little significance in comparison to pigs.

A number of other enterprises have been tried and the mission' more

so than the administration, seems instrumental in beginning these. They

encouraged tradestores, and currently there are large numbers of these

in the area. None shour real viabiJ-ity and all are only open

intermittently. Finance and transport problems mean stock are hard to

get, and most ouners soon grouJn indifferent, cJ-osing thei¡ stores for

J-engthy periods. The mission established a saumill to the no¡th-uest of

Det. Initially this r¡las for their ourn needs, but later they turned it
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over to the fvluri ulho possess large reserves of virgin forest. It l-acks

economic viabiJ-ity and organization, and if not for the ongoing

management of it by the mission, the project r¡ould certainly have

failed.

Very feul Anganen have permanent employment, but most younger, 35 or

under, men have had rrlage employment at one time or another, either r¡ith

the mission, council orr most often, as laboure¡s on plantations.

Labour migration began soon after derestriction though, overall' its

incidence and impact is small: only 1 /Z - lfr, on average, have been

absent from the area p"r .nnur.6 Most commonly, labou¡ migration is

undertaken uith a specific Aoal in mind, usually to accrue the basis of

a bridewealth. Very feu uomen have held jobs. 0f those t¡ho have, most

urere unmarried and engaged in domestic services, usually urith the

mission.

The point to note from this brief overvieu of economic change is

thatr u¡hile money is very important to the Anganen, their liveLihood is

stiLl firmly entrenched in horticulture. No one exists through

commodity purchase alone. Money, ulhen it is not used in exchange,

merely augments this to a small degree. Certainly change has brought

neuJ economic means and neul ends, but these are peripheral- to basic

subsistence.

Social Structure, Exchange and Change: A Brief Overvier¡l

lJhile Anganen society and culture uere never static, the past tuenty

five years have brought changes unprecedented in their history. The

advent of the Australian administration, the arrival of missions, the
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influence of the post-Independence P.N.G. government, and a ulider

political. economy have, at times, had profound effects. A detailed

treatment of social change is beyond this thesis' but some major points

need to be mentioned as they provide necessaly background to the

discussions r¡hich foll-or¡. In particular there are tuo general areas'

the (virtual) cessation of ularfare, and the impact of introduced forces

on the exchange system. (Numerous other, smalle¡ aspects of social

change r¡rill emerge throughout the subsequent discussion. )

In the main the Catholic mission has not had great influence on

exchange as they have attempted to alter only particular aspects of

exchange events, for example the black traditional decoration of brides,

rather than attempt a r¡holesale attack on the exchange event in general.

Indeed the exchanges in lieu of individuals have often been encouraged

by members of the mission. They often contribute or receive small

amounts of ulealth or food at feasts, and see exchanges such as

brider¡ealth, for instance, as establishing a J-egitimate, moral- bond r¡ith

the potentiality for longevity.

Obviously they have tried to e¡adicate polygyny, but only uith

partial success. It is still ulidely practiced, not surprisingly given

its links to exchange and prestige; in fact trrro Anganen catechists have

left the church to take a second uife. The most direct and sustained

alteration to exchange is the mission derived abandonment of spirit

houses and thus the distribution of the meat of sacrificial animals.

Yet even this has been redressed to a degree by an increase in anqare

food distributions designed to alleviate sickness caused by uitchcraft

(tbad thoughtst) r¡hich the Anganen also see as appeasing ancestral

spirits (see Chapter VI). Highly significant reliqious events, such as
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baptisms, are often celebrated r¡ith feasts and child payments, and an

intended, though non-eventual, ceremonial piq ki]l to mark the

ordination of Fr. Collmann, an Anganen man, serves to illustrate this

point (discussed in Chapter VII).

The effects of Australian administration policy have been more

profound. They suppressed ularfare and this had four major consequences.

It reduced (along r,¡ith introduced medical facil-ities) the morbidity

rate, causing population grourth and, in tandem rrrith planting coffee'

some pressure on land. It has reduced forced migrationr âs people are

nou, no longer driven off their territories. Both of these points are

significant for group composition (and are discussed further in Chapter

III). The suppression of r¡arfare has del-imited, to some degree, the

need for urider poJ-itical all-iances betuleen groups . And, lastly '
suppression has reduced the incidence of ularfare compensation payments

(see Chapters VI, VII and IX).

As ùras often reiterated in government reports, the (Australian)

administration held a very negative vier,l of exchange, seeing it as

detrimental to their plans for rdevelopmentt. They also sar¡ it as the

basis for much of the friction in the region. (fo an extent, of course,

both of these interpretations of exchange have some validity.) They

fo¡mulated a piecemeal and largeJ-y ill-conceived rplanr to persuade

(usually ulithout forcibLe coe¡cion) the Anganen to alter their urays.

This uent as far as attempting to usurp the pouer they sarrr big-men as

having, estabÌishing positions such as vil-lage constables in the hope

these r,lould become the ner¡ prestige statuses. Almost totally these

efforts failed, and often patrol officers expressed their frustration at

visiting villages to find their appointees either at exchanges or even
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fiqhtinq. The point is the administration clearÌy underemphasised the

importance of exchanqe, and its persistence stresses its significance in

the Anganen socio-cu.l-tural- order.

Indeed it can be argued their influence increased the incidence and

importance of exchange. Initially through trade links urith Mt. Hagen,

and Later directly through the immediate presence of the Australians'

the numbers of pearlshells inflated rapidly. This alLoued greater

numbers of men to participate in greater numbers of exchanges'

magnifying the political- and integrative functions of exchange (cf.,

Sillitoe 19?9:16-?). The later adoption of money as an exchange item

served similar ends.

One consequence of this inflation r¡as that other shell-s' bailer and

coulrie, r¡ere made redundant as exchanqe items. (At best, they are noul

decoration. ) This uas due to the centrality of pearlshells in Anganen

exchange, ulhereas bailer and courie ulere aluays considered secondary'

used only because pearlshells trrere in short supply. fncrease in

pearl-shells, thus, meant these others u¡ere not required. An important

point needs to be made here. A number of exchange items have been used

and many r¡ere often rejected by the Anganen (ce¡tain foods, cattle,

cassoula¡ies, snakes and eels, steel, sal-t and so on). This means

Anganen conceptions of exchange items uJere never constant' beyond the

importance of pigs and pearlshells. Their system uras aluays open to

change. Hence the adoption of cattl-e or tinned food as exchange rrrealth

could easily be facilitated r¡rithout radical change.

This holds true for money a1so, but its role is far more

significant, structurally and statistically. I take up a discussion of
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money later, but here urish to note that the adoption of money does not

necessariJ-y mean a structural or functional transformation of the

exchange system (cf., Gregory 1980:648). Furthermore, Anganen culture

uras not a passive recipient of money: although money has brought neur

meanings in exchange contexts, money has also been imbued urith specific

attributes r¡hich it does not have in the urider political economy.

Anganen culture has converted money' primarily K20 notes, into an

exchanqe valuable, and hence the central position it nou has in exchange

is neither contradictory nor, by necessity, structurally transformative

(points urhich rrrilt be el-aborated upon in Chapter X).

The Anqanen r¡ror1d is one of change, but there is one point uhich is

certain: exchange, and its role in the articulation of social structure

persists, like systems of exchange elseuhere in Papua Ner¡ Guinea:

Systems of ceremonial exchange have' by and large' shouln
remarkable resilience in the colonial and post-colonial
eras. The great socio-political changes urrought by cash
cropping, missionization and electoral poJ-itics have
certainly modified these historic systems' but thei¡
tenacity in incorporating changes, yet persisting despite
them, is a good indication of their continuing value to
the people r¡ho participate in them. (feif 1983:Bg)
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1 9?B) for more
area and their

Footnotes

1

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

See Crittenden
information on
congnacies.

(tsaz:99-104) and Franklin (lgoe,
the origin of languages in this

This region and Nipa are at opposite ends of the Nembi Valley.
Only one patrol, in 1960' ulent east of the Nembi River. Beyond
this, this part of Anganen uras alulays administered from fYìendi until
Poroma station uas established.

As there are tr¡o extensive uorks (Critten¿en 1982; Sillitoe 1983)
dealing r¡ith material provisioning in the fvlendic region, a general
and brief overvieu r¡ill suffice here.

Roads urere constructed ulest of the Lai River, and eventually a link
uras established betueen this region and flendi, via Nipa and the
upper Lai Vatley. Houlever it uras a most circuit,ous route and
unfavouted by the Mendi administration for development.

Also see Crit,tenden (tSeZ) for a more detailed discussion of this
on the Nembi Plateau.

This figure uras gained from the census
patrol reports, 1965/6 to 1s77/B).

sections of successive
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SECTION II. GROUPS AND STRUCruRAL PRINCIPI-ES

It am] concerned r¡ith the analysis of Daribi social structure
in terms of relationships and groups, and principles of
relationship and grouping, that is, in terms of abstract ruLes
and distinctions r¡hich govern the operation of Daribi social
structure and hold true as a synchronic system. These
principles and relationships remain constant in time
fnsofar as they are unchanging aspects of a system ulhich is
continually in a state of f1ux, u,e can look upon these as
timeless determinants of a phenomenon u¡hich must necessarily
exist in time. (Uagner 196?:180)
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SECTIONAL INTRODTJCTION. PERMANENCE AND VARIATION

This section r¡ill describe and interpret cert,ain aspects of Anganen

group structure. UJhile groups, in and of themselves, are significant'

this section is primarily orientated touards the ulider discussion of

social structure, particularly in relation to exchanqe, urhich ulill

follor¡. Chapter III outlines group formation and composition' uith a

vieul to eliciting the definitive characteristics of all localised, named

group entities in Anganen, such as clans, subclans or local groups as a

uhole. The next chapter concentrates more on the structure of unity and

opposition r¡ithin and betr¡een these entities. In doing so, it ulill be

necessary to introduce the key concepts of descent, locality,

siblingship and marriage and, rTìor€ov€rr their interrelationships uhich'

f suggest, are indicative of a urider structural frameulork underpinning

Anganen social structure' per se.

Anganen groups display great variation, flux and change. They could

be classified by a number of adjectival label-s often used to desc¡ibe

Highland social structures, such as Pouuetrs (t S0O) nloosely

structuredff. Hourever as lJatson (tSZO:107) has pointed out, I'descriptive

cachets like rloosenessr, ropennessr and tflexibiJ.ityr (are) suggestive

of reqional peculiarity--even anomaly--but bereft of explanatory vaLue.rf

Like üJatson, I regard characteristics such as movement, variation, flux

and change as centraf, not peripheral, features of the system; they are

constitutive. One of the intentions of this chapter is to demonstrate

these features and the inherent dynamics of Anganen groups' r¡ith the

perspective of deducing urhat is common to all- localised groups ' their

basic form and definitive characteristics.
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In line r¡ith Uagnerrs remarks uhich preface this section, groups

must necessariJ-y be seen as temporal entities and analysed as such.

Furthermore, embodied uithin lJaqnerrs approach is the notion that

structure is not only manifested in time (as a partial determinant of

practice) but it also acts in, and through, time. All models, including

ldagnerrs as he acknouledges (tS0Z:182), on sociaÌ or gloup structure are

ridealisedr to some degree, but I sugqest this does not necessarily mean

variation and change cannot be accommodated in them. In Anganen' groups'

irrespective of their origin, rights to orrlning the land their members

cultivater or degree of segmentation, for instancer possess the equaJ-

potentiality to assume the same structural form, but this form by

necessity is constituted diachronically. Ideal models see variation as

contingent upon specific historical incidents, such as ularfare causing

migration or r¡idoulhood promptinq a uroman to return to her natal place

taking her young sons rrlith her, but it can be arqued that structure

itself is one origin of variation. I shall consider the form of all

Anganen groups as one of common developmental tendencies. That is, at

any one point in timer different groups may possess different

manifestations of these tendencies, thus al-so contributing to variation

betuleen them. Anganen groups are not static, there is no end-point to

this development, they are constantly changing over time. Variation is

inherent as it is structured into groups, and not simply derivative from

specific historicaL events ulhich impinge upon their composition.

There has, of course, been a great deal r¡ritten on group structure

in the Highlands, the principles r¡hich underpin it' and the

relationships of these to social structure in a broader sense. This is a

lengthy¡ complex and at times convoluted debate on the problems of so

called fAfrican flodelsr for comprehending Highland social structures.
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For my present needs, there is little to be gained from restating the

numerous issues raised. (Hofy 19?6 provides r¡hat is perhaps the best

single overview. ) Houever, as some of these issues r¡iIl be given

explicit attention hete, and aspects of the perspective I adopt are

historically located in this debate, some points merit consideration.

It uras Barnes (tS6Z) r¡ho first questioned the applicability of

descent-based model-s in the Highlands. üJhile Highland ideologies could

be seen as rpatrilineal-t, ne (iUi¿:6) contended that criticaL social

featu¡es associated ulithr ênd generated by, descent, (segmentation, the

ideological rrleight ascribed to genealogical- chartersr the status of non-

agnates, and individual affiliation and alJ-egiance to groups) OiO not

easily translate into the Highland context. Early ethnographers uho

attempted to do so seriously distorted or misrepresented the situations

they encountered.

The first point I r¡ant to note is that the concept of a model

stipulates a critical relationship betr.ueen abstract principles, such as

descent, and a number of social phenomena and processes ulhich ate

empirically manifested. This is obviously true for Barnes and ldagner

alike. lJhile there can be no doubting the validity of this type of

perspective, u¡hat is explicitly lacking is the notion of conflict, or at

least potential conflict, in these relationships' and the contexts in

u¡hich such conflict may emerge.

Here I ulish to demonstrate it is the relationships betureen

principles and social phenomena ulhich is crucial-, and these

rel-ationships, depending on context, can be either complementary or

antagonistic. Initially this r¡ill be demonstrated uhen considering the
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cuLtural conceptualisation of individual- and group identities in terms

of land holding and locality. ttlhile one c¡itical feature of descent in

Anganen is the norm of patrimonial land inheritance, this is not

synonymous tuith the cultural construction of legitimate land otlnership.

At times, the latter operates to delimit the influence of agnatic

credentials for determining oulnership; that is, the tuo cuÌtura1

concepts, descent and criteria for Land oulnership, can be contrasting

and conflicting concerns. These conflicts, in fact' can be seen to have

manifestation in the ambiguities betueen the various Anganen

terminologies reJ-ating individuals and qroups to the land they garden

and the locality in r¡rhich they reside.

Although I do not contend that this potential antagonistic

opposition betueen cultural principles necessarily translates into

practice--the context in r¡hich they are found is a critical factor--I do

suggest they are indicative of an underlying situation uhere conflict

between principles can generate flux in practice. In other urords, they

indicate the potential relevance of a structu¡al model- uhere the

relationships betueen principles, either antagonistic or compJ-ementary'

can influence action. Hence, it is not only incident and the

developmental potentialities ulithin structure as it operates through

time that can generate flux' variation and change, but also the

relationships betueen structural principl-es in the social contexts in

t¡hich they occur.

The theme of complementary or antagonistic relationships betueen

structural principles continues in Chapter IV. Here I investigate the

structural premises underpinning inclusion /unity and opposition in

Anganen groups, especially the forms of internaÌ connections uithin
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qroups, together r¡ith connections betuleen groups. The interrelationships

of most concern are betr¡een descent and the tuo major siblingship forms

in Anganen, @g, fraternity, and mbetinu, closs-sex siblingship' In

Anganen, these forms of siblingship are used to express relationships

betueen men, ulith mbetinu contingent upon marriage and the mediating

rol-es of uomen in social relationships betureen men. (tnat is, mbetinu

may be used to refer to both a brother-sister bond, or a relationship'

e.g. tYlB-ZS, in ulhich uromen and marriage are pivotal. ) These tr'lo

siblingship forms represent tuo contrasting types of social-

relationships betueen men. 0n the one hand, mbetinu has uomen, mamiaqe

and the social opposition generated by them as central; in amenu these

are not central: it is internal unity and the co-equivalence betueen

fbrothersr that dominates.

The relationships betr¡een these three abstract principles, descent'

fraternity and cross-sex siblingship can be complementary. Indeed, at

times (".q. ulithin clans) there is little need to differentiate betr¡een

descent and fraternity, and marriage is one means of qroup definition'

as groups become opposed as ulife-givers and ulife-receivers. Houever'

again depending on context, I shall shor¡ these can be conflicting'

giving rise to ambiguity' even paradox, in social rel-ationships' This

is, in fact, my prime motivation for considerinq the aspects of groups I

discuss in detail. Not only do they provide ethnographic background to a

discussion of exchanqe relationships, they suqgest the centrality of

forms of interrelatedness betueen principles urhich may generate flux and

ambiguity in social relations betueen men r¡lhich are also manifested in

exchange.
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One last topic needs to be introduced' ideology and practice. One

of the first impacts of Barnesr article on descent models and Highland

social structures, despite this being equal-ly true in Africa, uas rrthe

fundamental- problem (of) the discrepancy betr¡een ideology and

statistical norms tt (Langness 1964:182). That is, descent, ideologies

have been clearly identified, but these cannot account for empirically

manifested social phenomena (cf. Langness 1964:1?9).

l/hen considering groups specifically, A.J. Strathern (lSZZzSl)

presents this as a distinction betuleen rrcomposS-tionrr and rfstructurerl

(although I prefer to call the latter ideology oÌ cultural

conceptualisations). For Strathern, rrstructurerr is the idioms used to

conceptualise groups, folk modeLs, r¡hil-e rrcompositionrr is accutate

accounts of how groups were founded and are actually constituted. tfhile

it can never be maintained there is a simple homologue betureen the turot

and I r¡ill follor,l Strathernrs definition of composition here, there is'

nonetheless, also a danger in over dichotomizing. Ideology is

reflective, it enters into individual decision-making, and norms carry

great rhetorical ureight, ulhich can be socially employed to encourage

participation in social action.

fYloreover, I suggestr it is the idioms and cultural concepts rrlhich

merit attention. To quote A.J. Strathern (l 972:1 ) again:

a solution to some of the apparent anomalies in the accounts
of Highland societies [lays] not so much in understanding the
discrepancies betueen ideology and practicer âS in
comprehending uhat the ideology of Highlanders in relation to
thei¡ social groups [is] and hor¡ it might fit the contexts of
social activity... in r¡hich it [i.] found.

This is a starting point of the analysis here. Ideology and cultural

nonethelessconcepts, though not synonymous urith empirical- situations'
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embody structural logic. This structural logic, in turn, may also be

involved in sociaÌ action. In other ulords, critical structural

principles. and characteristics may be embodied in both. Rather than

dr¡e1l on the differences, it is their commonal-ities r¡hich may be more

significant, and as such ideology can be used analytically to inform on

social practice. Follor¡ing a general demographic introduction to local

groups, and a discussion of Anganen group terminologies, Ï shall do this

by examining arboreal metapho¡s used to conceptualise groups.
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CHAPTER III. GROUP FORMATION AND CONSTIruTION
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Local Groups: Basic [Þscription and [Þnngraphy

Local qroups are termed yam or vami. They have demarcated

territories, and these ar.e clearJ.y recognised. (Disputes over

territorial boundaries have been infrequent.) Territories are knoun as

yam su-re (rit: n group land-basert) althouqh in practice this is often

abbreviated to simply yam su. The territory name is usuaÌly taken from

the unit regarded as the principal and originaL land ouiners' houever in

one case, LrJolamesâ-SU¡ the territory is named after the main residential

village. Boundaries are marked most frequently by major topoqraphical

features, such as rivers or creeks, mountains, rocky outcrops and virgin

forest, though it is not uncommon to find that mutual- consensus over

unused scrub occurs. In any eventr these gloups are cJ-early

conceptualised by the Anganen as territorially based.

tJithin any su-re from one to five hamlets, anda-re (fit: rrhouse-

baserr), may be located. Table I documents the demography of residents of

tr¡¡o local groups, those principally associated r¡ith Ronge and Aramuri'

tuhere the¡e is reliable data.

Table I. Local Group Demgraphy

TotaI
Pop.

Local
Group

Av.

Total
Hamlet

Av.
Pop.

Av.
Male
Pop.

Av.
Femal-e

Pop.

Av.
Adult
lvla]e

Av.
Adult
Femal-e

237.5 52.9 26.4 26.4 11475

(R¿utt is regarded as approximately 1? and over)

1 5.4
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UJhile these figures are not statistically representative due to the

small size of the sample' some generaJ- remarks can be made. Anganen

1oca1 groups are relatively smaÌi-. Even liberal estimates of the largest

r¡ould not exceed 450 persons. They are roughJ.y comparable r,lith thei¡

immediate neighbours, though, such as the lJola, u¡here Sillitoe (tSZS:¡A)

notes that semonda average 158 only, r¡ith 45 being adul-t men. This is

someuhat equivalent urith the Anganen averages from this limited example'

of 237 and 54. These figures do not really give proper refÌection of the

variation in sizes in Anganen local groups' for r¡hich approximate

estimates urould range from around 100 up to about 450. (Rtso see

Sillitoe 1979:35 trlhere, in a large sample of semonda' population figures

vary from 98 to 519.)

Similarlyr haml-et size, on average, tends to be small in Anganen:

only 53 persons, per andare. Again this is someulhat misleading: andare

size is knourn to vary from as lou as 1B (Onjep) up to 163 for Tundu; one

Iarge andare, Arunda, r¡ou1d number ueII over 250. In other ulordsr it is

very hard to generalise a pattern for andare, or -H. for that matter'

based upon demography alone. This comes about through an almost ad hoc

procedure of naming any settlement, uith some retaining the parent

vilJ-age r¡hile others adopt neuJ ones (an occurrence that seems to have

Iitt1e bearing on spatial distance and not predictable from social

factors). Also of importance is social change as there is nour no

pressure to maintain a minimal group of men for defensive purposes.

OveraLl, there are no strict functional or structural principles that

dictate the creation of neu andare; all villages are in various,

spatially separated segments (except the very small); and ul-timately a

rrneuln hamlet is only formed uhen a neul name is adopted for any one
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OIsegment, and this is not readiJ.y predictable from social, spatial

functional concerns.

From oral- reports, the cessation of r¡arfare prompted tuo major

alte¡ations in hamlets: not only do they tend to be smal-ler than

previously, they are nou more commonly found on louer ground¡ closer to

uater, roads and fireurood. (Previously viltages tended to be larger and

built on ridge tops for defensive purposesr though some haml-ets have

aluays existed on valley floors.) Any su-re has from one to three mbata,

ceremonial grounds, to r¡hich any andare is closely associated urith only

oner be it in that hamlet o¡ not.

The other major change in residential organisation is the breakdor¡n

of the separation of men from others, females and young boys. PreviousJ-y

only turo kinds of households existed, the renda' uomanrs house, and the

kapanda, menrs house. The first housed a u¡oman, her children, unmarried

girls and young boys, perhaps ulith others also sharing the residence.

Co-r¡ives tended to have their ouln separate houses. The renda ulas also

the pigrs house. These sJ-ept in a separate but attached quarter.

Through di¡ect pressure exercised by the Australian administration' pigs

a¡e usualJ-y housed in a detached structure, al-though this is still close

to the oulnerrs residence. The menrs house ulas ideally composed of cl-ose

male agnates, but often ulith adherents. Boys as young as four uould

beqin to sleep urith their fathers.

Although these forms still exist, and are particularly favoured by

older residentsr rTìor€ recently men and ulomen have begun to reside

together. A combination of factors can be suggested for this change.

Perhaps there has been a diminishing in fears of menstrual- pollution,
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although these still definitely persist; u¡arfare suppression removed the

need for a group of men to mobilise quickJ-y and in unison; and it is

quite likely the Anganen have imitated the housing they associate urith

the administration and some missions.

Houever, the formation or the changes in organisation of hamlets is

not the immediate issue. Rather it is l-ocal groups and their formation,

althouqh residence is hiqhly significant here nonetheless.

Local Gror.¡p Structure

Hiera¡-chial Terminologies

Leaving aside the empirical realm of Anganen local- groups for the

moment, the meaning of some Anganen group terminologies need to be

addressed at this juncture. (tr,ro non-hierarchial sibJ-ing terms¡ ârIìEnU¡

fraternity, and mbetinu, cross-sex siblingship, r¡il1 be the focus of

much attention subsequentfy.) This must be done as a precursor for

understanding the meaning of a concept such as tdescentr in Anganen

culture.

The term 1flr as ùre have aLready seen, is used by the Anganen in

reference to local groups. Houlever it, or derivations of it' can also be

used to refer to a number of segmentary levels in an overall hierarchial

group structure. As a stock uord' vam strictly translates as agnatic

g"oup.1 It has tulo nominal derivatives t¡hich also pertain to l-evels

ulithin this hierarchy: yamonda (fit: rrgroup largerr) and yamonqiki ( rit:
group smalln). Together r¡ithin this hierarchy, Anganen group structure

does seem congruous' at least in terms of ideology, ulith a segmentary
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descent model: like, and named, groups are inco¡porated into higher

order ones' yamonqiki into vamonda; and often the more exclusive units

( yamonciki ) have explicit descent ideologies, the I one father t ,

ara pamond, idiom (although this is never used to refer to yamonda).

In this presentation I urill adopt the follouing operational

definitions of these terms: yam as local group' vamonda as clan and

vamonoiki as subcl-an. In doing so hourever, I acknouledge Sillitoers

criticism of lïeÌanesian anthropology:

Unfortunately the confusion caused by the use of inapplicable
concepts (i.". descent) to explain Melanesian societies has
resulted not only in a cl-ouded approach to the issues in
question but also in the imprecise use of terms to designate
qroups (cl-an, lineage, parish, district etc. ) so that they no
longer have a specific meaning ... Such imprecise use of terms
r¡ill lead to fal-se assumptions about the groups concerned, and
can only convey fuzzy ideas and uloolly explanations.
(s:.U-itoe 1g?9:31 )

l/hite agreeing r¡ith much of Sill-itoers polemic, I must acknorrlledge I

fall into the pattern he opposes. I do so partJ-y for convenience, as

these specific Anganen terms have no meaning outside the ethnographic

region, but this is not the sole reason. The social usage of these

terms, yam and its de¡ivatives, by the Anganen is imprecise also: they

are used,contextualJ-y and rhetorically. The very fact that vam itself is

used by the Anganen for either a one member subcl-an or a 450 member

l-ocal group clearly attests to this. There can be no doubt, as u¡ilI

become plainly apparent, that the inherent variation of Anganen groups

does delimit the use of such terms in a strict anaJ.ytical- sense.

Certainly it is very difficult and misleading for the most part to

assign functional characteristics to these units, but this is not the

major point. Rather, that the Anganen use these terms is the critical

point, not r,rhat they are translated as. Hence, if terms such as clan are
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not loaded r¡ith presumed characteristics' there is no probJ.em

uhatsoever.

ùJith this in mind, ure can nou return to this notion of hierarchy in

Anganen group structure and begin to address the significance of ulhat

ulill, broadly speaking, be called rdescentr, and analyse the internal

Iogic of this concept. In other uords, deduce the meaninq of an abstract

concept of descent in Anganen, and see its interrelationships urith

other key concepts, locality, martiage and siblinqship. One method of

doing this is to analyse the internal 1o9ic of cultural idioms (cf. A.J.

Strathern 1g?2:8).

The Arboreal Analogy and Anganen Groups

The Anganen utilise trees as a metaphor for their social groups, in this

particular instance the yamonda, or clan, though its inherent logic can

be extended to many other aspects of Anganen groups.2 tt is a persuasive

and multifaceted metaphor and requires detailed attention. The notions

of descent, maleness, strength, locality¡ temporality' groulth' division

and opposition are al-I contained r¡ithin this idiom, and thus it can

provide a suitable baseline on uhich to interpret Anganen groups per se.

The analoqy is represented in Figure I.

For the Anganen, groups' like trees' qrour and divide, and they do

so in terms of time and l-and. The piri is both the roots of the trees

and the ground in r¡hich it is planted. Roots are thought to be the true

beginning of the tree as such, providing establishment and strength. The

land in ulhich the roots are has the nutrients (na, rfoodt or rgreaser,

cf . fIP, qris) necessary for survival and qrorrlth. In parallel fashion,
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Figure I. The Arboreal Arnlogy of Groups

Anganen EngJ-ish
Term Transl-ation

Group
Analogy

Ma Grouring
Part

Branch ( n
Divide ( v

Individual-;
True Siblings

Yamongiki,
Subclan

Yamonda, Clan;
Traditional
Locality

Ruku

Re

)
)

Base or
Cause( n; v)

Pi¡i Root Original Ancestors;
Origin Territory

the group piri is jointly the true origin place and the grouprs true

founders. For both groups and trees there is a convergence of common

origin and common territory.

Much of this is also valid for the pr ilbasen (or rrcauseil) aspect.

In fact for groupsr E, not piri, is the dominant expression of

territory and origin. Regarding t¡ees, the re is the trunk, the part

immediately on the surface of the ground. It is broad, strong and

undifferentiated. For groups' it is the clanr the ancestors of living

men, conceptually ra group of brothersr, and it is the clan tenitory'

su-re. Houever its social usage is variable. A J-ong established

immigrant group may variously refe¡ to their E as the true origin

place/beings elser¡herer or those r¡ho took up residence in the current

territory in the past. Both usaqes occur. The main point is that for a

group descended from immigrants, their rbaser is indicative of their

establishment, permanence and strength in the neul territory.
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The trunk divides into branches, ruku. (fnis uord means both the

act of divisioning and the resultant divisions themselves. ) lne singJ-e,

b¡oad base nou differentiates into numerous, but small-er, segments' high

above the ground and not in direct contact uith it. The group ruku is

the subclan and its founder or founders, recent antecedents of living

men. It is of note that the tuo trees used in this metaphor are the

casuarina and the pandanus, trees rrrith long trunks' b¡anchinq only near

the top. Ulhen applied to groups' it implies there is a strong history

and unity, urith fission only happeninq in the near past. Just as ttees'

branches do not have direct connection to each other, so subclans have

their connectedness via the base. The clan is the unifier. AJ.though

ideologically masked in favour of overal-l unity, this branching also

signifies the potentiality of opposition, one tuku, subclan' against

another in spite of them sharing the same base. The last point to note

is subclans, like tree branches, have no direct relation to the ground.

The garden lands of subclan members are not contiguous and are spread

throughout the clanfs territory.

From the trunk to the b¡anches, then, is from single and strong to

many but uleaker. This progression is magnified r¡ith the proliferation of

the ma, the rgrouling partr, smaller branches and leaves. This is the

grouling¡ and often reproductive, region. It is equivalent to living

individuals, fathers and chiLdren, or true brothers. fnherent r¡ithin

this metaphor are the notions of grouth, reproduction and time. 0n the

one hand, the living individuals of the groupr nìêr or¡le their existence

and strength to that r¡hich has preceded them; on the other, it is the ma

urhich currently embodies the continuation of the eroupr r¡hich through

time urill generate into ner¡ divisions, ruku, creating their or¡n rgrouing

partsr. Paraphrased, the louer, less differentiated regions are the
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past, supplying origin, unity, strength, depth and temporality' r¡hich in

turn is like a current and apparent rhistoryr for J-iving individuals;

the livinq individuals embody the criteria for continuity, grorLrth and

division.

There is a clear, but multifacetedr theme running through this

analogy ulhich can be called tdescentr: common origin, unity' durability

and fission. In Anganen, patriliny is enhanced through the meaning of

trees in folk conceptualisation. They are strong, durable and rmaler,

characteristics readily amenable to patrilineal descent. Such fmalel

plants contrast urith those conceptually rfemaler, those close to the

ground, ueak and of limited duration. Simil-arly' by contrast to long

established groups, immigrants, including in-marryinq uromen, are said to

be treplantedf ue poure (fit: trplanting-material puttr). This concept of

replanting is primarily associated r¡ith propagating sueet potato,

critically rfemaler. Hence, until depth is established, Iiterall-y re,

through generation, incomers have no strength of their ouln in their neur

1ocality.

Contingent to this broad theme of patriJ-iny, is the significance of

l-and and locality. It is explicit in both the re and piri aspects. These

in relation to ground give strength and provide for higher order grouth,

and for immigrants' until a strong association r¡ith land is established

they, as plants generallyr âr€ r¡eak and vul-nerable. For groups, rrlhat is

entailed in locality is critical.

I have dealt ulith this arboreal metaphor in depth as it highlights

many crucial- themes ulhich ulill- recur in the subsequent treatment of

groups. Rendering it apt are descent, J-ocality, maleness, strength,
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The Anganen maintain that the ideaL method for obtaining land is

via patrimonial- inherit,ance. This can occul three uJays: taking up usage

of land previously gardened by onefs father; clearing virqin bush in the

paternal groupts territory; or cultivating ground previously used but

noul abandoned. The last may occur through either asking the previous

userrs, or his descendantrs, permission, although occasionalJ-y it is not

asked, leading to disputes. Alternatively, if a man dies r¡ithout

descendants others can garden his land, though most often the right to

usage is given to a cl-ose agnatic relative (".g. FBS, BS, etc.).

Hou.revel, actualising an agnatic l-ink is not the only method

employed by the Anganen to gain land. Broadly speaking' tuo types of

alternative cases apply. The first concerns men urith gardens in tr¡o or

more local group territories. The other is r¡here men onJ-y garden in a

single territory but their linkage to it is based upon non-agnatic

criteria. This category includes ularfare tefugees, migrants, and their

descendants. To gain land in another group territory presents feu.r

probJ-ems in Anganen as there is no real land shortage. (Access to land

suitable for coffee is becoming exceptional, Ieading to rsymbolicr land

pressure. That is, pressure derived from non-indigenous, non-subsistance

economics. This ulill be elaborated on shortly.)

In most cases, access is gained through the sponsorship of a close

relative uho is a legitimate Land ouiner. To an extent this i-s true of

ularfare refugees also, but some group migrations can be exceptions. In

these cases not all the incoming refugees may be able to trace a close

kin tie uith their hosts, although invariabJ-y these r¡ould be founded

upon exchange, trade or military alliance. In short, neucomers are never

strangers. Group migrations cause fer.l problems also. Prior to contact,
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uJarfare ulas endemic and ulidespread, and refugees u,ere ulelcomed as they

boosted local- group strength.

The gardening histories of 151 married men uere censused. 0n1y

married men uJere intervieuled for tuo reasons: it is men, not ulomenr uho

control land, r¡ith r¡omen only gardening land held by a male relative,

fathers, brothers or husbands; and single men usually have no need for

land of their or¡n (although eight are knourn to have planted coffee, an

indication of social change). me resuLts of the survey are presented in

the follorriing tables.

Table II. Lirkages Used to Obtain Land

No. of
fvlen

No. r¡ith
land in 2
or mole
territories

Agnat.,
F. Used

Ag., F

did not
USE

Total
Non-
Agnat.

TotaI
Links

Total
Extra
Links

151 210 37 59 108 5 92

Table III. Non-Aqrratic Linkages Used to Obtain Land

TotaI
Non-Aqnatic

Non-Agnatic
F. Used

fYlatrilateral Affinal 0ther

92 25 36 57 5

It can be seen that using land in the territory of a manrs agnatic

group is most popular. Here 113/151 (14.Afi) of men garden agnatic land;

alternatively, and just as importantly, 133/151 (agÍ) garden lands their
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fathers have previously used, qiving solid support of the Anganen

stipulation that men frgarden the land of their fathersft.

Table fU. Distribution of Liril<ages Used by Polyqannus llen to Gain Land
0utside Their Residential Group

Total Patrilateral Matrilateral Affinal No. of fvlen

26 20 14

Table V. Distribr-¡tion of Lirú<ages Used by Single üJife Men to Gain Land
ffutside Their Residential Group

Total Pat¡ilateral flatril-ateral Affinal No. of fïen

42

33 12 12 23

Table Vf. Distrih¡tion of Linkages Used by llen to Gain Land Outside
Their Residential Grourp

Total Patrilateral Matrilate¡a1 Affinal No. of flen

g

5g 14 13 32 37

3? (25fr) of men use multiple territories for garden land. lJhy men

do this is based on a number of factors: men utilising affinal and

matrilateral links to support larger pig herds andfor large coffee

plantings on their ourn territory, or polygamous men spatially separating

their uives to minimise antagonism betr¡een them. For poJ-ygamous men' it
is the affinal tie urhich constitutes by far the most utilised avenue to

additional ground. Hete 2Of26, 7?% of extra access means are used (Tabte
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IV), a pattern not reflected for men r¡ith only one spouse, uhere only

36.3Í of second temitories employed are affinal (TaUl-e V). Both the

factors mentioned above are involved here, but the main point is these

men usual-ly are tf big menfr, @, r¡ho maintain far larger pig herds than

other men and thus plant additional sueet potato gardens in their ulivesf

natal group territories.

0bviouslyr the pattern for single-spouse men is radically different

from that of polygamous ones. For singJ-e urife men, the distribution is

roughly equali here patrilateraJ- ties, traced only to the individualrs

father, also const,itute 36.3f, indicating that if men live on ground

othe¡ than their fatherrs, they still attempt to maintain an active tie

r¡ith the agnatic group. The Anganen regard using affinal land as least

favourable, as it equates r¡ith dependence upon the good disposition of

affines, something r¡rhich is not aluays easy to maintain. Yet despite

this, 54.3f of additional land is qained through the affinal link (taUte

v).

One apparent factor emerges from this data on avenues used to

obtain land: the role of close kinship ties r¡hich are actuated. In all

but 13 of Lhe 210 cases, a direct l-ink is invoÌved, either to a manrs

father, mother or urife.3 Thr", it can be concluded that the Anganen

activate close kinship links in preference to more remote ones' those

involving higher than one ascending generation, or if through their

urives, to other than her natal p1ace. fn Anganen it is possible to

obtain land in other urays' but as they are rarely evoked this is

indicative: it is closer kinship relations that come to the fore here,

and it is these that are characterised by maintained cl-ose social
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contact. The Anganen thus activate linkages that are pre-existing and

active.

This statistical accumul-ation of choices for l-and acquisition says

nothing, in and of itseLf, about local group constitution. Thus'

although the Anganen commonly reÌate that group composition is the

outcome of land holdingsr the matter is far more complex than this.

LJhere a manrs gardens are is not necessarily representative of group

membership or residential association; nor is the role of coffee, or

access to superior quality land' rendered apparent from this account.

Firstlyr coffee must be considered, and through it social change.

0n1y three had planted coffee on affinaJ- ground (a11 maintaining it uras

trfot their sonstt). 14 men had planted coffee at their matriLateral

place' but alÌ conside¡ed this their permanent place of residence. 88

men had planted coffee in their agnatic ground. 0f these, '16 did not

live in their agnatic qroup, but all insisted that they ulould eventually

return and take up permanent residence there. This, plus the fact that

men not resident agnatically frequently maintain an active link, is

indicative that they perceive security there, but not necessarily

elseuhere' particularly r¡ith their affinal group. 0f course, this is

only part of the matter: not only is it choice of r¡here to plant, but

also the legitimacy of doinq so.

Turo important issues are contained in this

land, per se, and access to it cannot be regarded

59 extra-residential local group linkages to

involved mixed gardens; all the rest uere strleet

means that the Anganen distinguish betureen ground

discussion. Firstly,

as a constant. 0f the

land access, only 6

potato gardens. This

used for sueet potato
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and the superior land urhich is planted urith mixed gardens' and more

significantly coffee in recent times. Yet this distinction itself could

be the result of recent and cument chanqe.

The Anganen insist thatr pre-contact, outsiders could obtain land

easily, be it land suitable for suleet potato or mixed gardens. In either

instance, land uas plentiful. fYlore recently' this has changed' through

not only demographic increase, but also the enthusiasm for plantinq

coffee. Previously, only a subsistence and exchange based need

determined the amount of ground under cultivation. Coffee cannot be

considered in the same urayr as there is little limitation on the amount

planted. Coffee, and through it money, has led to a change in the

conception of land: nou, good land, that suitable to coffee, is becoming

more difficult to obtain, a point supported by some cases concerning the

legitimacy of some individualrs right to pJ-ant coffee in non-agnatic

territories. CumentJ-yr âs previously' the often-uorked ground the

Anganen use for sueet potato is similarly extended to outsiders, but

some Anganen men are nouJ attempting to restrict access to this good

Iand, seeing it both as becoming limited and a resource uhich can be

used to provide cash income. If what the Anganen say uras the traditional

practice of allor¡ing neu,comers aLl types of land to garden is accurate,

then social change has led to a stress on legitimacy in l-and holdings,

and in some cases even some emphasis on agnation. Given that coffee is a

relatively neur anival is Anganen, it can be expected that this symbolic

pressure on land can only increase in intensity.

As has been seen, group membership is not synonymous ulith land

usage patterns: men may plant gardens in trrro or more loca1 qroup

temito¡ies, though the individuals consider themselves, and are
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considered by othersr âs only associated r¡ith one local- group. Also'

some individuals may only plant in one territory, but regard themselves

as members of another, r,lith their association urith the group rrrhere they

garden onJ-y temporary. Hence, the relationship betuleen land usage and

group association must be considered. The mediating factor here is

residence, and it is possible to describe Anganen Iocal groups in terms

of their being residential units r¡ithin a demarcated territory.

Here, too, some caution is required. Residence is certainly not

necessarily permanentr âs individual-s and families may adopt temporary

or long-term residence in other groups. Temporary changes have no

bearing on group constitution as no change in association accompanies

short term residential movements. For long term changes this is not the

case. Fo¡ these individuals, they are regarded as closely associated

urith their residential unit, not thei¡ natal or previous one. This

applies even if their stated intentions are to return to their oriqinal

group at some later stage. This means that at any point in time, Anganen

local group constitution can be seen as relatively fixed and permanent.

Table VII demonstrates group constitution based on genealogical

criteria.4

Table VfI. The Adult ltble Cqposition of Anganen Local Groups

No. of
fYlen

Agnates Patrifilial
Non-agnates

Non-
Aqnates

Total
Non-agnates

TotaI
Patrifilial

flen

151 99 23 29 52 120
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As the table shotls, a large percentage of non-agnates reside in and

are associated uith Anganen Ìocal groups. It is this point, among

others, that has led some (".q. Barnes, 1gB2; Langness, 1964) to

criticise the val-ue of descent-based models for interpreting Highland

sociar structure. rn Anganen, (szh51 ) ¡¿. ß% of men are strict non-

agnates. rn line urith Barnesr (tsoz) argument, the Anganen exhibit

strong patrifiliation. Here (lZO/151 ) ?9.45f of all men are affiliated
r,.rith their fatherrs group. Yet, in and of themselves, these figures say

Little about the character of Anganen local- groups. lJithout any doubt,

genealogy is not a sufficient principle on r¡hich to interpret local

groups and their constitution. Ujhat is required, indeed essential, is

hou Anganen culture operates herei in fact, just rrlhat is membership in,

or association r¡ith' a l-ocal- group. To comprehend this Anganen cultural

conceptualisations of legitimacy of land holdings oulnership need to be

addressed.

The c¡uciar curtural notion here is re, Itbaserr. By focussing on

this concept, individuars and groups r¡ithin Anganen rocal group

structure take on an appearance t¡hich is not isomorphic uith descent or

genealogy based models, models central- in anthropological interpretation

of the Highlands. rn the fi¡st instance, houlever, re does seem

consistent ulith geneaJ-ogical reckoning.

In Anganen consanguinity is recognised throuqh the idiom tone blood

sharer, kupa pamond poropete (rit: trbr.ood one shareil). Trlro individuals

ulho are regarded as consanguineally or geneaJ-ogically rel-ated are ftone

blood (share)rr. But this is not synonymous uith re. Re, in Anganen, in

the first instance, refers not onJ.y to genearogy, and in fact only this
partially' but also to Locality. Any individual is said to have ftbasen
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in both his ascending linea]- cognatic relatives (F, fYì, FF, FtYl, fYlF, fvlfvl,

etc.) and also their territories (ttulhere the blood comes fromrr); re thus

combines both consanguinity and locality. Yetr even just the

genealogical referent here is not identical urith the rrone bloodff idiom

of kinship. fndividuals such as Z, ZS, fIBS, FBS, and so on, do not share

base, only individuals and straiqht lineal forebearers. The rationale

behind this is that individuals are not only the products of their

parents, and by extension thei¡ parents, but also their places, and thus

again by extension their grandparentrs places and so on, to an extent.S

An individual thus has base in his forebearers and their territories, as

he is a rproductr of these' but not his ouln descendants, as he uras

extant prior to them: he has no base r¡ith themr or their territories,

though they do r¡ith him and his natal locality. Obviously the same logic

t¡ou1d prevail regarding other blood kin, such as sister or motherrs

brother. This disjunction betuleen the concepts of rone bloodt and tbaser

is very important uhen local group composition is considered: it

highlights that not only patrilineal descent, but genealogy also¡ is

insufficient for assessing r¡ho has re in any given territory.

The Anganen reckon legitimate land oulnership, the su-ara (fit:
frground-fat,herft) status, uhere such a base linkage can be demonstrated,

as opposed to those ulho just have usufruct, apuuJa, lneulcomerf .6

Houlever, often individuals have no blood tie that could be utilised as

r€r but are considered legitimate l-and ourners by the traditional ouners.

Neucomers, such as ularfare refugees, are termed apuua. Their sons are

thus termed apuula n iki , rrson of a neucomerrr; but if they have been born

on this territory then they can also be su mandia (ttborn to the

groundft). Descendants of true agnates can aLso be referred to by the

same term. To be ffborn to the qroundrr also constitutes re in Anganen
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culture. In a uJay, then, birth mediates betueen the tuo other concerns

in re, locality and consanguinity. As the Anganen speak of land ourners

in terms of re, Anganen locaL groups can be re-assessed; that is, the

Strathern terms of rrstructurerr and rfcompositionrf must eventual-Iy be

interrelated. Though the Anganen say, in normative fashion, a man

rrshould get land from his fatherfr, J.egitimacy of land or¡nership is not

founded merely on agnation: agnates are not automatically distinguished

from non-agnates in ¡¡i, as land-oulners opposed to land users. Re is

contingent upon locality, birth and consanguinity (uhich entails

descent) and, as such, tends to negate a strict agnate/non-agnate

distinction. To be sure, agnates have re, but so can some non-agnates,

those rfbotn to the groundrt, ZSs, and so on.

Employing this cultural account of legitimacy to land holdingsr the

composition of actual members, as opposed to association, can be gauged.

Table VIII represents this situation of re in relation to land

orrlnership, those that are su-ara_ (f it: rrground-fatheril ) .

Table VfII. Re/Sr.nra Construction in a Given Locality

Category Genealogical
Re

irth
Re

B Suara
Status

Agnate

Ner¡comer uith
blood tie

Subsequent son
of this individual

Neulcomer r.uith no
blood tie

Subsequent son
of this individual

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

x
No^

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

* Yes, if the neulcomer marries a member of this locality uho has
re there.
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From the earlie¡ data r¡hich noted that those resident in

territories ulhete they uere' strictly speaking, non-agnates amounted to

34.43%, but those that do not have re is radically diffe¡ent. (X/151)

15.2%. This means that it is more rel-evant to talk in terms of member,

those uith re' and those uho are merely associated' those urithout E,
rather than basing it on a non-agnate/agnate principle. Non-agnates uith

re are legitimate land ourners, and in this regard are indistinguishable

from true aqnates: both are termed su-ara. By contrast, though,

some genealogical- non-agnates are gry men, those uithout base in the

particuJ-ar teuitory. These are onJ-y land users, not oulners, they cannot

offer use privileges to others and their ourn usufruct can be revoked

should the need arise. A simpler eenealogicalty basedr agnate/non-agnate

dichotomy r¡ould obscure this critical- distinction.T

This disjuncture betureen agnate/non-agna te and su-ara/apuua (Iand

oulner/land user) is one instance r¡here Anganen structural principles can

be conflicting. The concept of base embodies the conjunction of

consanguinityr part of r¡hich incorporates patrilineal- descent, locality

and birth place. It is the form the internal relationships betr¡leen these

aspects takes r¡hich noul becomes important. At times, these can be seen

to be complementary but, in differing circumstances, these can be

antagonistic. This latter quality has the potential for negation. In

particular for the immediate discussion, the negation of descent in the

regulation of land orrrnership. The ambiguity, therefore, has influence on

social practice, and is ¡eflected in additional terms which categorise

the forms of linkages individuals and groups have to land r¡ithin local

group territories.
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lJhen this concept of base u.ras introduced' it uas suggested that

birth in a group territory mediated betr¡een the other components of

descent (consanguinity) and locality to an extent. UJe also saur that

there are both norms of patrifiliation (nan ara kurut¡a, rrour father

fol-lotrlrt) and patrimonial land inheritance. Both of these have

substantial support in practice, and together indicate descent.

Patrifilial men (and, at least in most cases, aqnates) are knoun as Ê
ra (ttfather associated/fatherrs land).8 In these cases of agnates and

patrifiliation there is no probJ-em: locality, of ego and his patrilineal

antecedents, descent, bi¡th place and land cultivated stand as

complementary. Individuals garden r¡ithin the territory rrrhere they uere

born and where their patrilineal ancestors gardened. The ambiguities

occur uhen non-agnates are considered, and this is irrespective of their

su-ara status.

There is ambiguity in the term apuula itself. It denotes both

f neucomerst, immigrants, and those rrlho garden land for r¡lhich they hold

just usufruct, not ownership.9 This is most clear for men r¡ith no

blood tie' such as some uarfare refugees. These tulo aspects of apuula

become confused, houever, with their descendants.

Descendants of immigrants, irrespective of generation, can be knoun

as apuulan iki, lson of neuJcomerl, and toqether form an apuu;a group,

usually retaining the clan name of the oriqinal immigrant. Thus they

remain differentiated from those uho originally granted the immigrant

usufruct' indicating descent playinq a differentiating role. It could be

expected, either through a notion of descent or the impJ.ication of a

apuuJa group, that descendants of such men ulould retain onJ-y the usufruct

oriqinally granted. This is not so. fndeed such groups begin to resemble
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those regarded as true agnates (compare Figure II, parts a. and U.). Men

uho are apuuan iki' seeing they continue to cul-tivate in the territory

of their father, ulill be ara-ra also. Further, given this concept of

base, descendants of neulcomers can be su mandia, rborn to the groundl,

and thus legitimate land or¡Jners. 0ver time' then, apuuJa r¡iIl come to

mean an incoming but Land oulning group, a contradictory conflation of

its turo literal meanings. Here is a case ulhete re, through birth place,

overrides descent concerns.

This ambiguity is present in the other main instance also' that of

sisterfs sons, and their descendants in local groups (Figure II, parts

c. and d.). A man uho lives uxorilocally is termed ore-ra (fit: trr,rifers-

1"n6tt ) .1 0 He is unambiguously apuura: a neu,comer r¡ith usufruct

privileges. His son could be termed enqi-ra (rtmotherts landrr) and thus

a land ourner (su-ara) or ara-ra. He is resident at his motherts natal

location, but receives land his father used (although he may cultivate

other ground than just ulhat his father used, of course). In practice,

and in context, both ara-ra and enqi-ra occur' though the bias is touard

ara-ra, much in the same uray he adopts the group name of his father,

i.e. patrifiliation. Nonetheless this inherent antagonism, here

descent/ara-ra against su-ara/enoi-ra should be apparent. It means that,

although members of the same group, sharing common name, this concept of

base cross-cuts descent criteria, the incoming uxorilocal resident being

a land user, r¡lhile his descendants are land ouners. And r¡hile men living

in affinal territories may be disadvantaged, their sons are not. The

status of the group thus is not the principal issue in reckoninq the

security of land holding.
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Figure fI. Locality Terminologies and Statuses

Term

a. Aqnates

A¡ara

Arara

Arara

b. Newcomers and their descendants

X

Status

Suara

Suara

Suara

Apurrla

Suara

Suara

Apuua

Suara

Suara

Suara

Suara

Suara

Suara

X

c. Descendants of uxorilocal residents

A Apuura

Arara/Apur¡an Iki

Arara/Apuuan Iki

0rera

Arara/Engira

Arara/Asara

Arara/Asara

d flatrilocal residents and their descendants

X

X

Engira

Arara/Asara

Arara/Asara

X is the traditional- land ourners.
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In the case uhere a manrs father is not present, (i.e., his mother

brought him in the absence of her husband) there is no problem: the

individual is enqi-ra/su-ara, a legitimate land ouner at his motherrs

place. In both of these cases of matrilocaJ-ity' sons of sons of ulomen

r¡ho have returned to their natal group are knoun as as-ara (fatherfs

motherts place). Yet such individuaLs are also ara-ra. Theoretically

sons of as-ara should also be called this, but in practice it seems the

most common referent is ara-ra. These men are, effectively, no different

from those considered true agnates in this locality: they are true l-and

ou1ners uhose fathers were true land oulners. This tendency tourard ara-ra

over as-ala (ot enoi-ra in the earlier discussion), r¡hile still

exhibiting conflict betuleen principles, reverses the previous cases. It

serves to obscure non-agnatic origins and gives these groups a

distinctly agnatic app".r"nc..11

Terms such as @, enQi-ra, as-ara or apuulan iki are egocentric

referents to locality, but it is obvious, from Figure II and the

discussionr there is the potentiality for these to become group-

focussed. As discussed, (cumulative) patrifiliation is substantial for

all groups, and uith genealogical depth all r¡ill tend to be of the same

internal structure' that of an a mandia yam (lit: rfman borne grouptr) .

This holds equally as ulell- for those considered true agnates and those

deemed to be descended from immigrants. For the latter' it is only their

relations r¡ith other groups in the local.ity rrrhich renders their origins

explicit, as either ren mandia (Ut: rtt.roman bornefr) 01 apuuJa

(ttneurcomersil). This is outlined in Figure III.

From the discussion, these shoul-d be relatively self-explanatory.

Part a) represents a clan, such as those regarded as the true land
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FiE-re III. Group Terminologies

a)

II

b)

A, I and II: a mandia

I

A

A

i
a

\

\
I

I

I

(

(

) f: a mandia

) ff: ren mandia

IÏI

c

A

AA
A
A

I: a mandia

ïf : apur¡la

II
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ourners, urhich can be differentiated into subclans, I and II: all, A' I

and II, are rrman bornefr, agnatic, units. In b), those descended from a

man living uxorilocally form an a mandia qroup internally (I); but in

reLation to the original land ouners, they are rruroman bornefr (ff ): tnut

is, their closest linkage to the original land ouners is through a

female tie. (Similar1y, this appJ-ies to men living matrilocalJ-y and

their descendants.) Again u¡ith c), the descendants of neurcomers r¡ith no

prior kinship link ulill berfman bornefrinternally' but apuura in reLation

to those rrrho granted them land.

These group-focussed terms, a mandia, ren mandia and apuuar onJ-y

have meaning in terms of J-ocality: they are usually not extendible as

generalised kinship categories. This applies equally as urell for the

ego-centric terms of SG, enei-ra and apur¡an iki discussed

previously. Locality is the fundamental aspect. It can be suggested that

this complex terminological system, especially rrlhen the base concept

differentiating land ourners from land users is also included, is

indicative of the r¡ider importance of locality in Anganen society. It is

critical for individual and group identities.

Houever, it should be pointed out, these terms are rarely used

explicitly in Anganen social life. Cumently there is no great pressure

on agrarian resources, and therefore onJ.y limited debate on individual

land usage in urhich these may have significance. Even for immigrants

rrlith only land use privileqes' this status may have no bearing on day to

day Iife.

Nonetheless, this does not mean the cultural concepts ue have been

discussinq have no influence on Anganen social practice. A concept such
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as base and the reckoning of land ounership, is more than ad hoc

legitimation of actuaLised land usage patterns, and more than just a

rhetorical- device useful in the rare disputing situations that may

arise. It is a meaningful concept, one open to reflection, and thus can

structure action.One obvious example of this is the situation of coffee

mentioned earlier. Contained r¡ithin this concept is the notion of

security of land hol-ding, a prerequisite for coffee planting. Affines'

men uho lack land ounership, do not tend to plant coffee in their uivefs

natal territory. 0n the other hand, men living matrilocally' and having

orrlnership status therefore, do not shor¡ this reticence. These concepts'

and the logic embodied urithin them, can and do guide practice.

UJhen these terms are used, they are used contextually. In one

situation an individual may be ara-rar in another' enqi-ra; groups may

be apuua or a mandia: the context in urhich they are used is determinant.

Hence these ambiguities noted above may rarely become explicit, and thus

of limited influence in and of themselves. Yet ambiguity does remain,

and it can be suggested that one positive social function of these terms

is in fact to promote the transcendence of disjunction. ïhe Anganen have

a norm of patrifiliation/patrimonial land inheritance in a context uhere

non-agnates make up substantial- sections of local- groups. This base

concept determining su-ara status, bridges this disjunction betureen norm

and practice, tending to render those resident in a locality as

legitimate land ourners. lJhile these concepts and terminologies, and

especially their interrelationshipsr may embody paradox they can operate

to overcome anomaly in social practice.

From a different perspective, one aspect of these terms, even if

they a¡e used contextually and fo¡ the most part non-conflictingly, is
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they highJ.iqht structuraJ- opposition. This is an important point. t/hile

it tends to be obscured, this inherent division and opposition has the

potentiality to structure practice. Concepts that promote unity and

harmony, such as those ue have been discussing, can mask their internal

structure, and even override ambivalence in some contexts' but they

cannot eradicate these.

This section has dealt urith the empirical realm of the operation of

the Anganen land usage system and its relation to important cultural

concepts and terminologies uhich themselves form part of this system in

practice. It has substantially agreed ulith, though elaborated on' the

interpretation put forrrrard for the arboreal metaphor urhich prefaced the

discussion of Anganen groups. In both the significance of descent and

Iocality is apparent. This gives rise to the loqical notions of unityr

inclusion and opposition and, albeit only in preliminary fashion, the

relevance of these for Anganen social- practice.

The major difference betureen the metaphor and the current

discussion is the notion of the antagonism betueen structural principles

r¡hich can manifest itself in practice. This notion is absent from the

metaphor, ulhich emphasises complementarity. It is the form of the

interrel-ations betr¡een structural principles, as either compJ-ementary or

antagonistic, and the context in r¡hich they are found r¡hich becomes all

important.

Part of this context is time, a point refl-ected in the tree idiom

also (l . ". 
I groulth I ) . From the present discussion, this idea of

antagonism Lras most clear in the changing status of l-ocalised units

through generations. Land use as opposed to land orrlnership provided the
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most accessible exampLe. Here structure, the criteria for assessing

orrrnershipr rdâs evidenced through time, and had the potentiality to

negate patrilineal descent as the major factor invoÌved. The situation

regarding groups descended from immigrants cannot be understood if the

variation experienced through time is not addressed. In short, Anganen

groups have history.

The last point leads us to the next section r¡hich r¡il-l deal ulith

Anganen group composition. UJith time incorporated, the method of

analysing these can follou the orientation advocated by lfatson (tSZO)

ulith his notion of torganised fl-our. A.J. Strathern elaborates on this

idea:

Instead of seeing group composition in terms of deviations
from some kind of ideal, in static terms, ue need to develop
.models of actual dynamic processes. (n.¡. Strathern
19?22251)

In other urords, incorporate temporality and flux as actual dynamic

forces urithin the system, and not simply dismiss them as means of

distortion. It is far more useful- to see fluidity, change and conflict

as inherent.

As an epilogue to this, acknou.rLedgement should be granted to Drarcy

Ryants (lSSg) excellent analysis of the complex situation of üendi qroup

patterninq and formation.l2 A= Ryan (1959:2?4) states:

Mendi clan-structure cannot be presented in terms of static
groups; the dynamic processes of fragmentation and
amalgamation at all segementary l-evel are themselves an
important structural feature of the system.

Local Group Cmposition

The need to folloul the types of approaches suggested by Ryan¡ lLJatson and

Strathern involving dynamism and diachrony is cJ-early apparent upon
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first sightinq of the great variation exhibited in local group

patternings; synchronic and static approaches could not even begin to

manage this. Any one loca1 group may be variously composed of one' tuo

or three clan-like units urhich are not usually seen as agnatically

connected. Each of these r¡ill have constituent named subclans' ranging

from 1-6. Additionally, each may have from 0-12 adherent subclan level

units or attached individuals.

Despite this variation, a generalised' skeletal pattern of l-ocal

groups can be suggestedr âs represented in Figure IV. One unit' H, uill

Figure IU. Local Group Structure

2

Legend: Host/original land ourners
Neucomer qroup
Constituent subclan (vamonqiki)
Individual or small group adherents
Agnatic connection
Non-agnatic connection.---:

HY
I

I

I

I

AÏ

NY2 1 NY

1

I

I

n1¿2AI

I

I

I

I

AI3

H

N

Y

AI

be regarded as the central core.13 ft is seen as agnatic and the

traditional land ourner: their patrilineal ancestors founded the

territory. The territory is named after this clan. It uill have

internal-, constituent subclans' HY. Attached are non-agnatic Aroups' N'

immiqrants and their descendants, possessing their original cLan name in
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most cases. These non-agnatic segments may also be internall-y divided.

This comes about either throuqh a group taking up residence in a neur

territory bringing extant subclans uith themr or differentiation after

arrival. There uilI also be attached individuals, AI' either singular].y

or in smal-l groups, u¡ho took up residence uithin their Lifetimes. These'

although still usually retaining their cfan name, urill have no internal

differentiation into subunits. These may be attached to the central-

core, the traditional land oulners, or to ulell-established neucomets.

Perhaps the ethnographic account of Rongesu may clarify this. This

local group uill be the main focus for this discussion. It is not that

this local group is in any uray unique, but rather the opposite. In

specific detail-s, of course' it uill differ from othe¡ Anganen l-ocal

group units, but it clearl-y conforms to the above pattern.

This group territory is primarily associated uith the Ronge cl-an.

All ¡eadily acknorrrledged they rdere the original inhabitants, being

descended from turo brothers uho came from the south and established

Kambari village. Houever this does not mean al-I Ronge men live in this

territory. The group name Ronge is found in 7 distinct locations

spreading from fYlendi to Egenda' ulhich is near Nipa. This underscores the

earlier point that fluidity must be seen as central: in Anganen,

movement is endemic, individual-s leave one local-ity and enter others. As

an introduction to the need to accommodate movement is the folJ-orrling,

seemingly aprocryphai-rl4 account of hou this Ronge situation came about.

Case 3.I. The Ronge Splitting Story

A long time ago al-l the Ronge lived at Kambari and all urere
brothers¡ although there u,ere many of them. Some Ronge decided
to kill a cassourary and eat it, but they decided that there
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urere too many Ronge for just one cassoulary and subsequently
did not ask all of those at Kambari to come and eat it uith
them. They gathered qreens (tnat are cooked urith meat) very
early in the morninq before anyone else ulas auake. Then they
ulaited for those Ronge they did not invite to get up and l-eave
the village, and started cooking. 0nce cooked, they divided it
up and shared it urith those they invited. LJhen the others
returned there uete bones and little bits of food everyuhere'
and the Ronge there urere very contented. Those not invited
looked at the bones and said, rrYou have eaten cassouJary and
you did not invite us' your brothers.rr They uere very angry
and said, rrlf you do not share meat uith us' your brothers,
then that must mean ure are not reall-y your brothers and do not
belong here (Kambari).tl

UJith that the men, some from different families and subclans,
left and urent to their mothersr places. This is uhere they
uent: ? to Egenda (as there uere ?, there are many Ronge there
nou); 5 r¡ent to Tipe (tnat is rrlhy there are many Ronge there
nou); 1 to Nenja; 1 to Yapi;1 to Po¡oma;1 to Yaria. All had
sons ulho had many sons. That is rrlhy there are many Ronge in
many places; Today ue are brothers again; uie cannot marry
their sisters; they can come back to Kambari and get J-and if
they urish. l/e uould be happy if they did.

The members of these ftsplit clanstr, in Ryants (lgSS:84-5) sense, still

regard Kambari as their true origin placer but they are urell entrenched

in their neur local-ities and those intervieured had no intentions of

freturningr.

This case history, as do cases 2-5 r¡hich briefly summarise hou the

non-Ronge men came to reside in Ronge-su, demonstrates that conflict and

movement are int,egral facets affecting group composition. The adult male

composition of this local- group (as of fvlay 1982) is outlined in Figure

V, and clearly supports the situation presented above (Figure IV).

Case 3.If. The l..kru at Ronge-su

Perhaps some 60 years ago, the Umu lived at Kusa in the lotuer
fvlendi Valley. They uere aluays fightingr and after one attack
the Umu urere routed and fled to Tipe. Here they regrouped,
gained allies and eventually recl-aimed their land. Houever tulo
men, 01ata and Onuma, and one boy, Yangima, decided against
returning as many of their gardens had been destroyed in the
fiqhtinq. At Típe they had friends and relatives. Coresident
uere a number of Ronge men. Later fightinq broke out here and
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Figure V. Ronge-su Cmposition
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the Ronge from Kambari uere recruited as al-Iies. Again the
Umu, plus the Ronge, urere driven off their land. They uere
invited to stay at Kambari. The Tipe people eventually
reclaimed their territory and most returned there to live. But
many, perhaps nine, Umu decided not to return. They LJere

readily accepted at Kambari' the Ronge sau them as boosting
their fiqhting strength, and some ulere kinsmen of the Ronge.
They stayed as they had good land and the Ronge urere good
people. Their sons also stayed. (The trrro subclansr Enge and
Utma pre-existed their last miqration.)

Case 3.ffl. The Ongurlam.ri at KanËari and Sek

Ronge and 0ngulamuri are direct neiqhbours. They consider
themselves to have been one group long ago; they are allies
and frequently intermarry. Generally the relations betuleen the
trrlo groups are most harmonious (that is, the Ongulamuri are
alurays r¡ell received, facilitatinq the movement of people
betueen them). The Ongulamuri men nou permanently resident on
Ronge territory arrived there by turo independent paths
(although all are members of the same subclan, Onaperi). One

man resides uxorilocally' al-thouqh he still gardens some of
his natal ground. He says he follor¡ed his r,life to her place as
he r¡as tired of living at Uria, the 0nguJ-amuri origin place.
This is high upon a mountain (mt. Uria) and is far from a good
fireulood supply and ready ulater, and nor¡adays is far from the
road. (He also intimated, for reasons not divulged, of some
previous disagreement rrlith his coresidents at Uria). His tuo
sons have also stayed at Sek' that is' thei¡ matril-oca]- pJ-ace.
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The other Onqulamuri segment is descendant from Yongu¡ uho as
a younq man folloued his married sister to Kambari as rrhe had
no-one to look after himrr, his parents being deceased. He

mamied and his tuo sons also stayed, married and had
children. They have no intentions of returning to Uria. These
tulo 0ngulamuri segments cooperate in exchanqes' but are not
coresident.

Case 3.IU. The Ulu at Kibera

fYlange uas brought to his motherrs place, Kiberar uhen he ulas
young. Here he greu, up and had litt1e to do r¡ith his fatherrs
peopJ-e. He is nor,l an @r biq man, has three uives and nine
children still living rrrith him. (Apparently he has fathered
some 14 in all.) Three of his sons have married and have
children. All intend to remain at Kibera.

Case 3.V. Attached Individr.¡als

flost are young men, r,lho if married only have young children.
One exception is an old man uho follor,led his son to Kambari
after his r¡ife died at Apodumb. His son lives uxoril-ocaIly. 0f
the others, tulo are young and uere taken by their mother to
Sek after he¡ divorce¡ one lives matrilocally, taken by his
mother after his fatherrs death; and three live uxorilocally'
turo of uho say they rrrere tired of living at their natal place'
implying friction urith their natal kinsmen. The 2 fvluri men'
although clan brothets, arrived independently of each other.
They are not coresidents in the same house or hamlet' and are
seen as attached to different units¡ orìe to Retapera Ronge,
the other to Enge Umu.

These accounts shour that a number of factors can l-ead to shifts in

residence and thus the potentiality of permanent changes in group

formation. Table IX lists the reasons given by livinq Anganen men for

their long term chanqes in residence betr¡een local groups.

Table IX. Reasons Given for Changing Group Affiliation

No. of
fYlen

No. of
Reasons

uarfare
Refugees

Follouted
tJif e

flother
Brought

Fought
uith
Bros.

Better 0ther
Land

36 56 1? 16 6 I 3 trJ
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üJarfare must have had great impact on group composition; even more

so considerinq unbridl-ed hostilities ceased tr¡o decades before. This

means that it can be assumed that its influence r¡oul-d have been greater

in the past. Even so, in the contemporary situation, 30Í (17/56) of

stated reasons concerned uarfare refugees.l5

The three other main causes involved ulhat the Anganen see as non-

normative actions. 29fr (16/56) concern a man follouing his uife to her

natal place (although there is a stronq norm of viri-locality). In fact,

these men are seen as rrueakil as their r¡ives ulere stronger in deciding

place of residence and ttpuJ-ledrr(valo) their husbands r¡ith them.

(Interestingly, the Anganen say that this is a relatively uncommon

occurrence, a point in contrast r¡ith the statistical data. The reason

for this is most like1y that it goes against another intense cultural

notion: male strength and superiority.)

16f- (S/S0) involve disagreement uith natal kinsmen, itself in

contrast ulith the norm of fraternal co-operation and harmony. Usually

this involves exchanqe and the handling of urealth' but occasionally also

land disputes. (One involved an accusation of adultery committed uith a

brotherts uife.) Ulnat this means is, despite Anqanen ideology, there is

friction in-built into Anganen groups.

11f (0/S0) of shifts uere the ¡esult of being brought by onefs

mothe¡ to her natal place, and subsequent permanent residence there. The

reasons for a married u,omanls movement altuays involve either divorce or

a husbandts death. The norm broken here is that a chil-d should stay at

his fatherfs place, even if the father is dead. Further, he should' if

he goes to his motherrs place, ¡eturn as an adult and use land inherited
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from his father. Such movements aÌe rare (onty 2) thouqh often they may

use garden l-and in the paternal territory (cf. Table VI).

The most important point to be derived from these case histories

and statistical accounts is not so much the relative uleight any single

cause may have, but the overall situation itself: changes and movement

are inherent. To date, this empirical account has been reJ-atively

static. If the variation of groups is to be understood, it must be

treated as the outcome of the intersection of specific historical

incidents (such as those discussed) and structure (cf. ltJagner 196?:180-

1). In short, structure acts upon incident through time. To understand

Anganen social structure' it is ultimately pointless to focus upon

various historical events; rather attempts should be made to deduce the

underlying structural principles common to all- groups. From the abovet

it should be clear, given this inherent fluidity and movementr any

single local group composition must change over time. The issue is not

the pattern of local groups at any single point in time, but the

developmental tendencies resultant from underlying structu¡al

principles, ulhich act through time, but must have differential- empirical

expression at any one moment.

A fulI treatment of this is not necessary here. To adequately

comprehend the total- developmental process r¡ould ultimately need to

incorporate ecological, demographic, political' historical and perhaps

strategic factors, the grorrlth and decline of groups' and the structural

processes of fission, fusion, accretion and splittinq. Rather than dr¡ell

upon these ¡ my intention here is to discuss this developmental group

process as it pertains to issues uhich ulill be of direct significance in

the ulider presentation; namely hour it hiqhlights numerous structural
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principl-es and processes and their interrel-ationships. That is' to

continue on from the previous sections, the arboreal metaphor' and the

reckoning of land ounership and its relation to Anganen terminologies.

Again this uil-I be done by attempting to ground the discussion

empirically.

Hence, it is possible to elaborate on the synchronic pattern

presented in Fig. IV (and repeated in Fiq. VI, Part I) to incorporate at

least some of the developmental possibilities of Anganen groups (fiq.

VI). This uill then be addressed at some length.

I have already noted the need to incorporate temporality general-ly'

and generational depth more specifically. The birth of sons, urho can

then pass the group name on to their children, provide continuity

through time, and indicate the role of patriliny. The critical factor is

patrifiJ.iation, the Anganen norm, nan ara kuruula (ttour father follourfr,

ulhere tfathert can be any patrilineal antecedent male). Statistical-l-y,

patrifiliation is very high, ?9.45{" (cf. Table VII). fnis does not alter

significantly ulhether the paternal status of these individuals is true

agnate, tegitimate land ourninq non-agnate or outright nerrrcomer. (Tl-ris is

partially represented in Table VIII, uhere 15.2% (ZSh51) men, using tuio

ascending generational criteria for determininq rnon-agnater only, uJere

patrifilial non-agnates. The fact, that only turo men had ¡eturned to

their true agnatic place mentioned earlier also supports this. )

The consequence of this stress tor¡ard patrifiliation for al-I groups

is that, over time, descendants from individual or small-group non-

agnatic adherents can become rgroup-liker, paraÌJ-eling original land

ourners and lonq established units. The Olu at Ronge-su provide a good
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example of hou rapidty this can occur (cf. case history IV; figure V;

qenealogy I, Appendix I).

Figure Vf. Develofnental Tendencies of Anganen Groups
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Mange uas brought by his Ronge mother to her natal- place as a young

boy . He is enqi-ra/su-ara. He has married three times, and fathered six

J.iving sons' three of r¡hom already have young sons of their orn.16 Once

the latter reach adulthood, it is conceived the Ronqe-su Olu uril-L have

reached substantiaj- proportions and uill probably segment into tuo or
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more subclans. (Currently the Olu status is very ambivalent: as Fig. V

shouls, they are considered both on the c1an, yamonda, and subclan,

vamonqiki, leveLs, testifying to the contextual usage of these terms.)

uithin a space of tuo generations then, the descendants of a single non-

agnate uill have formed a localised unit structurally isomorphic r,lith

Ronqe, the original land ourners, and Umu, t,hemselves descendants of

neucomers in the past.

Once immigrant groups become established, being regarded as true

l-and ouners, they too can extend land to outsiders, as in the cases of

the fvluri and Angi men attached to Umu at Ronge-su (Figure V). t/ithout

exception, this uJas perceived by the Ronge as quite legitimate and

apparently the Umu did not need to consult the traditional land oùJners

prior to doing so. Effectively, the fluri and Angi adherents to Umu are

non-agnates of non-agnates. This is yet another instance of the

limitations of dichotomising status only upon agnation. There is no

evidence these men are any more vulne¡able than non-agnates attached

directly to the central Ronge core.

AIl localised units ulithin Anganen groups possess the same

developmental tendencies. AlL have the potentiality to grour, through

cumulative patrifiliation, and divide. All eventually achieve su-ara,

land oulning, status t,hrouqh this concept of re' base. Lastly, all can

attract their ourn outsiders once this status has been established.

Through time, groups descended from immigrants become structurally

isomorphic r¡ith the traditional land ouners. At any one point in time'

that is the synchronic situation, units may appear to be diffe¡ent, some

may not have divided into sub-clans' some may not have attached
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adherentsr or al-l members may not have su-ara status' but the potential

is inherent in al-l. The developmental tendency is constant.

The manifestation of local groups is thus the outcome of various

specific historical- incidents (r¡arfare refugees, uromen returning to

their natal- place taking their sons urith them, and so on) r¡hich is acted

upon by structure. The vast variation, not only rrrithin loca1 groups but

also betr¡een their formations as noted earlier' can only be understood

in these terms. Variation occurs through differing incidents and the

diffe¡ential evidencinq of these tendencies at any one time.

One last point on temporality and groulth needs to be addressed. A1I

l-ocalised groups ulhose members share a common cl-an name cannot marryt

but through grourth units seen as putatively agnatic can fission, leading

to neu clans being formed and intermarriage betueen them permissibJ-e.

For the most part territorial boundaries are very distinct in Anganen,

but there are exceptions. These are betueen cÌans ulho are regarded as

being rone group long âgor, but grerrl large and fissioned, dividing up

the original territory. This is a common occurrence in Anganen: turo (and

sometimes more) neighbouring loca1 groups uill say they uere onJ.y one

group in the distant past. Groups such as Ronge and Ongulamuri' or lluri

and Aramuri are of this sort, and it appears the Rome subcl-an of Aramuri

is currently also taking on the character of a distinct clan in its oun

right. Its members al1 coreside in the fluriama village uhich is on the

north-urestern periphery of Aramu¡i territory¡ and they have al-most

exclusively concentrated their garden lands in this region. Men of this

qroup nou talk of their independence in exchange and the possibility of

marrying Aramuri uromen. lJhen the latter final-ly occurs, the turo c]ans,

Aramuri and Rome, r¡ill be fully established.
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It is interesting to note that ulhile units may see themselves

connectinq to others by a vague notion of common descent, there are no

fission stories accompanying such devel-opments. This contrasts uith the

splitting stories discussed earlier. Undoubtedly part of the reason for

this is, unlike splitting, such developments a¡e not precipitated by

catastrophic events such as uatfate, sorcery or disputes. 0n fission'

the Anganen simply say rrule greul J-arge and married each other I s sisters

(uith brideulealth)tt. In one sense then, the ultimate developmental

tendency of the clan is its oun dissolution as an exogamous unity.

This chapter has considered various aspects of the formation and

composition of Anganen groups as named, localised entities. The

perspective adopted uras to hiqhlight and interpret their inherent

dynamics. The descriptive picture is one of great variation and

characteristic flux, and rather than attempt to comprehend this simply

in terms of disto¡tions on an ideal model, variation, movement' flux and

change u,ere granted centrality.

The analysis began r¡ith an interpretation of the arboreal metaphor

used by the Anganen to express group st¡ucture. Encoded in it are a

mul-titude of themes, maleness, J-and (loca]ity), common origin,

durabil-ity and strenqth, temporality, and grouth and division. These

abstract themes ulere also critical- characteristics of Anganen groups

empirically. Land and locality provide identity and definition to

groups; male continuity through time is established through t,he

statistical dominance of cumul-ative patrifiliation, giving rise to

durabiJ-ity, history and the potentiality of strength and autonomy for

the group as a uhole; and groups grou, and fission. The same abstracted

themes are thus constituted in cultural constructs and practice.
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As the metaphor and descriptive account both shou, groups must

necessariJ-y exist in time; they have hist,ory, and they develop

diach¡onically. Yet uithin this diachrony is an runfoldingr of

st¡ucture r âs it r¡ere: in ltJagner t s ( 1 96? ) sense, synchronic principles,

generating rrlhat have been termed developmental tendencies here. These

are common to all groups' irrespective of origin or agnatic status in

any given locality. Specific historical incidents (uarfare leading to

migration, disputes leading to splitting' grouth leading to fission and

subsequent intermarriager and so on) occur, affecting the particular

composition . of groups, and different states of this developmental

process, but the tendencies and potentialities are common to all. The

suggestion is that structure, as abstract principles and definitional

chracteristics¡ c€rrì be evidenced in various manifestations: though

synchronicr it must exist diachronically.

One of the major aspects of the metaphor r¡as the interconnection of

the themes. Durabil-ity and strength, for example, are derivative f¡om

Iandr time and grorrrth. In other wotds, it is the interrelations, not

just the themes themselves' that are important. Houlever, in the

metaphor, these ùrere consistently complementary. This too is one feature

of the empirical situation, but unl-ike the idiom, antaqonism and

contrast uere al-so stressed.

In analysing the cultural construction of J.egitimation in land

orrlnership, su-ara, it ulas shou¡n that, in differing circumstances, the

concept of pr base, could be both consistent urith or antithetical to

patriliny. UJhile agnates ulere Land ournersr those deemed non-agnates, in

a strict genealogical senser rrlere not necessarily regarded as only land

users, -gry.. Potential ambiguity is manifested in terminologies. The
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term apuua is both a reference to immigrants and those rrlith usufruct,

not ownership, but those r¡ithin the category apuura (neurcomers and their

descendants) can be land oulners, W, as uel-Ì. fYlen and groups can

carry multipJ-e identities, at times true agnates and non-agnates are

distinguished' but on other occasions there is no nominal

differentiation between them. Given just identity and locality as the

example, the issue becomes not only the need to elicit principles and

their interrelations' but also the nature of these interrelationships

and the contexts in rrlhich they occur. In all contexts, there is
potential for either complementarity or antagonism betuleen principles

and the cultural constructs in ulhich they are found.

t/hile still considering group structuree oFì€ instance of this is

the relationship betueen unity and opposition. For the metaphor and

group composition alike¡ oFìE consequence of inherent grorrlth is division,

and r¡ith differentiation there is alurays the structural premise for

potential opposition; unity, thus, must disguise and overcome division.

UJith this in mind, the discussion of Anganen group structure can nour

turn to unity and opposition in group alignment and alÌiance.
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1

Footnotes

2.

4.

6.

It is interesting to compare the translations of the various
cognates of yam put foruard by those aLso uorking in the lïendic
language sub-family cultures. lJhile all three authors have, in
various uiays, expressed reservation using descent termÍnologies,
all still allude to descent in some form or another. Ryan
(tsSS:257) translates the Mendi shem as rrunifinear descent grouprr;
Sillitoe (tSZs:32) says sem is ttTËãvarious families of a single
manlr in Ujola; and for the Keula, yame is rrclanrr, lfsubclanrr or
'rJ.ineagert (teRoy 198'1 :26). The problem is basicaLly tuo-fo1d as r¡e
shall see: firstly is the problem of composition of groups r¡hich
belies strict descent translations and, secondly' these terms are
used contextually, gaining their specific meaning situationally.

0f course the use of trees as metapho¡s is hardly unique to the
Anganen. This particuJ.ar idiom is almost identically shared by the
UJola (cf.Siltitoe 19?9:42). Hourever in Anganen, unlike lllola, it is
not necessariJ-y the pandanus, although this is still a major
example. UJhile the symbolism of pandanus uiould undoubtedly be of
great interest here, space does not permit any further discussion.

The 13 exceptions are: 5 to fatherfs fatherfs pJ-acei 5 refugees uho
do not regard themselves as closely related to their hosts; two men
tuho folloured their sisters to their husbandrs territories; and one
rrlho gardens at his brotherrs uifers place.

The genealogical criteria utilised here is based upon only tuo
ascending generations. In part this is to standardise the data, but
not entirely so. As r¡ill be discussed genealogical depth is not
significant to the Anqanen, genealogical knor¡ledge is shallour, and
Anganen culture operates to transcend strict genealogical criteria.

The Anganen say that the strength of re diminishes through
generations. It is stronger in their parents and their places than
their grandparents for instance. This fits into the overalL scheme
uhere individuals activate close links to qain access to land
rather than more distant ones. For example' they are more J-ikely to
attempt to gain land in the motherrs locality rather than their
motherf s motherrs place.

As the previous footnote suggests, the matter is not this simple in
practice. lïany factors can be involved. As indicated, the critical
point here is the pre-existing strenqth of the reJ-ationship.
Anganen genealogical depth is shallour, meaning higher order
antecedents tend to be forgotten, and if they are remembered' the
social relationships mediated by them may not be viable enough to
activate. The urider socio-political realm impinges upon the
operation of this system then. This is further exacerbated by the
changing conception of land in relation to cash-cropping outlined
above.

I found very little evidence that su-ara non-agnates uiere
disadvantaged. In certain situations, partffiIarly disputes uhere
numerous covert issues often gain expression, it coul-d be expected

3

5

7
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these may be of significance. Aqain, hourever, this did not seem to
be the cåse. The iollor,rinq is part of a dispute situation in r'lhich

agnation u1as made overt but seems of limited importance. It
iñvolved a mants pig breaking into the garden of a co-resident man

uho lives matrilocaiJ-y. At òne stage, the agnate remarked: rrThis

is not your place. Poroma is your true place. Here is uhere your

mother ulas born. If you do not like it herer go back to Poroma'rr

The reply: rrThis is my place. I have my gardens here, my houser mY

children, many pigs. My sons rr.rill stay here; they do not knou
poroma, they knou.l Tundu. UJhy should I qo? UJhy do not you go to your

motherts place? --- that uould be better! This is my p1ace, so you

listen to r¡hat I have to say (about the dispute).rr Those uitnessing
the dispute did not intervene. They agreed this man had as much

riqht as his opponent to speak in this case.

0n the other hand, there is substantiat evidence r¡hich suggests

-3pg., especially uxorilocal residents are in a someuhat precarious
pffiion. Their place of residence is not their true place' they do

not or¡n the J-and they garden and this is frequently pointed out to
them in disputing "ont"its. 

They are inferior men, rimbur_but not
soJ-ely because tñey are not reqarded as true land ou;ners. They are
seen as dominated by their ulives, follou-ring them to their natal
places; and, as u¡e shalL see, they cannot usuall-y muster support
ftor their coresidents in many situations, be they disputes oI
exchange.

The r.a suffix is virtualJ-y untransl-atable in a strict sense.
Frankl--in (tSZg:208) notes it means trfather of referentrt in Keuar

although in Anganen teknonyms it is usually the full ara. Yet the
g"n"t"Í meaniñg is similar. rrFathertr is also used as
ñorn"r/"ontrolleirt as ulell, as in pigs or shells. For terms such as

ara-Îa, the social usage is clear. It pertains only to land' and

ñãFitassociated urithtr. H"n." ara-ra: frland associated r¡ith onets
fatherrr; cf . fYlP oraun bil ono DaDa.

There is another significant instance of the ambiguity of this
term. It can also be used to refer to su-ara status men, such as

ZSs, ulho have recently taken up residence as adults. They ale
neulcomels and their residential association may be uncertain. That
is, r¡hile legitimate land ourners throuqh re, they a¡e like men uho

do not oun thã land they cultivate: potentialJ-y transient.

1 0. This term is an abbreviati on of ore-ra-na-su (rit: 'rlLjifef s

associated na groundrr). According to Frankl n 1 978: 182) naas a

suffix has three meanings: reported seen action; a third person'
different person, successi ve noun term; and a genitive, allocative
marker. Aga in, the best ulork ing translation is rassociativer; cf-
fYlP oraun bilonq rneri, qraun bilonc papa bilonq rn€ri.

This, as does much of the r¡ider discussion currently undertaken'
hedges upon issues such as geneaÌogical depth and recasting, the
conr]ersion of non-agnates into agnates, and so ol-ìr r¡hich have

received some attention in recent literature (e.q. Cook 19?0).
These are complex social processes and as such merit far qreater
attention than can be given in this presentation. Houevet'
generally speaking, this suggests antagonism does have relevance
ño. sucñ topics.- It is clearr âs the skeletal genealogies of the

I

11 .
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Rongesu l-ocaL group indicate (see appendix I), there is a notable
absence of non-agnates in the higher order aspects of these, ulhich
suggests that recasting is occurring. In particula¡, uromen fail to
appear increasingJ-y the more generational- depth encountered.

Certainly this inherent bias tor¡ard ara-ra and su-ara statuses
diminishes the explicit acknouledgerenñ-f non-agñãF J-inkages.
A.J. Strathern (ISZZ:2ü-4), uhen discussing the wlelpa situation,
regards the sons of sons of non-agnatic neucomers as ragnatesl.
These men are seen as Itman bearingrr, a concept found in Anganen
also, as uiLl be discussed in the main text shortly. The issue is
not this simple in Anganen; certainly generational criteria alone
is not sufficient to permit conversion, but the point of
temporaJ-ity and depth still holds in general. The issue of the
st¡ucture of land or,rnership clearly alludes to this. AIl Anganen
groups develop through time to resembl-e agnatic units, and, if for
the moment it is taken as given that non-agnatic origins do not
carry all that much structuring rrleight over other points of
differentiation, a general mechanism for geneaJ-ogical recasting is
apparent. It is quite plausible to suggest that non-agnates can
become accreted as agnatic subclans in an overall (putative)
agnatic clanr being differentiated only as subclans.

Also lending support is LeRoyts (1981) analysis of the place of
siblingship and descent in Keua ancestries. This is a complex, and
highly interesting, paper uhich cannot be recounted here. The
Anganen tend to fuse individuals together in genealogies in the r,ray

LeRoy suggests for Keua, and in particular rreincorporatef links
through uromen by converting their status either to male or pairing
them into a single name ulith a memberr oD members, of their male
siblings. This too facilitates conversion.

f have briefly discussed these complex issues to suggest that such
phenomena also reflect this inherent antagonism under discussion.
The anomaly is apparent urhen descent is considered in relation to
the re-emergence of a unity in higher order genealogies, depending
on the perspective taken. 0n the one hand' it uould appear that
patriliny is of limited importance as non-agnatic origins are not
retained. 0n the other, this emphasis tor¡ard unity and putative
common (male) origin may be indicative of the role of descent. 0n
this last point, attention should al-so be directed to the later
discussion of siblingship, especially fraternity, in Anqanen cIans,
and relations betr¡een subclans, in uhich it uil1 be debated that
the significance of descent is circumscribed by a stress for unity
through fraternity. For a broader discussion of many of the
possibilities urhich need to be considered in such issues, see Ryan
(ISSS) on the complexities of flendi clan formation, much of uhich
is applicable in the Anganen situation.

12. Ryanrs articulate and detailed ulork addresses many issues, for
example the mechanisms fot accretion and segmentation' uhich cannot
be considered here. For the most part Ryanrs treatment applies to
the Anganen context as r¡ell. As such this, together u¡ith his other
discussion of Mendi groups (nyan 1955), serve as useful background
to the cunent presentation.
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13. There is one exception. As urith the naming of territories mentioned
earl-ier, lJolamesa does not fit into this pattern. Here fianjep and
Pulopa are both seen as originaJ- Ìandourning clans' but there is no
explicit descent connection betr¡een them. They have intermarried in
the past, but can no Longer do so. It is quite possible one uJas an
immigrant group in the distant past urho exhausted all- possible
marriages uithin ldolamesa, and eventualJ-y became legitimate ].and
oujners.

14. lLJhile all of these accounts are of suspect validity in a strict
historical sense, the informants insist to their facticity, and
distinquish them from myths' inj. StiII this is not the point in
recounting them. Interestingfy, the roLe of cassouaries seems
uidespread in splittinq stories' being prevalent in UJiru for
instance (¡. Clarkr per. comm. ).

15. In the 1981 hostilities, the viLlage of lLJepenumb uas abandoned and
many of its residentsr gardens destroyed. By the end of my

fieldr¡ork it had not been resettled, but r¡hether this r¡oul-d be
permanent ulas very uncertain. Hence, these figures have not been
included in Table IX. Also see Ryan (1959,1961) uhere he discusses
r¡arfare and group composition in fvlendi. His data r¡ou1d closely
reflect the pre-contact situation as he r¡orked soon after de-
restriction.

16. Again some comment should be made on the status of non-agnates.
Barnes (1SOZ:6) first raised the issue, stating: trlt is often hard
to detect any difference in status betr¡een agnates and non-
agnates.tr A.J. Strathe¡n (lgZZ:1BB-193) has presented thoughtful
insight into non-agnatic status and social disadvantage'
contrastinq the Mendi and llae Enga. 0n the flendi' follouing Ryan
( I sss : 269; 1 969: fia) , he states :

Non-agnates in fvlendi clans make fer¡er marriages than
agnates, tend to marry onJ-y once, to have only one ulife
at a time' to pay less for r¡ives, to pay a bigger
proportion on brideulealths themselves, and to be helped
by a namourer range of kin. (Strathern 1972:1BB).

Sillitoe (t SZS:¿I ) suggests for the UJola, any inferiority is only
temporary because rruhen they move el-seuhere men have to build up a
number of neu relations at their neu place of residence.rr This is
also true in Anganen' if men move as adul-ts.

t/hile I agree r¡ith the points Strathern (lUi¡:18g) outl-ines on the
problems of determining tdisadvantagedr and rr;hy this shoul-d be sor
my interpretation clearly must add another: the relevance of just
an agnate/non-agnate dichotomy in reckoning these things. lJe have
seen its use is delimited reqarding J-and ounership, and fYìange,
genealogically a non-agnate, clearly contrasts r¡ith the image put
across by Ryan.

It seems that rnon-agnater is too broad a category. Certainly I
r¡ould suggest that affines (and non-kin neurcomers) are
discriminated against' but matrilocal men do not seem to be
disadvantaged to any great degree (although this may depend on
r¡hethe¡ they uere brouqht by their mothers as young boys or came as



adults). Tuo brothers, t/ari men at Tundu village are
matrilocal residents. Betueen them they have married fourteen
times, and fathered at l-east 34 children. One uras the local
kaunsila (fIP). Both are considered to be gr tbig manr, and are
uell respected. These are hardly cases of social- disadvantage' and
in Anganen such things cannot be reckoned simply on agnatic
criteria.
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CHAPTER IV. DESCENT, SIBLINGSHIP AND MARRIAGE IN GROUP INTERRELATIONS
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The treatment of group structure to date has highJ-ighted' in part, the

need to address the significance of the notion of developmental

tendency. The essence of this notion is the creation and replication of

like units whose internal- structure appears consistent r¡ith patrilineal

descent. Houever this l-ast point must nou be made probl-ematic for

assessing group alignment and the construction of unity. Descent has to

be compared and contrasted to other principl-es, the tuo major sibling

forms in Anganen, amenu (fit: trbrother-collectivitytt), fraternity, and

mbetinu (fit: trbrother-sister, or cross-sex sibling, collectivityrt), and

the role of marriage in group structure and composition overall.

In particular the tr¡o siblingship forms are of great interest as

they rrrill provide the conceptual framer¡rork for examining exchange r¡hen

it is eventually discussed. This is not to say that ulhat has been

referred to as descent to date is insiqnificant; quite the contrary:

this r¡hole notion of developmental group tendency rests upon descent (or

at least cumulative patrifiliation if such a distinction is really

necessary in this case). The concept of descent embodies temporality,

group grourth and potential division, and thus is an important means of

group differentiation. Relatively' siblingship' by contrast' appears

atemporal (although not static), being essentially reJ-atedness through

Iateral connections.

Houeverr rrìy point is a simple one: to understand the structure of

Anganen exchange at any one point in time, discrete social categories

exist urhich underpin social action in exchange. UJhile descent is one

important principle of inclusion and opposition that can be manifested

in exchange, e.g. exogamy and marriage, this developmental tendency is

of limited importance in any particular context. It may alter these
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categories over time, but synchronically any one specific exchange can

be understood rLrithout expJ-icit reference to it. For the purposes of the

remainder of this presentation, descent, to a large degree, can be

subsumed in the logic of siblinqship. The reverse is not necessarily so,

houlever, as uJe shaÌl see.

Any single clan is comprised of numerous subclans but, as has been

ue]l documente¿ (e.g. Batnes, 1 962, 1 96?) r clan structure in the

Highlands at best 'poorly reflects classical segmentary models of

patrilineal descent. Indeed all male-focussed Anganen groups up to the

clan and betuleen clans can be referred to as amenu, brotherhoods. Up to

and including the clan, the highest level at r¡hich descent has any

significant relevance, fraternity and descent seem very much the same

thing. Houever unities can be formed betuleen cl-ans and these too are

termed amenu. In these instances descent and fraternity are definitely

not coterminous, indeed they are contrasting.

As ulill be frequentJ-y noticed for various issues throughout this

chapter, the rel-ationship betueen principles can be both complementary

or conflicting, depending upon specific context. The interrelationship

betureen descent and siblinqship is one instance. In fact, as urill- be

discussed follouring a comparison betueen descent and fraternity, this

applies equally as r¡ell for the relationship betueen these tulo

siblingship forms.

Anganen genealogicaL knoulledge could be called frshaLlor¡rr as ulith

other Highlanders (cf . Barnes, 1962; Cook, 19?0). fvlany men do not knor¡.r

their FFFrs or even FFrs names; most do not knor¡ the places of their

maternal grandmothers. This is mainly due to trr;o aspects of Anganen
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culture: the reticence to publically call out the names of the dead, and

the stress on lateral ties betuleen the living over tracing relatedness

through a hierarchial, genealoqical ordering.

In Anganen¡ as r,lith their flendi (nyan 1958) and [lo].a (Sittitoe

19?9:32) neighbours, it is considered dangerous to call out the names of

the dead. This prompts them to attack, causing sickness and deatht

through being pointlessly summoned. Individuals thus do not hear the

names of their antecedents frequently, and the names of the dead tend

not to be retainedr nor are the kin connections betr¡een them. 0f more

immediate interest, hou¡ever, is the influence of lateral ties betuleen

the living.

Subclans, vamonqiki¡ ârê in fact explicitly regarded as patrilineal

descent9roUpsbytheirmemberS.Theyare'onefathe1',.@!.(rit:
ttfather onert) groups. Yet it is not uncommon to find that a full

genealogy cannot be put forurard encompassing all men uith the same

subclan name. (For instancer the Enge subclan of Umu, in Appendix I.) 0n

the clan level, there is neither a clear genealogical frameuork, nor an

explicit descent idiom. To an extent, descent may be presumed as all

members have the common clan name, but descent, PEE, is not explicit,

nor deemed significant by the Anganen themselves. Current day clansmen

are ltbrothersrr because |ttheir fathers called each other rbrothersrtt.

That is, the higher generational orders are rationalised as siblingship'

and this fraternity does not have to be further reduced to an apicaJ-

ancestor. This agrees r¡ith Burridge (t SSS) and supports lJeinerr s

(tSgZ:S) contention that in the Highlands, rtlineal continuity in these

societies is calculated ulith respect to siblingship rather than the

other uay aroundrr. For clans as a r¡hole, and the generational levels of
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genealogies, the emphasis is not so much on descent as siblingship,

point supported by LeRoyts (1981) analysis of Keua genealogies also.

The relationships betueen subcLans urithin clans reflect this

emphasis too. There are vague notions that certain subclans are more

closely related than others, as the genealogical charter suggests

(Appendix I). The Retapera subcl-an of Ronge sees itself more closely

connected to Angarepera than to Solupera for example. But, this is of no

consequence for the Anganen in practice. Retapera men do see themselves

obliged to assist each other, but they do not see themselves more

obligated to help Angarepera than Solupera. Similarly, the Retapera

subclan is on the verge of dividing into tulo units, Yetapera and

Retapera (Retaronge). UJhen this futly happens, each neul subclan ulill

have their oun marriage prohibitions (see belor,l). The Yetapera uill be

compelled to assist Retaronge' but only as comembers of the same clan,

the same as if Angarepera or Solupera required help. The dominant

expression for alignment betueen subclans of a clan is brotherhood, and

whil-e vague allusions to descent are never totally absent, these are

ideologically seconded in favour of the construction of uniform

fraternity.

The Anganen have only tuo nominal levels r¡ithin a descent-like

hierarchyr vârnorìda and yamonqiki, and groups recently fissioned from a

common stock tend not to retain a joint name. This contrasts them r¡ith

other Highlanders, such as the fTae-Enga and MeJ-pa. wleqgitt (t S0S)

identifies four distinct leve1s uithin Enga lineage structure, r¡hile

A.J. Strathern (lgZZ:35) notes up to four in the fïelpa Kauelka tribe.

The Anqanen do not form elaborate segmentary structures, and beyond the

subclan, discrete segments ulithin clans do not tend to be formed.

a
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To this stage, there is no reaL inconsistency betueen a notion of

descent generally and this stress on fraternity, and perhaps to

emphasise one over the other seems to serve little purpose. Descent

implies fraternal rel-ations betuleen individuals and subclans r¡ithin

clans; both concepts imply unity and solidarity.

Houeverr âny significance descent has virtually ceased at the clan

level, but not so r¡ith amenu' r¡hich is employed to express the unity of

groups r¡hich traverse clan boundaries. Local groups, clusters of local

groups, and even uhole territorial regions betueen major river systems

are denoted by this term.1 That is, up to the level of the clan,

fraternity and patriliny, for the most part, are consistent, r¡ith amenu

implying and subsuming descent to a large degree; beyond the clan,

alternatively, this concept of amenu cross-cuts patriliny as a principJ-e

of differentiation, and thus potential opposition, by promoting a

broader unity. Here descent and fraternity can be antagonistic

principles for reckoning incl-usion and exclusion r¡¡ithin social

cateçories and groups.

The fraternity constructed betuleen al-I resident uithin a local

group' including individuaLs and subunits of different clans, is closely

connected to territoriality and coresidence: Iand mediates (cf. de

Lepervanche 1967/Bt Langness 19642172; A.J. Strathern 1973). Those

resident r¡ithin a single group territory are al-ternatively alluded to as

fone territory/one placer, su-re pamond (fit: trground-base onerr),

vam pamond(o) pera (fit: rrgroup one sitdoun (and stay)rt), a group that

continuously coresides, and rena-runa sut (fit: rrpeople together

pJ-antrr), a group localised together. The arboreal metaphor and the idiom

of neulcomers being trreplantedrr, ule pouJe, as discussed earlier, are
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furt,her testimony to the significance of land and locality in reckoning

identity.2 The mutuality of territorialty based land holding thus has

the potentiality to ovemide descent based opposition to c¡eate a urider

unity in uhich non-agnates call each othe¡ fbrotherr.

Fraternity, amenu, thus has the propensity to denote unity and the

transcendence of structuraJ- opposition on a far greater level than

patriliny. Encoded r¡ithin it are notions of both social identities, as

brothers, and moral behaviour of men, and groups of men, to others

r¡ithin this category. 0n this J-ast point, it is useful to nou consider

fraternal norms in more detail, and hou they may further inform the

underlying structure of fraternity in Anganen.

In most general terms, fraternity forms a centraÌ part of the

normative Anganen concept of mandia, rcarryingt, ulhich, as r¡ith the

neighbouring Ker¡a madia, trdenotes both a biological and culturaL acttr

(tenoy 1981:35). fn Anganen, this concept oftcarryingr has multiple

connotations: to bear a child, a general reference for maternity,

though in some contexts, such as a mandia, rtman borne/carriedrt groups,

patrilineal units, it is extendible to men also; to carry a child in a

net bag or on the shoulders, prevalent modes of transporting chil-dren;

to look after; and subsidiary to the last point, to give nurturance and

assistance (cf. Capuchin n.d.; Franklin 19?8:171). rCarryingr refers to

a person rs creation, the maintenance of ulell-being and ongoing

assistance; it denotes kinship in Anganen. Kin rcarryr kinr and as such,

so do brothers.

More

cultural

specif icaJ-1y is ame poropete, rrbrother shareff . Here the

bothconcept of fsharingr becomes the keyr âs it refers to
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identity and morality. Brotherhood rests upon mutual identity, brother-

brother, and follouring Kelly (1977:.2?9) sibling co-equivalence (vis-a-

vis numerous possible mediators, such as ancestraqe, group name,

coresidence, territoriality or unmarriageable categories of uomen, as

uith clan exogamy or local group antigamy for example; see belou for

further discussion). Brothers share common identity. It is through this

idea of co-equival-ence and co-identity that fraternity represents a

moral (and potentially political) force: amenu is sol-idarity and unity,

totalities in urhich individuals, and subunits, confront each other as

equivalents, defining both self and other in the same terms. In

fraternity, the¡e are no structuraJ. points of differentiation. (These,

as ue shall seer must come flom sources extraneous to the actual

fraternal relationship itself; they are not emergent from its internal

losic. )

Brothers are also said to share in terms of mutual assistance

(theoretically spontaneous) in uarfarer sorÌìB cooperative labour, and

most importantly exchange. In urealth transactionsr brothers support each

other, poropete; they do not, formally exchange, as affines do for

instance. Such assistance is not nominally deemed debt, yano. Support

does not have to formally and equivalentJ.y be reciprocated in strict

economistic terms, distinguishing this from other transactional

contexts, such as delayed brideuealth uhich is cJ-ear1y vano.

Reciprocation is considered further manifestation of sharing, not

offsetting economic imbalance.

In Anganen thouqht, thenr there is a critical intemelationship:

brothers share, and those that share are rbrothersr. If the cultural

concept of poropete defines the morality of fraternity, then acts deemed
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sharing constitute or reproduce brotherhood. Fraternity is not just

abstract ideology, it is a scheme for practice. Although norms are

obviousJ-y ideological' they nonetheless inform underlying logic.

Fraternity is unity through the co-equivaLence of rbrothers I

(irrespective of genealogical or descent concerns), transcending

internal- structural divisions: men' and groups of men, of mutual

identity, as structurally equivalent in a symmetrical relationship,

brother-brother, possess commonality of interests urhich is validated

through practice.

0n this basis, fraternity becomes the apt expression of political

action. To slightly paraphrase A.J. Strathern (tgOga:¡A) by substituting

fraternity for descent, it rrpreserves group strength and solidarity ...
(and provides) an excellent model for inclusion and opposition.tr Unl-ike

patriliny, in Anganen fraternity, @' can be expanded past the clan

(tne limit of descent). Brotherhood has the inherent propensity for

expansion to incorporate larger numbers of men; descent' by constrast'

is rest¡ictive.

Given the above discussion of fraternal norms' its utiJ-ity for the

expression of large-scale political units is readily apparent. Prior to

uarfare suppression, the uhole local group had a vested interest in

preserving group strength and their sovereignty over l-and (and thus

livelihood). Large-scale units, those usuaJ-1y betueen territorially

contiguous l-ocal groups, refJ-ect this also. Incorporation in an amenu

indicates both unity and common interest, be it in uarfare or for

ceremonial- exchange (see Chapter IX). In this regard, fraternity not

only becomes the means of expression of groups' but functional- a1so. As

de Lepervanche (ISAZ/g:181) concludes: ttldeol-ogy and action are not
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independent of each other. Ideological statements are part of sociaÌ

action.rr But the main point to be noted is the greater capacity of

fraternity, over descent' to represent unity and commonaJ-ity.

Houevet, as r¡ith the const¡uction of any unityr fraternity

systematically masks internal divisions and, as indicated previously'

descent is one important means of such differentiation. Part of the

functionality of fraternity is to obscure such internal opposition, but

r¡lhile it may contextually override divisions it does not negate them as

structural. Again contextuallyr such structural divisions may have a

determinant role in structu¡ing action in specific situations. For

instance, I have stressed that the local group in Anganen is

., ideologically conceptualised as an .ilenur but what it rea1ly is is an

accumulation of individuals and sub-groups, and their opposition can

have structural rrreight, in practice.

One of the main sources of such opposition is marriage, uhere men

and groups come to stand as rrlife-givers of r¡ife-receivers to each other

(but, up to the subclan level, never both simultaneously; see belorrr).

The relationship betuleen marriage and the construction of inclusion and

opposition beyond the subclan is a fascinating and complex one, and one

critical- for understanding Anganen groups.

Ryan (tgSS, 1959) found marriage fundamental for Mendi clan

formation and organization, and this is equally true in Anganen. It has

already been seen that exogamy is a definitional aspect of units up to

and including the cIan, and neul clans become discrete once they become

exogamous. Table IX demonstrated the significance of connections through

ulomen to local qroups for residentiat movement and access to land. 61f,
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(ZZ/SA) of men rrrho changed group affiliation did so by utilising either

affinal or matrilateral kin ties. Even by this point, then, marriage is

of significance for understanding groups. Though a far more

comprehensive examination of marriage ulill take pJ-ace in the next

chapter, the direct influence of marriage prohibitions and patterns on

Anganen group formation and alignment merits immediate consideration.

fn particular, the immediate concern is the occurrence Ryan

(1SSSz271) calls |tantigamyrt in fvlendi. He uses the te¡m urith misgivings

(iUiO, footnote 1?), but I feel it is most useful, as it is yet another

tendency of Anganen groups, especially local groups, to add to those

previously outlined. Antigamy is the combination of internal group

exogamy and the cumulative effects of marriaqe prohibitions derivative

from previous marriages betr¡een tuo (or more) distinct descent groups'

leading to a situation ulhere further marriages betr¡een them are not

permitted.

The clan is the exogamous unit. Those that share a clan name

(irrespective of urhether they coreside or can trace accurate

genealogical ties) cannot marry. (To do so is incestuous.) tnOividuals

cannot marry into their maternal clans also. Matrilocal residents must

find spouses elseulhere. Lastlyr in Anganen, any one marriage is seen as

totally connecting the respective subclans of the couple. Al-1 further

intermarriage is prohibited: a man can neither marry into his subclan

brotherfs uifels subclan, nor his subclan sisterts husbandfs subclan.

For a r,lhole number of reasons (see Chapter V), men prefer to marry

coresident u.romen if they can. Second to thisr they prefer to marry uJomen

in proximate groups. The consequence of this is that coresident groups
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in particular tend to heavily intermamy until the accumulative effects

of marriage prohibitions restrict or debar further intermarriage. That

is, ulhile many prohibitions for individual marriages are reckoned on the

subclan level, together these can be of great infÌuence on the clan

1evel.

To take Rongesu as the example once again. The incoming Umu have

concentrated their marriages r¡ith the traditional land ouners' Ronge.

There are at least 1 0 close kin connections created by marriage betuleen

living Umu and Ronge men (that is, either affinal or matrilateral),

r¡hich prohibit future marriages betueen the tu¡o coresident clans. It is

agreed that Ronge and Umu at Rongesu should not intermarry any more.

That is, they have formed an antigamous unít r¡ithin r¡hich spouses must

come from elseuhere (but also see belor¡).

In most cases descent and maniage are complementary concerns in

that those of common descent shoul-d not marryr urhile marriage provides

the means of clan reproduction and definition through generation. UJith

antigamous groupsr orì the other handr the functions of these become

confused. Men, though not of mutual descent, Itcannot mamy each otherls

sistersrt, usually a definitional aspect of the clan. Here marriage' not

just patriliny, creates sets of non-marriageable ùJomen for clans of men.

Antigamy here overrides descent for delineating social groupings, clans,

r¡hich can intermarry, and antigamous units are seen as inextricably

bound, as if rone groupt ' with one aspect of unity being co-equivaLence

vis-a-vis coresident non-marriageable uJomen.

Perhaps an even more striking example of this cumulative effect of

marriage and group is the Ronge-Ongulamuri situation' discussed earlier
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uhen cLan fissioning uJas considered. He¡e one clan r¡as said to have

fissioned rlong âgor, and the tuo neu units began to rmarry each otherfs

sistersr. Yet by 1982 they had all but exhausted the possible marriages.

The Ongulamuri have tulo subcJ-ans, currentì.y the Ronge have four. Each of

the Ongulamuri subcl-ans has married into Ronge to such an extent that

each could only find spouses in one of the four Ronge subclans. The

prohibitions on mamying into groups noul has almost become el-evated to

the clan, not subclan, l-evel, and it is generally agreed that total

antigamy r¡iII be ¡ealised in the near future.

The connection betu¡een Ronge and OnguJ-amuri has al-most come full
circle as it ulere: from a single exogamous unit, to tulo units r¡lho

intermarried' to tr¡o units ulho have virtually formed an antigamous

u¡hol-e, in that they rcannot marry each otherrs sisters. t From the

perspective of non-marriageable ulomen the original situation, though

premised on differing grounds, rrrill again be re-established. From the

external vierrrpointr Ongulamuri-Ronge urere once subclans in a single

clan, bamed from intermarryingi nour, as antigamous, they urill again

appear as this, Iike subclans ulithin a sinqle clan, 0ngulamuri-Ronge.

Hence' ulhile any single marriage reinforces descent as a principle of

differentiation, it cumulatively cross-cuts and delimits descent. It can

transcend patriliny i intermarriages, like ârnerìu ¡ can also be

antithetical to descent.

This possibility of forminq unities on the basis of accumul-ated

marriage prohibitions is another inherent tendency of Anganen groups.

But, it should be noted, it is only a tendency, and does not seem to be

fully attainable in practice. This is because of tr¡o quite distinct

reasons. Again the Rongesu l-ocal group provides clear demonstration of
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these. The first is derived from another tendency of Anganen local

groups: the continuity of immigration. In most cases, immigrants' as

discussed, uiII have a kin link to some of the ¡esidents of their neu

group, restricting possible intermarriage uith some of their neur

coresidents, but not all. If a manrs mothe¡ ulas a Ronge ulomen, for

instance, he could not marry Ronge uomen, but there is nothing to stop

him marrying into Umu. For all neulcomers, there are alulays some

marriageable coresidents. For this reason al-one' actual local group

antigamy can never be fully realised empirically. Houever' the second

reason is more significant here.

In all the cases of antigamy found in Anganen, that is clans urho

deemed they should not intermarry, this r¡as not achieved as simply the

empirical sum of prohibitions. Prior to exhausting all possible

marriages betr¡een a1l the relevant subclansr it uras decided future

marriages should not take place. The tulo respective clans ulere seen as

too closely related: their members ulere aII rrbrothers and sistersrrr as

the Anganen sâlr giving further clan-Iike appearance to these clan

clusters. In the Umu-Ronge caser this uras rationalised on the grounds

that the fathers of cument Umu and Ronge adults rrcalled each other

rbrothersrrt. nThey had tived together (harmoniously) for a long time.tl

Extended coresidence and mutuality in land thus constructs a fraternity

betueen them ulhich ovemides both descent and possible marriage. Umu-

Ronge are an amenu. Hence amenu here not only is antagonistic toulard

descent, but also to the second form of siblingship in Anganen, mbetinu'

as a means of connection betr¡een men and groups of men.

fn Anganen kin terminologyr mbeti is the reciprocal term for cross-

siblings, brother and sister. Hence mbetinu literally is aSEX
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collection of brothers and sisters. Yet, as r¡ith the wlendi mbaliald

(Ryan '1955:B?) it is al-so used to signify relationships betrrreen men,

and subclans, mediated by rrlomen and marriage, and this ulill be the

principal significance of this term here. A manrs mbetinu is not only

his (subclan) sister, but he¡ child¡en al-so (and commonly in social

usage, her husband). fntermarried subclans thus stand as mbetinu to each

other, indicatinq the marriage prohibition that exists betuleen them.

From this vieupointr any singJ-e Umu-Ronge marriage r¡iLl create mbetinu

connections, but the overall unity as .amru means these specific

connections founded upon marriage are transcended and masked; same-sex

siblingship overrides cross-sex siblingship.

In most respects' the Anganen marriage and terminological systems

are identified u¡ith those in Mendi (alIor¡ing for dialect variation). As

ulith Anganenr those groups ulhich are spatially proxemic and maintain

strong alliance are classed as fraternities, and they also tend to

intermarry to the point of antigamy. At this point, houever, the tulo

cultures seem to differ. For the fvlendi:

ït is easy to see...that ulhen trrlo clans have been living for
some time in the friendly proximity of an amiald (fraternal)
relationship, such a netuork of mamiage-ties r¡lould arise
betr¡een them that, eventually, further inter-ma¡riage ulould
become restricted to the point of impossibility (i.".
antigamy). This, I tr;ou1d suggest, is the point at r¡hich an
amiald relationship becomes mbal-iald (cross-sex siblingship).
Gy-- 1e55:BB)

fn Anganen, alliance too is represented by fraternity, and intermarried

groups by cross-sex siblingship. But in Anganen, unlike fvlendi, once

antigamy is reached, the idiom used to express the relationship reverts

to brotherhood: amenu to mbetinu to amenu again. That is, once the

prohibition on intermarriage goes from a subclan to clan level, @
ovemides mbetinu as the dominant expression, in part, I suggest, due to
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mutuality in a set of non-marriageable uromen. There is, nonetheless, a

fundamental antagonism betueen these forms of social, and potentially

political' relationships: they can be mutually transformative over time.

In this chapter' the relationships betuleen descent, fraternity,

@r and cross-sex siblingship' mbetinu, as particular forms of social

rel-atedness betuleen men have been the issue. 0nce again, as r¡ith the

previous chapter, r¡rhat has emerged as the fundamental point is the

specific and contextual relationships betrrreen these. From an overall

perspective, these appear paradoxical: in certain situations they are

complementary and mutually reinfo¡cing, ulhile in othersr conflicting and

antagonistic r¡hen considering group alignment and alliance.

Descent, amenu and mbetinu can be complementary in some instances.

This applies up to and including the clan. Here fraternity, @, as

the dominant expression of rel-atedness is consistent ulÍth a notion of

descent: clan members calL each other tbrothert, and subclans conceive

their relations as brother-brother connections in a r¡ider unity. To this

endr descent here is largely subsumable ulithin a frameulork of

fraternity: it is a special, and important, case of it. The major

distinctions are that descent, by definition, embodies a concept of Lime

(generations, patrifiliation), uhile fraternity is essentially a lateral

connection, and that descent is a restrictive principle for

incorporation urithin unities, r¡hich can have significant structural

bearing on practice, e.g. fission. Nonetheless, rrihile such distinctions

are important (and in future ulilt be noted as such ulhenever relevant),

as a conceptual framer¡lork for interpreting much of Anganen social

structure, clan patriliny can be treated as a specific form of amenu as
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the tulo are complementary, and virtually synonymous, concerns r¡ithin the

cl-an.

Furthermorer as an exogamous unit, the clan gains definition vis-a-

vis other like groups, and this ís no more clearly evidenced than in
marriage. Groups oppose each other as r¡ife-givers or r¡ife-receivers, and

this is expressed in the construction of mbetinu relations. Here descent

and mamiage are complemetary: amenu oppose mbetinu. Those connected by

mamiage, or possessing the potentiality to be connected by mapiage,

clearry differ from those uho could not, and cannot, intermarry.

Although in this case interclan relations display complementarity

betu¡een principles, this is not necessarily so. These principles can

become confused and conflicting. In the most general terms, alliance

betueen different descent groups ulithin clan clusters is fraternity: the

stress tor¡ard fraternal co-equivalence and common interest transcends

clan boundaries. Fraternity and descent are antithetical concerns. This

is very clear in the amenu of locar groups, a collection of various

descent groups. Mutuality in land and coresidence mediate identities,
resulting in a fraternity not necessarily incumbent upon patriJ_iny. By a

simil-ar token, the reverse also holds true, of course. Descent, as a

principle of differentiation can structure social opposition and prevent

the construction and maintenance of r¡ider, more inclusive, units. rn

short, descent and fraternity can be contrasting and potentiarry

contradictory.

The relationships betuleen the tr¡o sibling fo¡ms is thus potentially

antagonistic also. Paraphrasing descent as fraternity in the above

discussion is evidence of thisr and tr¡o other situations have already
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been noted. Diachronicallyr on€ form can deveJ-op into the other: clan

amenu can fission creating tuo intermarrying units and thereby

establishing mbetinu connections betueen men and subclans;

alternatively¡ antigamy resultant from concentrated intermarriage

betureen different amenu (descent groups) can transform mbet,inu into

amenu.

This holds true synchronically too, in that both siblingship forms

can co-exist as aspects of the same social relations betueen men.

Political alliance betureen intermarrying clans is expressed as

fraternity, alluding to common purpose and mutual assistance. fïen, and

groups of men, may thus stand in relationships of both amenu and mbetinu

to each other in differing contexts. These are men r¡ho assist each

other, as if brothers, but rexchanger uJomen in marriage, itself

fundamental for mbetinu; men ulho are united as a single entity in one

situation, but are related through their difference and opposition' as

rrrife-givers or r¡ife-receivers for any single marriage¡ in others. The

overall content of the relationship betr¡een the same men seems

ambiguous, ulith aspects of amenu and mbetinu co-existing.

UJhile it is r¡o¡th reiterating that context is a key concern'

meaning that ambiguity is not necessariJ-y manifested in practice¡

nonetheless this orientation does regard social rel-ationships having

the potential for conflict betureen underlying structural- principles.

This potential for antagonism can in fact have bearing on practicer âs

in the numerous instances discussedr including the rel-ationships betueen

the tr¡o siblingship formsr amenu and mbetinu.
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F¡om various sources, the internal logic of fraternity has been

delineated (given the proviso that, in most cases, descent is reducible

to, and subsumed in, fraternity). lnis is most clearly contained in the

Anganen concept of poropete' both as identity and moral behaviour. As

brothers' men and groups of men share identity, they are co-equivalent

in symmetrical structural ¡elationships (brother-brother) through their

mutuality (".g. uith respect to ancestors, land, o¡ sets of non-

marriaqeable u¡omen). The behavioural- norm of sharingr mutual assistance,

is the vehicle through t¡hich brotherhood is articulated in practice,

part of ulhich is cooperation and help in exchange.

Fraternity¡ amenu' has thus been deduced, but the same cannot be

said for the other siblingship form. ttJhile it has been necessary to

introduce mamiage and mbetinu for interpreting Anganen groups, this r¡as

only done briefly. These must noul be el-aborated on prior to returning to

this orientation of the character of relationships, as complementary or

antagonistic' betr¡leen amenu and mbetinu in Anganen social structure

(Chapter VII). The next section is thus concerned urith deducing the

internal structural logic of mbetinu siblingship, as a form of

connectedness betuleen men' and the contexts in r¡¡hich it is created and

reproduced through time, namely Anganen mundane exchange.
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Footnotes

1 For a discussion of the situation uith major river system based
amenu see Appendix II. These never actually figure as totalities in
social practice, and as such explicit treatment of them in the main
text ulould be superfluous to the central- themes of this
presentation.

0f course, to properly comprehend the cultural construction of
identity, the discussion r¡ou1d require far greater attention than
it has received here. For example, A.J. Strathern (tSZS) has
cogently argued for the mediating role of food grorrrn on common land
in constructing commonality beyond strict descent' especially horrr

this fi-ts into urider concepts of procreation, or rrsubstancefr in
lJagnerrs (tS6Z) sense, kinship and the total maintenance of r¡el-l-
being in individuals. LJeiner (tggZ, appendix) has extended upon
some of these concepts also. There is no doubt this type of
perspective r¡ould be relevant for the construction of fraternity in
Anganen also, and by a similar token, certainly cast some light on
ùJomen, as sisters and u¡ivesr urho move betr¡een local groups for the
most part after marriage.

2.
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SECTION ITI. MJNDANE EXCHANGE AND IItsETINU RELATEDNESS

In egalitarian Neu Guinea society it is only men ulho are
equal in the sense of being at least potentiaLly the same
or identical. lJomen are different...the differences are
those of complementarity; men and u,omen are
interdependent, but are in no sense the same or
symmetrical and cannot be ident,ical. From the point of
vier¡ of the equal men, uJomen are a source of inequality,
in fact they are in some senses the only source of
inequaJ-ityr ân inequality not betueen men and uromen ulhere
the equal/unequal distinction has no meaning, but the
source of inequality betureen men. BasicalJ-y men related
to each other through uromen cannot be equal to each other
and they cannot therefore carry on equaJ- exchanqe.
Relations betuleen men through uomen can, of course, only
be created by marriage, and marriaqe in Ner¡ Guinea is
everyurhere the start of a relationship of unequaJ-
exchange. (Forge 1 9?2:536)
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Sectional Introdr¡citon. Anganen fik-¡ndane Exchange: ttlale Activity, Female
Centrality

Among the Anganen, marriage is said totrstart the road (pol-u)tt. In this

case' the froadr simuÌtaneously stands as a metaphor for social-

relat,edness, specifically mbetinu kinship, and also as the pathulay on

r¡hich r¡ealth moves in exchanges, kowe, formal transaction in exchange

contexts. This concept thus confl-ates kinship and exchange into a

single theme, and it is this fusion, the myriad of exchange events in

ulhich this is manifested, and the meaning and structural logic of these

events ulhich are the focus of this section.

In the previous chapter, it ulas necessary to introduce mbetinu in a

preliminary manner. For the most part, it r¡as secondary to outlining

the definitive aspects of the amenu mode. One of the main intentions of

this section is to delineate the particular characteristics of

relationships betueen men and groups mediated by rrlomen and marriage,

mbetinu. That is' although mbetinu initially pertains to the brothe¡-

sister bond, its common social usage expresses male-mal-e relations and

group interrelations' affinity' the avuncul-ate, cross cousins and so on,

and it is the basic structural- form of these uhich is of immediate

interest.

To arrive at this, it is first necessary to discuss Anganen

marriage prohibitions and their consequences at some length. These

generate one principal characteristic of all- relationships r¡hich are

primarily mediated by uomen and marriage: mbetinu relations betueen

individuals and subclans must be structurall-y inequivaLent. In mbetinu,

it is not possible for men to confront each other as both rrrife-givers

and ulife-receivers simul-taneously; they must be one or the other.
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This idea of structural inequivalence fully concurs r¡ith the theme

of Forgets (19?2) article, an extract of ulhich prefaces this section.

Yet Forge goes further, maintaining that marriage creates situation of

ongoing inequivalent exchange, and this too can be seen to be the case

in Anganen.

As the rroadt metaphor suggests, there is a close, virtually

inextricable' connection betr¡een mbetinu and exchange, koule, in Anganen

thought. Indeed r¡ithout brider¡ealth, mamiage is not possible: it is

an inequivalent exchange from uife-receiver to uife-giver uhich rstarts

the road I . Hourever, for the Anganen, I roads I are also enduring

entities, and the mbetinu rroadt is maintained through ongoing exchange.

uithout it the trroad is blockedrr, to extend the idiom. Even prior to

marriage, at it, through the birth of children, and sickness, injury and

death of married u¡omen and their descendants all are possible occasions

for exchanges r¡hich ff keep the ¡oad clearrr. Much of the next tr¡o

chapters is concerned urith delineating the structure, function and

meaning of these exchanges, first those pertaining primarily to mamiage

(Chapter V) and then sickness, injury and death (Chapter VI). Althouqh

some of these may not involve J-arge amounts of ulealth, they are still
very important. They signify aspects of Anganen social structure and

the centrality of marriage in it. They inform on affinityr Qeñder,

production and reproduction, both human and sociaL, and thus merit close

attention.

All of these are premised on and express this principle of

inequivalent transaction betureen mbetinu. It is not that all exchanges

are from the uife-receiving unit to the urife-givers, although the

overall bulk of uealth f lor,.rs in this direction. There are also
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significant exchanges from the uife-givers to the r¡ife-receivers, and

occasionally some exchanges are reciprocally l-inked. Horriever in all,
either the amount of urealth or the exchange items used differs, thereby

establishing inequivalence.

The focus of these exchanges is the individual, a uoman or her

descendants. (tdarfare compensation differs in content to this to an

extent, but as ulill be demonst¡ated in Chapter VI the same type of

underlying structural, frameulork is evidenced in this a1so. ) These

exchanges in lieu of individuals usually mark important (cultually

conceptualised) phases or changes in life-cycles, but the focal

individual usually has litt1e active participation and control of

ulealth. For instance, brideuealth is given in lieu of a uloman, but it
is a transaction betr¡een men' and mo¡tuary exchanges for the dead are

betureen the living. Through the vast array of exchange events discussed

in this section, a common theme pervades: uromen (and their descendants)

mediate relationships' connecting mbetinu, the nexus of social reLations

r¡hich are articulated in these exchanges, but it is adurt men urho

actually participate in the movement of urealth. UJomen connect, men

transact.

The exchanges in this section form an ongoing sequence of occasions

for the (potential) transaction betr¡een mbetinu. That is, inherent

uithin exchanges in lieu of individuaÌs, there is temporality. Indeed

it is someulhat artificial to delineate exchanges as f do: there is no

truly discrete set of exchanges associated r,lith marriage exclusively,

for instance. The important point to note is this temporality, and

through it the continuity of the rroadr, ârì aspect of the Anganenrroadr

concept itself. Though marriage may rstart the roadr, those categories
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of kin connected by it may continue to exchange rrre1l past the deaths of

the original marrying couple and brideulealth transactors. The rroadr as

a structural connection can transcend the individual, time and

generation. This potentiality is the source of the principal function

of integration of these exchanges.

Given this, plus the fact exchanges in lieu of individuals are the

most frequent in Anganen society and involve the greatest numbers of

transacto¡s and their r¡ealth r frì€€rrì these are the centraÌ arena for the

ongoing articulation of Anganen social structure. For this reason I

call themr collectively' rrmundane exchangerr, a term designed to convey

this centrality in the reverydayr of Anganen social life. Their

importance for the articulation of both mbetinu and amenu relations ulitl

become much clearer subsequently (Chapter VII), as r¡ilI their dominance

over other Anganen exchanges such as competitive exchange or ceremonial

exchange (see Chapters VfI, IX and X). For my present purposes, it is

sufficient to note that the large amount of attention given to exchanges

in this section accurately reflects their importance.
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CHAPTER V. P[LU, PART ONE: MARRIAGE AND ASSOCIATED EXCHANGES
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The Social Aspects of Fb¡riage

Both Ryan (1969:164-5) and Sillitoe (tgZSzl?A) have emphasised the role

of individual choice in selecting spouses in societies neighbourinq the

Anganen. In Anganen, ulhile the ulishes of individuals uill alurays be

taken into accountr other factors, located beyond the immediate couple,

must al-so be considered. uider social, economic and poJ-itical factors

become significant, as these impinqe upon individual choice making.

The negative situation as it r¡ere, those ulho cannot marry' j-s one

obvious instance of this. [Jhi1e, albeit infrequently, marriaqe

prohibitions have not aluays been observed, they nonetheless do define

unmapiageable categories of individuals. For the most part these are

not conscious restraints on choice, they are covert and unquestioned.

lJhen discussing groups (Chapter IV) it u,as necessary to introduce these

in a preliminaty manner; nou, it is possible to elaborate on Anqanen

marriage prohibitions in more detail.

The Anganen say that people cannot marry rrwher.e a road existsrr,

uith the concept of the rroadr here conveying a kinship tie falling into

a prescribed category of closeness, virtually betuleen individuals uho

can extend specific kin terms to each other. Three broad types of

prohibitions exists: those associated uith an individualrs parents;

those derivative from the marriages of oners subclan co-members; and

those from a previous marriage in the case of polygynous men.

Individuals cannot, bY definition, marry a person r¡ith the same

clan name, irrespective of r¡hether the actual kinship tie can be traced.

The cl-an is the definitional- unit of exogamy. To fail to obey this is
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different subclan of their co-subcl-an memberrs spousers clan. At times,

this is even favoured.

Again absence of retention of genealogical knoulledge ulouLd mean

that this t¡ould not carry on for many generations past the marriages

themsel-ves. This is a point of some significance. Albeit stated

cautiously and later qualified, Ryan (ISOS:163) remarks that marriage

r¡ouId be prohibited ulith t'Any lineage (here, subclan), into urhich a

member of onefs own lineage has ma¡ried urithin the previous five or six

generations.tr fn Anganen, no-one could genealogically trace the past

150 years ot so. The Anganen stipulation of rrroadsn, i.e., acknou.rledged

connections, is a more accurate summation than trying to specify

generational criteria. Theoretically, Anganen marriage prohibitions are

eternal; the point is if they are remembered. Therefore prohibitions

coul-d last five or six generations, but not necessarily so. It
certainly does not mean that individuals become rmarmiageabl-et after

this time. Remembering the rroadt is the r¡hole issue.

A man urho seeks an additional urife cannot marry into the entire

clan of his r¡ifer rìot just her subclan. In the event of divorce, the

Anganen theorise that it ulould be possible to rn€ìrry into his ex-ulifets

group. Given the role of marriage in relation to uider sociaL

structure, this is most improbable. No cases uJere recorded. In the

case of a r¡lifers death, it seems more likely. Again no cases u,ere

recorded. If children ulere born in the union, in addition to ongoing

transactions in lieu of the uoman herself, the groundr¡ork for potential

exchange is laid and does not requi¡e a further marriage to reactivate

it.
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Anganen marriage prohibitions have one clear function, recognised

by the Anganen themselves, and also noted by Ryan (1SOS:164):

fvlendi rules of marriage prohibition might have been
specifically designed to spread the net of kinship and
political- alliances over as ulide an area as possible.

flarriage in Anganen serves, in the main, to promote a maximum number of

potential exchange partners. They can also play a role in political

alliance, primarily u;arfare but perhaps the timing of yasolu, Anganen

ceremonial exchange, in addition. No one suggested this as a conscious

motivation for marriage, and indeed it does not seem to be the case.

Rather it seems more coincidental than causative. Political all-iance

and concentration of marriages perhaps can be subsumed into a uider

overvieu of the rsociality of spatial associationr. The Anganen

coordinate exchange, assj-st in fighting and mar¡y their neighbours. Yet

those linked affinally also represent mino¡ enemies. The Anganen do not

have any preferential marriage ruJ-es outside of rrule do not marry our

true enemiesrr. Houlever, this is a statement of political expendiency

and pragmatism: if fighting' the tuo groups could not negotiate

marriage transactions.

48.2% (Sg/lZZ) of marriages uere cont¡acted urith groups rrrithin a

turo mile radius, a figure similar to the üendi r¡here 53f occumed uithin

this ranqe (nyan 1 969: 1 64 ) . 0nly 21 3% (ZA\ZZ) uiere beyond an

approximate five mile radius. The Anganen like to marry nearby, rthose

they knourr. The reasons for this concentration go further than a simple

political functionalist interpretation' and it is here that the

individuals marrying must be taken into account.

In aII marriages, the uishes of the couple must be considered, yet

the strength of individual influence varies. OccasionalJ-y the feeJ-ings
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of the coupJ-e are secondary to those of their kin ulho arranqe the

mamiaqe. There is very l-ittle contact pre-marriaqe, certainly nothinq

that amounts to a courtship. Thus in one marriage ulitnessed, the couple

had only seen each other once or tuice, and the groom did not attend the

marri.age transactions, uhich emphasises the social- character of Anganen

marriage in general.

lJhere courtship does occur, as in most Anganen marriages, spatiaJ-

closeness of the tr¡o individuals is crucial. Individual-s become

attracted to each other through chance meetinqs on ualking paths,

markets, dances ol exchanges, occurrences dependant upon close spatiaJ-

proximity. Previously, if attracted to a girl a man uoul-d attend

courting parties simiLar to those described by Ryan (lSOl,1969) for the

flendi. These have quickly fallen into disfavour. To a degree these

have been superceded by eithe¡ the haus sosil (mP), a dancer or the

sikis-tu-sikis (mp), an al1 niqht party. For both of these married

uomen are forbidden to attend. In this period the introductory qifts

may be presented.

Females mamy younger than males. It is uncommon to find a u,omen

in her tulenties unma¡ried' though the Anganen do not find it unusual for

men in thei¡ late tu¡enties or early thirties still single. l/hy men

mamy later is that once married a man should enter into exchange

¡elationships, urhich the Anganen emphasise require maturity. A female

can marry younger as the Anganen consider that by her early teens she

urill have the necessary productive skills.1

Physical attractiveness

affecting choice of spouse.

is not stressed as a critical factor

UJhere it is involved it is as a male
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attribute, to r,¡hich uromen are attracted at the dances associated r¡ith

ceremonial exchange. At these occasions men decorate and oiL their

bodies. Anganen men stressed that the best physical aspects of uromen

urere ttuide hips and strong backsfr (uhich they saur as needed for

reproduction and productionr respectively).

Personality factors are considered more important. For men they

prefer uromen uho urill tfsit doulnrr - fulfill their tasks as producers,

providers and mothers, and ulill not engage in adultery. For uomen, they

r¡ish protectors and men uho rrlill enqage in proper exchange relations

urith their natal kin.

If a couple ulish to marry, their families rarely uill raise

opposition. The Anganen are urary of going against individual r¡ishes, be

it trying to fo¡ce an unwanted marriage or denying a uanted one. The

Anganen are critically aurare that, mauiage, even desired ones, are

unstable, especially in the early stagesr or as they put it rfuntil the

uoman has sat dournrr. In fact, until there are signs that the marriage

may succeed, the brider¡ealth should not be disposed of. To force

unulanted marriages encourages the Iikelihood of divorce, itself
entangled in disputes over returning urealth, and straining exchange

relationships. To forbid it may have consequences for exchange too. A

uoman coul-d go to live uith her husband, a marriage for all intensive

pulposes, termed ren pat<e (tit: rrr,;oman stealtr), referri ng to the absence

of brider¡ealth. Alternatively she may intentionally become pregnant,

r¡hich reduces the size of the brideurealth her kin could expect. Both

may jeopardise future exchange.
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Again distance can be a factor in actually choosing. Anganen men

acknoulledge that uiomen like to visit their brothers and sisters, meaning

to return to their natal places. Obviously distance becomes crucial-:

the further the distance¡ the more a uroman ulill be absent from r¡hat her

husband considers her role to be. One cause of great ma¡ital disharmony

is this very fact - a uroman spending larqe amounts of time at her natal

place. Stilt, to an extent men encourage this visiting, ttj-t makes them

happytt; to deny a uroman this uill- also abet instability in the marriage.

The other consideration is the exchange status of the parties

involved, but to rnamy the daughter or sister of an ama, Itbig manft, is

not alurays seen as favourable. As Sillitoe notes for the UJol_a:

...for less able men a successful close affinal_ relative
could be embamassing rrlhen the time comes for them to
meet exchange obligations. (Sittitoe lg7g:1?4)

This holds equally true in Anganen. Yet full agreement cannot go uith

Sillitoets (iUi¿) statement, ttThe question of status of the men involved

in the marriage does not influence the decisions of menrt. fn Anganen it

may be part of strategy, especially for men, in particular those

entering polygamyr and attempting to Itraise their namert. To have a

prominent exchange partner also conveys status on the man himself,

providing he can maintain his exchange obligations.

Ït can be seen that a vast array of factors underpin marriage and

spouse selection. flost definitely individual- uishes must be considered.

ultimately, as Anganen marriage tends to be fragil-e, and given the

situation of marriage in the r¡ider socio-exchange system, initial

acceptance by the couple can be cruciar. Not only does marriage

dissolution create friction over the return of b¡ideuealth in many
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it can seriously strain the exchange relationships created

rrthe roads become bl-ockedfr.

Houlevel, choice in Anganen is clearly structured culturally.

Certain sets of individuals are defined by marriage prohibitions as

unmarriageable. Physical/personality traits are del-ineated primarily in

terms of production' reproduction and exchange, uith an eye torLlard

marital stability ulhich provides the baser.rro¡k for successful exchange

relations. Here too, not only is it the individuals marrying, but the

characters of their kin additionallyi the troadsr created by marriage

must be rkept clearr by ongoing exchange. Practicality means it is

easie¡ to do this if affinal kin are nearby.

In fact, for a number of reasons discussed, close proximity

subsumes much of the nature of mamiages and choice of spouse. Chance

meetings of potential spouses' politicaJ- alliance, exchange and marital

stability are bound r¡ithin spatial constraints. These are more mutually

interdependent (or coincidental) ttran J-ineally causative. Al-lies tend

to intermarry, men prefer to marry uomen from groups urho they feel rrlill

be good exchange partners; those that intermarry in concentration tend

to be allies and marriage promotes ongoing exchange relations. No

single factor has a determining role; it is interconnection and

interdependence that is the important point.

This spatial factor means the marriage pattern r¡ith other groups

for any single cl-an r¡ill approximate a radial formation. The closer

groups are to it, the higher the rate of intermarriage (and,

concuuentJ-y, urhere possible, the higher the likelihood of future

intermarriage). In Dhapter IV it u¡as shoun that, particularly in local
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groups, clan intermarriage can be so concentrated it reaches the point

of antigamy, total prohibition on further mamiage due to the

accumul-ative effects of previous ones. Certainly not all groups u¡ho

intermarry attain this, but it does emphasise the critical ¡ole of

spatial proximity (uhich also effectively implies alliance) in Anganen

mamiage patterns.

l/einer (t SgZ:21 ) suqgests there is, in various express5-ons, rra

single underlying system of restricted exchange operating in the

highlandsrr. This, houlever, is not on the subclan 1eve1' but rather

concerns clans. A clan ulhich has received a bride from another gÌoup

should give one back to a different subclan in the clan of the original

bride. In Anganen, given this notion of territorial concentration' this

is in fact quite possible, but it is only one possibility of total

linkage in the system. fn Anganen there is no exegetical stress to

reciprocate ùJomen on the clan level' nor is there any exegesis on the

superiority of wife-givers over urife-receivers. Indeedr the Anqanen

emphasise the unilineal flor¡ of ulomen to some extent: ulomen uho have

come from the same group thus have established rrsistersrr at their

husbandsr place, r¡hich is seen as reducing loneliness and strain on the

marriage, especially soon after it has begun. In this latter instance'

the effect is to necessitate other groups as the sources of potential-

spouses. Nonetheless, one point is clear: uhere possible' those clans

ulhich have intermarried in the past are likely to do so again in the

future, and the probability this r¡iI1 eventuate is strengthened if the

groups are near to each other.
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Exchanges Pertaining to fibrriage

Although brideulealth is the prestation r¡hich defines marriage as such'

it is only part of a broader series of possible exchange occasions uhich

are seen as primarily associated r¡ith marriage. It is the rfstart of the

roadrf r¡hich ideally should persist through time. In fact, these

exchanges can begin prior to the marriage, and take place tlell beyond

it. They form a continum, as it uere, u-rhich marks the marriage and the

ongoing affinal mbetinu relationship through time, through the birth

of children, and the sickness, injury and death of a uoman and her

descendants. To this end, it is someuhat artifici.al to delineate a

specific series of exchanges uhich pertain to marriaqe: it tends to

obscure the temporality and ongoing maintenance of the relationships

(roads) generated through manriage r¡hich is part of a ulider exchange

context in ulhich these relationships are manifested and reinforced

through time and generation. Nevertheless, the Anganen do regard

certain exchanges as primarily associated ulith, or directly derivative

from, marriage, though even here temporaJ.ity and ongoing exchange

relationships are important themes. These are outlined in Figure VII.

These exchange occasions are not ascribed equal cultural r¡eight'

and as such it is useful to distinquish betr¡een primary and secondary

exchanges.z The Anganen do not regard a sexual union as legitimate if

brider¡ea1th has not been paid; it is seen as mandatory. Frequently

accompanying this is olet, the return payment of pigs uhich, r¡hil-e not

as central as brideuealth, nonetheless is considered very important: in

one sense it ratifies the relationship established uith brideurealth.

These I regard as the primary marriaqe payments: they are fotmal and
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UJif e
Givers

Fiqure UII.

Timing

Before
Marriage

Ren

Exchanges Pertaining to Marriage

Name Description lJife
Receivers

a SmaIl r
informal
gifts to a
uoman and
her kin
Bethrothal

KaIa

porkr pandanus
=== ===== == = === ==)
= === ==== ======== >

small gifts

shells ¡ fiìoîe/

pigs, shells, money

plgs

vegetables, cuttings
J-------

marsupials

pork¡ vegetables

pork' tinned fish,
vegetables

b

After 01e
Marriage Na

Gifts of food;
indicates they
are happy

Brider¡eaIth

Return Payment

Gifts of food,
especially
before first
garden maturat-
ion

Formal qift of
deadr raur
marsupials; may
signify sexual-
intercourse has
begun, pregnancy

Small feast to
announce first
pregnancy; no
affines; acknou-
ledges those r¡ho
helped u¡ith the
bride price

Small feast for
birth of children,
often follor¡s
Baptism; affines
attend

Na
Kala

At
fYlarriage

flen
Sekere

01et

Na
Kala

Yapu
Ta
Kala

Ner-
alum

Akos Late brideurealth;
often equals chil-d
or natal payments;
or to alleviate
kone ope

pigs, shells, money

_ Primary Transaction
--- Secondary Transaction, infrequent and not repeated
=-= Secondary Transaction, frequent
Double Set: Transaction may be repeated

Key
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public' involve large amounts of uealth and potentially large numbers of

contributors and receivers of this ulealth. They are seen as central to

the full establishment of the marriage itself. Brideuealth and the

return payment supply legitimacy and serve to cemenL and promote good

rel-ations betureen the neuly linked affinal groups. Because of this,

these must receive the greatest attention in this discussion.

Houeve¡ this does not mean the prestations classified as secondary

are unimportant. These are seen as less significant than either

brideulealth or the return payment and are peripheral to the marriage

itself. They are often private affairs and do not usually involve great

amounts of r¡ealth or large numbers of participants, perhaps only one man

giving to one or more members of his r¡ifets subclan. They are regarded

strictly as |toptionalrf and can be repeated again if the participants

ulish. Theser âs all affinal exchanges, define in an ongoing fashion

social oppositional categories, wife-givers and uife-receivers.

Simultaneously they function to connect and integrate these oppositions.

In a simple social sense' they indicate good intentions and instill
harmony in the relationship. They further help to define maleness and

femaleness¡ together r¡ith affinal roles more generarly, and refer,

variously, to production, sexual relations, and reproduction. In other

uords' uthile they are lesser events than either brideuleal-th or the

return payment, they signify critical aspects of marriage and affinity.
I shall return to these after considering these tuo exchanges termed

primary r¡hich pertain to marriage.

Itlen Sd<ere ar¡d 0let, Reproúrction ar¡d Production

Men sekere and named occasions in

They comprise the

olet are the tr¡o most significant

is exchanged at marriage in Anganen.uthich uealth
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largest amounts of ulealth transacted' and happen on one' public

occasion. In the vast majority of cases, the bride ulill leave her natal

kin and go uith her husband to his place. Put simpJ-y' once the

brideuealth and return payments have changed hands' the marriage has

occurred.

0nce the couple, and their kin' have agreed upon the marriage' the

immediate task is to negotiate the respective amounts of men sekere and

o1et, and the date r¡hen the marriage ulilL take place. The negotiations

are extensive and long ulinded, as each party attempts to concur on a

satisfactory situation. These discussions are undertaken semi-

privately, with only appointed individuals permitted to talk or be

present, and are done in a menls houser or prominent manls house,

associated r¡ith either of the coupleIs subcLan.

0n the uomanrs side, het close agnatic kinr her father, brothers,

perhaps fatherrs brother or an ama r¡i1I negotiate. These men uriLl be

the main recipients of the brideulealth and the main contributors to the

o1et. The u¡oman herself is not directly invoÌved. Often she stands auray

from the proceedings' talking to friends' but anxiously auraiting the

outcome of the discussions. Her interest is more than knouling that ulhen

agreement is reached she can be married. She is also concerned r¡ith the

size of the brideuealth, though she receives none of it. The size marks

her status and she also ulishes her kin to receive as much r¡ealth as

possible. In one case, despite being reluctant to marry, a uJoman

explained that the large size of the brider¡ealth finaì-ly persuaded her,

as it r¡lould rrmake her brothers happyrr.
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flenr on the othe¡ hand, may directly be part of the negotiations.

This is particularly so if it is his second, or subsequent, marriaqe.

Here he may be the sole negotiator. Houeverr for a manrs first
mamiage, he has littl-e or nothing to do r,lith the talks. Young men are

said to have tshamet and embarrassment uhen confronting their future

affines. Further they are inexperienced in economic matters, and have

little right to speak as they urill provide little or no r¡ealth. 0lder

kinsmen' most often fathers and brothe¡s, r¡ill act on their behalf. As a

rule ' those that r¡ri1l f urnish the bulk of the brideulealth rrlill

neqotiate.

The follouing summary is of the main factors r¡¡hich can affect the

size of the brideulealth: the socio-economic status of the man and his

group; the socio-economic status of the uromanrs group; the age, physical

health, and previous marital status of the Lroman; the seen

respectibility of the uroman (if she r¡1i1I rsitdounr, uork gardens, care

for her husband, children and pigs, not engage in adultery, and so on);

if the uoman has been rstolenf by the husbandr that is, gone to live

ulith him befo¡e the marriage is arranged, or is pregnant¡ and the agreed

size of the return payment ulhich is negotiated concurrently. These

should be self-explanatory in the main. If a uroman is previously

married or pregnant the brider¡ealth is reduced. These factors are used

as rhetorical devices by the negotiators uith the character of the

uJoman, in particular, being a contentious issue. (Imespective, the

amounts involved are generally agreed on, though both parties often

grumble over the size.)

In all cases the men sekete, the brider¡ealth, economically

outueighs the return payment as Table X shor¡s. The point that
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Table X. The Relative Sizes of Men Sekere and 01et

SampIe
No.

Pigs Av. Pearl--
shells

fvloney
(t<ina )

Av. Av.

Brideuealth 65 257 3. B 2,290 35.2 20,710 31 g

Return
Payment 62 233 3.7 238 3.8 negligible

brider¡ealth is greater than the return payment is r¡ell borne out for tuo

of the three principì-e exchange items, shells and money. Pigs do not

reflect this tendency to anyuhere near the same degree. This is a

crucial point, and once the nature and meaning of olet has been

discussed, its siqnificance should become clear. For immediate

purposes' the general trend that men sekere is greater than olet needs

to be explained. Though uealth fl-or¡s bi-directionall-y, it means that

overall it flor¡s from r¡ife-receivers to rrrife-givers. This is also

supported by neighbouring groups ulho have reciprocal marriage payments:

both Ryan (tS0S:165) and Sillitoe (cf., 19?9:1?3, figure 10) note that

the ¡eturn payment is not as great as the brideu¡ea1th.

The Bena Bena have a ttrlo-uay floul of r¡ealth at marriage as ulelI.

Langness (tSO¿) considers Bena Bena bride price in strict economic

terms. He (tS0¿:1?9) states:

Among the Bena Bena bride price does not amount to equivalent
exchange. The briders group never gives ulealth equal to that
they have received...Pork is exchanqed in the marriaqe but in
addition fu¡ther pigs and uealth are given as payment. Bena
Bena brides, then, are bought and so1d.

As men sekere involves culturally constructed items of ulealth, and r¡ife-

givers receive more than they give, Anganen brideuealth is undoubtedly
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an economic concern. Anganen men see it as such, and their lengthy

negotiations to find agreement refl-ect this. By definition, then' it is

economic. Houever, Anganen b¡ider¡eal-th cannot be comprehended in only

economic terms, especially those as crude as brides being rrbought and

soldrr. Certainì-y Anganen ulomen neither consider themseLvesr nor behave,

as being lounedf.

Anganen nomenclature of ulealth transferences also supports this.

Kava is any transaction, purchase, trade o¡ exchange, but maniage

payments are amoung the category koule, exchange, and this is

terminologically distinct from glgr buying in a formal sense. Clearly

their inclusion r¡ithin this urider catergory of kava indicates their

significance as transactions. The verb ruku (fit: trdivide/sharetr) i=

explicitly used in the context of marriage. It refers to the r¡ealth

that is transactedr the act of exchange, in that uife-givers perceive

malrr-age as ren ruku ma (fit: rruoman divide getrr), ulhile ulife-receivers

are ren ruku pulu (f:.t: rrr¡oman divide gott); the payments for the uloman

either are received or given, but this does not mean, as the

te¡minological distinctions suggestr that this amounts to simply a

formal economic arrangement. To fu1Iy understand the roÌe of

brideulealth, a far ulider vier¡ of aspects of Anganen culture is

necessary. To beginr the broader logic of Anganen conceptions beliefs

need to be considered, as through these the cultural significance of

these transactions start to emerge (cf., llagner 1967).

As r¡ith highlanders generalLy (cf., lJeiner 1 982), the Anganen

consider conception as the combination of semen and a ulomants rbloodr.

In Anganen, ulaluma denotes female reproductive capacity. Though

translatable as rfbloodn, it explicitly refers to either menstrual or
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ulomb bl-ood, not tbloodr in generaJ-, r¡hich is termed kupa (a concept

crucial to Anqanen reckoning of kinship and marriage prohibitions, in

that those that share blood, kupa, should not many). Semen is said to

transform ulaluma into the foetus. Repeated acts of intercourse are

necessary over successive days. Repitition is needed to provide

approximately equal amounts of semen and ualuma; semen intermingles uith

the blood' initiates its transformation, and binds the blood to prevent

it flouring (menstruation). Once pregnancy occurs, the absence of

menstruation' intercourse should stop, as the physical act could rrbreakrr

this agglomeration, causing a miscarriage. 0nce this admixture is

formed and sealed, semen is regarded as having no further function. 0n

the othe¡ hand, ural-uma is thouqht to also nfeedrr, nurture, the foetus

until birth.

For Anganen social structurer conception bel-iefs are hiqhly

instructive. In one sense, they largely represent a microcosm of it.
They involve concepts of maleness and femaleness, together uith their

complementary interrelation, affinity and groups linked by marriage;

that it is child¡en uho establish a common blood ties (kupa pamond

poropete, ttblood one shareil) betureen those definitionally runconnectedr

previously; and, as uill become apparent, notions of substance, its
group association and transfe¡ence are integral to and impetus for

onqoinq exchange relations in Anganen.

Brideuealth is a transaction in lieu of the potentiality of the tulo

prominent characteristics of married ulomen in Anganen culture:

production and reproduction. fYlen sekere is said to be paid for a

uoman I s ki, rrhandstr, her labour, and ualuq, tlbJ-ood/reproductive

substancefr. That is, brideulealth pertains to tfthe set of rights in the
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briders sexual- and procreative capacities and the domestic services that

go uith themrt (Fortes 1962:3, quoted in A.J. Strathern 1980:50).

The conjugaJ. bond is the foundation of more or less disc¡ete and

identifiable productive units. Prior to marriage, a manrs or uomanrs

labour ulas incorporated urithin the productive and consumptive units of

their fathe¡s, or some other close relative. After marriage a neul one

is established. The couple, betueen them, possess the necessary skills

and access to lesources, here primarily land. As a productive unit,

they are crucial for urider social issues such as exchange. ùJithout a

womanrs rhandsr there ulould be no productive unit, and a mants

involvement in the exchange system severely curtailed. The Anganen

notion of brideu¡ealth being paid with respect to a ulomants !! is thus

uell--founded: it marks the transference of association of her labour to

her husband and the neul productive unit.

A uoman should only engage in sexual activity ulith her husband.

The reverse is not necessarily true, houever, as pol-ygyny is an Anqanen

cultural maxim. Even so, idealJ-y at 1east, a man should maintain sexual

reÌations ulith only his r¡ife or uives. Houlever, for the Anganen the

importance of exclusive sexual access is less stressed than those of

productive and reproductive criteria.

Reproductive potentiality may indeed be the most socially

significant. Brider.¡realth is paid in lieu of ulaÌuma, female substance in

ItJagnerrs (lS0Z) sense. Though both patrifiliation and recruitment to

social- groups are far more compÌex than just the change of association

of a uomanrs substance between groups' the Anganen emphasise that this,

in fact, is the case: as semen and fbloodr create children, the
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maternal procteative substance is incorporated into the paternal unit

through prestation of rrrealth, a ltmanf s sons are hisftr âs Anganen (men)

dogmatically maintain.

Given this, it could be expected for chil-dren bo¡n from unions not

preceded by men sekerer their motherts brothers may lay claim to them.

The Anganen say this is a definite possibility. Ren pake (rit: ttr¡roman

stealrr) does happen in Anganen, u¡ith men being said to rrpullft, yalo,

t'hat isr lure, uromen into sexual and residential relationships. But in

the majority of cases a uromanrs natal kin do not attempt to remove her

children. lfhether or not t,hey do so seems hiqhty dependent upon other

contingencies, especially the general socio-political relations betueen

the groups involved, not just the indignation of the childrents

matrilateral kin. Nonetheless, insofar as the Anganen regard this as a

possibility, and it does occur occasionally, it is significant. rt
should also be noted that a man may r¡ish to give a brideurealth-type

payment once the uJoman is pregnant or children are born. This is termed

akos (see belor¡) and is often talked about as a second (it original

brider¡ealth ulas given) or late brideuealth. fn part this is done for

legitimacy¡ but this is not the onry possibitity. He may do it to

increase his control over his chirdren, primarily against his r¡ife

returning to her natal place taking the children r¡ith her. He may also

do it to insure against affinal kone ope tbad thoughtst r¡hich are

thought to manifest themselves as sickness in his r¡ife or children (see

Chapter VI).

Brideuealth, then, is paid r¡ith respect to tuo critical

their rolescharacteristics of the cultural definition of adult rrlomen,

in production and human reproduction. It has been shou.rn that, uhile
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economic' it cannot be understood in formal economic terms. 0n the one

hand' as brideuealth consists of cuLtural-ly conceptualised items of

uealth, pigs, shells and money in the maj-n currently, it must be an

economic concern. Indeed it is J-argely seen by the Anganen as an

economic transaction betueen sets of men: the very neqotiations contain

strategies of maximization. Yet r¡omen are not rrbought and sol-drr, either

as individuals or these tulo aspects of them as individuals. Barren

ulomen provide one clear case ulhere cultural procedure is in conflict

urith formal economics, in that the husband cannot demand or expect a

return, or partial- return, of the original brideulealth.

Similarly, uJomen have, to varying degrees, control ove¡ the tulo

fundamental characteristics the Anganen see as pertaining to

brideulealth. They are consulted over exchange matters, especially pigs

uhich are dependent upon femal-e labour. lilomen attempt to influence

their husbands to allocate r¡ealth to their kin; failure to do so may

result in intolerable rshamer for the r¡oman, and is often cited as the

cause of divorce. They are also thought to have great pouer, sometimes

greater than menr over children. Stories, apocryphal or otherrrlise,

abound in r¡hich ùromen kill ner¡ly-born children, throuing them in rivers

or douln pit toil-ets saying, if confronted, simply the child ùras

stillborn. Men suspect, and fear, that r¡omen possess contraceptive

methods to avoid pregnancy, and may have control over the sex of the

child. These' plus the reaL fea¡ of ulaluma and childbirth as

detrimental to a Ínanls health, are symptomatic of the pouler of uJomen

urhich men, at differing times, attempt to control, avoid recognising or

fear. Notions of buying and selling do not explain this situation.
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Rather than use these loaded terms, it is better to see that

brideuealth marks and facilitates the transference of association of

uomen as social beinqs betueen groupsr together uith their changing

identities. To this end, men sekere, functions in the same uray as lilagner

describes important exchanges in Daribi:

AII significant exchanges are made r¡ith
individual persons, to mark claims on them'
them by giving compensation for the claims
kinsmen. (UJagner 19?2:51 )

respect to
to recruit

of their

In Anganen, the phenomenon of brideulealth is one of symbolic and social

reality. Economic factorsr urhile significant, are only so due to being

subsumed in the latter.

It is the very Anganen rationality for giving brideuealth that,

provides the key to the centrality of marriage within Anganen social

structure: production and reproduction. As r¡ill be shounr together

these are virtually tantamount to social and cultural reproduction, as

they provide the means, rationale and impetus for exchange, ultimately

r¡ithout r¡hich there ulould be no Anganen culture as such.

The unit of production in Anganen is clearly founded upon mamiage.

Men and uromen, as complementary constituents of the productive system,

provide the material basis not only for immediate consumption, but also

for exchange. In particuJ-ar, pigs' but also more recently money through

coffeer are the result of male and female labour, and access to

necessary resources. These permit men to partake in exchange relatively

independent from other men: they can make their ouJn decisions uithout

relying on ulealth coming from others' urhich is therefore stil1 under

their control. Once in exchange netulorks, men are said to itpullrt yalot

shells to them. That is, urhile shells are not produced by either
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Anganen men or ulomen, once married, a man is in the position to attract

large numbers of them. Thus marriage provides the unit in urhich the

range of uleal-th can be held. 0f course, in Anganen' the purpose of

holding uealth is ultimately to dispose of it' urhich means invoLvement

in exchange.

t/ife-givers and r¡ife-receivers are the prototypical categories for

persisting kor¡e exchange reLations. Hourever they are only categories.

AJ-though in terms of establishing future marriage prohibitions, any one

marriage totally links the respective subclans, this does not

necessarily mean all those r¡ithin these groups form exchange

partnerships; nor are only men within these able to participate in the

series of exchanges generated by marriage. The factors r¡lhich structure

individual participation in exchange are far more numerous than this.

Rather, the categories of wife-giving and r¡ife-receiving subclans form a

cul-tura1 model of exchanger a conceptual schema used by individuals in

decision making, and as such this constitutes part of the decision-

making f¡ameuork. Because of their prior relationship r¡ith either the

uloman or her future husband, men can be recipients of brider¡ealthr or

cont¡ibute to amassing it.

The specifics of the contribution and dist¡ibution of men sekere

can be utilised to demonstrate these points in a preliminary fashion.

(n fuff discussion of the structuring of invol-vement in exchange r¡ill
be unde¡taken later. ) Here it is clear that maLe egos are often

dependent upon others for accumulating brideurealth. Table XI details

the relative invol-vements of ego and others in amassing brideuealth.
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Table Xf. Relative Contrih-¡tions of Ego and Others in BrÍder¡lealth

Pigs Pearlshells lvloney(f)ox ¡ther***

No.* Amount No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount

Ego 21 60 18 171 I 6240 13 29

0thers 45 100 274 1455 29 5850 26 45

TOTAL 66 160 292 1626 38 1 2090 39 74

Data based on 36 marriages.x No. = number of men actively engaged.** Any $R converted to KPNG at the rate of 1 $A = 1 KPNG.
xxx The other items category includes: cassoularies, colrs, other shells,

axes, containers of tree oil, and snakes.

There is no doubt of the necessity of others for a man to collect

sufficient brideurealth. Partially this is due to these other men

electing to be involved although they contribute relatively small

amounts, perhaps only one or tr¡o shells. The large numbers of men

beside €go, 274, suggest that this is the case. To a lesser, but

increasing, extent this also applies to cash, r¡ith individuals giving

K10 or K20 assistance. 0n the other hand, the table also suggests that

men, especially those entering their first marriage, may in fact be

dependent on others to supply the necessary ulealth. In all of the

marriages in the sample pigs and shells uJere part of the brideulealth.

Yet in 15 of the 35 cases ego did not provide his or¡ln pigs, ulhile in
half he did not contribute sherLs. rn all cases, men other than ego

supplied the majority of the brider¡ealth paid. The exception,

interestinglyr is money. fioney is becoming more prominent in exchanges,

and through urage labour unmarried men can nouJ qo beyond the immediate
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confines of the urealth structure and availability, and accumulate a

siqnificant par t of the men sekere themselves. In doing so they reduce

their need to rely on others. Nonetheless the overall situation is

clear: the tendency is for men to be assisted by others in amassinq

bridetrrealth.

Table XII. Brideuealth Contributions Other Than Ego

Piqs Pearlshells fvloney

No. Amount No Amount No. Amount

Egors
Subclan 30 80 93 766 16 4630

0ther 15 20 181 6Bg 13 1220

TOTAL 45 '100 274 1 455 29 sB50

Tabl-e XII is the comparison of contributions of men other than ego

in relation of subclan comembership rrlith eqo. It has been previously

said that the unit of mamiage, and therefore presumably the

transactions pertaining to it, is based upon the subclan. CJ-early, from

the table' r¡ealth comes from outside it in addition. The subclan is not

the only means of mobilising rrrealth. Yet the relative amounts and

amounts per person (SO for B0 versus 15/20 pigs; 93/?60 versus 181/689

shells; and 16/K4630 versus 13/K1220 cash) distinctly shou that the

prime source of uealth is founded at this level. As remarked earl-ier,

large numbers of men may give small amounts of rrlealth per exchange.

These men are more likely not to be members of the same subclan as ego.

The inflation in numbers of shells post contact has not only meant an
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increase in the average size of brideulealths, but also an increase in

the quantity of men uho can participate in greater numbers of exchanqes

(see sillitoe 19?9:156-8). The increasing availability of money has had

similar effects.

Fo¡ the higher value units of r¡ealth, primarily piqs, on the other

hand, the subclan becomes quite crucial-. The number of co-subclan

members and the average size far outstrips those from outside. The fact

that' in practice' ego and his subclan are not rea]ised as the soì.e pool

of ulealth is relatively unimportant for assessing the role of this unit.

The empirical data clearly indicates the dominant role it has in
providing r¡ealthr âs opposed to other categories of men. Further, all
ulealth is channelled through it¡ or through one or tr¡o significant

individuals (e.g.r ego and egots father) r¡ho a¡e actually involved in

the procedure of the transactions.

Both brideurealth distribution and the contribution and distribution

of the return payment foLlour a similar pattern, uith certain notable

variances. 0nce the respective negotiators have agreed on the sizes of

men sekere and olet , the uromanrs kin decide on the distribution. lJhile

Anganen brides do not seem to have the control over bridet¡ealth division

of their fvlendi counterparts (see Ryan 1969), their rrrishes are usually

taken into consideration. OccasionaJ-ly they may object to one or tulo

possible recipients, often citinq that they did not trÌook after themtror

trgive them porkrr. fmespective, the specified divisioning is finalised

prior to the marriage.

The brideulealth and return payments are exchanged on the same

in a public ceremony. Shells are lined up, pigs staked in rours

day

and
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money is usual-Iy presented in the form of a frtreerr of ner¡ K10 and K20

notes. Fo¡ all- those involved the visual sight is of great pride. It

is brides uho physically move the r¡eal-th betuleen the tuo sets of men.

In doing so they demonstrate their rol-es as being structurally

interstitial and connecting, and that ulealth passes rthroughr them in

exchange.

Table XIII shor¡s the generaJ- breakdouln of brider¡ealth distribution.

Table XIII. Brider¡ealth Distribution

Pigs Pearlshells lvloney

No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount

Bride I s
Subclan 36 5B 70 383 14 6200

fYlaternal
Subclan 15 16 21 56 11 1 880

0ther 19 23 6B 2D5 B 540

TOTAL ?o s7 33 8620159 644

Based on 29 cases.

Again the individualrs subclan comembers are the main recipients

numerically and per capita in all cateqories. The special consideration

given to the maternal subclan is due either to the uroman being a long

term matril-ocal resident, or the Anqanen stipuJ-ation that the briders

mother shoul-d receive a pig in the brider,realth distribution r¡hich she

usually passes on to her agnates. This is said to be done to
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acknor¡ledge her, and hence her kinrs, role in the creation and care of

the uoman. Againr this an instance r¡hich hightights the uay in uhich

uomen connect sets of men. uealth can in fact pass rthroughr the bride

to her mother to this Lromanrs agnates, although they may have no direct

invol-vement r¡ith the groom or the marriage itself .

Those

apart from

their ouln,

one factor

uilling to

men sekere.

that stand to receive large percentages in the distribution'

the above case or a ulomanrs brothers ulho have no r¡ealth of

are expected to furnish the return payment. fndeed this is

urhich structures brider¡eal-th allocation. Those that are

contribute to the olet can expect a larger part of the

It can be seen from Table XIV that the vast majority of

olet contributors also received brider¡ealth. As pigs are regarded as

the essential item in oletr that 48 out of 49 pigs in the sample uere

provided by men uho received brider¡ealth supports this assertion.

Table XIU. Return Papent Contributors

Pigs Pearlshells

No. Amount No Amount

Received
Brider¡ealth 48 92 1B 61

Did Not Receive
Brideurealth 11 14 19

Based on 28 cases.
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Table XU. Return Payment Distribution

Piqs Pearlshells

No. Amount No Amount

Gave to
Brideulealth B4 1sB 43 158

Did Not Give to
Brideulealth 14 30 11

Based on 38 cases.

As r¡ith the

to the return

contributing to

that have given

return, though,

originally given

relation betueen receiving brider¡eal-th and contributing

payment ¡ the¡e is a positive co¡rel-ation betr¡een

the brideuealth and obtaining part of the olet. Those

a sizeable proportion of the men sekere may receive a

in most cases, this does not amount to the quantity

(see Table XV).

UJhere olet distribution differs from these other exchanges

concerns the man marrying. ? of the 14 menrS and 22 of the pigs,

conce¡ning men ulho did not originally contribute involved ego. In all
they received 51.6f, 97/188, in comparison to 37.5% (AO/160) of the

original- brider¡ealth (cf., Table XI). In aII 38 cases pigs urere given,

and ego received some of them, imespective of the amount he

contributed. To understand hor¡ this can come about, a broader

discussion of olet is required, especially in terms of the emphasis

already placed on the role of marriage in creating ongoing exchange

relationships betrrleen affinaJ-Iy linked men.
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In purely material terms, olet as a return payment to briderLlealth

makes no sense. It seems pointless for pigs to be returned against a

transaction r¡hich partially consists of pigs. Ideally equal numbers of

pigs are reciprocated. Pigs are the principal rrrealth item in this

exchange (cf., Table X). Indeed many Anqanen see them as the only item,

r¡ith shell-s and money being additional and beyond the return payment

itself. If they are given, it is said it is only to indicate the

ulomanrs grouprs satisfaction uith the marriage and their neur affinal

kin. Pigs, then, must contain the meaning and logic of o1et.

Just as the Anganen consider marriage, as a legitimate union,

incumbent upon brideulealth, then it is ¡atified by olet (f:-t: rrsueet

potato placedtt?)4, a transaction from ulife-givers to uife-receivers.

uhile individuals r¡ho have substantially assisted the man to marry may

receive part of ther olet ulealth, at least some of it goes to the

married couple. A uomanrs kin are seen to provide her first stock of

pigs' and in doing sor immediately establish her in he¡ role in

production. In other ulords, these pigs form the necessary aníma1 basis

for the neur productive unit, uhich is nou expected to become ever

increasingly involved in exchange, of r¡hich the uomanrs kin are

fundamental partners. The very fact pigs are given live, and perhaps

may be used in breeding' underlines the persisting significance of olet

pigs and exchange in Anganen.

A uromanrs kin thus provide crucial aspects of the foundation for

exchange: the uroman herseLf for gardening and pig tending, the pigsr

r.uhich form the breeding pool and items utilised in exchange, and the

pivotal exchange ¡elationships themselves. This is counterpoised by

land usually being derived agnatically (toqether uith other items of
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ulealth, shells, gained through male endeavour, and money coming mostly

through either male labour or through utilising this land in cash

cropping). There is, then, a structural replication here: just as maJ-e

and female labour are complementary aspects of the system of production,

so resources are provided by both sides of the affinal- relationship,

from kin associated r¡ith the man and the uroman; both exhibit

complementarity.

To this end' oletr r¡hile still a significant exchange, cannot be

considered as fcompensationt in the uay LJagner- (1972:51 ) has maintained

for the Daribi, rrlhich does accurately characterise brideulealth. 0n the

symbolic level, olet is a statement of the complementarity of male and

female, and the ultimate importance of reciprocity in affinity. In

Anganen culture, marriage is seen as creating the kinship road ulhich

must be maintained through exchange. Though brideulealth is a

unidirectional movement of uealth, and overall uife-givers ale

economically advantaged, the existance of olet, r¡ith its inherent

st¡uctu¡al 1o9ic and meaning, is indication of the necessity that

movement of r¡ealth along this road is in both directions.

Marriage amounts to a total social phenomenon (cf., fYìauss 1954).

ït variousJ-y combines political, economic and geographic factors; it

provides the productive and reproductive unit, urhich together amount to

the unit of exchange, itself fundamentaJ-ly founded upon affinity.

ldithin it lies the nexus, social relationships, and the focus,

individuals' uJomen and their children, for exchange. lYlen and uJomen,

male and female, affinity¡ procreative substance and children,

production and reproductionr and the central role of exchange, are all

embodied r¡ithin marriage and these trrro major tnansactions, brider¡ealth
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and the return payment uhich socially legitimate marriage in Anganen.

Thouqh economically and socialJ.y less siqnificant than these, the

intrinsic meaning and symbolic content of the secondary exchanqes

pertaining to marriage (see Fig. VII) are further demonstration of this.

Secondary Exchanges Pertaining to fibrriage

fn comparison to the central exchanges at marriage, men sekere and olet,

these other transactions uhich the Anganen see as pertaining to marriage

are economically far smaller, may not be undertaken or may be repeated,

and usual-Iy take pJ-ace privateJ-y. They are not regarded as necessary

for the J-eqitimacy of unions. It is for these reasons they can be

considered as secondary.

They ate named occasions uhich may occur either before or after

marriage. One, na kala, can be repeated before and after. Reqarding

these exchanges, ttLro points shouLd be noted. Firstly, this reflects the

temporality of exchange relationships uhich are established by marriage

but persist beyond it. secondly, a single, named prestation often can

subsume various occasions and purposes, and can be indistinct from other

prestations. The transaction akos is one example. It can amount to a

second or Ìate brider¡ealth (as in cases of rr¡ife stealingr, ren pake),

or to natal or child payments. At yasol-u, a different prestation,

nonoonak l.enqr (fit: rchildren-mothert) amounts to the same thing. The

obvious point is that names of exchanges, being only rarely vocalised in

practicer ârE far less important to the Anganen than the act of giving.

Despite aII this, these peripheral marriage exchanges are still

hiqhly significant, especialry symboJ-icaJ-1y. As urith the lenqthy
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discussion of men sekere and olet previously, these serve the purpose of

helping to indicate the meani-ngs inherent uithin Anganen marriage.

Bearing in mind that potential spouses/affinally related units have

no recognised kin relationship, the function of ren kala (fit: frr,roman

givert) is apparent: they create or reinforce a sociaf relationship and

demonstrate the status of the man (and his groupr potentially) as

rgiversr, rrrorthy exchange partners. The gifts, food and smal-l gifts'

ê.g., cloth, are economically of l-imited significance' but social-ly they

are important for establishing the relationship. These are informal'

private and may be repeated often. Betrothal prestations are uncommon

in Anganen. If they are given they are also termed ren kala and are

considered part of the brideulealth. Limited amounts of shells or money

comprise this.

Exchanges thus imbue positive social-ity, as the Anganen rationale

for pre-marital na kala (fit: rffood givefr) further il-lustrates: the

u,omanrs kin give because rrthey are happyrr. Food is a critical marker of

social relationships and their content in Anganen; they do not eat r¡ith

thei¡ enemies nor consume their produce. (nO¿itionally, many sorcery

methods involve food. ) nt least overtly this prestation, again uhich

may be repeated, characterises the future affinal relationship as one of

harmony and friendliness.

The post-maritalr âs r¡ith the pre-marital' na kala, consists of

vegetables, plus vegetable pl-anting materials such as cuttings in

addition. In Anganen, as mentioned, land is clearly conceptualised as

associated r¡ith men; access to it, ideally at least, is through

patrilineal links: as the main means of production, land is mafe. Yet,
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this does not explain the emphasis on na kala, in particular before the

first garden of the neu productive unit has come into fruition. It is

not that the uife givers are obliged to provide food; nor is it that the

coupj.e r¡oul-d go short, as there are co-residents uho r¡oul-d provide food.

Rather, cultivated vegetables, particuJ-arJ-y sueet potato, mark a u;omanrs

capacity as a producer. The fact that sueet potato is given' itself the

prime staple but r¡ith no association of being prized food, demonstrates

this; sueet potato is a dominant symbol-ic referent to being an adult

femal-e. StilL it goes beyond this. Land, male derived, is productive

only in relation to labour. Ultimately qardens are the result of the

couple as a unit; it is neither a mal-e or female concern in isolation.

For the uomanrs natal kin to give suieet potato, then, before the first

gardensr maturation, marks the crucial role of the uroman in the

productive process.

fn a sense, these prestations counterbaLance male l-abour/male land;

in doing so they not only define the uoman as producer, they also define

the productive unit, husband-uife, as a unity, r¡ith male and female

complementing each other. Land-Iabour/J.abour defines male/female

productive roles, and na kal-a represents that a uromanrs productivity is

from elseulhere. 0n the othe¡ hand, gardens and their produce provide

mediation and compJ-ementarity in anal-ogous manner to the other

culturally stressed aspect of marriage, reproduction. The analogy is

strengthened seeing that cuttings, regenerative material, are also

given.

UJhile food/eating-sexual intercourse metaphors recur

culture, in other contexts this equation is inverted

possessing simiJ-ar connotations. The prime example

l-n

uhile

Anganen

still
affinal1S
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avoidance. tdider affinal rel-ationships, at times' approximate Inon-

relationshipsr , characterised by no social- contact. Affinal name

avoidance is an obvious example of defining individuaLs as being of a

different order than most social relationships. Yapu ta kal-a

(fit: frmarsupial kill qiverr) provides a further, and interesting,

instance.

The marsupials are killed by the husband, but are not skinned or

cooked. Under no circumstances urill affines eat marsupials together (to

do so r¡ould rtmake them sickrr), but the avoidance is carried further:

the man rLrill give the dead animals to his uife and she takes them to her

nataL pJ-ace. This avoidance is explained by the fact that rryoung

husbands have shame, and uould be very embarrassed to face their affines

at this timefr. It implies that sexual relations, uhich are avoided for

a time after marriage, have commenced. 0ccasionally this prestation may

even accompany the uromanrs first pregnancy. As this is the only

exchange r¡hich specifies marsupial-s, they obviously must be of great

symbolic import; but for present purposes, other aspects of this

exchange have more direct rel-evance. Generally the Anganen are reticent

to discuss sexual matters, certainly affines do not. As such, this

exchange is communicative of these but does not necessitate face to face

interaction or verbaÌisation.5

Above all, the absence of sociaL interaction in this exchanqe, a

feature uncommon in Anganen, highliqhts affinal opposition, and here the

timing (at the commencement of sexual relations, first pregnancy)

becomes significant. As uil-l- be shoun in greater detail- subsequently,

the¡e is a high degree of ambivaLence in affinal relations, at times

even manifest hostiJ-ity. One source of this is children. 0ften men
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r¡il-l intentionally try to lure their sisters and sistersr chil-dren auay

from their husbands and fathers. This opposition and the marsupial-

prestation refer directly to reproduction, creating children' and thus

al-so signify that it is husbands, not brothers, r¡ho shoul-d f controlt

female sexual.ity, and chiLdren should be principally associated uith

their fathersr not motherrs brothers.

The connection food-sexual intercourse is a preval-ent one, but it

is far from the only connotation food has in Anganen culture; its

centrality results in many and varied representations. Yet this

connection is a significant one. lLJe have seen the analogy of

food/eating to sexuaÌ relations in na kala and, in a sense, a partial

inversion of this in vapu ta kal-a; similarly there is a direct

connection in ol-e na (fit: rrsu;eet potato eattt'). This may be held, if

it is held at all, after consummation (indicating the marriage shoutd

last ) r or once pregnancy has happened. The man I s af f ines, his r.,life I s

natal- kin, the receivers of the brideuealth, do not attend, givinq this

many of the characteristics of the yapu ta kala already discussed.

01e na comprises a small- feast of cooked meat-/perhaps tinned fish,

and vegetables. OstensibJ-y, the Anganen say that it is heJ-d by the

husband to trthank those r¡ho have contributed to the brideuiealthrr given

in lieu of his uife. Indeed it does have this connotation, though those

attending usually outnumber the contributors. Yet the naming of this

is also significant, as again sr¡eet potato is featured. In the earlier

discussion of na kaLa the symbolic, in the absence of economic,

significance of sueet potato has been addressed. The Anganen say that

uhen the couple have eaten suleet potato together, they have had sexual

relations; indeed a past, perhaps mythological, ritual of cooking,
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breaking and consuming suleet potato is said to have preceded the

coupJ-ers first sexual union.6

Akos is seen as a late or second brideuealth payment' and much of

ulhat has been said about men sekere does in fact al-so apply to it.

Structurally, it is isomorphic uith brideuealth. In some cases it is

negotiated upon prior to the marriage, r¡ith the groom promising further

payment once he has it, €.g., after labour migration. fYlore often this

is not the case. Essentially such a visibl-e debt uould be to a mants

social detriment, both for his status generally, and his affines could

properly remove his ulife and children, and nouladays val-idate this in

court. flore generally speaking, outright debts of any sort should not

be part of the affinal relationship.

It can have a number of other connotations. fn cases of rurife

stealing l, ren paket especiaJ-ly after the birth of childreFì¡ â man may

give akos for one of tuo reasons. He may urish to l-egitimate the union'

as men sekere does, and thereby reduce the likelihood of a uomanfs kin

attempting to claim her, or her children; or secondly, in cases of the

uJomanrs, o¡ the childrenrs, sickness a man may feel this is caused by

the rbad thoughtsr, kone ope, on the part of her kinsmen' angry over no

brider¡ealth being paid. If akos is given, it is said, the sick

individual shoul-d regain health.

It can a.l-so mark significant events, such as the birth of chil-dren.

It is not regarded as being either a child or nataL payment by the

Anganen, quite fittingly given the other contexts in urhich it occurs.

flany times it is given upon a manrs return from labour migration. It is

presented to rrmake a manrs affines happyrf, and to a large extent this is
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quite apt. Nonetheless, it can also have more covert messages: in his

absence, a mants ulife has not embarrassed him in any uay, nor have his

affines attempted to lure his r¡ife or children to come to live r¡ith

them, an occurrence not uncommon in such circumstances.

These peripheral exchanges, as ulith men sekere and olet' refl-ect

ce¡tain st¡uctural logics cruciaJ-ly connected to marriaqe, maJ-e and

femaÌe roles r¡ithin it, affinity, and the significance of exchange in

Anganen society. As uith exchange generally' they are social-ly

integrative, strenqthening relationships uhile simuÌtaneously defining

them through time. They define uromen as producers and providers for the

neur productive unit, and men as transactors. SymboJ-ically this may be

reflected in the nature of the items exchanged, urith rmal-e rrlealthr, in

particular shells and money, l-eaving the husbandrs side, uhich is

opposed by rfemal-e ulealthr' most significantly food' especially

cultivated vegetables. These qifts of food, as economic ureal-th,

virtually are insignificant, but they cJ.early state ruroman as

producer/provider of staplest. SimultaneousJ.y they also acknouJ-edge

this ner¡ unit as one of production, and thus relatively independent from

the units the individuals came fromi they indicate, also, that ulhile

land is normalJ-y derived from men, its products are both a male and

femal-e result. These exchanges hiqhlight balance and complementarity of

mal-e and female in Anganen production. Additionally they may aLso

indicate sexual ¡elationsr êDd the conjugal unit as the focus of human

reproduction. As has been shoun, production and reproduction constitute

the Anganen cultural rational-e for brideuealth. Lastly, as it is the

unit of production and reproduction, marriage provides the basis of

exchanqe. U/ealth is held or produced r¡ithin it; affinity is the basic,

or initial, opposition defined and maintained through exchange; and
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uromen and their children provide the impetus and the focus of much of

Anganen exchange (".g., see sickness and mortuary payments).

[lhile these secondary exchanges may only be rarely undertaken, this

does not eradiòate thei¡ analytical value. l/hat they do is specify the

significance of definitional aspects of relationships. Production,

reproduction and affinal opposition are not dependent upon reaJ.ising

these exchanges; rather it is the invetse. Yet that they present

certain culturally defined possibilities, imbued urith certain meanings,

is of crucial significance. The actuaLisation of production,

reproduction and affinity, indeed ultimately cultural reproduction¡

cannot be separated from the gamut of issues raised here. In short,

marriage is the start of the rroadr, the central thread of Anganen

social structure.

Divorce, Uridq¡rhood and Ren¡a¡riage

Given the rrlay individuals' here married u¡omen, fundamentally link ulhat

are essentially disparate units of individuals, and furthermore provide

much of the rationale for the maintenance of these relationships

(exchanges in lieu of themr their bodies, and their children) r divorce

and uridourhood could be expected to place strain on the uider social

order. This is the case in Anganen. Divorce and ulidor¡hood are

fundamental points of disjunctu¡e and potential cleavages in social

rel-ations. In either instance, the spectrum of possible consequences

for social relations ranges from ongoing maintenance to total

dissolution' r¡ith ulider contextual factors having great influence.

ldhile both represent points of strain r¡ithin these relations ulhich r¡lere

generated by the original marriage, there are also important differences
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betueen divorce and r¡idoulhood, and because of this each must be

discussed separately at first.

Divorce is termed ren resolo (lit: rrrrloman removerr). The fact that

ruomen are removedr, i.e., by others' in this literal translation' gives

the indication that divorce is onJ-y explicable if ulider social factors

than just the individuals are considered. Nonetheless, as ulith

marriage, the ulishes of the individuals shouLd be included. One

possibility for divorce is, simpLy, incompatibility, ulith all- involved

consenting to finish the marriage. This r¡ould be most likely to happen

in the earlier stages of marriage, in particular before the birth of

children. This can be an important concern, as children become a

critical parameter in divorce.

Factors primarily pertaining to individuaLs seen by the Anganen as

causes of divorce are best considered separately for men and uromen.

For uomen:

a) husband paying too much attention to a co-uife, orr if monogaffious¡

generally ignoring his trrife. This concerns sexual relations,

gardens and the buying of goods (".q., clothes).

b) Improper exchange behaviour by her husband. This can be failure to

maintain adequate exchanqe relations r¡ith her natal kin, or

repeated fail-ure to discuss the disposal of pigs; a uroman should

alulays be consulted by her husband prior to aLlocating pigs.

c) Viol-ence touard her; failinq to protect her; faiJ-ing to attempt to

alleviate sickness; and similar occurrences regarding her children.

d) Adultery.
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For men:

u ) AduJ-tery.

b) Continual disputing r¡ith co-urives.

c) Stealingr particuJ.arly from other uromenfs gardens.

d) Failure by the uloman to maintain gardens, or care for

children.

e) Suspected sorcery, or assisting the enemy in ularfare.

pigs and

Irrespective of gender, the most common reasons can be roughly

divided into tulo classes: improper behaviour by the individual or

problems in the r¡ider sociaL order (".q., exchange and r¡arfare). The

follouring examples illustrate this, together uith their intermeshing.

Although the Anganen often just relate some ¡ecent precipitating cause,

ultimately a number of factors need to be considered, especialJ-y those

l-ocated in the r¡ider social order.

Divorce Cases

Dase 5.I.

A young man, X, about 28, took a second t¡ife, Y, paying a
large brideulealth to her kinsmen. All considered that the
uloman had rsat dounr, and her kin uere prepared to dispose of
the uealth received. SexuaÌ relations had commenced. Some
tr¡o months after the marriage, the uloman complained she had no
gardens of her oun, sharinq them r¡lith her co-uife and Xrs
mother, and declared X rrfazyrr. He retorted that enouqh food
couLd be obtained from existing gardens and to make a neul one
u¡ouLd require clearing virgin bush. She al-so complained of
his extended absences in üendi and [vlt. Hagen, and that he
ignored her (this r,lith sexual connotations; at one stage she
openly said that her co-r¡ife received most attention). She
t¡anted a child, he did not.

t/hile X ulas auray , Y attended a l-ocal haus sosil (a dance),
although it is said that married uomen shouLd not do so. She
did not dance, she only tal-ked to her tbrothers and sisterst.
Hourever, Xf s kin demanded she shoul-d go back to the vilJ-age,
she shoul-d not be there. Yfs kin disagreed, and a small
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skirmish broke out. [/hen her husband returned, he uras

outraged and tshamedr. He accused her of being a ren pamuk
(ilprostitute, promiscuous u;omantt), thrashed her, and tl-rrer¡ l-rer
into a ditch. Y ran to her natal place. Her kin uelcomed
her, saying they uere protecting her and she had done no
urong, she ulas a good Catholicr and her husband mistreated
her. X demanded her back' as he had paid brideuealth. She
declined. X later claimed this uras not her oun choice, her
kinsmen had told her lies.

Upon seeing that she r¡ould not return, X' and his groupt
demanded the brider¡ealth back, claiming the only reason the
uoman r s kin had agreed to the mamiage ulas to t steal t the
brider¡realth. They initalJ-y ref used. X had had sexual-
rel-ations urith her, her good Catholic status had been
undermined, X had mistreated her and shamed her and her kin.
Follouring repeated refusals, X attacked one of Yrs brothers
urith an ax, and had to be restrained.

Later the womanrs kin returned much of the men sekere. They
said the amount equalled the brider¡ealth less the olet. They
explained that in doing so they had completely terminated the
rel-ationship rrrith this t rubbish t man and I rubbish liner . They
accepted. X stated he intended to use the r¡ealth to marry a
Mendi uroman. Relations betueen the tr¡o qroups remained
strained.

Case 5.II.

A man, X, married for 6 years, had spent some 18 months
engaged in urage (ptantation) labour in the UJHP. In his
absence, his urife, Y, took her turo children back to her natal
p1ace. Apparently her husbandfs kin had not attempted to stop
her. Later, Xrs kin claimed that Y neglected her gardens and
stole from others; she generally had caused friction; and had
agreed to come back urith her children urhen X returned.
Y counter-accused that no-one uould make her gardens, and her
natal kin uere rrrilling to look after them. At any rate, upon
Xls return, she refused to go back. (There r¡ere also rumours
of her adultery; these r¡ere denied.)

After his return, X gave 1 piq and K200 in a naqal payment
(see belor,l), for his affines caring for his r,rife-and children.
They accepted. Stil1 the uroman did not return, but the eldest
child, a girl, accompanied her father back. Discussions
continued, with little hope of a satisfactory resolution.
Subsequently, the uoman declared that she r¡anted to marry
another man, ulhich uJas supported by her kin, much to Xrs
displeasure. X and his kin eventually took the matter to
court, seeing this as the Last avenue. Houlevet, the court
decided no brider,realth should be returned (exact reasons
unknourn). UJhite X and his supportors rrlere annoyed by the
outcome, Xrs daughter continued to reside ulith him.
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Case S.ffl.

A manrs uife returned to her nataL vilJ-age af,ter he refused to
pay mortuary compensation follouing the death of their only
child. It uas said the tr.¡o respective affinal units uere on
poor terms, and anger over the distribution of meat at
ceremoniaL exchange uJas suggested as the cause. The bJoman

refused to return, saying she only uoul-d if the compensation
uras forthcoming; her husband refused. He demanded the
brideuealth back; his affines refused, debatinq that it noùi
acted as compensation. This greatj-y angered the man but he
took no further action. (for a complex set of reasons he
concluded the local- counsellor uould side r¡ith his urifets
peopJ-e, and he disliked the court; thus he deemed that court
action uras inappropriate. ) He already has a previous r¡ife uho
continued to stay uith him. His second r¡ife subsequently
remamied, r¡hich piqued this man further. To annoy him even
more, his request for a proportion of the second briderLlealth
uas refused. Relations betuleen the tr¡o groups remain hostile.

Case 5.fV.

Case 5.V.

A man, X, uhile uorking in Pt. floresby kiJ-J-ed a man at a
hotel, and ulas jailed. Y, his r¡ife, married another man, uho
paid brider¡eaÌth to her kin. No formal attempt to dissolve
the first maniage took place. She took the onJ-y child from
the marriage uith X r¡ith her. All of this greatly angered Xrs
kin, uho maintained that she had said that she ulas only going
to visit her natal kin and urould return l-ater. Y

countercl-aimed that the pigs she cared for for X r.,lere
appropriated by his kin and used in pig kills at uhich neither
herself nor her kin received meat. Nor had she received any
help in preparing gardens. She claims she finally left uhen
no one uouLd build her a neu house. Upon his return from
Pt. fvloresby, he demanded and received a larqe part of the
original brideuiealth back, r¡hich he used to marry a
co-resident ulidoul, 7. Houever, l-ater, X also received a
sizeabl-e portion of the brideurealth given for Zfs daughter
from her first marriage. He, X, a-l-so expected some of his oun
daughterrs brideuealth. The rel-ations betureen X and both his
uivesr kin are said to be normal-.

A uoman, Y, had 3 children by X. Houiever she said she uas
unhappy, rrher husband u;as a uieak manrr. She uas attracted to a
biq man, Z, from a nearby viÌ1age, and apparentl-y took it upon
herseLf to take up residence r¡ith him. At the time, the
relations betr¡een the neighbouring groups of X, Y and Z ulere
good. The three chil-dren, aged 7 Lo 12, stayed uith X.
Y gave 48 shells to X, apparentJ.y the same amount as in the
f irst b¡ider¡ealth. I pigs urere also in the original_
brideueal-th, but Z and Yrs kinsmen refused to return some of
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them, reasoning that Y had given birth to three children urho

remained r¡ith X. Yrs kinsmen received one pig from Z in the
brideulealth. Afterr¡ards, Y had a daughter (Z tne father) Uut
only one year l-ater returned to her nataL place. Z had six
uives in all; Y claimed she ulas iqnored and treated harshly by
her co-r.,lives. Yfs natal kin then paid Z 48 shel-1s, seen as a
response to the uealth Z had given X. Z said he uras not
unhappy to see Y go as she constantly squabbl-ed r¡ith his other
u.rives. Subsequently, Y married a third time, rr¡ith all the
sma]l briderrrealth, K40, going to her nataL kinsmen. Zrs
daughter nour l-ives uith her mother' but Z cÌaims she r¡ill
return to him once older.

From these cases, the earlier stress on the need to address both

individuaÌ and urider social factors is ueIl validated. Individual

factors are important, and occasionaJ-J-y relatively independent of the

r¡ider contexts. Cases I, fI and V all clearly represent personality

conflicts, individual r¡ishes and disputes over r¡hat should be proper

adult male and female behaviour, and urhether this uras evidenced in

practice (ignoring production tasks, sexual relations, aJ-leged

promiscuity, etc. ). Yet, even here, r¡ider factors should not be

ignored. The history of exchange reJ-ations especiaLLy can have great

bearing. These may even be largely causative of friction betrrreen the

couple (".q.r câse III). Clearly also the behaviour of others, most

commonly husbandrs kin in the examples, regarding assistance in

production and ulitisation of the products of l-abour, also are

significant. Ultimately, divorce must be l-ocated sociaJ-ly as, in any

case, the uloman needs the support of others, her natal kin or perhaps

her future husbandr to be abl-e to dissolve the marriage. In many

respects, divorce refl-ects marriage here, in that uider sociaL factors

become crucial and determinant.

The other issues that are of immediate relevance to this discussion

are the birth of child¡en, the return of brider¡ealth, and the ensuing
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consequences divorce has for the social relations established by the

marriage in the first instance. Table XVI investiqates some aspects of

these issues.

Table XUI. Divorcer the Birth of Children, Remaniage and the Return
of Brideulealth

Children Brider,lealth Remarried

None
Living

Some
Living

Some
Returned

Not
Returned fYlenx [Jomen

Stay
rJith

fiother

Stay
r/ith

Father

43246

-z
133

tr42355

442 566

B 11 12 13 16B

N = 20.

includes men r¡ith a previous uife or uives, uho ¡emain after the
relevant divorce.

*

Given the smallness of the sample in Tab]e XVI' it

to make strict conclusions. Houever, it can be seen

generaJ- agreement uith the Anganen stipulation that

brideurealth is in a direct correlation r¡ith children

certainly not in any true economic formulation' they say

is not possible

there is some

the return of

born. Though

that some could
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be expected in cases ulith less than three or four (tive) children at

divorce. In marriages terminated r,rith no chil-dren, it is likely (from

the Table, tu.rice as likely) tnat aLL or some of the men seke¡e (less

ole!) r¡ill be given back than no return at all. This is not so t¡ith

marriages uith children. Here not returning brideuealth seems more

likeJ.y. In practice this does not aluays hold. Not only are the

numbers of living children critical, but it seems the residential

association of children after divorce is important. Although

paradoxical to Anqanen (male) ideology that a frmanrs children are hisrr,

children often (in B/19 cases) Iive urith their mothe¡s after her

divorce. In part this is due to the seen necessity for younger children

to be cared for by their mothersi but often, either children r¡ill choose

to live matriLocall-y' or in cases of multipJ-e offspring, some Live ulith

their mothers, some ulith their fathers (5/19). Residential association

can be a significant point in negotiations ove¡ returning brideulealth.

To some extent, thenr there is some consistency betr,ieen Anganen

ideology of brideulealth (cf., procreative substance), the return of

brideulealth and the amount. Houever, the matter is cl-early much more

complex than this. Other individually orientated factors may be

invoLved. There is the age of the uloman, urhich implies if she is still

capable of childbearing. The length of the marriaqe can al-so have some

bearing. In one case of only one child born from the union, a man

explained he could not expect any return as his uife trhad uiorked many

gardenstl .

Yet' as uith the causes of divorce, r¡ider social factors must be

considered. Case III is one obvious instance. Not maintaining proper

exchange relations r¡ith affines' though disputed by the man, caused no
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briderLrealth to be returned. As for the originaj- brideueaÌth, in

negotiations over its return economic facto¡s do become important, but

the general state of socio-political relations betr¡een the affinal

groups cannot be ignored. In line r¡ith this, brideuealth retu¡n can

become a statement of intention, but this is contextually specific. In

case f the full return signified the termination of friendly rel-ations;

in case III no return served the same purpose. fn instances of partial

return, usually the implication is a uish to maintain friendly

relations. All this emerges po1itically. Yasolu partnerships and

political alliances can continue past the marriage; alternatively

disputes over divorce and brideuealth have been cited as the direct

cause of ularfare. Nonetheless the point is clear: divorce, as r¡ith the

marriages that precede it must be localised in the social context in

r¡hich it occurs.
I

Aúrltery and Adulterirc Children

Adultery is termed either yalo peya (fit: rrshame dorr) or pake ma (fit:
rfsteal gettt). It does not seem to be a very common event; but as it and

adulterine children do occur, they can cast some further J-ight on this

connection betueen a uomants association, procteative substance and

exchange. The situation regarding divorce can be very different for men

and uomen due to polygyny. To a large extent, a married manfs adultery

is no different than a single manrs sexual relations; sociaL reaction to

him' be it for rwoman stealingr o¡ aduLtery rrlith married uromen is almost

identical, be it if he married or not. The difference, of course, is

the feelings of a manrs r¡ife (or uives). She, or they, may feeÌ

offended, but the impact of this does not usually extend past the

marital- unit itself, except in the rare instance of instigating divorce.
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For uromen this can be radically different. If a married ùioman

engages in adultery, her husband has numerous options. He may divorce

her, demanding al-l- or some of the original brideueal-th back. This may

be payable by the u,omanfs nataL kin (those that received the brideurealth

initially) or the man r¡ith uhom she undertook the rel-ationship,

preferably given as a second brideuleal-th, thus estabJ-ishing a neu

marriage. It should be noted, houever, that the adulterer may be

reticent to marry this uoman, given her status as sexual-J-y promiscuous,

even if it only involved him. Such uomen can be termed len ope

(fit: ru.roman badt) , ren rimbu (f it: rrrloman trrubbishrr I , cf ., (fÏp)

tf rabisrr ) , or ren pamuk (trprostituterr). Alternatively, a man may keep

his r¡ife. If the adulterer accepts the accusation against him, he

should pay compensation, rinkitame (fit: rrheaddress-hit-dor') to the

uomants husband. In these cases, it is readily acknou-rJ-edged that the

husband has the right to punish her. Her natal- kin uil-I either approve

of this, or at l-east take no action against him, short of serious

physical damage or death. (In at least trrlo cases adulterous uromen ulere

beaten to death; their husbands paid compensation' though extensive

mortuary exchanges trlere not undertaken.)

If the u,oman becomes pregnant the matter is more complex. If the

aduÌterer proclaims the child to be his, he should immediateJ-y offer

rinkitame to the affronted husband. Houeve¡ until after ueaning' the

child uill stay uith his or her mother. Once old enough' the bioloqical

father should claim the child. After he should offer payment to the

childf s motherrs husband, naqal (fit: Itfood-givefr), r¡hich acknorrlledges

and compensates this man for the food and uel-fare given to the child.

The true father should be knou.rn to the child, and males shouÌd claim

land in this manrs territory. It is possibJ-e' and has occurred, that
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the motherrs husband r¡ill permit the child to remain. This can occu¡ if

there is uncertainty over fatherhood, or if the adulte¡er refused to

claim fatherhood or to make these payments. In one instance the childrs

biological- father uras kil-led in r¡arfare before the child uras ureaned, and

her motherfs husband accepted to care for her. The bioloqical fatherrs

kin r¡ere ¡eticent to have the chil-d, but this man, ageing and uith no

living children, agreed, saying the girl coul-d look after him later in

his life. fn these cases, the motherrs husband accepts total

responsibility and is said to act ras fatherr in analogous fashion to

motherrs brothers for children l-iving matrilocal-Iy.

The immediate rel-evance of this discussion of adultery/adulterine

children is not the frequency of their occurrence, but rather the

relationship betueen bioloqical fatherhood and transactions of ueal-th.

It closely follous children borne by lstolen uromenr. In both instances

the child is called nonoo-naki pake rene pua mandalo (fit: I'girl-boy

(chil-dren) stolen penis from bear'r), a rchild from a stolen penist (an

interesting piece of terminology given that it usualJ-y is not the penis

that has been tstolenr!). Earlier it r¡as stated that it ulas possibl-e for

a uomanrs father or brothers to claim children from unions uhe¡e no

brider¡ealth uJas paid. For a married uloman an analogous procedure

exists. LJhen a man pays brideuealth not only is he seen to get rights

of total sexual access, but also the association of a ù.romanrs tbloodr,

waluma, her procreative substance, is transferred from her natal qroup

to her husband. In cases of adultery and adul-terine children, a uJomanrs

husband stands in an analogous position to her agnates pre-marriage.

Rinkitame is a general redress payment (for insults, uarflare

compensation, etc. ). Here it represents redress for tuo aspects

previously discussed for brideurealth, sole sexual access and procreative
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substance. lf children are not born from adulterous unions, the

rinkitame pertains to the first only; for adulterine children, it is

both. Here it can become synonymous ulith brideueal-th, as can akos r¡hich

uas previously addressed, only nominally distinguished due to the

circumstances. fn Anganen, a man has the right, if he is the biological

father, to give payment to those uith rrihom a uloman I s ualuma is

associated. In doing sor he can claim the children r¡hich are the

product of this substance. Even in uhat are considered non-normative

situations, then, the role of transaction in l-ieu of procreative

substance and individuals is cul-turally stressed.

l¡Jidouhood

Much of the preceding discussion of divorce applies equaJ-ly to the death

of spouses. Unlike divorce in many instances, in the event of a manrs

uife dying, he can expect no return. No procedure existsr âs ulas the

case r¡ith barren uomen a1so, for a return of brider¡ealth. No sororate

exists. Indeed, most commonly a dead u;omanrs husband should compensate

her kin over her death.

The case of r¡idours is more complex. ttJidor¡hood is al-so more

frequentr due to tr¡o main reasons. lJomen marry much younger than men,

and previously men ùrere more likely to be killed in uarfare. In both

instances Lromen survive their husbands, resulting in more uidous than

u.ridouers.

The Anganen categorically state that, after a manrs death, his

uidor.rl

pJ-ace,

is rrfree to choosefr her future. She can stay at her husbandrs

and should be cared for by his kinsmen (re gardens, housing,
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protection, etc.); she can return to her natal village; or she can

remarry. If she uishes to remarry, the only addition to the previous

set of marriaqe prohibitions she faced, is that she cannot marry into

her late husbandfs subcLan. Certainly no levirate is practiced. The

prohibition against remarrying into the same subclan is explained by the

Anganen as it urould invite attack by the dead manfs spirit, manifest,ing

itsel-f as sickness, potentially fatal, in either the uroman, her

chiLdren, or his subcl-an rbrothert. It is said to be indicative of the

uromanrs or the subclan co-memberrs desire for each other by killing the

man by sorcery or kone ope forms of sickness transmission. She can, if

she pleases' marry a man from her husbandrs cÌan. Even this is seen by

many as improper' being also regarded as indicating iLlicit sexual

feelings.

Despite the Anqanen insistence on a uidouts freedom of choice,

numerous factors may influence her decision, including her age, children

and the reactions of those around her. If a uroman is relatively old,

she is unlikely to eithe¡ remarry or return to her natal place. She has

her most intense social relations, due to long term residence, uith

those at her husbandrs pJ.acei indeed she may have lost close contact

urith her natal kin, especially if her or¡rn brothers are dead. If her

children are grou;n, she may prefer to stay with her sons, or go to live

urith a married dauqhter.

Houlever, if her children are still- young, the matter becomes more

involved. Given that young children are commonÌy associated r¡ith the

earLier years of marriage, she may rrlish to return to her natal kin, uith

whom she still has stronq affections. The problem is not ulhether she

shoul-d do so as much as t¡hether or not her children accompany her. The
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Anganen maintain that once ueaning has occurred, the children should

stay at their fatherfs place, to be l-ooked after by close agnates,

e.9., a fatherrs brother, and their wives. In practice, it appears that

any child under six uilI remain uith their mother. For older children,

the death of their father often can ¡esult in a great deal of debate and

attempted coercion.

If children are old enough to make their oun choices, and r¡ish to

remain at their paternal p1ace, often this induces their mothers to

remain aLso. Houever if there is indecision, a uomanrs brothers, or her

husbandts brothers, may openly attempt to persuade her and her children

to be ulith them. At times, these attempts can become quite heated

debates betueen affines, urith the childrenfs agnates emphatic they

should remain given that brider¡ealth was paid, uhile their matrilaterals

maintain they should be r¡ith their mother. lvlen commonly have great

affection for their sisters and their children, and rLrould be happy to

grant them land and protect their uieLfare.

As ulith divorce, often in these cases siblings are split, rriith some

accompanying their mother to her natal- place, some remaining to be

looked after by paternal kin. Occasionally there is al-so an

interchange, urith the children freely changing residence. They should,

but frequentJ-y do not, reside patrilocal.Iy by the time they have reached

adolescence. flales should use land qained through patri-inheritance, and

the agnatic unit should be the recipient of the brideuealth paid fo¡ the

daughters of deceased subcÌan members.

In the Ìast example, if a girJ- maintains continued matrilocaL

her matrikin are often the principal recipients of theresidence,
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brideuealth. Indeed r¡idouhood, chil-d¡en' remarriage and brideuealth

division are contentious issues in Anganen. In cases of a chil-dless

marriage, a dead manrs kinsmen cannot expect part of the brideulealth

uhen his ulidor¡ ¡emarries. The only exception is if the u;oman has

continued to reside at her husbandts pJ-ace. Here her coresidents can

expect a sharer 3s it is they rrlho have cared for the ulomanls rrlelfare.

Yet of prime interest is this conflation of agnates attempting to retain

children, ideas on spirit attacks, uidou remarriage, and the

distribution of brideurealth. These can become problematicr âs the

folJ-ouing case history illustrates.

Case S.VI.

A man died ulhile his tulo sons urere stil1 quite young. After a
period of mourning, his ulidor'¡ suggested that she may return to
her natal place. The turo boys voiced opposition to this' they
did not uant to leave their tbrothersr, and the matter uras

forgotten. Tuo or three years later, she again expressed her
r¡lish, saying that her husbandts kin did not take care of her
children. She cited as one of her main reasons that her sons
uere forced to undertake heavy garden labour, uhereas boys of
similar aqes did not. Categorically she emphasised that this
r¡oul-d not happen at her brothersr vi11aqe. This declaration
shocked her late husbandrs kin. The boys uJere nour adolescents
and should remain to use land their father had cÌeared and
gardened. One rrâr-ì¡ himself recently divorced, offered to
marry her. He ulas a co-resident, from a different subcl-an but
the same cl-an to this uomants first husband. There t¡as some
discussion ulhether this r¡as proper' but it uras generally
agreed this ulas permissibLe, and that, after three years, it
uroul-d not incite the deceasedrs spirit to attack. The man
explicitly stated that, apart from his need for a uroman to
ulork his gardens, his reasoning for marrying this uoman ulas to
retain her sons, his rb¡othertsr children. In part the uloman

consented for the same reason: so her sons could stay uhere
they urere accustomed. 24 pearlshells comprised the
brideuealth. 12 r¡ent to her natal kinsmen, and the other 12
u,ere shared equally betueen her sons. The couple are stil-I
married. The uroman noui qardens the lands of both her current
husband and her first, ostensibly, she says, to provide food
for her still unmarried son. The uloman and her second husband
have had no children.
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Tn some respects, this example appears paradoxical. 0n the one

hand, there is concetn, as it is sometimes put, rfnot to thror¡ arrlay the

brideuealthrr, by letting a uroman take her sons el-seuhere; on the other,

is the concern over marrying a rbrotherrsr r¡ifer expressed in terms of

spirit attack. In practice, despite some apprehension, this is managed

by subclans uithin the same clan acting in opposition to each otherr âs

uife-qivers/uife-receivers. This man rrrishes to keep his clan brotherfs

sons, itsel-f ul-timately a moral act in Anganen, and does so by giving

rhis sonsr brideueal-th. The uomanrs sons, due to her sharing blood r¡ith

them, stand in an isomorphic reLationship uith her natal kin, in

rel-ation to the uife-receiving man and his subcLan (given the earlier

discussion of marriage prohibitions); the uroman is dual-J-y associated.

This principle is evidenced in practice: the briderrleal-th for the

uloman r s second mamiage is equally shared betuleen her natal kinsmen and

he¡ sons. The transaction of ulealth¡ thus, displays a certain

structural logical consistency, despite it contrasting uith the Anganen

ideoì-ogy that trrbrothersr share, they do not exchangert.

Nagal and Na Kala: A Cqrparative Note

Earlier I noted that a single named occurrence, e.9., akos, could be

appJ-icable to a number of different exchange occasions, and tr¡o or more

named exchanges , e.9., akos and non onaki-e f as rchild-paymentr,

could serve the same general- purpose. Naqal and na kala are another

source of confusion conce¡ning Anganen exchange events and

terminologies. Although their meanings and functions are different,

their etymoJ-ogies are the same: they are both derived from @r rrfoodrr,

and kala (r,.rhere tgr and rkf are interchangeabJ-e) ttto giverr. Both

literalJ.y mean rrfood givefr' r.rith only phonetics and contextuality
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permitting differentiation. In both food is central, and this is

significant as rfoodr is frequently used as a metaphor of nurturance and

the rol-es of food providers. Hou.rever, the meanings of the tuo

prestations can vary markedJ-y.

Na kala is informaL gifts of' most often' staple vegetables or

pJ-anting materials by a uomanfs kin. It is a social qift from friendly

affines, and denotes the role of married uomen in the productive, and

thus nurturing, process. Naqal' by contrast, is a formal- uealth

transaction. It occurs in cases of adulterine chifdren' uhen the

biological- father compensates a childrs motherfs husband for caring for

the childr or uhen, say, a manrs affines have Ìooked after his r¡ife and

chil-d¡en ulhile he uras auray engaged in labour miqration (". q. r câse

5.II). Na kala occurs in normative situations, uhereas naqal does not,

often resuJ.tinq from a breakdourn in morality and harmonious relations,

uhich must be redressed through the giving of uealth, usually shells or

money. Na kala hiqhliqhts uomen as rcarriersr, but naqal focusses on

men in the f canyingr r, mandia, process. Both represent the roLes of

food and nurturance, but carry different connotations' one positive and

one of negative sociaJ.ity. Together they indicate the ambivalence

possible in social relations.

0vervierr¡

fvlarriaqe creates kinship: it starts the roads of social relatedness

betueen effectively disparate and distinct individuals and qroups. This

creation, houlevet, is dependent upon transactions of r¡ealth. In this

chapter, numerous instances, from normative marriages, to various forms

of divorce, to ulidor¡ marriaqe have been discussed. AlL invol-ve
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all of

(l- rqure

brider,realth, o¡. its equivaÌent. Yet despite this variation'

these can be seen as founded upon a common structural logic

VIII ) .

Figure VIII. The Basic structure of Anganen Brider¡ealth

B B*A

Key: A : Husband or His GrouP
B : Bride
B* : fYlan, or fïen, in Primary StructuraL Association urith rrBrr

: Relationship of Primary Structural Association

-+ : Direction of Brider¡ealth (or Its EquivaJ-ent)

Any single marriage requires three categories of pelsons: The

husband (and his group), A, the givers of brider¡ealth; the uroman (g), of

a dif fe¡ent social/group identity to A, for ulhom brider¡eal-th is paid in

respect of; and those in a relationship of structural association or

proximity to B, the recipients of the brider¡ealth. Anganen marriage is

alulays tripartite: those that give brideuealth, the individual for urhom

brideulealth is paid in lieu of, and the recipients.

This structure is constant. The obvious point though is its

manifestation in practice is through the infl-uence of social factors

located beyond the immediate structure itself. These impinge upon the

determination of ulhat has been caÌled primary association. These act on

the basic structure, giving rise to the variation empirically

experienced. Prolonged nu¡turance and protection touard, sharing qroup

identity orrrbloodrr ulith, or previous payment of brider¡ealth for a uoman

(r¡hich transfers association) may alL become significant variabl-es in
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figuring the reception and distribution of brideueal-th. Thus in some

cases of uidor¡ remarriage, for instance, the one agnatic group' that of

the late husbandr may receive brideueal-th for a uoman for ulhom they have

already given it.

The key aspect of this basic structure is the givers and receivers

of brider¡ealth (A and Bx) are of distinct, structurally inequivalent

social identities. Any singJ-e marriage must radicalJ-y redefine the

social relation betueen the tuo sets of men. Those closely linked by

knoun previous marriages are prohibited from further intermarriage

(until the connection is forgotten). The road created by marriage is

the mbetinu connection, critical-ly linking these tuo sets of disparate

social units. Even for the special case of ulidor¡ remarriage in the cl-an

of the dead husband this hotds true. In this context' the cl-an uras

explicitly divided along subclan linesr oo€ the uife-giving/brider,realth

receivinq, the other r,life-receiving/brideuealth giving. Thus, despite

the ove¡all emphasis on clan unity, the subclans became overtly opposed'

givinq rise to the situation uhere they ulere connected both as @'

brothers, being members of the same agnatic cl-an, and mbetinu in lieu of

the marriage. They could form this mbetinu connection partiall-y through

their extant division as differently named subcl-ans uhich do not fuIly

share each otherrs mar¡iage prohibitions, and partially through their

inequivalent association ulith the bride and her substance. Her sons' by

sharing blood uith her, stand as recipients; her second husband' rLiho

does not, indeed can not, share substance t¡ith her directly' uras thus a

permissibJ-e spouse.

A uomanls substance, her blood, ualuma, her reproductive capacity

in Anganen conception beLiefs is critical for understanding the ideology
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of briderLlealth. And it is this ideol-ogy, in turn, uhich has been hiqhly

influential on the perspective taken in this chapter. BrideuleaLth, men

sekere, is seen as a payment in respect of a u;omanls ki, l-abou¡, and

ualuma, procreative substance. [lJe have seen that other exchanges,

nominally distinguished from briderrreaÌth, can have an analogous

structural- J-oqic and meaning: akos, rinkitame, Vapu ta kala' and even

the non-traditional naralum, can be directly Linked to the concept of

ulal-uma, toqether uith extensions of this, sexuaf relations and chil-dren.

They are distinguished due to the specifics of the occasionr or.

occasions, for ulhich they are given, and the cultural r,Leight ascribed to

them. Akos may either be given as a further brideurealth, or as a late

one, occurring after sexual relations, cohabitation and perhaps the

birth of children; rinkitame can apply to fathering a child of another

manrs ulife; yapu ta kal-a refers explicitly to sexual relations or

pregnancy subsequent to brider,real-th being given; and naralum is held to

cel-ebrate the birth of children. These are al-l transactions from uife-

receiver to uife-qiver.

Anqanen ideology and the inherent meanings of some exchanges

signify sexuality and define the connubial unit as the one of human

reproduction. AIl of these possible prestations together r¡ith aspects

of brideuealth share congruent loqic: exchanges, from r¡ife-receiver to

ulife-qiver, regarding a uromanrs procreative potential, sexual relations

and the legitimacy of children born r¡ithin marital units.

A uoman I s rrhandsrr, ki r her productive capacity, ulere the other

aspect to brideu.realth ideology: it marks the transfer of a uomanrs

labour to her husband f¡om her nataL group, and to an extent compensates

the latter for this change in association. Againr sonìe of the exchanges
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in this series directly pertain to production. In doing so, they not

onJ-y hiqhliqht, uromen as producers, particuJ-arJ-y of sueet potatoes'

staple foods, and piq raise¡s, but also the married couple as a

rel-atively autonomous unit of production; by extension' this also can be

seen to define this unit as the focus of child nurturance. The uife-

giver to ulife-receiver prestations, olet and na kaÌa directly appertain

to production and, in differing circumstances' this applies to naqal in

addition.

The function of brideurealth, and other l-ike transactions pertaining

to marriage, is thus essential-ly three-fol-d. Brideuealth transfers the

association of the productive and reproductive capacities of a uloman

from one group, normatively her natal-agnatic, to another' that of her

husband, rr¡hile simuftaneously compensating the former for their Loss.

Concurrently, it abets the relating of the previously unconnected or

distantly connected groups in an affinal-' mbet nur relationship uhich

shoul-d be rkept cLearr, maintained' through ongoing exchange.

0n the close connection betu.reen marriage, production and the rrlider

exchange arenar the return payment (r.,life-givers to uife-receivers)

merits cfose attention. It does not function like brider¡ealth, but

highlights that husbands and uivesr €ìs the units of production' are

critical not only for subsistence, but additionally for a major means of

exchange, pigs. The return brideurealth payment is almost totally

dominated by piqs, and the expressed rati-onale for this is to provide

the basis for production uhich is utilised by men in exchange.

Prototypically, this refers to the disposal of pig meat in the Anqanen

yasoLu, of r¡hich affines are principal partners. In short, ol-et pigs

given by r.,life-givers can be seen to furnish to material basis for
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affinal exchange. The ulife-giving unit, then, is the source of the

uJoman, her labour and procreative potentials, the basis of one of the

crucial exchange items, pigsr and the fundamental exchange relationships

themselves.

All in all, this treatment of Anqanen marriage totally concurs r¡ith

the reservations A.J. Strathern expresses over the applicability of

Fortest (t SOZ) concepts of the central and contingent aspects of

marriaqe prestations in the Highland context.

Since a ma¡riage itself is seen as but one ritemr or
feventl in a much J-arger process of exchanges betueen
people, the aspect of marriage as a focus of regeneratinq
exchange relations is centrally important. Hence the
prestations r¡hich t¡ould be regarded as contingent,
optional or peripheral in the Fortesian scheme, centred
as it is on a juraL vieu of rights established through
individual acts of marriage, may in terms of an exchange
model be rather reqarded ãs central. (Strathern 1980:64-5)

Jura1 rights over a ulomants Iabour and reproductive potential, and

the estab.l-ishment of the affinal roads of social relatedness uhich form

the basis for exchange relations are all critical aspects of Anganen

marriage and the role of exchange in it. In fact the three aspects

cannot be neatly separated. A1l, together, denote the reality of

marriage and its centrality in Anganen social structure. The labour of

the conjugal househol-d provides the means for exchange; children from

the union further ratify and reinforce the kinship roads created by the

marriage, mutually linking the ttuo groups by sharing blood uith both

maternal and paternal kin; and the uoman and her children provide

onqoing foci for exchange betuleen the sets of mbetinu kinsmen, thus

permitting the persistence of the relationships through time.
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Temporality becomes the key. Indeed one of the major difficulties

experienced in discussing the relevant transactions pertaining to

marriage uras del-ineating them from the overall- potential contexts in

r¡hich exchange may take p1ace. To do so is someuhat artificial. It is

the continuity of the relationship maintained, sustained, modified and

reinforced as is reflected in the temporality of the potential exchanqe

sequence r¡hich, ultimateLy, becomes the critical point. Through time

and over generation the form of the relationship can go on.

Mbetinu rel-ationships prototypicalJ.y derivative from marriage thus

become the conceptual form of exchange relationships. ttiomen' and

eventually the products of their substance, their children' are the

central mediators in exchange relationships; they connect the

definitionally unconnected, providing the focus of onqoing exchange and

the nexus of relationships, the roads, r¡hich are articulated through it.

fTamiage sta¡ts the road, birth ratifies it, and as ure shall see, death

too becomes a context in r¡hich these rroadsr carry the uealth of

exchange.
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1

Footnotes

2

To some extent social- change appeals to be al-tering this. lLJomen

nour are said to marly l-ater than before, and an education' thouqh
rareJ-y directly used, is occasionally said to be a positive
attribute ulhich increases the amount of brider¡ealth. The largest
brideulealth seen uas for a uJoman training to be a nursels aid, even
though she had to terminate her course at marriage.

I choose the terms primary and secondary so as not to confuse
them r¡ith other distinctions such as prime and central or
peripheral and contingent ulhich have often been used to interpret
marriage payments (cf., Strathern 1 gBD). Here A.J. Strathern
(iui¡: 50) takes up the problem apptying Fortesr concepts of the
rrprime prestationtf r.,lhich establishes jural rights ovel a rruiomanrs

sexual and procreative capacities and the domestic services r¡hich
go ulith themrt, and frcontingent prestationsfr ulhich function to
establish and maintain affinal relations. As Strathern shou.rs, in
the Hightands, establishing affinal rel-ations (tnat is, ongoing
exchange relations) is in fact central, and no l-ess significant
than Fortest emphasis on jural rights. Thisr âs ue shall see, is
equally true in Anganen. Houlever for my plesent requirements' f do

not need to take this up explicitJ-y, and simply note that my

primary and secondary are not synonymous uith these other forms of
generalisation.

The other ? men r¡ho received pigs from the olet but did not give to
the brideurealth uere: 6 men, for ? Pigs, matrilaterally related to
eqo; 1 co-subcfan member urith ego for 1 piq.

This transLation of the meaning of olet is questionabJ.e. 01e
certainly means sueet potato; and (cf., Capuchin n.d.) -t, as a

suffix, means rrplace mar.kerrr. Ryan (l$0l ) says that the fvlendi
rfdouryrrr ol-el, is a rrman paymentrt, as ol- means rrmantr in fvlendi (a is
man in Anganen). It is possible hat olet is just a simple dialect
transformation of ol-el, and has come to mean nothing more that a

return marriage payment, r¡hich is hot¡ the Anganen see it' of
course. Still, the possible meaning of |testablishing suleet potatorl
is very apt given the discussion of the inherent meaning of olet.
That is, it denotes that a uroman uill grorrr sureet potato for the
pigs of the nerrl productive household and exchange unit.

Not eating uith affines, given the possibiJ.ity of an eating-coitus
metaphorr may also signify that sexuaL relations are forbidden r,rith
other uJomen of the affinal qroupr ãs is a provision of Anganen
marriaqe prohibitions.

(fi-t: rfood ?r , a uord said to
patirr) rrrill not be discussed in

3

4

5

ïhe other occurrencet
connote rpartyl, c.f

na ralum
,-(rìþ["

detail. It is a smafl feast that celebrates the birth of children,
and is said to follor¡ Baptism. It seems it did not exist pre-
contact. The Anganen say they adopted this from the Australians,
most likely the local missionaries.

6.
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CHAPTER VI. P[LU' PART Tl¡lU: SICKNESS, INJURY AND DEATH
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It is the individualrs bodyr or aspects of it, rrlhich is the

dominant focus of mundane exchange betueen mbetinu kinsmen. Althouqh

essentially metaphors for production and reproduction respectively'

brider¡ea1th is paid in l-ieu of a u;oman I s rrhandsrr , ki, and ulaluma,

procreative substance, her blood. The products of this substance' ât

pregnancy or birth, can provide additionaf focal points for transacting.

The childfs body, as a combination of both paternal and maternal

substance, strengthens the roads betu¡een men established at the oriqinal

marriage. Indeed the very corporeaJ-ity of the child is visible

manifestation of the rroadr, the link betr¡een the tuo groups.

fn a more literal sense, the bodies of mamied uomen and their

chil-dren become the centraL vehicle for the ongoing articulation and

reproduction of these categories of mbetinu kin. Changes to, or damage

of, the body can be compensated for in payments structurally anaJ-ogous

to brider¡lealth. I have discussed the ideology of brideulealth âsr in

part, compensation, urith the bridets natal-, agnatic kin (normatively

speaking) receiving the payment. By substituting ueal-th for the uoman'

there is a change in (primary) association of a uomanrs labour and

reproductive potential. This change of association is never total: the

uloman may become primarily associated r¡ith her husband and his group'

but her attachment to her natal kin is never fully negated. This is

evidenced by these men receiving r.leal-th, often conceptualised as

compensation, uhen a married uJoman or her children' even as adul-tsr fall

il1, experience injury or die. The uroman and her children are

(partiall-y) products of her natal unit; damage to these products should

be redressed. The categories of mbetinu, originalJ-y t¡ife-¡eceivers/

ulife-givers, can thus replicate their relatedness through time' through

the birth of children, sickness' injury and death.
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fYlost of these instances are cu.l-turally conceived of as body

damage, albeit in different manifestations urith differing emphases, and

are founded on a common structural theme: compensation for the damage

to the body that is, in part, still associated r¡ith others. In

normative situations it is the father, husband or agnatic unit r¡hich

should carly, mandia, kin; body damage is evidence this has not been

done and compensation should follou. Furthermore, uhen bodies are

damaged, kin feeJ- grief. Compensation is al-so seen as removing the

sorrorljr onda, felt by others.

As the body can in fact be regarded as the corporeal embodiment of

the mbetinu road, and the focus of exchange, damage, especially death

uhen the body ceases to be, can be synonymous r¡ith damage to the social-

relation the individual mediates. This situation is thus potentiaJ-ly

destructive. Anganen mortuary exchanges, for exampler câFì last trrrenty

five years past the death of the individual. Here there is a strong

emphasis on attempting to maintain the relationship' despite the

absence of the connecting individuaJ-. The emphasis is on sustaining the

mbetinu relation in its structural form. Although of l-ess importance,

but still demonstrating this common structural theme' injury and

sickness paralJ-e1 this. One clear function of mundane exchanqe in l-ieu

of the individual is to attempt to pleselve the mbetinu' exchange'

relation.

Thus this chapter concerns describing the contexts in t¡hich body

damage becomes culturall-y significant, and the various exchanges uhich

pertain to it. As r,rith marriage there is a coll-ection of prestations

ulhich are privately undertaken, involve small amounts of r¡ealth and

could be called secondary. Althouqh these may not occur r¡ith a high
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degree of frequency, they can nonetheless be instructive for informing

this connection betueen kinship and the body, and exchange uhen it is

damaged.

Itliscellaneous Exchanges in Lieu of Children

The Anganen have no formal natal or child payments as such. To an

extentr âs previousJ-y discussed, the transaction akos may amount to

this, though it is not the only purpose of it conceptualised by the

Anganen themselves. Akos may be given by a man follorrling the birth of

his children, especially his sons, and this is sometimes thought to be a

further payment in lieu of a u-romanrs l1g!g, her procreative substance.

It is often said to ensure good health in a manrs r¡ife and children.

The recipients are the manrs affines, and the uealth is said to rrmake

them happyr'.

Houever, the Anganen do have certain marked occasions on uhich

ulealth may be given by a childrs father to others. For the most part

these are seen as optionaJ-, barring the exceptions noted. lJhile othe¡s

than those related to the child as matrilateral kinsmen may be

recipients, especialJ.y for young chil-dren' it is the maternal axis t¡hich

dominates these prestations.

A1l of these concern the chil-dfs body' in particular the

extremities of it, hair' finger nails, etc., and alterations to them.

It should be noted that the Anganen have no cultural notions of specific

aspects of the body being derived strictly from either paternal- or

maternal substancer âs some hiqhland cultures do (".g. ' see fvlegqitt

1964; lJagner 196?). For the Anganen, the chitdfs body is the product
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of the intermingling of these qender specific substances, uhich then

l-ose their specific nature. As such, these exchanges cannot be

considered as compensation for damage to body parts soJ.ely derived

maternalJ-y. They can, houlever, be regarded as payments for the body

uhich in part is maternally derived, but under the care of the paternal

set of kin.

The occasions marked by these gifts are:

asumb-iri ambula-kata (tit: trhead-hair tie-givetr), a payment for

hair cuttinq, most often' the first hair cut.

yanq-iri ambula-kala (ri-t: "chin-hair tie-givett), a boyts puberty

payment (i."., uhen he has facial hair). Some Anganen have

suggested that this is analoqous to matrilateraL kin receiving a

share of a girlrs brider¡ealth.

ne po yano (tit: rrtooth catch debtfr), a gift for the person uho

takes possession of a childrs tooth.

kinipa po yano (fit: tffingernail catch debtrt), as the preceding

except for fingernailsr not teeth.

The Last tuo prestations may invoÌve individual-s other than a

childts matrilateral kin, Þut not the first tt¡o. Individuals may be

presentedr or ask to be presented, urith these parts of the body. Often

hair, fingernails and teeth are uorked into a necklace r¡hich is trorn by

the recipient as a sign of affection. Although only small amounts of

r¡realth are given to the custodian, this can be of great significance.

These discarded aspects of the body can be used in sorcery, and if not

given to others must be carefulJ.y destroyed. ObviousJ-y, to qive these

to others must imply trust and affection. 0f all of these, the first

hair cut is the most important for the Anganen. A childrs motherrs
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brother may actually cut the hair after an invitation from the father.

Some men say this fmakes them sadr, hence the payment is in the form of

redress for this sorrou.

In these cases, the prestations are smal-l, and private. Nonco-

naki-enqi (fit: frgirJ.-boy (children)-motherrr), on the other hand, can

involve larger amounts of r¡eal-th and takes pLace in a public context,

at vasolu, Anganen ceremonial exchange. Again, on one level-, this could

be seen to amount to a child payment. It is said to express a manrs

happiness r¡ith his chil-dren, and his uife, and is given to make the

manrs affines happy also, as they are saddened these children do not

live urith them. It directly involves young boys. At yasol-u a man may

decorate his son and adorn him r¡ith pearlsheJ-Is. The boy then parades

in front of his matrilaterals and later presents them rrlith the shells

(much to his fatherts delight). The transaction clearly signals the

boyrs opposition, as a member of his fatherts group, to his matril-ateral-

kin, and heralds the future exchange reÌationship the boy r¡ilL assume in

adul-thood r¡ith these kinsmen.

uhil-e all of these payments may be considered optional and of

Iimited overall economic importance, they are not r¡ithout significance.

They often hiqhlight that any individualrs body is the product of both

maternal and paternal- substance (and, by extension, thei¡ groups). As

such, children are material manifestations of kinship roads, for r¡hich

they are consanguineal connection points betueen disparate sets of kin.

Through previous exchanges, and the cultural- significance that

accompanies them, fathers become custodians of their childrenrs bodies.

Changes, rdamager, to the body, must be compensated by giving ulealth to

the childrs maternal- kin, the source of the ualuma in their creation.
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SimultaneousJ-y, they stress affinaL opposition (tne childts father-

motherrs brother ) , and nonqonakienqi indicates increasin g incorporation

of sons in their paternal units. Here, in parallel fashion to their

fathers, boys give rrrealth to the same individual-s as their fathers. In

doing sor they affirm their rel-ations to these individuals' but also

signal their opposition. In other urords' although children are the

product of maternal and paternal substance' they become cuJ-turally

defined as associated r¡ith the paternal group, in opposition to the

maternal unit.

fnjury And Sickness

lJhen bodies are damaged, kin should be compensated. lJe have already

seen in Anganen, that events such as hair cutting may constitute

rdamager of a kind, and more apparent damage' through sickness and

injuryr câr-'ì also be accompanied by compensation, rinki-ta-me (fit:

'rheaddress-hit-doil). flost commonly this is paid to matrilateral

kinsmen. uhile not all body damage may be compensated for, these

occasions continue the logic of this form of exchange already outlined.

The Anganen say that severe injuryr or injuries uitnessed by

matrilaterals, and potentially fatal il-l-ness, shouLd be redressed' as

the follouing cases ill-ustrate.

The first concerns an adult man uho nearly droulned. In Anganen'

drouning is variously associated r¡ith a number of human and spirit

causative agenciesr but in this instance no extraneous cause ulas put

foruard. It is an interesting case as no real body damage occurred, but

compensation uas given to matrilateraL kin nonetheless.
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Case 6.I.

A younq man, recentJ-y mamied, felJ- into the Lai River, a
fast-florriing u.rateruay from uhich fer¡ have escaped. He uras

uashed doulnstream for some distance but managed to cling to a
small isl-and in the middle of the river and uas finally
retrieved by friends. The next day he gave turo pearlshells
and A$5 to his actuaL motherfs brother. He explained he did
this to rf remove his sorroulfr.

Case 6.If.

A young boy uas i11, suffering from repetitive bouts of
diarrhea. His mother took him to the local haus sik (mp),
health centre, whete she uas informed the child r,¡as unlikely
to have any serious ill-ness; it rrras probably the lasting
::esuLt of consuming a large amount of pork at a recent
mortuary feast. Even so, the boyrs father gave 14 pear1shelJ.s
to his affines, all of them members of the boyts motherrs
subclan. He said he did so just rto make them happyt. He

stated this payment r¡as rinkitamer not aneere (see belorrr).

Case 6.Iff.

A boy cut his hand ulhile playing r¡ith his fatherts axe. This
r¡as uitnessed by the boyrs motherrs brother, ulho promptly gave
K20 to the boy t s father in r¡lhat is termed aropoure,
interestinqly a transaction usuaJ-ly associated r¡ith mortuary
exchanges. His father returned K45 in an atjolo payment. He
explained this r¡as K20 in return for the debt itself, K2O
incrementr and K5 just extra. (See the extended discussion of
mortuary payments for the rational-e for this.) The father
explained that the payment rrlas designed to: stop the blood
flouing; compensation for actual damaqe to the body,
particularly the flesh given it r¡.ras a deep cut; and to dispel
the anger of the childrs maternal- kin over his neqligence.

AJ-though only three cases r¡ere discussed, clearly there is a great

deal of variation. The commonal-ity rrras that in all three instances

there ulas real or potential harm to the body, in particular to the flesh

or inside, for r¡hich the individual I s matril-ateral kinsmen urere

compensated. In Case I, the individual himself paid this. 0f equal

interest is the variance in the names of the transactions and the stated

reasons for giving them. Rinkitame, aneere and aropoue-at.iolo all
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thiseventuall-y amount to movements of r¡eal-th to matrilateral kin. In

sense, they are structurally analogous: they aIJ- represent forms

compensation irrespective of name.

of

Houever compensation is onJ-y one conceived purpose of such

payments. In some instances, the reasons stated explicitJ-y concern the

influence of persisting anger, in these cases matriLateral anger

especiallyr on the uell-being of individual-s. In Case III, for example,

a reason for the payment uas rrto stop the blood f.J-orrlingrr, uhich seems

paradoxical as the chiLdrs t¡ound had already closed by the time

compensation uras paid. His reasoning is a cl-ear indication he felt

continued matrilateral anqer, ulhich may have happened if the payment had

not been forthcoming, could adversely have affected the childrs

recovery. These dispositions ulhich can neqatively influence an

individualrs r¡ell-being a¡e called kone ope (ttthoughts badrt), and thus

exchange in lieu of body damage is not just compensatory but remedial

also: it is said to remove tbad thoughtsr and abets recovery.

Not only does kone ope affect an indívidualrs recover y follorrling

sickness or injury, it can also cause them. It is one form of causality

of potentially fatal conditions in Anganen. Nearly all deaths or

serious afflictions are attributed to human or quasi-human (spirit)

agencies. Sickness, severity, causes and remedial measures must nou be

considered, as they hiqhliqht the critical effects social relationships

and perhaps exchange can have on the individual in Anganen.
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Sickness Causality

t/hil-e the Anganen do cJ-assif y specific aff lictions on perceived

symptoms, they are far more interested in assessing the severity of the

complaint. Sickness is primarily distinguished as either yen (fit:

ttsickn), just sickness, ailments or malaise, or ven-oma (lit: trsick-

diett) , conditions uhich are conceived as potential-J-y fatal unl-ess

remedial action is taken. Although it is incorrect to strictly

dichotomise upon this basis (in Anqanen thought the tr¡o can be l-inked,

and yen may develop into yenoma) these differing degrees of severity

tend to be associated uith distinct characteristics and remedial

actions. These are summarised in Table XVII.

Table XUII. A Conpa¡ison Betr¡een ltbjor And Minor Sickness

Yenoma
(frajo:;Fkness)

Yen
(minor Sic-ickness )

Fatal, PotentialJ.y Fatal

Incapacitation

Social, Extraneous Agency Causality

Inside; Fl-esh/Spirit

lJhole Body or ltJidespread

flajor Intervention Needed;
Treatment 0ften Public

Not Fatal-

Inconvenience

Random or No Cause

Outside; Skin

Localised

Itlo/Limited Treatment;
Treatment Private

lJhen a condition is regarded as yenoma it is thought to be

¡esul-tant from the influence of an extraneous agent, the rrootr of the

sickness, re. Such basal causes are derived either from the living, or

spirits, ancestors or a category of spirits thought never to have had
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human existence. They cause the severity, the state of Venoma, and not

the particular fotm, say piq bel- (mp) or pneumonia, r¡hich the il-lness

may take. lJhile the Anganen may attempt to treat specific aspects of

such illnesses, they expend most enerqy trying to deduce the re causing

the deqree of the affliction, and take action to remove its infl-uence.

There are four categories of re in Anganen. Here I shall- mainly

concentrate on kone e ulitchc¡aft, and to a Lesser extent sorcery' as

these most clearly connect sickness causality to social structure.

Houlever spirit attack and female pollution causing sickness in men merit

brief consideration as these too can also be the basal causes of serious

illness.

Pollution

In typicaily Hiqhlands fashion, the Anganen regard uomen at menstruation

and chil-d birth to be inherently detrimental to a manrs health. There

are three expressions for poJ-lution: suba, enQi Ven and enqi apape. It

is likely suba diffused from Ker¡a. Franklin (19781232) notes suba means

rrmoonrr in certain aleas of Keula. ([Y|oon in Anganen is eke.) Enqi ven

and enqi apape literall y mean ttmother sicknessrr and rrmother lung

disorderrr respectively. This does not mean that mothers are necessarily

the origin of this condition in men. Rather, the terms are derivative

from the enqi anda, the birth-menstrual hut, uhich is no longer used.

That is, these are ailments from r/omen associated ulith this house.

UJhether

problematic.

Anganen ever

enqi yen constitutes a venoma condition cause is

t/hile social change may be involved here, I doubt if the

feared pollution to the extent of some cultures further
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north, such as the Mae Enga (cf., fieggitt 1964). The Anganen say that

limited contact makes men sick but they do not risk death. Continuous

contact ulith ulomen at these times, or the reLevant substances, r,iill, but

this is a highly unlikely event. Close association urith a menstruating

uroman can cause this' but the common mechanism is thought be be eating

food menstruating or post-partum uJomen have handled. The symptoms of

this sickness are lung disorders, shortness of breath, phregm and

coughs. rf a man has these compJ-aints he may suspect his ulife of

carelessness (r,lomen rarely deliberately contaminate food) and he may

avoid her and food she has touched for some time. Generally speaking,

uJomen observe menstruaÌ/parturient restrictions, and thus are not a

problem for men. No cases urere recorded of men dying directly from

pollution. ft is not a grave concern.

Spirits

The Anganen spirit r¡orld is a malevolent one. There is no notion

spirits, @, assist the riving in any direct rrray (r,lith perhaps the

Christian God, yeki, an exception). At best, spirits do not interfere

in the affairs of the living. Spirit malevolence is almost entirely
di¡ected at people, causing sickness or accidents, though extensive pig

epidemicsr Qarden failures or droughts may be attributed to their
malice. spirits are said to either ttstrikert, E, ol ileatrr Er causing

sickness and misfortune. [Jhile on occasions spirit attacks are prompted

by uridespread irl-feeling in the community, most often they are thouqht

to act randomly or maliciously. As such, they do not act as moral_

guardians. There are tuo broad types: ancestral spirits and spirits
r¡hich are regarded as never having had human form. Àncestors are by
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far the most important for the Anganen, but these other spirits are not

r¡ithout siqnificance.

Spirits urhich have never had human existence are often thought to

be located near to major geographic features, ¡ivels, mountains, forests

or sinkholes. For the most part they are involved in accidents,

drorrrning is frequentJ-y attributed to their actions, but they are linked

to sickness al-so. Leprosy especially is explained by the action of the

spirit yeki, uhich interestingly is the term adopted for the Christian

God. They may be appeased by offering animals in sacrifice. Most

commonly this takes place in the menfs house, kapanda.

The spiritual aspects of human beings are tuo named components:

the remo, the spirit or soul-, and the ulesa. The r¡esa is closely

associated uith the body, mind and individuality; it could be termed the

franimating spiritrr and frpsycherf . It is also the name of the human

shadou. After death, only the remo persists, becoming an ancestral

spirit, sumba.

To a limited extent, ghosts of the recently dead retain their

individuality. They may rattachr themselves to snakes or rats, urhich if

they enter the hamlet or house of the recently deceased cause great

consternation. They may also appea¡ at niqht as glorrrinq l-ights, often

in the groves of casuarinas uhich border the vilì-age. These are thought

to be particularly malicious, attacking close kin, either through

Ioneliness, or anger over their kin letting them die or failing to

undertake proper mortuary payments. Hence, if close kin of the recently

dead fal1 ill, they ulill suspect a particular ancestor ofiteatingrfthem,

and take measures to appease it. lYlore commonly, misfortune is simply
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attributed to sumbal, the ancestors. Usually these are previous members

of the clan and local group' including in-married uromen. That is, the

individuaJ-ity of the deceased soon becomes irre.Ievant, and only part of

an ancestoral rpooll as it uere.

The Anganen do not see ancestors, generally, as reacting directly

to moraL infringement. However if there is uidespread ill-feeling in

the community over moral indiscretion, this may induce them to attack.

lvlost frequently, ancestors attack randomly through pure malicer or

because they are frhungryrr and rrangryrr over not having had the smell- of

cooking pork to rreatrr.

The only method of rectifying spirit attacks is through sacrificinq

animaLs, usually pigsr to them. This uas previously done in a form of

sumbanda or ¡emo anda' spirit houses. Perhaps up to eight of these'

differing in size, spirit association, purposer size of qroup

association and history have occurred in Anganen. Nearly all uJere

solely controll-ed by adult menr and the offering of cooking animal flesh

to the spirits took place. This uras seen to appease them' diverting

their hunger auray from human beings to the sme1l and smoke. 0nce this

appeasement ulas achieved, the spirits ceased to attack and the victim

recovered.

0bviously social change needs some mention as mission intervention

resulted in the total abandonment of all spirit houses apart from the

church of course. Nonetheless this has not reduced the belief in the

pourer of spirits in the lives of the living, and perhaps may have even

reinfo¡ced it after a period of great trepidation. Similarì.y' the

spirits must still be appeased. fn a very pragmatic manner' the Anqanen
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nouJ say spirits are content to eat the smel-I of pork in mundane contexts

such as anqare associated r¡ith kone ope (see belor¡). In this sense'

animals are stil-1 sacrificed in reaction to serious ill-ness.

Spirits, then, like the living, are vol-itional and potential-ly

malicious. In fact they mirror the living quite closely in many

respects. They are imbued urith human characteristics such as hunger and

anger, but are open to persuasion through eating cooking meat smel-ls' be

these in traditional- spirit houses or just at pig kills. This offering

is a form of exchange, designed to compensate, appease and divert the

hunger of the spirit in favour of the sick individualrs tecovery.

Sorcery

There is no generic term for sorcery, although at least seven distinct

types of intentional acts designed to cause misfortune, sickness and

death are understood by the term posin (mp). ff sorcery is suspected,

the name of the particular form is used. The most common forms are

niambur utilising discarded food scraps' fingernail-s, hair' excreta,

etc. r from the r¡ould-be victim; rom, puttinq poisonous substances in the

victimrs food or drink; and vanqu (or yand) .remo, a generaJ- category of

procedures linked to warfare, 14, r¡hich do not involve direct physical

confrontation. In aII forms' there are tuo important points to note:

sorcery is intentional and premeditatedr and the sorcerer virtually must

have a close social connection to his or her victim. Strangers could

never get close enough to place dangerous substances in foodr îor obtain

discarded body products, and as mentioned previously, uiarfare occurs

betueen socially and spatially proxemic groups.
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In practice, the¡e are tuo, not necessarily distinct' major

categories of sorcerers. One is enemies, the othe¡ affines. Sorcery

and uarfare are closely linked by the Anganen, and indeed they appear to

be variations on a common structural theme. Both are conscious, violent

acts derivative from anger intended to cause death in the enemy. In

fact, during the 1981 hostilities in Anganen there uras virtually a mass

outbreak of suspected sorcery; nearÌy all ailments uere attributed to

it. llarfare and sorcery go hand in hand. lJarfare prompts sorcery' and

sorcery can precipitate u¡arfare. The reason given for the 1981 fiqhting

uras the death of a Pit big man ostensibly through sorcery performed by

his coresidents.

Althouqh traditional major enemies exist in Anganen, uarfare most

frequently took place betr¡een proxemic Aroups u¡ho at other times ulere

allies. That is, the most frequent hostilities concerned minor enemies,

groups that are sometimes enemies, sometimes allies, sometimes non-

participants in each otherts disputes. These live rel-atively close

together and often intermarry (see Chapter III). Sorcery follor,ls

similar sociological l-ines. The point to note is both uarfare and

sorcery reflect the ambivalence of Agnanen political alliance: although

ideologically framed in positive terms, there is al-uays the potentiality

fo¡ hostile opposition.

It is quite possible affines can find themsel-ves on opposing sides

in uarfare. This may encourage them to actively participate in sorcery

against their affines, but the Anganen see them as likely sorcerers be

it concur¡ent ulith fighting o¡ not. Affines should exchanqe, but there

is often ill-feeling over amount or delays, and it is this r¡hich is said

to prompt men to engage in sorcery against their affinal kinsmen. To a
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lesser extentr ill treatment of a uoman or her chiLdren may be involved,

but the popuJ-ar recourse here is for a man to remove his sister or her

children. üJomen can play a significant roLe in sorcery particularly in

rom and niambu as they have cl-ose spatial contact uith their husbands

and his kinsmen. This occurs via request from a uJomanfs natal kinsmen,

although uJomen occasionally also ask their brothers to assist them in

disposing of their husbands. Affines as sorcerers are one cl-ear example

of the potential hostility that can characterise affinity in general.

Kone Ope

t/itchcraft in Anganen is termed kone ope (fit: rrthoughts badtr) , a

concept shared aLmost identically by the Keua and extensively discussed

by John LeRoy (lgZS, 19?9). These bad thoughts cause misfortune and

sickness. If i.lI-feeling is rrlidespread in the community, for example

internal feuding¡ immorality or raua (see Chapter VIII), general

misfortune results. Houlever, usually it is only one person or a fer¡

individuals uho have these thoughts, and these are generated by

displeasure in exchange. In these cases it is most probable that close

consanguineal kin will be affected.

Kone ope and resulti ng misfortune, unlike sorcery and direct

action¡ âr€ not intentional or premeditated (no man uould r¡ish to harm

his sister or her children). They are said to be niminato (fit:
frunknourn; something not perceivedil?). That isr althouqh individuals may

be auare of their i1l-feel-ing, they neither are conscious of, nor have

controL over their bad thoughts, uho r¡ill fall victim of them, or the

severity of the affliction.
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In fact, individuals can unknouinqJ.y harm themselves. If kone ope

is inuardly directed, it may cause extreme anxiety, irrational

behaviour' poor heaLth or general mal-aise. Such individuals uill
att¡act the sorrou, g¡çþ, of the community ulho should attempt to relieve

the condition, often throuqh smalL qifts.

The outuardly directed ulhich manifests itself in misfortune in

others is both more common and of greater social- consequence. The

Anganen cannot suggest any precise mechanism for hou this comes about.

Some think the individuaJ-rs spirit may attack his victimfs spirit;

others feel it incites spirits to attack. But all agree that kone ope

causes sickness. The follouing case histories best exemplify the

significance of kone ope in Anqanen.

Case 6.fU.

A boy' about six, eventually died of pio bel. It uras
generally felt that the childrs matrilaterals, through
kone ope, uere the cause. This kone ope rrras thought to exist
over the childrs fatherrs stinginess in exchange, especially a
pig kil1 uhe¡e he kilLed a pig but did not invite them to come
and eat. (The childrs father uras polygamous, and invited his
other r¡ifers kin, uhich abetted the displeasure of the childrs
motherfs kin.) fne child had turo operations in Mendi aimed at
removing the infected bor¡el section. UJhile he uras in hospital
for the first, his father held an anqare (see belou) at ulhich
a pig rrlas cooked, together uith vegetabl-es and some tinned
fish. All the childrs blood kin uere invited. At this
numerous individuals aired their displeasure ulith the childrs
father, including the chil-d I s matrilateral kinsmen r¡ho
emphasised their anger over their affine I s behaviour in
exchange. The father of the boy said he had shame over this,
and stated he uroul-d conduct himself properly in the future.
This, it u,as aqreed, seemed to satisfy all in attendance,
presumably removinq their kone ope. Upon his return from
hospital, the boy seemed to improve temporarily, but
subsequently needed a second operation and l-ater died. His
fatherrs brother performed a divination to locate the true
cause, but none uras positiveJ-y identified.
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Case 6.U.

A uoman has miscarried and often had qreat pain r¡hile
menstruating. Her husband invited her nataL kin to a small
anqare. Here they expressed their anger rrlith this uloman I s
husband. Apparently he had rstolenr her, and only later
agreed to pay a small brideuealth. At the time he said he did
not have many shells or pigs, but had promised to give mote
ulealth later in an akos payment. He had not done this. At
this smal-l feast, he realised the severity of his affiners
anger and immediately gave K40, promising more later. His
affines said they u¡ould be satisfied ulith this, and left after
eating. It is said that soon after the uloman became pregnant
and all uent uel-l.

lLJhen exchange relations become strained, kone ope results,

manifestinq itseJ-f as sickness in close consanguineal kin of one or both

of the exchange partners. This is not to say only bl-ood kin affLict

each other but' operationally, as close kin usuaì-Iy exchange or are the

focus of exchange, u.rhen stress occurs, these logicalJ-y fall victim.l If

a manrs uife or children fal-l ill, he looks toura¡d his affines and

examines the current stature of his exchange relations r¡ith them. As

such this becomes a moral issue: affinity in both cases uJas not

adequately maintained by exchange; sickness and misfortune result.

There is no emphasis to deduce the actual individual or individuals uith

kone ope. The tulrongr here does not lie uith those r¡ith bad thoughts,

they did not maliciously afflict others; it is uith the individual, the

father and husband, ulho fails to maintain proper exchange ¡elations, the

morality in affinity.

The rel-ated remedy al-so invoLves exchange, anqa-re (fit: rrtaLk-

baserr). Individuals should divuJ-ge ill--feeling touards others, the base

or cause of their kone ope. These, in turn should take action to temove

this source of the angeri bad thoughts are then dispeì-Iedi the afflicted

individual should recover. This concept of anqare is of the resumption
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of harmonious relations, of morality. The Anganen conceive that those

t¡ho continue to harbour ill-feeling by not speaking at anqare uill

themselves become ill- through eating this food. The very fact of eating

together, in Anganen a prime social act, is further evidence of the

central- issue of morality here.

This treatment of Anganen concepts of serious sickness and

misfortune causality, and associated remedial actions, has been designed

to elicit numerous important points urhich r¡ill be expanded on through

the remainder of this presentation. Death and grave afflictions do not

happen by chance. They are derivative from the social- context in ulhich

individuals live (and become i1l, experience misfortune, or die).

Sorcery and r¡itchcraft exemplify the rol-e of social structure in these

events best: it is exactly those uho are part of the social and

political netulorks encompassing individuaLs uho are the root of their

misfortune (aLthough the individual may help induce this of course).

Social and political ¡elationships betuleen individuals and groups

are essentially ambivalentr urith potential hostility an ever present

possibility. Thus r¡hile Anganen ideology emphasises the positive

aspects of such relationships' even a brief examination of sickness

causaì-ity suggests this is not entirely true. UJhen stress becomes

apparent in relations' it can have serious social consequences, and this

is reflected in misfo¡tune. Trrro important contexts from uhich this

ambivalence is generated are the uncertainty of political alliance, and

the difficulties in maintaining mutually satisfactory exchange

relations.
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Contained ulithin this are notions of normative morality (and the

fact they are not aJ-uays adhered to). Al-lies and kinsmen, be it

deJ.iberately or not, should not harm each other, but given Anganen

social structure' it is exactly these rrlho are the root of sickness,

misfortune and possibly death. St¡angers are aluays seen as dangerous,

but are rarely of actual consequence. It is those uho are knoun, uith

ulhom amiabLe relations should be maintained u.rho are the source of true

danqer.

To this end' maintaining proper exchange rel-ations is not only a

moral aspect of social- relations betueen adult men, it aLso has

ramifications for the r¡ider social netuorks surrounding the exchange

partners. The Anganen concept of mandia, carrying, invol-ves more than

obvious nurturance and protection. A man can ensure the health of his

child¡en through not angering their maternal kin. If he fails to do

sor he risks their urell-being. To remedy the situation he must

compensate others' hoping to tesume normal exchange ¡elations in the

future.

fndividual-s and their bodies thus become even more significant for

understanding Anganen social structure and the role of exchange in it.

They are not onl-y the metaphorical road of social- relatedness and the

focus of ongoing exchange ulhich rkeeps this road cleart, their ulell-

being or othe¡ulise can represent the current standing of these social

relations. Damage to the individual can signify breakdouns in social

relationships and improper behaviour. Death, the final damage to the

corporeal self' therefore involves more than bodiJ-y destruction. It is

the potential destruction of the social road the individual represented.

Anganen mortuary exchanges can be interpreted, in part, from this
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perspective: in lieu of damage to the body, the kinship road, and

attempts to overcome this.

Itbrtuary Exchanges

The Anganen have no singJ.e, generic te¡m for mortuary exchanges, though

they do recognise a series of possible transactions pertaining to the

death of an individual, Figure IX. As urith their lJola (cf. Sillitoe
'1979:194-220) and fvlendi (cf . Ryan 1961 :1?B-gB) counterparts, this

series is complex; indeed in Anganen it is the most compJ-ex collection

of exchanqes. Transactj-ons seen as directly related to death can be

instigated before the individualrs actual death, and may remain or be

re-instigated a generation or more after. Just this potential time span

of exchanges bears uitness to mortuary exchanges ultimately functioning

to maintain social ¡eLations, clearing the road that is seen as blocked

by the individualrs death. Outstanding debts or the possibility of

reviving the sequence' means that groups can retain positive social-

relations ue1I past the death of the linkinq individual-.

As with other transactions in l-ieu of individuals already

discussed, this sequence is an ideal, potential st¡ucture. In practice

some of these may not be undertaken, or numerous collapsed into each

other; others may be repeatedi indeed the ulhol-e structure may be

repeated in cyclical fashion. Ultimately it r¡ill- be shoun that a basic

structure underpinning this compJ-ex frameuork of named transactions can

be put forrrlard. Hotuevet, at this junction, the differences are also

significant, as are r¡ider social factors u¡hich can impinge upon choice

in these transactions.
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Figure IX. The Anganen lìbrtuary Exchange Sequence

Phase 0thers I Arara I Exchange rEngirar 0thers

1 Onda lvlala

1. Omanda
Mandalepe
Death-
Burial

2. A Ute Kala
Burial -
6 months

3. 6 months -
3 or 4 years

4.3-4years

5. After B years

2 Ambulakala

4 AroporLre

I Neralum (0mana)

3 Ti Uni

\

(t. snetts, fvloney )(rr. piqs)

a. Yano
b. Poropet

c. A lJanapu
B Atjolo

10 Kapa

11 Aropoue

12APe

a. Yano
b. Poropet
c. A lLJanapu

12 A Pe

a. Yano (Piqs)
b. Poropet
c. A ltJanapu

13 A Kom

Then: repitions or a(1q), 5(1 5), 6(1 o), z(l z).
: direction of exchange, usually undertaken
: possibJ-e contribution or redistribution

Key :
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As r¡ith marriage, the focus of mortuary exchanges is the

individual; transactions are conceptual-l-y paid in respect of these. The

uealth is channel-led, as ulith marriage, through the individual-rs

subcl-an' or dominant individuaLs uithin them. Nonetheless ureaLth again

flouls from beyond these limits. Tables XVIII and IXX represent the

relative rol-es of the subclan for the cont¡ibution to and division of

ambul-aka1a compensation, the one truly obligatory transaction uithin

this r.rlider sequence. Here, the t relevant I subclan regarding the

deceased is considered as the agnatic for men and unmarried children,

and the husbandts for married uomen regarding contributions (taUte

XVIII); and for distribution (Table IXX), the maternal- subclan for men

and unmarried children and the natal for married uomen.

CLearl-yr as in the case of brider¡ealth, the individualrs rel-evant

subclan dominates: the bulk of uealth, if not numbers, is derived from,

or alternatively held in, the subclan. Yet, again as urith brider¡ealth,

the relatively large amounts that are cont¡ibuted from, or distributed

to' those beyond the subclan boundary is of great social importance.

The fact that large numbers of individuals can be involved in Anganen

mortuary exchanges underlines their ultimate social-1y integrative

function.

The essential

pertain to both the

transfo¡mations and

in fact form part

r,lealth r âs Table

features of the sequence outlined in Figure IX

male and femaLer and old and young, though certain

variance are found. Age and sex of the deceased do

of the structuring frameuork for the disposition of

XX indicates. This only considers ambul_akala

compensation; the remainder of the sequence emphasises this even more.

Other factors which may be of siqnificance are generaJ- socio-poJ-itical
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Table Xvfff. Relative Contributions to all Anùulakala

Pigs Pearl-shell-s floney

Amount No. Amount No Amount No

Relevant
Subclan 61 46 999 97 1773 35

0ther 17 15 204 114 1010 26

Total 7B 61 1203 211 2783 61

Table IXX. Relative Distribution of aII Antrulakala

Pigs Pearlshells Money

Amount No. Amount No. Amount No.

Rel-evant
Subcl-an 67 46 807 94 3007 46

0ther 3? 31 471 294 1149 71

Total 104 77 12?B 388 41 56 117
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Table XX. furËulakala, Gender and ltlarital Status
(Average¡ p€r individual death)

Pigs Pearlshells wloney (K)

Adult flen 6.7 48.7 233.6

Adult lJomen 4.2 40. g '1 86.5

Unmamied Children 2.8 28. 6 86. s

Average (w=ao) 4.4 38.7 148.6

ones, or the length of marriage for married ulomen.

considered in more detail subsequently.

These ulill be

The sequence presented in Figure IX pertains to a patrilocal' adult

male. It can be extended to incorporate married u;omen and children.

These r¡ilI be dealt r¡ith in due course. For the present, this overall

structure of mortuary exchange for patrilocal residents uil-1 be

concentrated upon.

The conceptual- framer¡lork for the centraL scheme of mortuary

exchange is based upon the atom of kinship. Exchanqes are structured

upon a paternal-maternal axis' ulith wealth moving unilaterally or

reciprocally betureen these categories in the named exchanges. The

categories engaqed may be referred to as ara-ra (fit: tffather-

associatedtt) to enoi-ra (fit: trmother-associatedtr); r¡ea1th moves from

rfatherrs peopler to rmotherts peopler and back again, ideal-ly betrLleen

agnatic and matrilateral subclans.
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These terms are not accurate literal referents of the actual-

constitution of the groups engaqed in these exchanqes. ObviousJ-y, for a

married uloman, for example, the categories are lhusbandfs or sonsr

grouprto rnatal- groupr. Further, as Tabl-es XVIII and IXX have already

indicated, individuals located from beyond these cateqories may be

actively involved. The value of these, as terms, is through their

reflecting structural opposition, basically paternaJ- as opposed to

maternal.

Phase I. tlnanda filandalepe (fit: ntþath-house Cany-don), Death-Burial

Straight after death, the body is displayed, either in the middle of the

grouprs ceremonial dance ground, or in f¡ont of the hamlet menrs house.

Around it people, particularly close female kin pine and r¡ail. In the

case of influential men this period lasts four days at least, often over

a uleekr and then the body is disposed of. l/ives' sisters or daughters

may adorn o1o, mourning dress of a lonq skirt, beads of Jobrs Tears, and

cover themselves ulith light grey clay. Both men and u,omen uiho feel

great grief over the death may even lop off part of a finger or ear, or

cut their hair¡ men may also shave their bea¡ds. TraditionaJ-Iy the body

r¡as tied on an ololo¡ a platform supported by tr¡o forked sticks, kapa.

Occasionally these have re-appeared recently, though most often the

corpse is displayed in a coffin-like box or just l-aid on the ground.

fYlission opposition is said to be the reason for abandoning the ol-d

practice. Similarly, the corpse is nou buried, tihereas before it uas

placed either in speciaL caves or on rocky ledges until the flesh had

decomposed. The bones uould then be used in spirit-house activities.
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uhile this is happeningr rTr€r'ì in the arara unit assess their suppJ-y

of r¡ealth and decide hou much to al-Locate for the first prestation. It

is generally accepted that those rLrithin the relevant subclan ulill pool

their ulealth, including the deceasedrs, if any; others, from the

relevant clan, or other kin, even those uithout cl-ose kin links may

of fer smaLl amounts of r¡eal-th to the aIara. This is termed

(1) onda mala (fit: rrsorry feelrr), unsolicited gifts, given to help

alleviate the arara sorrour. From this the meaning of the name of the

period can be gauqed. Death is aluays marked by exchange of urealth.

tdealth is carried to therdeath-houser, either the individualts house or

the associated menrs house.

The first, main, formal transaction, from arara to enqira, is the

ambul_a-kala (fit: trtie-giveil). The rtier refers to this mortuary

practice of fastening the body to the ololo. This takes place ulhile the

body is still displayedr and may mark the end of the oma nda mandalepe

period. It is a transaction readily seen as fcompensationr (cf., MP,

frkompasasintt ) . It is unidirectional and non-reciprical- ' a one-ulay

transaction ulith no immediate and direct lesponse. That is, it

encourages enqira to continue into further mortuary exchanges' but these

are not regarded as certain contingent resul-ts of paying this. Indeed'

in some cases, such as young children, recently married uJomen' oI

instances r¡here the political rel-ations betr¡een the sets of kin are

strained, this may constitute the totality of the mortuary exchange'

Relatively large amounts of r¡ealth are given in ambul-akala,

averaging out to be 4.4 pigs, 38.? shells and K1¿8.6 (TaUIe XX). Given

that further exchanges involvinq pigs, she1ls and money may be

undertaken ulithin the mortuary exchange sequence' not aLl of this pool
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of uealth held by the arara r¡ill be given. frrespective, houlever, the

Anganen see that all three forms of exchange items should be invol-ved.

The payment is accepted by the enqira at the omanda ground. They may

l-ater divide it fu¡the¡' ulith kin urho are not members of the maternal

subclan also being recipients. AJ-thouqh receiving ambulakaLa is not

considered as either necessitating further participation uiithin the

series of transactionsr nor a prerequisite for this, in practice those

that have received substantial ambul-akala should continue to be

invoi-ved.

To comprehend this notion of ambul-akal-a constituting compensation,

it is necessary to reiterate aspects of the discussion on the central

transactions at marriage, especially men sekere. The nature of these

transactions ulere stressed to be in lieu of individuals, uith payments

marking and emphasising crucial aspects of those individuals. tJith

brider¡eal-th, these ulere a uJomanrs labour and procreative capacities. It

uJas further noted this could not be considered as tpurchaser in any

strict economic sense. That ambulakala should be given follorrling the

deaths of married uromen and children further supports this statement.

lJhile these exchanges mark association, or changes of association, as

the case may be, they are never total-. Ambulakala compensation is given

to compensate the l-oss of individuals urho ulere partially the products of

other groups, the recipients here. t/ith exogamy, in-marryinq uromen are

totally created by othersi children are the products, in part, of

maternaL substance r¡hich is not originally associated uith the agnatic

group. For the Anganen' the maternal component of individuals is aluays

partiaJ.ly associated uith the maternal- nataÌ unit, and ambuLakala is

simultaneously an acknoulledgement and a redress of this. The ubiquitous
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theme of Anganen exchanqes in lieu of individual bodies, is once aqain

hiqhtighted in ambulakala.

The Anganen venture further exegesis on this payment. As a general

cultural- maxim, co-resident kin, normatively patri-viri-l-ocal kinsmen,

are said to rcarryr, qgþ, individuaLs. In short, this amounts to

promoting and maintaining r¡eIl-being through nurturance and protection.

Any death, irrespective of the cause' can be seen as evidence that this

has not been adequately done. (Spirit attacks by those recently

deceased ale also seen as prompted through anger over kin faiJ-inq to

properly care for them.) fvlaternal kin can become quite upset, not onJ-y

over the individualts death, but also angry at his oI her kinsmen

permitting the death to occur. As indication of the deqree of angel

matrilateral kin can experience, at times they are said to have attacked

the paternal village and gardensr ând initially refusinq to accept the

ambulakala due to their anger and grief. Ultimately, unless social

relations deteriorate entirely, this must be accepted. If ambul-akal-a is

not given, or absolutely not accepted, the relationship virtually ceases

to be (".g., divorce case III in the previous chapter). For the Anganen

this is almost unthinkable. Even in cases of warfare r¡ith the tr¡o sets

of kin on opposite sides, once a truce has been achieved, the mortuary

exchange should be undertaken.

Prior to the burial of the corpse' three transactions take place:

the onda mala' ambul-akala, and the division of this, sometimes termed

ambulakala ruku (fit: rrtie-give dividerr) . All three are

unidirectional: from others to ryr arara to enoira, and enqira to

others, respectively. lJhile alL are conceptualised as not requiring

direct reciprocation, all function to encourage the recipients to offer
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urealth in other situations. Those that qive onda mala can readily

expect it given to them if close kin die, or may receive meat at the

omana pig kilL (see belor¡). Ambulakala encourage enqira to persist urith

the next stage in the sequencer as does receiving the ambulakala

division for individuals beyond the immediate enqira unit. The main

diffe¡ence is that ambulakala is a formal exchange betuleen structured

opposites, rrlhereas the others are bette¡ conceived as generalised

exchange for those encompassed r¡ithin these sets of opposites.

Burial usually marks the end of the omanda mandaleoe phase. This

is performed by men ulho are not close kin of the deceased' and these are

given ti uni (fit: n ? bonert) in payment for their services. This

consists of small amounts of r¡ealth, 1 o¡ 2 shell-s, or K10 or K20.

Purely as social convention, close kin should never bury t,he body.

Phase If. A Ute Xata (üt: rffrbn Bone Givetr), Burial - 6 ttbnths

The name of this phase, a ute kala, signifies it is the period of

decomposition of the body r¡hichr âs has been interpreted here, may also

denote the deterioration of social relations. Although decomposition of

the flesh takes longer than this, once only the bones and teeth remaint

they previously could be placed in the individualrs grouprs spirit

house, and in times of sickness pigs r¡ould be sacrificed to them.

Conceptually, living individuaÌs have a dual-, if skeued, association

ulith paternal and maternal units, but the placement of bones in one' but

not the other, groupts spirit house symbolically indicates total

association. Ujithout this mutual association through the individual,

his bodyr the froadr, the relations betuleen arara and enqira coul-d

virtually be at an end. The debts, and especially the potential lengths
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debts can remain, created in this period, necessitates the maintenance

of continued rel-ations betuleen the tuo qroups. To this extent' the

debts of the a ute kala period become functional- for ongoing social-

inteqration.

This period is aLso considered to roughly mark the mourning period

for uomen, t.lhose husbands, fathers, brothers or sons have died. Up to

this they may uJear mourning dress, ol-o. Some even take it upon

themselves to remain totally secluded, rLrail-ing and lamenting. Until the

burial of the corpse, aJ-l members of the individualrs subcl-an should

neither garden nor liqht fires, being dependent on others for

assistance. Hot¡ever only restrictions on uJomen remain after this. In

a far more gene¡al- sense, the omana pig kill, the death feast' is said

to finish the period of sorrou.

The major transactions in this period can col-l-ectively also be

termed a ute kala' payments for the rmanrs boner. Here it is upon the

enoira to initiate, through offering the first transaction aropoue (4),

and then, Iater, the arara must reciprocate, ulith increment,

in a pe (?).

The enqira set of kin gather shells' money and pigs and carry them

to the omanda. 0ften, in fact, this may happen prior to the burial- of

the deceased. Any individual urho can lay claim to maternal association

may participate, not only those involved in receiving compensation.

Hence, not only the maternal subcLan, but also the c.l-an, and others such

as motherrs sisterrs son or motherls motherrs brotherrs son may be

included. There are no explicit procedures determining r¡ho can

participate; the eneira have the pourer to determine if individuals merit
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Similarly, @ can refuse to transact uith enoira if theyinclusion.

r¡ish.

This transactionr from enqira to arara is termed a-ro-po-ule

(fit: rrman-body-plant-put'il).2 The Anganen variously say this either

lcl-earsr or restabl-ishesr, rrputsrr the road, making a direct reference to

both social- relations being cuÌturaLly conceived as roads, and

individual bodies being symbols of these. If aropoure is given, it

clearly indicates that maternal kin are eager to maintain these

relations. l/e have seen that arara kinsmen are morally obJ-iged to qive

ambulakal-a. 0nce received, the onus is strictly on the enqira to

continue the exchange sequencer or to terminate it, ulhich may mean

severing cfose sociaL rel-ations.

Death is traumatic; but this is more than just emotionaJ-Iy

traumatic for individuals u¡ho lament the loss. It can be socially

destructive as uell. As individual-s provide bot,h the nexus of social

connectedness, and the focus of exchange' the means of maintaining

sociality betureen disparate social categories and groups, their deaths

can seriously jeopardise this. The death of individuals can render kin

virtually rnon-kinr, as it is possibJ.e no close bl-ood (o. affinal)

connection nouJ remains. This is manifested in many urays: the earl-ier

examples of matril-ateral anger and vio.l-ence is one. Even if

matrilateral kin accep t the ambulakala readil y t they may not r¡ish to

continue urith the a ute kala phase.

Tu¡o vastly differing circumstances may give rise to this. The

first instance is hiqhly applicable to married uomen. After accepting

compensation for a uromanfs role in procreation and chil-d-raising, her
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natal kin may perceive the relationship as terminated. Often this is

associated r.,rith displeasure uithin the affinaL rel-ationship, either over

the death of the personr or in a more generaJ- sense, concerning generaJ-

exchange relations or uarfare, for example. Fail-ure to initiate the

a ute kala signifies the end to the relationship; the rroadt is
rcÌosedr. The maintenance, beyond the purely nominal-, of affinal and

matril-ateral kinship is contingent upon ongoing exchange; in its absence

rel-ationships, in effect, become defunct.

Virtually the opposite to this supplies the other main case, and

this applies to young childrenrs deaths in particular. Compensation,

ambulakala, should be given for maternal blood and nurturance, and for

matrilatetal sorrou. Houever, not to give aropoure can signify that the

reJ-ationship persists, uiith uomen, the deceased I s mother, still-

connecting affines. The very potentiality for more children, or other

children already existing, provide the impetus for the maintenance of

the relationship. Given these trrro, virtually diametrically opposed

cases, care must be taken before assigning either meaning or intent

regardi-ng the failure to undertake the a ute kala phase prestations.

0n the othe¡ hand, to offer aropoure is clear: it represents

sociality. The enqira siqnify that despite the death of a kinperson,

they uish to maintain the social- tie. As uill become clear, giving

aropou,e obliges arara to reciprocate, and potentially this can be over

an extended time period. Hence it functions to encourage both givers

and receivers to continue friendly relations.

The eneira contributors are usual-J-y knoun to those in the arara.

Given that cont¡ibutors or recipients in these exchanges are not totally
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subsumed uithin respective subclans in practice, any single individual

involved may have ties to numerous individuals in the opposinq qroup.

For example¡ a manls clan sisterts son may die, and he may have married

the deceasedrs clan sister. By giving uealth in aropoure, this

individual- can affirm his ouin affinal relations, althouqh he is

essentialJ-y engaged as a mat¡ilateral- kinsmen. Although uealth is seen

as channel-l-ed through respective subclans, it is possible for

individual-s to transact urith each other.

The deceasedrs subcl-an accept the aropoue. It is up to them to

find sufficient r¡real-th to reciprocate. As discussed, just the

ambul-akala can severeLy drain the resources of the arara. Virtually

uithout exception, the subcLan cannot manaqe the necessary repayment,

and need others to accept the responsibility. Individuals, beyond the

subclan but nonetheless still closely rel-ated to the arara, may either

offer or be requested to take on this responsibil-ity. Typically, this

concerns c.l-an members. This can be termed a¡opoule ruku pe (f it:
rratopoue divide dott), (S). By accepting a division of the aropoure,

individuals knour they uill be economical.ly disadvantaged (Uut see

belou).

The need to find uealth beyond the subclan is underscored by the

response to aropoue being the only fo¡mal incremental exchange found in

Anganen. Aropoule is reciprocated uith a pe (fit: rrman makeft). This

consists of turo parts, ulith the possibility of one further. The turo

constituent parts are .4r rdebtr, the ueath given in aropoue itsel-f ,

plus the poropet, the increment, uhich shoul-d be the identical amount as

aropoue also. Ideally, then, for any x given in aropoule, 2x shoul-d be

reciprocated, at least.
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The most common reason given for this is, apart from it being

customary, is to rmake them happyr, and it does indeed have this

function. Some al-so have said it is, or is like, a second compensation.

This notion of compensation, again, is not r¡rithout significance, for it

is the increment, poropet, ulhich defines the rman maker. The vano is

dispensedr it establishes neutrality, but the poropet ma¡ks and makes.

It signifies individuals as connectorsi in a sense it rreconstitutesr,

it rrmakesrr. As the individual, or the individual body, is the rroadr,

then a pe denotes ¡e-establishing it. uhile individual-s are lost, the

neturork of relationships ¡emains.

A secondary, conceptually non-obligatory, increment may also be

given. It is strictly optional (and hence largely dependent upon

finance). It is said to be given rrfor nothing, for no reason, just to

make them happytt. It is termed a-uranapu (fit: rfman-uanapuil). In the

context of a ute kala it is strictl y an individually-based transaction,

again usually along the kin lines outl-ined above. l/hereas the

yano/poropet aspect is ultimateJ.y a gtoup, alara-enoIra. conceln

a uranapu is undertaken by individuals, not groups of individuals. Often

it may comprise of onJ-y one shell in addition to the r¡ealth already

given; it could never be greater than the original aropoue under any

circumstances. The amount of r¡ealth given in a pe, then, can approach

three times that of the initial arry.. In ldola (Sittitoe 19792211)

the ratio 3:1 is institutionalised; in Anganen it is an optional

possibility. A ulanapu need not be given r¡ith the vano-po¡opeti it can

be given l-ater, and is often inseparable from kapa, a later payment in

the sequence.
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A ulanapu is occasionalL y also termed at-.iolo (fit: frman (body or

put ?)-givett), but this term is explicitly used in another context of

the mortuary exchange sequence (A). It is a giflt of one or tuo shells

presented to kin not engaged in aropor/e. In particuJ-ar, those reLated

through sisters, fatherfs sisters or co-riJives are concerned here. ït is

al-so given to non-participating agnates not in the relevant subclan'

including non-coresidents. For the Anqanen, these individual-s also feel

grief, and the at.iolo is said to alleviate this. In effect it amounts

to another form of compensationr ârìd it is parallel in many respects to

ambulakala except it is normally given concurrent r¡ith the a pe. One

man uhose young son had died (see Case 6.IV) explicitly stated he gave

atjolo to prevent further sickness to his remaining chil-dren through

kone ope.

The a pe is compJ-icated further, and it is here that its function

of prompting the maintenance of social rel-ations becomes apparent.

Ideally it is divided into tulo distinct parts, referred to as

sekere a pe (shel] a pe) and men a pe (pig a pe). The shell (and more

recentJ-y, money) u p" shouLd be dispatched betr¡een turo and three months;

it should precede the next exchange, the mortuary feast, if the Latter

is undertaken. Hou.rever the debt of pigs may remain. In fact, it is

preferred for a period up to some three years. The Anganen reasoning

for this is pragmatic: they say the arara subcl-an is economically

severely strained, especially seeing that pigs should be kept for the

subsequent mortuary feast, omana. To an extent this is true: the arara

are strained, but it is doubtful that they coul-d not repay the

rel-atively smal-l numbers usuaJ-J-y involved. Irrespective , the piqs

remain after the shell g_8, and given the manner in ulhich mortuary

exchanges have been interpreted here, this is of great significance.
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lÚith this notion of roads, and the Anganen stipulation that aropoure

rkeeps them opent, this remaining debt of pigs promotes ongoing social

relations. Here it is the failure to quickJ.y eradicate debt, that is
unde¡take exchange, ulhich serves to maintain sociality.3

After the shell a pe is completed, a mortuary feast can be herd.

It is said to ma¡k the end of the mourning period. It is often omitted

for very young children, but for adult men, uromen, and boys it is

usually staged. Depending on a number of factors, it can involve from

only a feu pigs, or even just chickens or tinned fish, up to many

animals. The mortuary feast for an Aramuri ama, tbig manr, comprised 26

pigs and one coul.4 The feast is termed either na-ralum (fit: nfood/eat

nalumtt), a general term for any mass consumption of food, or more

specifically, oma-na (rit: ttdeath-eat (reast)?r). rt is herd betr¡een

tr¡lo and six months after the death.

The Anganen say that at omana anyone ulho ulishes to kill and cook

meat may do so, including matrilateraL kin of the deceased. fvlost often,

houlever, it is the arara ulho provide pigs and vegetables. At any rate,

the distribution of the food is the sole province of the provider; if
others beyond arara participate, they, and they arone, decide uho r¡ilt
receive - they have total control. As rrlith any Anganen exchange and

feasts' attendance should be by invitation, but all those attending

should receive food. Those that should be invited are the matrilateral

kin of the deceased, ot natal kin for mamied uomen. Not to do so uoul-d

convey an affront, perhaps cause anger and certainly strain the

relationship.
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mortuary exchanges rrith respect to any one individual. Three

possibilities for further exchange exist, all largely congruent in

structural terms uith the sequence detailed above.

The first concerns individuals urithin the enqira category urho u¡ere

not directly invol-ved in the major mortuary exchanges (Phase III).

Possible reasons for this may be their ourn heavy debts at the time' they

ulere too young or, most commonly, absence from the area at the time. For

example, the latter case uould include labour migrants and those in

jail. The impetus for incorporating these types of individuals r¡ithin

mortuary exchanges rests r¡ith individuals urithin the arara category

(thouqh enoira may invite them to do so). To commence this exchange,

the arara should offer kapa, urhich consists of one or tuo shells or a

small amount of money.

Structurally this is isomorphi c to ambulakala aJ-thouqh it is far

smaller in practice. It is seen by the Anganen as both compensatory and

initiatory. The recipients, houever' are almost obligated to continue

into the next stage. This isr again, the aropoule-a pe sequencer and is

congruent to that discussed above. The enqira r¡rill offer shells or money

(almost never piqs), r¡hich must be reciprocated, ulith the increment, at

a later date. The major distinction betuleen this and the earlier

a ute kala is that it is aluays on an individual leveI.

If the entire first sequence' phases f¡ II and IV, has been

completed, that is the full a pe has been given, the arara, as a group,

can attempt to reinstate the exchange sequence through undertaking an

a kom (fit: rrman pork-sidetr) (phase v). This is done some eight or ten

years after the death. The alcara u¡il-l kill a relativeJ-y small number of
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pigs, perhaps tulo or three, at their ourn dance ground. They butcher the

pigs into sides, kom. AII entrails and blood are retained, and later

eaten by the arara. (Interestingly, these remainders are termed injuri

(fit: trpig ropert-?)r the same as the portions of the pig given to uomen

to acknoulledge their ¡ole in pig production.) The ara¡a men decorate

themselves, though not in rrlhat they regard as their finest decorations.

The decorations are said to be similar to those the Anganen use in

t¡arfare preparation and ula¡fa¡e compensation payments. (ffr:-s

resemblance to aspects of warfare may be significant, and is commented

on belor¡. ) Larger numbers than those involved in the slaughtering ulilJ-

be included. The sides of uncooked flesh are carried to the enqira

place.

The meat bringers then circle around the dance ground in analogous

fashion to uarfare dances. The enqira are said to pay no attention

uhatsoever. Eventually, and totally r¡ithout oration, the sides of pork

are laid doun, and the ara¡a leave, chantinq, as if in victory or in

threat, as they go. Later the enqira cook and consume the meat'

inviting who they rrlish, but not any one associated ulith the arara.

These return to their village and consume the injuri' inviting others if

deemed appropriate. In no sense is this meat seen to create a debt' but

it is seen as an invitation to re-undertake mortuary exchanges.

The Anganen offered little exegesis on the particularity of a kom.

It is done to rrremember the personfr, r,lhich at first seems contradictory

to the @, r¡hich is held to rrforget the name of the deadrf . It is not

that the name is recalled; rather it is the person as an individuaf in

part¡ and most importantly the individual as the connection betuleen the

trrlo groups. Interestingly, given the rrray in urhich individuals and their
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bodies have been discussed here, one man suggested that the a kom uJâs¡

in fact, ttgiving the body back to uhere the blood came ftomrr. If taken

Iiterally, this amounts to both a final compensation payment, and a

total negation of kinship, here r¡ith the deceasedfs matrilateral kin.

It is a systematic inversion of the cultural rational-e concerning

bri.deulealth. As fbloodr, a critical component in the creation of the

individualrs bodyr to rgive it backr negates the mediatory role of blood

and the body in relating the tulo sets. In short, the road no longer

exists. As ule shall see, the very pulpose of this prestation is the

total opposite, but first it is valuabl-e to put forurard a brief

comparison of this ulith aspects of Anganen ularfare and associated

transactions.

fn most respects reparation payments for those killed in uarfare

parallel the standard mortuary exchange (Fiqure X). Those that initiate

the hostilities, and then recuit allies to assist them, are the vanda-re

(fit: trfight-base/causett).6 The tbase of the fiqhtr is responsible for

the deaths of allies, and as such must pay to kin of the deceased.

Structurally, the vandare is equivalent to the arara of standard

mortuary exchanges, ùJhereas the standard arara is nou¡ Iike the enoira.

In violent deaths, the âralâr a man or a childts agnatic group' and a

married ulomanrs husband, is the recipient of compensation, rinki-ta-me

( rit: rrheaddress-hit-dorr) , r¡hich consists of live Pigs, shells and

money. (Rtter this is given, the normal mortuary exchanger @

enqira, is commenced, but in no ulay are the tuo sequences one and the

same thing. The alara receive rinkitame; independently they give

ambulakala to the enoira.) ffte men kap (fit: frpig butcher (into sides,

kom)n) i= identical to the a kom already discussed, and it too is seen
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as encouraging further exchange, the incremental aropoule-a pe, aqain the

same as its namesake in standard mortuary exchanqes.

Figure X. ldarfa¡e Repa¡ation Paynents for the Deaths of Allies

Yandare Exchange Deceasedts Subclan

Soon after
death Rinkitame

6 months -
2 years fvlen Kap

Aropoule
1 to 3 years
l-ater

Ape

The striking feature of r¡arfare reparation payment' the rinkitame

and men kap, is their similarity to a kom. These are marked by

aggression, even hostility, and an almost total l-ack of oration' despite

them being transactions betr¡een al.Lies. At rinkitame the yandare bring

r¡lealth to the deceasedls omanda, moulning ground. The men charge into

the dance ground, chanting and crashing bous against arroursr or ulaving

axes or spears, and dance in circular fashion around the corpse and

female mourners in the centre of the dance ground. They are usually

decorated. The dead petson I s kin may either r¡atch urith seeming

disinterest, or also dance, follouing, but ideaJ.ì-y not joining, the

vandare. The wealth is eventuall-y displayed and the recipients

eventually accept, but do so virtually r¡ith disdain over the amount

given. The vandarer still chanting, exit. No negotiations or
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discussions take place betueen the tuo groups. As urith a kom, littLe or

no interaction takes pl-ace betueen givers and receivers.

Although united as allies in the fight, the givers and receivers of

death reparation are opposed in the exchange. It is explicitJ-y said

that, ulithout compensation for the death, allies r¡oul-d not hesitate to

avenge the death by killing a member of the vandare. The hostility and

aggression described may certainly be more dispJ-ay than threat, but the

message is clear: the vandare are responsible, they must compensate; if
they do not, allies become enemies - the alliance relationship is

terminated. The very lack of oration, discussion and intermingJ-ing

points to social opposition.

A kom conveys a similar meaning. In omana, a kom and men kap pigs

are killed' but only in omana is the meat cooked and consumed. Both

arara and g¡glg eat' and the fact they do is indicative of sociality.

The death, as has been shoun, can have socially disinteqrative

consequences. Eating together shor¡s that the relations betuleen the turo

groups persist. In a kom (and men kap) meat is given, uncooked; givers

and ¡eceivers do not share foodr stating social opposition, tension and

a potential termination of relations. Any death can seriousJ-y threaten

social relations: it may remove the nexus of connectedness betueen,

conceptuallyr otherulise dist,inct groups. Relations become strained, the

Itoad is closedr, and it may be forgotten. Here the Anganen exegesis

that a kom serves rto remember the personr becomes significant: the

point of connectedness is retained, and ongoing social relations may

continue.
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Figure XI. The Basic Stnrcture of Anganen fiÌ¡rtr-¡ary Exchange

ïype Arara Engira

Ambulakala
A Kom
Kapa

I Non-reciprocal
(Compensatory) Atjolo

(omana)
Men Kap
Rinkitame

Aroporrle

IÏ Reciprocal
( Incremental )

Ape: Yano (por,le) + Poropet

A ltJanapu

Iïï Generalised
0ndamala

0mana

increment. That is uhile type I transactions are seen to generally

encouÌage further exchange (type II), in type II this is the formal

rationality of the exchange. The generalised category, type III,
concerns ondamala prestations to arara, and the meat distributed at

omana. ft could also be extended to include those that receive part of

the compensation uhen it is distributed by the eneira and those

individual uho agree to assist the arara in repaying the aropoue r¡ith

a pe.
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It is type I and type II transactions ulhich characterise the core

exchange, and it is these that form the basic model that is played out

in the various forms of exchanges follouinq an individualrs death. The

basic structural model is represented in Figure XII. This equally

applies to any of the various stages of the mortuary exchange sequence

follorrling a non-violent death, and those deaths directly resultant in

urarfare instigated by others. It can also be readiJ-y seen that those

phases of the overall mortuary exchange sequence (Figure IX), those

initated by either ambulakal-a kapa or a!¡¡q, are all- variations on this

single theme. They vary in their timing' and in their focus, t¡ith

ambul-akala and a kom being group orientated and kapa individual. This

model could be extended further, to incorporate others' the recipients

of atjolo or givers of ondamalar those in primary relations to the units

uithin the central corer but the follouling figure is the fundamental

structure; in practice it is elaborated upon.

Figure XII. The Basic ttbdel for Anganen fibrtuary Exchange

Type
Primarily
Associated
Unit

Secondarily
Associated
Unit

ï Compensation

Investment

\
t
I

II

Incremental Repayment

Direction of Transaction

Contingent Response

Potential Response

Ç

UJhere:

(
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For all the possible transactions discussed, type II is the

aropouJe-a pe, ulith aropoule being the lfinvestmentrr' uhile a pe is the

rfincremental repaymentrt; in all but deaths of allies' those primariJ.y

associated, are @. In urarfare deaths, it is the yandare unit. Type

I transactions are more numerous. Rinkitame, is ularfare death

compensation, paid from vandare to the individualts arara' as is

men kapi for other deaths it is arara as primarily associated' eneira,

secondarily associated.

st¡ucturally equivalent.

Here ambulakala, kapa and a kom are

Ultimately, though in various nominal guises' the central

exchanges, those betureen the primarily and secondarily associated units,

in lieu of an individualrs death, are essentially bipartite.

Compensation is follou¡ed by investment-incremental repayment. Once a pe

has been fully dispatched, the relationship is effectively neutral, uith

no debts and no linking individuat/in¿ivi¿ual body. In this sense, the

type I prestation, as compensation, may amount to the same, as

neutralising: the ndebtrr, the individualrs death, is dispatched; uhile

type f encourages type II' it does not predicate. Thusr to accept

ambulakala but not offer aropouJe in some contexts, is a political

statement: the enqira do not intend to maintain close social relations

r¡ith the arara. To this endr thenr â pE paralleIs type I payments, and

the very basic structure of Anganen mortuary exchange is cyclical:

compensation may neutraliser -4ry establishes debt, it re-establ-ishes

social connection through social opposition, and a pe again neutralises.

For the relationship to persist' this cycle can be repeated, t¡ith

kapa and a kom synonymous t¡ith ambulakala as a type I payment, ulhich

indicates the desire to continue exchangíng in lieu of an individualrs
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death. If so, the enqira give aropoure ulhich is backed by a pe. Thus

years after the actual deathr 3s in phase V, possibly the cycle is

reactivated and repeated. The very exchange acts, Itmake the manrr,

frestablish the body roadrr. The trperson is rememberedrr; yet his name is

not, indeed cannotr due to fears of spirit attack, be mentioned. UJhat

is retained is the individual as connection: the form of the social

relationship is reproduced as if the individual- still survived. The

temporality of the sequence, the repetition of the cycJ-e' is thus

partty functional for, partly derivative f¡om and partly symbolic of the

persistence of the relationship in more or less its previous status. To

this end, ongoing mortuary exchanges become both a fine indicator of

persi.sting sociality and a forum for its manifestation.

As arara-enqira is itself derivative from affinal opposition

established at marriage, the original opposition uithin the mbetinu

type relation, is reproduced, through ongoing exchange' past the deaths

of those uhose parentsr marriage originally rstarted the roadr. Through

exchanges pertaining to marriage, sickness and injury, and mortuary

exchange, the same form of social relationship is reproduced. A single

logic persists: individuals, and their bodies, are the nexus and focus

of exchange; they represent kinship. Past death' and bodily

decomposition, the individualrs role is reconstituted through repetition

of the exchange cycle: kinship' the relationship, exchange partnerships

persist.

Kinship, and its relation to exchange, is thus a temporal

phenomenon in Anganen. As the last exemplification of this here, the

children of children of the original connecting marriage, can also be

the focus of mortuary exchanges. That isr fatherrs motherrs people'
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mother ls father fs people' even mother I s motherr s people, can be

incorporated in the category¡ enqira. In short,' the road goes on.

The Potential fs Not Alrrnys Realised: Uariability In filortuary Exchange

To date, the discussion of the mortuary exchange sequence has mostl-y

been in terms of its potentiality. Fiqure lX should not be considered

as an ideal that is not alulays real-ised. Rather it represents the

possibiJ-ity of the system for extension, through time, of this basic

sequence. Theoreticallyr in fact, it is open ended: it is possible,

though unlikely, for resumption of the sequence past phase V. In

reality, fetu mortuary exchange series ever run through aII the phases as

outlined. Indeed, overall, vast variation is experienced. Some

exchanges are overlookedr tuo or more are collapsed into each other' the

sequence is terminated in an ea¡Iier phase, or ¡elevant exchanges for

tr¡o dead individuals are merged into each other. A number of factors

can ultimately have bea¡ing, and the main ones ulill be considered here.

The most obvious factor is the status of the individual. The

series, as discussed, can only possibly apply to adult, patrilocal men,

and their unmarried childrenr and for the latter it is uncommon for any

more than one aropouJe-a pe to take place. fvlarried ulomen, especially

divorced or remarried ones, and non-patrilocaÌ men, provide even more

variation.

The total sequence ulould only ever be undertaken for adult men. In

part this is a mark of t,heir general social- status as tbig menr, but

this does not seem to be the major factor. The critical factor appears

to be their sonsr actionsr âs it is they trlho instigate, organise and
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provide the majority of uealth. Othe¡s may be involved, but they are

peripheral, not central, assisting, not instigating. As such, to

undertake. latter phases of the sequence means that these men

intentionally ulish to maintain the social relationship uith their

fatherrs matrilateral kin, in r¡hich these individuals may engage in

exchange u¡ith their FMBSS, a relationship of such a high order that it

rarely becomes significant in Anganen social life. The reactivated

mortuary exchanges maintain the social relationship in more or Less the

same form. They also are a vehicle for status accrument and the

spreading of ttnamesft of the living. A successful a kom instigated

seguence, for example, is a source of great pride. fn short, it has

more to do r¡ith the living than the status of the dead.

Variation is also found in other circumstances. For young

children' uromen and lout status or non-patrilocal men it is possible for

mortuary exchanges to be heavily reduced, both in the amount of r¡ealth

given and the extent of duration of the sequence. 0f course it is

possible for no mortuary exchanges u¡hatsoever to occur. Houever, this

amounts in most situations to a dissolution of, or at least a heavy

strain upon' social relations. Turo divorces a¡e knoun to have resulted

dÍrectly from a man failing to pay ambulakala for his child¡en, ulith

their uives returning to their pre-marriage residences, ashamed of their

husbandls conduct. rn Anganen, there is a real need to undertake

mortuary exchange on some level.

Still, it is quite possible for only compensation, ambulakala, to

be paid' and this r¡ill not necessarily reflect strained social

relations. This is particularly so for neul marriages, marriages rrrith

other children survivingr or for uiomen r¡lho have borne sons ulho have
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reached adulthood. In most instances it means that other troadsr

betueen the tulo sets of kin remain, uhich thus help to maintain the

relationship. In the case of newly married uromen it can imply that the

reJ-ationship has merely returned to more or less r¡hat it rrlas prior to

the mamiage.

Indeed the deaths of mamied uromen are highJ-y interesting regarding

mortuary exchange. They clearly can represent the potential diversity

ulithin these exchanges. A newly married ulomanrs death, for instance'

can be accompanied by no mortuary exchange, compensation from her

husband to her natal kin or, as the foJ-Iotrring case history illustratest

a payment from he¡ natal kin to her husband.

Case 6.VI. A Neuly fib¡ried ühmnrs tÞath

A young uoman' mamied for only some eight months died (actual
cause unknor,.rn). She had been ill for some time. Tr¡ice during
her short marriage she had returned to her natal village,
complaining of her husbandrs l-aziness, his mistreatment of
he¡r and the hostile reactions of her neu co¡esident kin
toulard her. Her husband, and his kin, countercharged she ulas

Iazy and a thief. 0n both of her absences, het husband
demanded that either she or the brideulealth be returned. In
both cases the uromanrs kin persuaded her to return. Upon her
falling iII, her husband charged she uas feigning illness and
took no action to rectify it. The r¡omanrs kinsmen apparently
openly voiced that her husband or his coresidents ulere kiltinq
her by sending her sickness. This' and the failure to take
remedial measures, further served to strain already poor
relations betuleen the affines. Eventually, she died. Her
natal kin demanded her body, r¡hich they buried on their ouln

territory. The late ùromanrs husband readily compJ-ied and
clearly thought the relationship had terminated. Houreverr the
uomants kin subsequently gave ambulakala and this uras

accepted. No further exchanges took pJ.ace.

This case is instructive asr like in some divorce cases discussed,

not only does it represent an inverse of the normative character of

mortuary exchanges, from a ulomanrs husband to her natal kin, it shous
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houl the very giving of tuealthr here ambulakala from natal to husband, is

a hostile prestation. The very act of giving ambulakala is symbolic of

the generäl nature of the affinal relationship urhich has become one of

animosity. In other contextsr ulÍth the affinal reLationship not under

this strain, it is most likeJ-y the uomanrs corpse urould have been buried

at her husbandrs p1ace, and if compensation given, it r¡ould have come

from the husband. Yet the act of accepting such payment as in this

case, too, signifies opposition: her husband rationalised it as a

return of the original brider¡eal-th. Here both offering and accepting

indicate, not the termination of ¡elationship, but its transformation

into hostility. This hostiJ-ity became overt uhen they fought on

opposite sides in the 1982 dispute. It should be clear that a critical-

contingency structuring the actual manifestation of exchange relations,

here in lieu of a uromants death, is the uider political context in r¡hich

the marriage took place and existed. ldhile political circumstances do

not constitute the structure of mortuary exchange in the basic form,

they impinge upon hour this structure is actualised in practice, they

partially structure choice.

lfomen¡ either uidor¡ed or' less likely' divorced' uho have children

from an earlier marriage, also present an interesting elaboration upon

this basic structure. This especially applies to uiomen uho have adult

sons by the earlier marriage. Figure XIII represents the potential

sequence of exchanges in this case. The critical factor here is the

birth of children - in reality, sons¡ particularly in group A' the sons

of the uloman r s first mamiage. If the u¡oman has no sons in r A f , then

there is virtually no possiblity that transactions urill occur betr¡een

rAr and rCr, irrespective of ulhether it is the death of the uoman

herself or her children. Even uhere a uoman has sons in both, in
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Figure XrII. Potential ftlortuary Exchanges for Rernarried l¡lqr¡en

Group A

(Sons from first
marriage)

Group B

(uomanIs natal
kÍn )

Group C

( Sons/Husband
from second
maniage)

Brider¡¡ealth:

First Marriage

Second Marriage

UJoman I s Death:

Ambukalaka

Possíb1e
A Ute Kala

Death of Child
in A; Mother
still alive:

Ambulakal-a

Possible
A Ute KaIa

Death of Child
in A; Mother dead:

Ambulakala

Possibl-e
A Ute Kala

Death of Child
in C; Irrespective
of ulhether Mother
still alive:

Ambulakala

Possible
A Ute Kala
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practice, it seems that the a ute kala sequence (aropor,¡e-a pe) uliLL

rareJ-y occur. betueen these tuo groups, though the Anganen ale adamant

that ambulakala compensation should take the form outlined. Ïn one

sense, ulhat is being played out here is the principle of the association

of the ùroman (or her blood) to groups. This was hotrl the rational-e for

brideulealth uJas previously discussed. Brideulealth transfers

association t¡hile not totally negating prior association; as such' those

r¡ho stand in particula¡ relationships to the uroman through her substance

form the basic structure for the exchange derivative from her death.

Given this, the complex structure of mortuary exchange pertaining

to remarried uomen becomes sensible, an elaboration of the logic already

put forulard. LJith sons in rAr, a urorn€ìnrs bl-ood is mutually associated

r¡ith her sons and he¡ natal gloup. Upon a uomanrs remarriage, the

accompanying brideuealth is, ideallyr divided betr¡een her natal group

and her sons (e.e.¡ sEE Case 5.VI). In relation to tCt both rAt and rBt

stand as rsourcest of her substance (recipients of her brideuealth).

Hence, uhen the products of this substance die, her children in r[r,

both tAr and rBr are compensated. Yet in relation to each otherr they

are opposed by the fi¡st marriage as givers (the rAt group generally)

and receivers ( t B t ) must be compensated, r¡lhich is the standard .

procedure in mortuary exchanges. The confusing aspect is r¡hether the

uJoman is alive. ff so, the Anganen say she must be compensated also'

r¡ith part of the ambulakala passed onto her sons in tDr from he¡ natal

groupr rBr, the original recipients. Paraphrased, it is rCr tlho are

associated uith this r¡omanrs substance. In structural terms' this

closely parallels a mamied uJoman l s mother r s brother receiving some of

the ambulakala upon her death.
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UJhere further exchange takes place, the a ute kala it appears to

pivot around tBt, the ulomanls natal group. The most obvious instance is

the death' of the uoman herself, r¡ith rAt and f[r both (potentiatly)

transacting uith rBr, but doing so essentially independently of each

other. In other cases, again fBf stands as centralr r¡ith one being

associated r¡rith them in opposition to the other. For example, if a

child of fCr diesr rBt plus tAt together transact r¡lith rCr, not rBr and

rAf independently. If rAr and rDr directly exchange ulealth at this

timer relatively independentJ-y from tBt, it r¡ould represent strong

socio-political alliance betureen them, and thus r¡ould function to

furthe¡ cement strong relations. It is the urider context that emerges

paramount here, not the inherent logic of the basic structure of the

exchange itself.

The other major anomalous situation, non-agnatic rTterì¡ has its

parallels to that of ulomen in general. Againr here r¡ider factors' in

this case a general notion of length of residence, can impinge upon

mortuary exchange and invert to transform the basic logic r¡ithin these

exchanges. For short term non-agnatic residents, the situation is

clear-cut: his agnates r¡ill claim his body, r¡hich is buried in their

territory, and r¡ill undertake the standard' arara-eneirar form of the

exchanges as outlined.

In cases of long term residence, this situation can change. The

Anganen categorically deny that anyone but the agnatic group should

sive the ambulakala for men, and claim the body. That is, even despite

Iong term residence elseulherer ideology highlights that it is a manfs

subclan uhich should act in the arara capacity. Houlevetr some casest

aluays explained singularly as anomalies to the truler, have occurred.
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concerned men urho had been brought by their mothers to her natal

r¡hile young, and resided there subsequently.T
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both

place

In both cases it uas these individualsr matrilateral kinsmen that

assisted them in accumulating bridewealth, they gave them land, and they

kiLled pigs together at yasolu; much less involvement occu¡red ulith

paternal relatives. In shortr association ùJas clearly uith matrilateral

kin, rather than paternal. In both casesr it r¡as the deceasedrs

matrilaterals t¡ho offered ambulakala (and in one instance, received the

aropoure and responded r¡ith the a pe). Here the gender-derived gloup

associations have been inverted: the matrilateral unit acted as arara

uhile the paternal stood as eneira in opposition to them. 0f course

this is in no sense an abrogation of the basic structure, it is a

simple inversion of its normative outcome. The structure u¡as acted upon

by r¡ider social factors, residence' group allegiance and support by

coresidents' r¡lith the normative giver-receiver units interchanged.

The instance of rnarried uJoman, multiple¡ married uJomen, non-agnatic

men and the potential for variation on the basis of gender, age and

social status illustrate a critical- point that must be made clear

regarding Anganen mortuary exchange. ttJhile a structure exists' t¡ith

inherent logic, potential functionality' and meanings' it is acted upon

by individualsr and groups of individuals, rrlhose choices are guided and

const¡ained by urider social, political and material factors. These

themselves are not constituent parts of the basis structure of the

specific exchange. In shortr structure existsr /et its manifestation in

practice is open to a myriad of factors r¡hich líe beyond the structure
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itself andr hence, the variation of actual mortuary exchanges is

comprehensible in these terms.

hetirr¡ and ltlrr¡dane Exchange: A Erief 0vervieu¡

A vast array of named, potentÍal¡ exchange occasions have been discussed

in this section. Collectivel-yr these comprise the category koule'

formal, often public, events in r¡hich urealth changes hands betr¡een those

structurally opposed in a mbetinu type of relation. Reflecting this

opposition is the expticit economic character of these' no better

exemplified in the protracted negotiations over brider¡ealth and the

return payment, and the relevance of strict economic debt' vano. These

occasions display great variation, in the reasons an exchange takes

place, perhaps in the exchange items used, the cultural importance

assigned to them, the frequency they occurr and the amount of uealth and

numbers of transactors j-nvolved. This variation must give rise to

specific and important meanings of distinct Anganen exchange events.

Houlever, one of the main objectives in the past tuto chapters has

been to delineate the structuraJ- Iogics on r¡hich these various exchanges

are premised. The commonality r¡hich pervades mundaner koue exchange

betr¡een mbetinu is asymmetry and inequivalence, structurally in terms of

the construction of t,he relationship (because of Anganen mamiage

prohibitions) and also in practice through inequivalent exchange. This

is the pattern of koue. Transactions are either unilateral' or if

reciprocal, utilise unequal amounts of r¡ealth or different exchange

items. Ultímatelyr in all cases' this results in the economic

disadvantage of those uho receive uromen at marrÍage' concurrinq ttith

Forgets (tsZZ:SS0) postulate that rrmarriage in Neul Guinea is
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everyu,here the start of a relationship of unequaJ- exchanqerr. UJhere

u¡omen and marriage explicitJ-y mediate rel-ations betueen men and groups'

inequivaJ-ence is definitive.

The applies to all of the exchanges in lieu of individual-s

discussed, starting prior to marriage (r,lhich tsta¡ts the mbetinu roadr)

through the lifetimes of the bride and her descendants, at critical

stages of their life-cyctes or rinjuryr to their bodies' to and past

thei¡ deaths. Endurance is a crucial feature of the rroadr concept.

This vast array of (potential) exchanges permit this continuity through

time and generation. The mbetinu kin categolies, imespective of the

actual constitution of the exchange units, ar'e thus replicated

temporally. There is a fundamental inteuelation hereS mbetinu

relatedness fosters ongoing inequivalent exchange, ulhile exchange

functions to reproduce mbetinu relations through time.

ùJhile a1l mundane exchanges have their oun unique qualities¡ many

can be largely understood as compensation in UJagnerrs (lSlZ) broad

sense. This particularly applies to those from the r¡ife-receiving

category uho offer r¡ealth to a uomanrs natal unit in normative

situations. Here uealth is substituted for individuals (or aspects of

and rinjuryr to their bodies) r¡ho still retain some structural

association r¡ith others beyond the givers of r¡ealth. (Alternatively,

this is expressed in more positive terms: ulealth is given to nmake

people happytt, uhich given the notion of rbad thoughtsr in Anganen still

concerns individuats and their u¡ell-being. ) Brider¡ealth, akos,

vapu ta kala, -1ggL, nonoonaki-enqir .g¡g.r rinkítame, gþgþ!gþ,

-gg., atjolo, a u,anapu, .!g., men kap, and a kom all partially function

to this end. This indicates that these exchanges can operate to
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facilitate the movement of individualsr or mark and cement their qloup

association, but they never fuì-ì-y negate relations r¡ith others, and this

rdebtr (vano) is constitutive of the rroadr.

fn structural terms, uarfare compensation follouring the death oI

serious injury of allies conforms to this model. It is a substitution

of r¡ealth for individuals from recruited fighting units. lJealth moves

from the rfroot of the fighttrr vandare, the original disputants' to the

group r,lith r¡hich the individual is normatively associated. Furthermore'

as ulas emphasised in Chapter V, uarfare alliance and marriage patterns

are not mutually exclusive. It is exactly those groups r¡ho form

relatively stable political alliances and pay warfare compensation,

vand ¡inkitamer uho intermamy and offer these other forms of

compensation in lieu of mediating individuals. Similar sociological and

structural themes pervade both forms of inequivalent, compensatory

transactions.

fYluch of the discussion here has centred on normative contexts

(marriage transfering a uomants primary group association and

patrivirilocal men and children). Yet it is clear these basic themes of

compensatory transactionsr primary and secondary association of

individualsr and the inequivalence betueen givers and receivers in kor.¡le

exchange¡ underpln rare and non-normative examples as ulell. Adultery,

adulterine or illegÍtimate childrenr J.ong or short te¡m residential

changes¡ u¡idor¡hood, divorce and the remauiage of ulomen, all produce

variants but still adhere to this basic model. These are indicative of

a broade¡ issue. Factors (socialr political, economic, historical and

demographic) uhich are not part of this basic structure impinge on it,
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generating variation, but only do so through incorporation ulithin this

stucture.

Apart from rare instances such as uarfare recruitment payments or

individuals paying their ourn ambulakala mortuary compensation, in all

mundane exchange¡ normative or otherurise, the focal individual of the

transaction rareJ-y adopts an active role. UJomen do not rholdt uealth,

they do not ouln or control it. They and their bodies (together urith

the products of their bodies, children) generate it in exchange, but it
is men linked in asymmetrical relationships rrrho transact. This also

applies to childrenr be they male or female, as it is adult men uho are

engaged. Obviouslyr r¡ith the dead in warfare or mortuary payments, it
is others uho transact in lieu of their deaths. For the most part,

exchanges pertaining to individuals and their bodies are exactly that:

others' not ego¡ transacting in lieu of them.

Although the theme of compensation is very persuasive in Anganen

mundane exchange, it is incomect to see aII exchanges as just this.

Firstlyr even those exchanges noted above as having a compensatory

aspect also have meanings urhich lie beyond this specific scope.

fYloreover, many exchanges¡ primarily those from uife-givers to r¡ife-

¡eceiversr have no element of compensation uhatsoever. Rather they

inform on broader social occurrencesr such as the husband-r¡ife pair

being the basic unit of productíon and subsístence, and houl this is

geared to r¡ider exchange relations (e.g., na kala and otet). One

function of olet is to encourage ongoing exchange, and this is also a

theme running through g.Igpot¡Je.. These particularly highlight the broader

relevance of mbetinu rtoadsr as being the persistent pathrrlays of koue

exchange.
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Anganen mbetinu relatedness is one of asymmetrical structural form

and one uhich generates inequivalent exchange. There is an inextricable

connectÍon. betueen the form of relation and its influence on exchange.

This aptty prefaces the next chapter, Ín ulhich the connection betrrleen

the mode of relatedness, be it amenu or mbetinur and its articulation

through exchange practice is rendered far more problematic than it has

been done to this juncture.



Footnotes

1.

2.

3.

The problem remains rrrhy others, usually uomen and children, become

substitutes in kone ope, r¡ith the angelr frustration and anxiety of
exchange relations betr,leen adult men diverted to them. Firstly'
although it is somer¡hat vague, the Anganen do see blood kin; and

the clõseness of the consanguineal connection, as having bearing in
r¡lho could be afflicted r¡rith sickness derivative from bad thoughts.
Secondly, it should be reiterated these are not intentional. If a

manrs ill-feeting uith his exchange partners became so intense it
r¡ould consciously motivate him to take direct action aqainst them
(sorcery, court action, uarfater attempting to remove his sister
and her chÍIdren, public ridicul-3¡ or r¡hatever). Last1y, although
affines do not seem to harm each otherr they still do so

indirectly. The death of his child causes deep grief in a man.

This translation is open to some doubt. There is no uncertainty
over either ar ro or t¡e meaning as stated (cf., Capuchinr n.d.,
Franklin 1 g?B ) .- Hor¡õer .æ. ã= t plant I is questionable. Some

Anganen have'insisted that this is a reduced form of polur rroadri
that is, it is the road that is PUtr or established. Ryan
(l SOt :158) refers to the lvlendi equivalent of -g¡gry.' either
to poule or shapu Þoue as ttpath clealersfr. ùJhile it is certain this
is not a fiteral translationr it is interestinq that the Mendi and
Anganen both assign similar connotations to the relevance of the
transaction.

There are some exceptions to this. Firstly¡ the pig debt must be

disposed of if a vasolu is planned by the @. All outstanding
debts, in factr should be removed by the -@. holders prior to
killing their pigs. Secondly, if relations between the tuo sets of
individuals exchanging sourr then the arara may uish to discharge
their indebtedness. lfith any debtr the yano holders' here the
holders of the pig -gIoporre., effectively are in a position of social
inferiority. For the most part debt in mortualy exchange is
acceptable; circumstarìcêsr houevet, may alter this substantially.
The point, of coulse, is that ulhile this debt helps foster ongoing
sociality, it is sociatity r¡hich permits the retention of the debt.

4. This mortuary feast u,as exceptional. ÙJhil-e the deaths of
encourage large scale .ryt
the 1981 urarfare u,as in

this particular one took place
progress. The occasion uas heavíly

politicised r¡ith allies, ín particular those uho had initiated the
fight prior to recruiting the Aramuri amongst othersr especially
keen to be prominent animal kille¡s. They distributed meat to
their allies, including the Aramuri.

Houever, this feast could also fit into a r¡ider Anganen cultural
pattern of sacrificer uith the spirit of the dead consuming the
smell/smoke of the cookinq pork at his or he¡ ourn omana. It
appeases the deceasedts anget and timits the chance of it
attacking. This idea is strengthened by the fact that by this
stage mortuary payments have been successfully undertaken' r¡hich is
also seen as pleasing the recently dead. No Anganen ever suggested
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this to mer but as all cooking of meat invofves offerings of the
smell or smoker this is at least consistent r¡ith u¡ider cultural
notions.

6. For the most part such recruitment is by request, althouqh it is
possible for the base of the fight to enlist the assistance of
others through giving them urealth. Those closely connected to the
base, E.e. ¡ agnates or close kin of a man uhose death should be

avenged, usually volunteer their servicesr feeling common affront.
For them it is a molal issue. flobil-ization of other gloups on
request is obviously highly dependent on the current socio-
political standings betr¡een the tr¡o groups. Those nearby and r¡ho

have maintained friendly relations ulill usually accept. There is
an idea of a rel-atively permanent alliance structure. Hence those
recruited may feel indebtedness to the base for their assistance in
previous fights¡ or just urish to enhance the viability of the
alliance in general. Such assistance on a gr.oup level is not
readily couched in moral terms of common affront; rather it is
political expediency. Houeverr those recruited do so clearly uith
the understanding they ulill be compensated for any losses. As

suchr although it is possible to talk of a uar¡ing unit' internaL
divisions still persist. l/hen recruitment payments must be

forthcoming, this indicates uncertaintty in the alliance. This
occurs in large-scale fights r¡hen distant groups are recruited. As

it involves uealth outlay and those recruited by this method are
often still regarded urith suspicionr this is not popular.

?. As both cases concer.n matrilocal, Iong term, residentsr this may

indicate that for other men (those livinq uxoril-ocally, non-kin
uarfare refugees¡ etc.) this Anganen stipulation may uell apply¡ as
the deceasedfs coresidents may not feel obliged to undertake
mortuary payments on this manls account. Nonetheless' as only tuo
cases ulere recorded, this is not a sample sufficient enough to
drau rigid conclusions.
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SECTITTI IU. THE AII|BIVALEiIT ATIBIENC'E: SOCIAL RELATEDNESS AND PRACTICE

IN FTJñIDANE EXCHANGE

o.. norms and their supporting values can only appear to be

consistent, since they must cover the presence of
contradictions uithin the structure itself. The contrary
processes are like]y to be stated in norms. Hence situations
must arise uhere the norms ulhich determine the course of
actions to be taken cannot be clearly and consciously affirmed
for the acceptance of all parties' since each can claim some

support from customary values. It is here that intrigue may

become rife and disruptive. (Turner, 195?:124; emphasis in
original-)

The organization of contradictions is the essence of social
structuie. (Ke11y, 19??¿288)

Activity is sequential in time, continuous, multifaceted and

non-repetitive; norms are timeless, discontinuousr repetitive,
and one-dimensional. Norm and activity seldom meetr and there
must aluays be strain betr¡een them. (Murphy, 1972:242)
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CÏAPTER VII. SOCIAL RELATI0I,¡S, EXCHANGE N0RmS AND THEIR NEGATI0N
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Introd¡ction

In the preceding sections, I have been dealing uith the structure and

construction of the tulo most significant forms of social relatedness

betr¡een adult men and groups of men in Anganen society, namely amenu and

mbetinu. Although these terminologies are initially de¡ivative from

sibling forms, they are also categories of relations u¡hich subsume a

number of varying, socially recognised socio-political relationships.

Amenu can pertain to men of common paternity up to a political alliance

betueen clansr r¡hile mbetinu includes kin ties u¡ithin an individualrs

social netulork, such as affines or the avunculate, and generaJ-ised group

intemelations based on previous inte¡marriage¡ or even the possibitity

of intermarriage in the future. That isr various ego-centric kin ties

and socio-centric group interrelations are expressed through these

terms. Of course the specific relationships r¡lithin these categories

differ (a point r¡rhich r¡ilt ultimately become of great importance here)

but to be subsumed r¡ithin categories, these various relations must

conform to some abstractr underlying structural Iogic.

It is this structural logic and its interconnection ulith social

practice, primarily exchange, which are the focus of this chapter. I

maintain amenu and mbetinu can be seen to be the tuo fundamental,

distinct and contrasting modes of relatedness in Anganen, impinging on

the organization of exchange and finding expression through it. To

demonstrate this it uill be necessary to incorporate practice in the

discussion; that is, interrelate modes of relatedness ulith content

realized in exchange contexts.
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For this normsr the moral and ideat behavioural content culturally

imbued in sociaÌ ¡elationships, are essentialr âs they conjoin

structural'form r¡ith behaviou¡al and moral concelns. Norms are not only

significantly reflected in statistical analyses of Anganen exchanger

they are actually schema for practice: they are part (though only part)

of the structuring frameulork ulhich underpins individual choice and thus

action; they guide social practice.

In Anganen exchange it is possible to abstract tr¡o main types of

r¡ealth movement r¡hich, follouring indigneous terminologiest can be

translated as trsharingtt, the pooling of redistribution of r¡ealth ulithin

social units, and rrtransactiontr, the formal movements betueen units.

Just as @ and mbetinu can be seen to be fundamentally contrastingt

in nolmsr so can their behavioural/moral contents: amenu is normatively

articulated through sharingr mbetinu through transaction. Sharing and

transactingr like amenu and mbetinu¡ are distinct but complementary

types of social practice evidenced in exchange.

In the first part of this chapter¡ I shall outline these

contrasting forms of amenu and mbetinu¡ the two critically contrasting

types of r¡,realth movement, sharinq and transacting, houl these are

expressed in norms, and the differing functions these can have. To do

this I shall take up Sahlinst (tSZZ) excellent discussion of the socio-

economic types he terms trpoolingrt and rrreciprocityrr and shoul hou these

are realized in practice and have consequences for further practice-

Although it should be clear I credit norms r¡ith a great deal of

sígnificance, it is obvious a normative approach, in and of itself is

deficiant for comprehending all participation in exchange: ideoloqical
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and statistical norms are never homologous. Quite simply' norms are not

alulays adhered to in practice, they present only one connection betuleen

form and content. 0ther permutations must also be considered. Through

concretizing particular connections betueen content deemed moral and

certain modes of social relatednesSr horrrs must simultaneously imply the

potential means of their violation: changes in either aspect of the

dyadic equation betueen structural form and behavioural content must

amount to their abrogation.

0f course, there is a multiplicity of factors t¡hich affect choice'

and therefore the realization or abrogation of norms in practice; the

structural uleight of modes of relatedness and the moral force instilled

u¡ithin them is but one factor. The adherence' or otheruiser to norms

ultimately depends upon ecological, demographic, historical' political

and economic factors, none of r¡hich is necessarily constant through

time. fvly intention here is not to address exchange in terms of this

mul-titude of problematic factors, although some economic and political

concerns r¡ill need to be mentioned. fvly inte¡est, rather' is directed

touard the adherence to norms, the differing types of their abrogation

and certaj-n structural aspects of social relations r¡hich guide these,

together ulith some of the social consequences these types of non-

adherence can have. That is, I suggest it is not sufficient to just

acknorrlledge non-normative acts occur; the specific manner in uhich

abrogation comes about needs to be addressed as the consequences these

have can have vary greatly.

The preceding section introduced, but did not adequately explore,

the pattern found in some exchange occasions. These gross statistical

overvieuls, urhile obviously representing certain tendenciesr tend to
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obscure as much as they leveal. lJhile they importantly give a general

orientation to exchange in Anganen, in their gloss they faiJ- to address

the multipticity of factors uhich may impinge upon choice and action in

the exchange arena. Statistical norms' in and of themselves, can only

illustrate, they can nevel explain. Ultimately mole fine-grained

analyses are required. This applies, in particular, to the non-adherence

to norms in order to recognise the differing forms this may take' and

the consequences these nny have. Hence specific exchange cases' uthich

exemplify distinct characteristics, uill be addressed in some detail.

Three distinct types of abrogation of norms are possible in Anganen

exchange, each r¡ith its oun characteristics urhich mark it distinct.

The three types considered here I term rconversiont, uhete practice

can transform relationships from one mode to the other; timmoralityt,

individuals not acting in accordance ulith the norms associated ulith

their relations r¡hich are regarded as irnmo¡al; and rinversionr, the most

important type in Anganen social life. Here elements of the opposite

form of relatedness, amenu in relationships explicitly recognised as

mbetinur or mbetinu in qr although disguised through ideology' can

contextualJ-y find expression in particular exchanges. fïy point is that

in all soci.al relations aspects of both amenu and mbetinu co-exist

because of the actual complexity rrlhich underpins the construction of

social relations. This is true of all social relations in Anganen¡

albeit r¡ith differential emphasis. It is the masked element, amenu in

mbetinu or mbetinu in ryr r.¡lhich can be contextually manifested in the

exchange arena: amenu can transact and mbetinu can share.
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In Chapter IV, r¡hen discussing group formation and structure' f

noted that amenu and mbetinu coul-d be complementary or antagonistic

principles.in practice. Here I r¡ish to develop on this theme and suggest

the same conflict betr¡een structural principles is found in exchange,

resulting in the dynamic character of participation of individuals in

exchange events through time. It is the structure of social- ¡elatedness

in its full complexity, not its ideological representation, tr¡hich

generates the possibility of non-adherence to norms associated r¡ith this

ideological representation. That is, not only these extraneous factors

such as political or economic concerns mentioned earlier, but structure

itself r¡hich engenders abrogation and through it variation and flux.

The impetus for addressing non-adherence to norms in structural

terms, as a product of the conflict possible betr¡een st¡uctural

principles comes from tr.uo major anthropological urorks. The first is

Victo¡ Turnerts (195?) classic analysis of life in a Ndembu viltage in

Schism and Continuity in an African Society. The general perspective and

goals Turner sets himself in this treatise marks this u¡ork as one of the

most significant in British anthropology, aiming to accommodate both

conflict betueen structural principles (or norms) and non-normative

action in the perspective adopted.

The second is Ray Kellyts (19??) excellent monograph on Etoro

social st¡ucture, a felloul Southern Highland culture' but one vastly

different structurally from the Anganen. Kelly (op cit: 284) largely

outlines the approach I adopt here:

There a¡er quite obviously, turo types of events -- those that
conform to ideological rul-es and those r¡hich are violations of
them. These stand in a contradictory relationship. Thus only a
concept r¡hich incorporates contradictory principles can
account for the occumence of both conformity and violation.
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He continues:

a contradiction may be identified ulherever the results of
the operation of one rule or principle are inconsistent u¡ith'
contrary to, and/or invalidative of the results of a second
rule or principle. Contradicitons are socially and
structurally managed by arbitrary context restrictions' that
is, by stipulation of the situationsr contexts, ol domains to
uhich a given rule applies, qnd by !h" denial of its
applicabifity in other contexts. (iUiO:ZgA)

Some of KeIIyts and Turnerrs use of terms need some clarification

for my position to be clear. In this contextr I take KeIIyrs trarbittaryrl

not to mean random, but rather factors urhich lie beyond the immediate

structural interrelation of principles foster the emergence of one of

these principles over the other; differing social conditions thus can

mean different manifestations of this potential confl-ict betr¡een

principles. Although their approaches are remarkedly similarr here Kelly

appeaDs to differ from Turner. Fo¡ Tu¡ner, antagonism betueen principles

can result in overt conflict (disputes, sickness, and so on) r¡hile Kelly

mainly seems to deny this: antagonism is frequently managed

contextually, and is therefore not socially disruptive. As r¡ilI become

clear both are appropriate to the Anganen situation: the antagonism

betueen amenu and mbetinu can be handled in the context in r¡hich

specific exchanges occur, or occasionally it can lead to overt conflict.

Both Kelty and Turner use trcontradictionrr urhen addressing this

theme of the relationships betueen structural principles. Although

essentially just a semantic exercise, I find this term too loaded,

preferring to follow Gluckmanrs distinction betuleen conflict and

contradiction:

I call conflict of interest or loyalty or allegiance or value
in the system, ulhenever these conflicts can be resolved by a
return to something like the original pattern of social
relationships ... If the clashes arising out of struggles
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cannot be resolved by anything like a return to the preceding
patterns of social relations, I speak of contradiction in
interestr values, loyalties or alleqiances. UJhen a cJ-eavage

involves a contradictionr it must develop through more forms
of stnuggle. In this convention, conflicts can be resolved in
the patt"rn of the system; contradictions cannot, but lead
steadily to radical cÉranges of pattern. (Gluckman, 1971:131-
2)

In these terms, both Kelly and Turner are talkinq of conflict, not

contradiction: there is conflict betueen structural principles r¡hich are

handled contextuallyr either through not coming into direct

confrontation, oI through jural procedure, rrschismrr or. ritual. No

overall structural change occurs, the principles and their potentially

conflicting interrelations remain. Hence urhen I speak of the antagonism

or conflict betr¡een @ and mbetinu ulhich finds expression in concrete

exchange contextsr I am not talking of the imminence of radical systemic

transformation, only the structural propensity for generatinq a fluidr

variant character in Anganen exchange relationships overall' ulhich can

occasionally, given certain r¡ider social conditions, be overtly

manifested as social conflict.

The adherence to norms' and the various types of abrogation¡ are

all possibilities ¡ealized in the areas of Anganen exchange, the

multitude of exchange occasions detailed in Section III. It is these

mundane exchangesr âs f call them, r¡hich are critical for the ongoinq

articulation of Anganen social structure. To qualify their importance,

prior to addressing the forms of social relatedness in Anganen and their

impact on social practice, it is necessary to briefly elaborate further

on ulhat I mean by mundane exchange, especially in contrast to the

rrextraordinarytr exchanges of ry and yasolu, competitive and ceremonial

exchange respectively¡ r¡hich are the focus of the follotrring section. (n

fuller comparison and contrast is undertaken in Chapter X.)
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ItL¡ndane Exchange

The central exchange situations in r¡hich the variation possibJ-e in

social relatedness finds expression are the multitude of exchange

occasions discussed in Section III. These r¡lere dominated by transactions

in lieu of individuals, their bodies and culturall-y conceptualised

significant stages in their life-cycles. The vast majority of these

(made even more so since pacification) pertain to ulomen and their

descendantsr r¡here uealth moves betuleen men connected in categories

generated by the ùJomenrs mamiages. Even sor in structural terms' other

exchanges not explicitly concerned r¡ith the mediating role of uromen in

social ¡elations, such as uarfare recruitment and compensation displayed

common themes also.

These types of transactions are the most important in Anganen

society. To be surêr the¡e are other important exchange occasions such

as rauJa, competitive exchange, and yasolur ceremonial exchange (uhich

are discussed in detait in the following tuo chapters), but in terms of

overall frequency, the amount of uealth changing hands, and the total

numbers of givers and receivers of this r¡ealth, they are statistically

secondaty.

Throughout his adult life, a man rrritl only participate in a small

number of Vasolur and he may never be directJ.y involved in 4r but any

adult rnan urill engage in a large number of these exchanges in lieu of

individuals. 0n aveÌage rauJa and vasolu occur only once every fifteen

years. Marriage, death and sickness are far more prevaJ-entr presenting

men r¡ith a large number of occasions for potentiaJ. involvement. As 20r

30 or more may participate in a single exchange occasion¡ cumulatively
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in the same fifteen year period¡ the number of exchange reJ-ationships

and transactions must far outueight those generated in ru oI vasolu.

Be it offé¡ing uealth to others, either in assistance or formally and

directly in transaction, receiving ulealth in such transactions or

resultant redistribution, it is exchanges in l-ieu of individuals that

dominate the exchange lives of adult men.

Most uealth, in particular non-animal r¡ealthr she1ls and money' is

bound up in these types of transactions. Raula and vasolu do, on the rare

occasions they are held, involve large numbers of pigs¡ cassouaries and

perhaps cattle. Indeed perhaps most animals are killed in these over

this fifteen year period, but shells and money ale peripheral items.

Individuals understand that the majority of their r¡ealth uríll be

received or given arrlay in transactions pertaining to individuals, not

raula or vasolu. Their economic rnanagement is primarily geared to these'

not the more elabo¡ate but infrequent events of ceremonial and

competitive exchange.

It is for these teasons I have concentrated on exchanges in lieu of

individuals to this juncture. They are the central vehicle for the

articulation of Anganen social structure. In them, and through them' men

exchange, they share their urealth or transact r¡ealth ulith others in

their social worldsr creating, sustainingr affirming or transformÍng

their relationships rrrith others. In short, it is in these contexts that

Anganen social relationships, both of the amenu and mbetinu fotms, are

articulated. They critically provide the meaningful understanding of

social relations, constructing the everyday rrrorld in r,.rhich the Anganen

exist. They are r¡hat I term mundane exchanges. Comparatívely any one

ulill generate less interest than a raura or vasolu, but it is their very
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frequency that means they are the central context in r¡hich Anqanen

social- structure is critically gene¡ated and reproduced through time.

Siblingship Concepts and Stn¡ctural Principles in Exchange

In Anganen exchange, ,it can be seen there is an interplay betueen four

distinct structural principles. Tulo of these pertain to the form or mode

of social relatedness, the keyr definitional-' abstract structural

features embodied in recognised social relations. The other tuo concern

distinct types of behavioural (economic) contents possible in the

exchange arena. It is these principles, their interrel-ationshipsr and

possible social functions r¡hich are of interest hete, as they can

ultimately be utilised to address relevant Anganen norms' and the

adherence or non-adherence to them in practice.

Although I do not adopt aII of his terminologies hererl certain

aspects of this approach are well summarised in Sahlinsr discussion of

the socio-economic types of npooling (¡edistribution)il and

rf reciprocitylr:

Their social organisations are vety different ... the precise
social relatÍons are not the same. Pooling is socially a
r,lithin relation, the collective action of a group. Reciprocity
is a bett¡een relation, the action and reaction of tuo parties.
nus þffig is the complement of social unity and, in
Polanyils term fcentricityr; r¡lhereas reciprocity is social
duality . o. Pooling stÍpulates a social cent¡e uhere goods
meet and thence fJ.or¡ outu¡ards, and a social boundary toor
uithin uhich persons (or subgroups) are cooperatively related.
But reciprocity stipulates tulo sides' tr¡o distinct socio-
economic interests. Reciprocity can establish solidarity
relations insofar as the material floul suggest assistance or
mutual benefítr yet the social fact of sides is inescapable.
(Sahlins, 1972:188-9, emphasis in original)

tfithin and betureen relations are distinctive forms or modes of

reciprocity arerelations' just AS poollnq/redistribution and
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distinctive types of economic content uhich occur in transactional-

situations betr¡een individuals or groups of individuals. For Sahlins'

each of t,hese becomes a (potentiafly) central aspect uhen material

r¡ealth changes hands.

As such, I suggest¡ these four relementsr, r¡ithin relationsr

betr¡een relations, pooling/redistribution and reciprocityr together r¡ith

their inte¡relations and the social consequences these can haver can be

used as a basÍc model for addressing many important aspects of Anganen

exchange practice. Houeverr prior to considering further aspects of

Sahlinsr approach in the Anganen situationr the equivalents of these

four structural features delineated by Sahlins should be clearly

identified.

The equivalents of Sahlinst pooling, redistribution and reciprocity

are quite straightfolu,ald. If the action is socially regarded as

voluntary¡ pooling is poropeter literally rrsharingrr. This term can also

apply to redistribution, although rukur the verb rrto dividen, also

refers to the latter. Nonethelessr for present purposes, the cultural

concept of poroÞete adequately covers both. Concurring uith Sahlins

(i6i¿:tgg), the sociologies of pooting and redistribution are virtually

identical. The only difference is the direction in r¡hich uealth moves:

in pooling rrlealth goes touards the centte, the pivotal figure or figures

in the specific exchange event. Redistribution is simply the inverse of

this, r¡ealth flouing from the centre to the periphery.

The concept of poropete denotes sharing, cooperation and mutual-

assitance r¡ithin a social unity. This unityr the category of those r¡ho

share is not static. ft can change through time and through differing
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contexts. The point is, for the specific exchange occasions, in

opposition to those ulho uli1l fo¡mally receive the ulealth given, or from

r¡hom r¡ealth is formal-Iy received, unity is paramount. The cumulative

effect of poropete is to draul a social boundary, to define an

inclusivityr even if this unity does not persist past the relevant

exchange event itself.

Those ulho assist, identify themselves r¡ith the pivotal figure /s of

the exchange, in opposition to the exchange partners. For any specific

occasion, men cannot simultaneously be both givers and receivers. Ïn

doing sor participation specifies commitment to the importance of the

exchange, the reason it is held, and to the organizers of it. In acts

regarded as poropete, r¡lealth changes hands informally and often

privately. There is no explicit notion of economic debt, vano; the

amount given or received is ideologically devalued in favour of

involvement. Any reciprocation follorrling previous acts of pooling or

redistribution is simply regarded as further evidence of sharingr not

óffsetting economic imbalance. It is just the ongoing manifestation of

sharing betureen those r¡ho identify urith each othe¡ within a social

category. The debt is essentially socialr not economic.

The concept of kor¡e is vastly different. It approximates Sahlinsr

trreciprocityrr in the most general sense in r¡hich he uses it. Here

movements of ulealth are formal, often taking place publically' thus

becoming open to r¡ider scrutiny and part of common knorrlledge. In these

transactions, the mate¡ial amounts of uealth given or received ate

explicitly significant. (The protracted negotiatÍons over brider¡ealth

discussed in Chapter V are one obvious example. ) Here economic debt is

overtly relevant. In koule mental ledgers are kept, and debts should be
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offset. Debtors are in a position of sociar inferiority (rrtheir pigs

have other menrs names on thei¡ backsft, as the Anganen put it). rf debts

are reft, to ringer, a man risks public ridicule, status loss and

strained social relations.

Koue exchange involves distinct categories of men. ùJealth moves

across explicit social boundaries, and in doing so defines, or

redefines, and reinforces these boundaries. It certainly can function to
cement strong social relations between categories of individuals, but it
can never negate the differentiation betuleen givers and receivers r¡ithin
this broader sociality. Difference is definÍtionaÌ.

To this point, there is comprete agreement r¡ith sahrins.

Pooting/redistribution and reciprocity readily translate into poropette,

sharing, and kog¡1r formally transacting in exchange

respectively. AdditÍonatty so are tulo of the functions he

t¡ith these differing economic types: poropete implies and identifies the
f r¡¡Íthinti kor¡le hiqhlÍghts rbetuleent relations.

Houever this concumence r¡ith Sahlins does not persist when

his notions of rwithint and tbetueenf are examined in the Anganen

situation (at least in the earlier section of his essay r¡lhich is
relevant here). Certainly poropete functions to delineate and reproduce

the r¡ithin' ulhile korle ôperates simiJ.arly for the betueen. But numerous

other factors also underpin, and may even precede, these in the

construction of these categories of relations. Here the structural
logics of the Anganen siblíngship categories of eoenu and mbetinu need

to be considered in some detail.

contexts,

associates
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ultimately has to be considered when addressing social practice.

Houever, for the moment, ulhat is most significant is these various

relations .are subsumed r¡ithin categoriesr meaning they must conform to

some underlying structural logic. In the tulo preceding sections, many of

the definitional aspects of amenu and mbetinu have been discussed. Here

an overvieu of these ulill suffice.

Ray Kellyrs excellent analysis of siblingship in Etoro society has

been very influential on my approach¡ and his formula of ttequivalent

transivityn is applicable to the construction of amenu relations in

Anganen. He (1 9?722?9) postulates:

The nexus of siblingship is the relational property
equivalent transitivity (embodied in the formula X:lI::Y:M)
uhich is the key to the structure of the social puzzLe and
generative of the models uhich are expressed in the rules
governing the construction of social groups and their
interrelations, and in othe¡ aspects of the culture.

Any tr¡o individualsr or groups of individualsr X and Y can only be

connected through siblingship' amenu in Anganen¡ due to their mutual,

analogous or parallel connection to a third, mediating element, lI. That

is' they are transÍ.tively equivalent to each other through this

mediator.

Itjhat this formula does not tell us is r¡hat mediators are

appropriate. These arer indeed must be, culturally defined, and

therefore culturally specific: the mediators r¡lhich underlie the

construction of siblingshÍp' @r must be culturally laden uith

importance. In Anganen¡ as I have argued earlier (see Chapter IV)t

numerous meditorsr operating singularly or in combinationr can be seen

to underpin the social recognition of fraternity. The major ones noted

urere patrilinyr and the sharlng of a group name more generally,
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coresidence, temitoriality and birth on group territory, a common,

shared set of unmarriageable womenr or even commonality of political

purpose in.opposition to a similarly structured unit. Genealogy/descent

is not the only soulce of gry in Anganen. It is an important oner but

only one of a set of potential mediators urhich can act to construct

frate¡nityr uhich at times goes beyond where genealogy or descent are

the dominant principles for inclusivity. Political alliance betr¡een

clans, coresidence betr¡een non-agnates r¡ithin a group territoryr or

antigamy leading to amenu are examples previously noted.

This complexity is indicative of some obvious problems uhen

operationatizing Kellyrs formular rn€tny of uthich he indicates himself :

It should be noted that a relationship can never be
adequately defined by the elements it relatesr but only in the
manner in r¡hich they are articulated. Identification of the
elements uhich may enter into a particular type of
relationship is a delineation of domain or sphere of
operation. This is preeminently an empirical question and not
a matter of definition ... Although culturally specified
relations of brotherhood characteristically evidence
equivalent properties, the converse does not hold. The
presence of such properties is not sufficient for the
ascription of siblingship because an equivalent transitive
relationship in the context of one mediating term may be
asyrrnetrical and nonequivalent in other contexts. (iUi¿:ZZO-t )

ldhlle each of the mediating elements urhich critically underpin the

construction of amenu in Anganen have profound significance¡ this does

not mean all are culturally ascribed equal ureight. In certain contextst

agnation domj.nates over coresidence for example. Non-coresident agnates

are still nominally brothers, but coresident non-agnates are frequently

conceived of in non-fraternal terms. For non-agnates to be 44, that

is for conversion to take place, other factors (other mediatÍng elements

functioning through time) need to operate to transcend differentiation

on descent criteria. Moreover, it is the interrelationships betr¡leen

these various elements r¡lhich becomes important, together with the
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contexts in uhich they are manifested. In Section II it uas noted that

these intemelations could either be complementary or antagonistic'

r¡hich can be of structural importance contextually and operationally.

In other ulordsr an analysis of amenu in Anganen can only adequately

be undertaken post hocr oocg relations have been socially and explicitly

recognised, and in lieu of the contexts in r¡hich they are manifested.

For any síngle social relation betueen men or groups, equivalence may be

present in one context due to the relevant dominance of the particular

mediator(s) through which equivalence is established. Yet in differing

contexts the role of these mediators may be obscured or ovemuled. It is

only possible to define amenu relations as founded on some, perhaps allt

of these mediators; it is not possible to delineate the mediators and

thei¡ interrelations precisely for aII recognised fraternal connections.

The exact specificity of the mediators is not predictable from the

relation simply being recognised as amenu, nor is the presence of

equivalent connections to these mediators sufficient to produce the

realization of a relation as amenu in the contexts of practice.

That fraternal identity is dependent upon multiple mediators and

various inter¡elationships (tne latter potentially antagonistic) is

crucial for understanding the evidencing of amenu in practice' and one

ghich uilt be dealt urith at length in the latter part of this chapter.

trjhat stitÌ needs to be outlined is the structural form, the distinctive

structural features, r¡hich aÌl amenu-type relations possess.

It is an equivalent relationship to, or mutually in, these

mediators uhich underpins the construction of amenu as an expression of

fraternal ¡elations betr¡een men and groups of men. One general feature
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of these mediators is they highlight rmaler concerns in Anganen cultural-

constructs. Clans, patriliny, Iand/territoriality and politics are all

mal-e in asçociation. lJomen, and tthings femaler, are either absent or

obscured. S

Equivalence is the key to amenu. Menr or gr.oups of men, confront

each other as co-equivalent, brother-brother, a telationship based on

mutuality, sharing identity and commonality, through their isomorphic

connections to these culturally specified mediators. As such, fraternity

becomes the perfect idiom of unity and inclusion. In and of itselfr

through this mutualityr there are no internal points of opposition; any

division betuleen those linked fraternally must be both extraneous to the

immediate relation and transcended by it. In Sahlinsr terms, @r as

structural formr is a lr¡lithinr relation.

Much of this structural form of amenu also applies to uromen as

agnates (and to a lesser extent as coresidents after marriage). That

is, although the brother-sister bond is terminologically mbetinur

important aspects of this relationship and the social identity of uomen

as members of social groups is best understood in the abstract

structural logic of amenu. As much as their b¡othersr ulomen possess clan

and subclan identitiesr they share antecedents and ancestorsr and

territoriality and coresidence (at, teast until marriage uhen they

usually shift ptace). This sharing of social identities should not be

overlooked. It is the very convergence of identities that underpins the

rule of incest, for example¡ or makes uromen legitimate targets for

revenge in uarfare, even though they may have taken no active part in

the hostilities.
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0f courser this is only in abst¡act structural terms. In practice'

true co-equivalence betueen male and female, including brothers and

sisters, is unattainable. Sexual- differentiation is a basic principle in

Anganen, both in structural and organisational senses. It renders

considerations of true equivalence irrelevant. Gender dictates: r¡hen

cross-sex factors are overt, true equivalence is not possible.4 This is

certainly true regarding political affairs and the cont¡o1 of r¡lealth.

Together r¡ith the cultural rule of exogamy, this differentiation on

gender lines betueen brother and sister necessitates relations betr¡een

distinct groups, separate amenu: they must intermarry. Sisters cannot be

ulives; r¡ives must come from el-sewhere. lYlen must marry other menf s

sisters, and brothers cannot be affines (cf. Chapter V). Ujomen and

marriage thus connect definitionally distinct men, and where these are

explicit, that is they are overtly acknouledgedr the relations betueen

men or groups are of the mbetinu form.

Unlike the construction of amenu just discussed, mbetinu is quite

straightforu¡ard. UJhere ùromen or marriage are pivotalr mediating and

overt, recognised social relations (affinesr cross cousins, motherrs

brother-sisterrs child ties and so on) are all various expressions of

mbetinu structural- form. Connections based on genealogy via ulomen and

intermarriage betureen groups are the sole criteria underpinning mbetinu

as a form of relatedness betueen men.

Prototypically, mbetinu relations involve structural inequivalence

betr¡een men. Just as men and ulomen can never be culturaJ-ly regarded as

identicalr or brothers and sisters fully share social identity, mbetinu

kinsmen can never confront each other as equivalents uithin the frame of
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this relation. lJomen and mamiage aluays necessitate difference betr¡een

men. Fundamental mbetinu ¡elationships are of the order U,B-ZH, never ZH-

ZH, UJB-IJB. Although rrlomen can move bidi¡ectionally between clans' this

never amounts to the creation of equivalence, unless antigamy is

attained and then the ¡elationship betrrreen the cl-ans is of the amenu

fo¡m (cf. Chapter IV).

Therefore the structural logic of mbetinu cannot be incorporated in

the analogic schema Kelly puts forulard r¡hich uras used to analyse amenu.

They cannot stand in a transitively equivalent relationship vis-a-vis

the culturally determined mediators basic to fraternity. In the

construction of @-Er uromen and rthings femalef ale backgrounded;

alternativelyr in mbetinu, the essentialJ-y rmalei mediators central to

fraternityr must be masked or absent if the relationship is to be

recognised. Often coresident non-agnates intermally in Anganen, but

coresidence and ter¡itoriality are seconded in favour of affinity as the

primary conceptualisation of the relation. flbetinu, not fraternity, is

the dominant form of expression of social relatedness.

As a form of social relatedness betureen men' mbetinu, unlike amenu

is founded upon social opposition. It must traverse social boundariesr

connecting them, but nonetheless maintaining their opposition. Any

single marriage connects definitionally disparate groups of rren¡ tt¡¡o

subclans (amenu). Mbetinu ís thus Sahlinsr tbetureenr relationr one in

uhich structural inequivalence and social opposition are definitional.

Amenu and mbetinur ês modes of relatedness betuleen men and groups'

differ rnarkedly in structural form. Amenu is mutualityr co-identity and

unity in a rr¡ithint relationr; mbetinu, by contrastr is inequivalence
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and difference, social opposition in a rbetr¡eenr relation, ulhich

functions to connect r¡hile hiqhtighting this opposition and difference.

The latte¡ is no better exemplified than in the actions of uromen at

marriage: they physicalty move betuleen distinct group localities (in

most cases), and they transfer material r¡ealth, the. brider¡ealth and

¡eturn payment prestations' between tuo distinct amenu uho, al-though noul

socially connected in a mbetinu relationship, stand spatially apart on

the ceremonial ground. 0n one side are those uho have pooled their

uealth fo¡ the b¡ideuealth, urhile the recipients of it stand on the

other' auraiting the redistribution of this uealth uhich the bride

transfers.

This single example indicates the importance of the

intemelationship betr¡een form and content. Even analytically, it is not

truly possible to del-ineate betr¡een these tulo, as the construction of

mbetinu relation through transaction clearly demonstrates. ùJithout

brider¡¡ealthr in case of ruloman stealingr¡ the relation betuleen the men

involved is either hostile, or vi¡tually non-existent. (At times men

have been knoun to say their daughters or sisters are trdeadf,, a clear

denial of the mediating role of uromen in mbetinu. ) Exchange¡ even if it
is the tlater bridewealth of akos, is needed to establish a concrete

relation (cf. Chapter IV). The key issue in all this is, quite simply¡

the particularity of the interrel-ationships betr¡leen form and content in

exchange events, and this brings us back to Sahlins once again.

His interestr of courser extends r¡ell beyond the four structural

features discussed above in relation to Anganen cultural concepts and

categories. SahlÍnsr major concern here is the link betr¡een the types of

practice in u¡hich material goods change hands and the form social
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relations assume; together uith the functionality of these economic acts

in identifying (and it could be addedr reproducing) such relations:

... the connection betuleen material- flor¡¡ and social relations
is reciprocal. A specific social relation may constrain a

given movement of goods, but a specific transaction - rby the
same tokent - suggests a particular social rel-ation. If,
friends make giftsr gifts make friends. A great proportion of
primitive exchange ... has as its decisive function the
Iatter, instrumental one: the material flou¡ underwrites oI
initiaies social relations. (Sahlins, 19?2:186)

There is a great deal in the tuo passages cited from Sahlins that

merits close scrutiny in the Anganen exchange situation. For Sahlins,

the instrumental function of transaction is not only to define a social

relation; the specific type of transaction serves to identify a -9g!|þ.
form of social relation. In his tetms, pooling or redistribution

necessitate a uithin relation, uhile reciprocity demands the

frbetuleennessrr of relations be highlighted. This functionalityr âs ure

shall see, is crucial in Anganen for it is the basis of the reproduction

of social ¡elations through time.

Hor¡everr ulhile Sahlins lays great emphasis on the economic act, (at

times to the detriment of a full treatment of social relations as noted

previously) the implication of his approach is essentially dialectical:

form impinges upon content, the structural mode of relatedness

influences social practice, u¡hile the specific content of action

operates to creater define, redefine or reproduce specific forms of

social relation. That is, for Sahlins, the interrelation is ultimately

the point.

The influence form has on content, and the capacity of the latter

to create and reproduce discrete social relationshipsr provides the
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baseline for approaching aspects of the diversity and fluidity found in

the patterning of participation in Anganen exchange. In applying Sahlind

uithin and.betr¡een to Anganen, tulo contrasting forms of relation' 44

and mbetinu uere clearly defined. Anganen ideological norms crystallize

definite connections betr¡een these relational modes and types of

behaviour and moral content, r¡hich in turn have significant bearing on

the actions of individuals in the exchange arena. Indeed these noDms

virtually amount to a paraphrasing of part of Sahl-inst model: specific

relations may constrain, or structure, given movements of r¡lealth' t¡hich

in tu¡n maintain the relationship as viable and distinct.

Tuo Angaren I'lorms and Exct¡ange Practice

Tr¡lo of the central norms of social relatedness concern the behaviour of

men in exchange. As the Anganen say: tt@, pato-Val kouerr,

tbrothers share, affines transact (in exchange contexts) r, uhere affines

prototypically represent mbetinu relatedness betueen men. Norms conjoín

form and content in a concrete manner, connecting the distinctive

structural features embodied in recognÍsed social relations uith

specific schema for practice. Norms specify obligations and

expectations¡ and through this the concept of the moral act. For either

amenu or mbetinu, acts consistent r¡ith the associated behavioural norm

are socially conceived of as moral.

Amenu and mbetinu are distinct forms or modes of social

relatednessr just as poropete and kor¡e are distinct types of economic

activity found in the exchange arena. The conjunctions of form and

content in norms are equally contrasting: amenu sharing
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in contradistinction to mbetinu transacting, a point consistent ulith

La Fontainets (19?3:48) generaJ-isation:

o.. there is a general and sharp distinction betueen ties
relating men as brothers and ties relating brother and sister
(or her husband). The former relatinship epitomises
identification and sharing; the latter difference and
exchange.

These tuo Anganen norms together represent a model for exchange practice

in u¡hich the contrasting form-content equations stand as complementary

to each other. Put simply¡ amenu pool their r¡ealth uthich is given to

mbetinu kin urho in turn redistribute it uithin their ourn amenu.

For the Anganen themselvesr there is no proper distinction between

r¡hat has been analytically abstracted as form and content: one

necessitates the other. The principal Anganen cultural concepts of

poropete and koue reflect thisr as they collapse aspects of form and

content into singular terminologies. Brothers should not onJ-y share

urealth, but they also share social identity in terms of the mediators

delineated above.

It is not only the movement of uromen at marriage¡ but r¡ealth also

u¡hich unden¡rites mbetinu relations. Bridewealth defines marriage (as a

J-egitimated union), urhich creates mbetinu in the nominal terms

of affinity. Furthermore, brider.uealth is partially given in lieu of a

uomants reproductive capacity rrrhich produces children ulho represent the

continuity of mbetinu relations over generations. This conjunction of

forms and content in normsr the definitive structural features of amenu

and mbetinu forms of relatedness, together r¡ith their normative

behavioural contents are summarised in Figure XIV.
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Figure XfU. Atel¡ and betinu: Form and Nonnative Content
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Ideological norms lay great emphasis on the pouer of structural

form (the form of relatedness) on economic practice in exchange. Amenu

should share r¡hile mbetinu should transact. This is not limited to

ideotogy alone, .= nott= are significantly reflected in practice; they

have structural uleight. It is this conjoining of structural principles'

and being imbued r¡ith moral quality as schema for practice which renders

norms active, and thus part of the structu¡ing frameulork through rrlhich

individuals thínk and act.

There are three general rrlays in r¡hich norms actively operate. The

first concerns the propensity for norms to render action virtually
tnaturalr; that isr they predispose men to certain courses of action and

delimit the relevance or possibility of alternatives. Individuals may

not be auare of adhering to specific norms' they are simply acting in

ce¡tain uays because this is the obvious thinq to do. Secondly, nor.ms
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are reflective: individuals think through them in arriving at decisions.

The moraL quality of norms act positively herer as men feel- constrainedt

even obligated, to act. Lastly, norms carry great rhetorical weight. The

speeches of influential men rely heavily on this: they berate or cajole

others for improper acts¡ or failure to undertake proper action' and the

need to do so. Part of the very reason rhetoric is so persuasive is that

it explicitty locates individuals in social categories ulhich are

associated ulith defined moral acts. Successful orators in Anganen thus

manipulate the moral-emotive aspects of rìoDrrsr impelling others to act

in accordance.

Although cumulative statistical representations can often be

misleadingr âs they tend to mask the variation possible in factors ruhich

may influence action, those for exchange nonetheless give substantial

support to Anganen ideotogy: those deemed brothers do ilshareil and

mbetinu do transact. In part this has already been shourn (in Tables XIII

XIII, XVIII, and IXX) and is further demonstrated in Tables XXI and

XXII, r¡¡hich are detailed breakdourns of the contributors and recipients

of brider¡realth.5

The principal cont¡ibutors, those that pool their uealthr are a

mants agnates. The main recipients, those ulho receive r¡ealth in the

brider¡ealth distributionr are the briders agnates, her brothers. The

bulk of uealth flor¡s betueen the tr¡o distinct agnatic (amenu) groups'

those linked in a mbetinu relation. This holds true in numbers of men

involvedr amounts of r.rlealth¡ and urealth per capita in all three major

items given or received, Pigs, pearlshells and money. In shortt

significant testimony that in Anganen brothers do share r¡hile mbetinu do

transact.
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Table XXI. Agrrates and flthers as Brider¡ealtå Cor¡tributors

â.

Piqs Pearlshells fvloney
Relation
to Groom No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount

Ego

Cores.
Subclan

Cores.
Clan

Non-cores.
Subclan

Non-coles.
Clan

Cores. Mat.
Subclan

Cores. lÏat.
Clan

Non-cotes.
lYlat. Subclan

Non-coles.
fYlat. Clan

Cores.
Other Kin

Non-cores.
Other Kin

Cores.
Non-kin

Non-cores.
Non-kin

21

28

60

76

?

4

2

7

5

2

2

4

1B

85

84

B

10

30

7

?

13

B

12

171

?30

482

36

26

?3

10

1B

g 6240

16 4630

630

10

2 500

1 10

6

1

703

1 1

33

I6

28

17

23

44

TOTAL 66 160 292 1 626 38 1 2090

b.

Agnates

0thers 6

37

I

89 187

11 87

12?4

181

5270

580

23

TOTAL 45 100 2?4 1 455 29 5850
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Table XXII. Agnates ätU Ottters as Bride¡ealth Recipients

â.

Pigs Pearlshells lloney
Relation
to Bride No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount

Cotes.
Subclan

Cores.
Clan

Non-cores.
Subclan

Non-cores.
Clan

Cotes. Mat.
Subclan

Cores. lYlat
Clan

Non-cotes.
fïat. Subclan

Non-cores.
fÌlat. Clan

Cores.
0ther Kin

Non-cores.
Other Kin

Cotes.
Non-kin

Non-cores.
Non-kin

5634

22

12

11

16

4

12

60 366 14 6200

26 108 I 540

10 1?

11 19

14 26 5 800

30 6 1 080

11

10 1B

4

2

1

4

44

7

2

1

484

I6

TOTAL 70 g? 159 644 33 8620

b.

Agnates

Others

48

22

?4 10? 510

134

22

1123 52

6740

1 880

TOTAL ?o 9? 159 644 35 8620
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Thls is basing the relevance of norms solely on

genealogical/agnatic criteriar ulhlch, in the first instance is hor¡ the

Anganen conceptualise it: t¡ue brothers, men r¡ith the same father' or

perhaps of the one subclan, pool their r¡ealthr uhlch is given to the

bridets true brothers to share amongst themselves. It is a model for the

movement of ulealth at marriage. Hourever, the tables obviously suggest

the matter is far more complex and other factors must be considered.

One such additional factor of importance is coresldence uithin a

group terrítory. Coresidence implies positive sociality' and through the

mutuallty founded upon common land (and thus nurturance through food

groù,n on this ground, unity in defense of itr and so on) becomes a

critical variable in the construction of social identity. It is useful

to breakdouln these statistlcal overvieuls¡ in this case brideurealth

contributorsr ln terms of coresidence, and especially the contrast

betuleen coresident non-agnates and non-coresdient agnates (taUles XXIII

and XXfVr respectively).

Table XXrII, Cæestder¡ce and J{on-coresidence
Cmt¡th¡tims

Ln Brids¡ealth

Pigs PearlsheIIs Money

No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount

CoresLdence

Non-coresidence

40 93 231 1 346

10s

27 5830

2 205 ?43

100 2?4 145sTOTAL 45 29 5850
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Coresident Nm-agnates and Î{on-coresident Agnates in
Brideræalttr Contrlbutions

Pigs Pearlshells Money

No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount

Coresident
Non-agnates

Non-coresdient
Agnates 1

62?

4

10

6

134 5 s70

1018 62

TOTAL 11 16 80 1S6 6 580

TabLe XXIII' overuhelmingly illustrates the importance of co-

residence but it is Table XXIV ulhich is even more illust¡ative. For all

the major itemsr coresident non-agnates ulere far more significant than

non-coresident agnates. l¡Jhile there is no doubt agnation is an important

principle underlying involvement in exchange¡ in the absence of

coresidence (and atl this involves) its rrreight is severely delimited.

Alternativelyr coresidence can transcend agnationr as the assistance of

co¡esident non-agnates in accumulatíng brider¡lealth shot¡s. Coresidence

itsel-f has moral and structural significance.

In Chapter III, it uas shourn ties through rrlomen, primarily mothers

and ui-vesr ulere the princípal avenues by r¡lhich individual men came to

reside in non-agnatii territories. These immigrants, and their

descendants¡ are thus in mbetinu relations r¡ith their hosts' the land

ou,ners. If, as the above tables suggest¡ mbetinu kin share' assisting

each other in the accumulating uealth or redistributing brider¡realth

recej.ved for coresident u,orenr then they are acting at variance r¡ith the
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very norms culturall-y associated ulith such ¡elations. @!!g should

transact in koule, not share as the tables highlight.

This leads directly to a reconsideration of the complexities ulhich

can unde¡lie the construction of social relatednessr together uith the

need to address the abrogation of norms in the content of practice. It

is important to note norms can never be fully adhered to if they are

to be effective. Full adherence is not possible, nor is total non-

adherence. ff fult adherence t¡as achieved, such actions uould be

presumed and non-reflective, carrying no moral rrleight; if they ulere

totally ignored reference to them urould have no rhetorical influence.

For norms to have structural importancer both partial adherence and non-

adherence are necessary.

Norms, by concretizing particular form-content connectionsr

simultaneousJ.y imply the means of their negation, simply through a

disjunction betuleen form and content: amenu not sharing' mbetinu not

transacting. This is a more complex matter than it first seems. The

particularities of changes in either form or content must be addressedr

as each has its oun characte¡istics and social consequences.

Types of Abrogation

rCq¡versisrl: Recasting'ftlodes of Sæial Relateúress

This section is a brief dÍscussion of aspects of r¡lhat I shall term

fconversiont. It is not designed as a complete treatment of what is a

complex social process. Rather, the intention is far more limited: to

illustrate that previously recognized modes of social ¡elatedness can be
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radically transformeU by either continuing content urhich is not

normatively associated r¡ith such relations' or specific acts of practice

functiòning in this manner, the most notable instance being marriage. In

other uords, practice has the potentiality to transform social

relations. Follor¡ing this, the moral and behavioural norms associated

r¡íth the mode of relation established through conversion urill then

operate, I suggest¡ adding further credence to the impact norms of

social relatedness can have on social- practice.

Cook (l SZO), Healey (t gZS) and lvleggitt (l SOS) have addressed

aspects of the transfo¡mation of non-agnates into agnatesr in my terms

mbetinu into amenur6 in Highland societiesr but the change from amenu

into mbetinu also merits attention. Both are potentialities in Anganen

social relatedness, emergent periodicatly if certain social conditions

prevail.

There is a problem r¡ith the term rconversionr, however, and it

needs some clarification, because it can refer to a number of different

events. Not only are the specífic factors underpinning these trrlo types

of conversion differentr so can be the time-scales in uhich they

operate, and the fact ldegreesl of conversion occur. As an example of

the latterr it is possible for amenu relations to be overtly recognised

even though all members of the conmunity remember non-agnatic origins

(see the follouing ethnographic case)i in othersr often younger people

have forgotten these' uhile o1d ones retain this informatÍon.

AIso problematic is the notion of time-scale. The conversion to

amenu from mbetinu is long-termr ulith relations being recast over

generations (e.g. see Healey, 19?9)r urhe¡eas amenu into mbetinu can be
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through the sÍngular act of intermamiage betr¡een those previously

recognised as rrbrothers and sistersrr (as the last case examined in this

sectioir shor¡s). To this endr rconversionf is a misnomer, given that this

term connotes gradual change and temporal process. Despite my

misgivings¡ for the limited intentions of the present discussion' I

shall utilise rconversionf to denote the explicit social recognition of

social relatedness in a form different from its original status' either

amenu into mbetinu or the inverse. Mbetinu into amenu' the type of

conversion akin to non-agnates into agnates trlhich has received most

attention in the literature, rrlilI be considered first.

I have dealt, ín some detail¡ r¡ith oner group-focussed instance of

this alreadyr antigamy (cf. Chapter fV). Immigrants in a group territory

become recognised as tbrotherst by their hosts either through extant

marriage prior to their arrival, or through concentrated intermarriages

protracted after they settled. As no further intermarriage betueen

subclans is possible until the frroadrr, the kin linkage' is forgotten¡

cumulatively concentrated intermarriage has the effect of prohibiting

mamiages betr¡een the host and incoming clans.

From an external point of vieu, the tr¡o clans, e.9. Ronge and Umu

discussed earlier, appear like subclans of a single clan in that they

cannot rrmatry each otherrs sistersn: they form an antigamous unitr and

conceive of thÍs clan-päiring as an amenu. The construction of this is

partiatly based on the mutual set of non-marriageable women both Ronge

and Umu possess. They cannot marry their ouln agnatic sisters because of

exogamy, nor their co-clanrs sisters through marriage prohibitions

derivative from previous marriages. fn aIIr fraternity betueen Ronge and

Umu is the domÍnant form of expression of their relatedness' t¡tith the
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mbetinu ties established by marriage¡ the vehicle through r¡rhich Umu came

to Rongesu origlnally and, someulhat paradoxically¡ a primary means for

the constrüction of their alEfiur necessarily obscured.

Houlever¡ it is important to note this conversion of amenu from

mbetinu is not just an emergent consequence of intermarriage coupled

r¡ith Anganen marrÍage prohibit,ions. The construction of the amenu

betu¡een Ronge and Umu occurred prior to exhausting all possible

marriages betr¡een them (one Ronge subclan could still nìarry one Umu

subclan). Yet further lntermarriage uas deemed inappropriate: Umu and

Ronge had nlived together a long timenr ntheir fathers called each other

tbrotherstn¡ and theyr ruere all brothers and sístersr. That is, other

factors r¡lhich can be ímportant in the construction of amenu negated the

possibilÍty of lntermarriage alone leading to fuII antigamy and through

it amenu. As I have argued, the construction of f¡aternityr amenur is

complex and multifacetedr and this instance once again suggests the

ímportance of locality in Anganen social relatedness. The follouing case

further illustrates thisr re-emphasising the structuring uleíght urhich

coresidence (and all this entails) can have in guíding practice.

This example concerns a ulornan who has resided matrilocally since

birth, her fatherr âÍr 0ngulamuri man living uxorilocally (see Case 3.III

for more detail). At her marriage, a large bridet¡ealth r¡as received by

her father and true brotherr uho redistributed it in the pattern shoun

in Figure XV and Table XXV.

Here both agnation and coresldence are determinant factors, ulith

coresidence more influential than just cornmon clan membership: only 5

Ongulamuri men still resldent at Url-ar the 0ngulamuri origin place¡
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Tab1e XXV. Agnation and Coresldence ln a Brider¡ealth Distrlbution

Coresident Non-coresident Total

PPSM PPSM PPSM

0ngulamuri

0thers

948

2 18

1200

400

? 9s5
2 18

1200

400

TOTAL 11 66 1 600 7 11 ?3 1 600

received just ? shells betueen them. 0n the other handr I coresident Umu

or Ronge men gained 2 pigs¡ K400 and 18 pearlshells collectively. llost

urere in close kinship ties r¡ith the r¡oman (f{8, ltlBS, FZH' FZS) but more

distantly related coresidentsr such as the tuo Yetapera Ronge uere also

involved. Coresidencer over agnation, dominates. Nonethelessr agnation

is still important, providing coresidence accompanied it: the bulk of

the brideurealth uent to 0naperi-0ngulamuri men resident in Rongesu.

ùJhile the possible contingencies that may have some bearing on this

dÍstribution are immense, the given rationale for urhy coresident non-

agnates received far more than non-coresident agnates is quite simple.

The brÍde explained it r¡as her coresidents who had rcar¡Íedr her, not

her clansmen at Mt. Uria. They had looked after he¡r given her good pork

to eat and protection, not these other men. Her coresidents had helped

her older brother rrìam/r most of the men at Uria uere too greedy to

assist. These men at Rongesu really tuere her brothersr and they should

receive the r¡ealth. Her father and true brother substantiated this

reasoning.
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Birth on a territory¡ long-term residence' eating food groun on

common ground¡ and harmonious relations u¡ith coresidents, inespective

of agnatió credentialsr are significant aspects in the cultural

conceptualisation of ryr r¡hich as previously indicated is largely

extendible to ulomen as sisters. Although these non-agnatic coresÍdents

initially stood as mbetinu kin to herr as maternal kinsmen or cross

cousins, these factors overrode precise genealogy¡ transforming cross

cousins into b¡others. 0ver time the relationship became explicitly

defined and commonly understood as one betueen the ùJoman and her

brothersr not MBD-FZS or FZD-MBS; mbetinu kinship was converted into

glryr and the individuals involved acted accordingly. For aII intensive

purposes these men had in fact become her brothersr and as such rrrorthy

recipients of her brider¡ealth: poropeter the amenu rìorrrr is thus

operational.

The obvious instance of the transformation of amenu into mbetinu is

clan fission, r¡hen one putatively agnatic unit divides and the tuo

resultant clans intermarry. Indeed marriage betueen distantly related

agantes--those of different subclans ulho cannot possibly trace accurate

genealogical connections betr¡een them--may be the precipitating event

leading to the emergence of tt¡o new territorialr exogamous groups. The

vague notions that groups rrlho have contiguous territories, r¡ith ill-

defined boundaries separating their lands, ulho say they trlere rrone group

long âgorr, such as Ronge and Ongulamuri, is indictaive of this (cf.

Chapter IV).

In this lnstâñc€r the gradual and processual qualities the term

conversion conveys are appropriate: cLans grour through time and the

distance betureen constÍtuent subclans increases generationally. Once
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fission has occurreiJ, there is no paradox in previously agnatlcally

connected gloups lntermarrying. Fissionr unlike clan splitting' is

usually not Íncumbent upon catastrophic events. The tuo neul groups

almost always maintain substantially harmonious relatj-ons and positive

political alliance. As such, and gíven close spatial proxemity,

interrnarr5-age betr¡leen them is preferred. The critical point of clan

fissioning and intermarriage, be it a marriage precipitating fission or

subsequent to it, is the payment of brider.¿eaLth. Brideuealth alulays

Iegitimates sexual unions. If sexual relations betueen those previously

conceptualised as tbrother and sistetr are to cause fissionr brideulealth

must be offered and openly received. If notr the relationship remains

incestuous by definltion. Exchange truly establishes fission' the

movement of r¡eal-th and ù,omen, and the creation of 4Þeli¡q relations

betr¡een those previously amenu.

These feu examples of the social phenomena of tconversionr shot¡

that critical and/o¡ continuous acts associated r,lith the other mode of

social relatedness have the potentiality to recast these ¡elations into

the opposing form. fYlbetinu kin r¡lho tshatef , in exchanger land and so orìr

eventually can share fraternalr @r identities. Conversely¡

intermarriage and subsequent asymmetrical, kot¡.re r transactions between

those ínitiatly gryDgr determines that mbetinu becomes the dominant form

of expression of the social relationship.

0nce conversion has happened, that is social relations ale

explicítly socially recognísed in a form contrary to thei¡ previous

expression, it is lmportant to note norms operate. Those noul amenu are

compelled to share furtherr and those nou gþg!!ry prompted to transact.

This tllustrates another essential attributes of social norms: they are
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adaptable and flexible. Even uhere the form of relatedness ls at

variance uith genealogy or derivatÍve from non-normative circumstancest

norms can, stil1 function, further underlining thei¡ influence and

significance.

Prior to leaving this theme of conversion and the reproduction of

neul forms of social relatedness through normative contentr one last

example merits attention. For the most part¡ established conversion does

not create overt conflict. Amenu become mbetinu and transactr r¡hi1e

mbetinu become amenu and share. There is consistency betueen converted

form and content. The follouing case differs markedly from this pattern

houeverr as there is a clear conflict betr¡een the norms of elnenu and

mbetinu in the single relation.

This case has already been partially discussed urhen the variation

possible in mamiage uas considered (see Case 6.V). It concerns a uidou

t¡ith two sons who contemplated returning to her natal village and

possibly remarryl-ng. She intended to take her sons r¡ith her. A clansman

of her late husbandr but of a different subclanr offered to marry her.

In part his reasoning uas to secute he¡ labourr but the major

determining factor seemed geared more to retaining het sons in their

paternal territory. Others admired his decisioni it rrlas a moral act. A

small b¡ideuealth of 24 pearlshells ratified the second marriage. HaIf

of Ít uent to the ulomanf's natal kin, the other half to the uomants (at

this stage) unmarried sons as in Figure XVI.

This rests on a paradox. To maintain the unity of the agnatic group

(amenu) ¡ subclans 1n it must be opposed as urife-givers/r¡ife-receivers

and directly exchange brÍder¡eaLth. Patriffliatlon here is dependent upon
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Brlffilth t)lstrtbr¡tlsr fæ htltu Ræ¡lagp uithln the
Clan

:

12ps

S

magiage and the'creation of mbetinu klnship over and above patriliny

and amenu (although the latter is clearly a major source of motivation

for the marriage in the first place)- The relations betueen the uomants

second husband and her sons have noul become very confused: agnates as

affinesr r¡¡ith both alnenu and mbetinu as explicit in the connections.

There ùras some uncertainty and trepidation over this marríage. It

might provoke the late husbandrs spirit t'o attack, as such marriages may

indicate Lust and even sorcery on the part of the second husband. üJidor¡

remamiage is forbidden r¡ithin the subclanr but the Anganen are unsure

of the moral status of it urithin the clan. It can be suggested this

apprehension is more than just the uncertainty of spirit attack. The

marriage itself not only creates overt social opposition r¡ithin the

clan, a conceptual unityr but generates ambiguity in relatedness uhlch

in turn finds expression in the moral uncertainty experienced.

In the first instance at leastr this paradox could not be handled

contextually, that 1s, as agnates in one situation and affines 1n

12p
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another. The role of lntermarriage uas explicitr as uas the asymmetrical

connection to the mediating rrromani ideology could not obscure this.

There ùasr, even years after the mar¡iage, a great deal of uncertainty.

The sons maintained distinct residential separation from their motherts

husbandr and she uas residentially mobile, though coresident urith her

sons most often. She had to maintain separate gardens for her husband

and her soÍìsr thus preserving her sons direct ties to the actual garden

sites of their true father. And' quite simply' there u,as a real problem

for all concerned of hor¡ to address each other. Affines should not call

each otherfs personal names--agnates cênr although cross-generation

teknonyms are favoured--and yet to call an agnate ttmy affinetr ùJas

equally as untenable. For the most part extensive social avoidance took

place¡ delimiting the obvious strain generated by this paradox. That is'

these agnates did not share as ary shouldr nor did they partake in

transactions definltive of mbetinu. In effect, the relation u.ras as if

betr¡een total strangersr îot kinsmen. The conflict bet¡¡een distinct

forms of relatedness uas thus manifested in the absence of content.

This situation uas only ¡esolved diachronically¡ and the relation

eventually became similar to those previously discussed in this

sectlon. The assertion of clanshÍp, gryr began to overrule the mbetinu

connection. At the marriage of the ulomanrs eldest sorrr sorrìê seven years

after her second oner the second husband u,as a major contributor to the

brideuealth, signalting not only fraternity but quite likely the mants

attempt to assume the rol-e of social father. Motherls husband noul

equates r¡ith father, not affine.

Over timer thusr amenu has begun to transcend the opposition

derivative from marriager and a r¡lorkable degree of clarity has been re-
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established. This clarity had to be achieved through practice, and noul

is constitut,ive of practice through fraternal norms. The ulomanrs tr¡lo

sons are adamant they ulilt hold mortuary exchanges for their motherrs

husband as he has no true sons of his oun. Again¡ content over form

became the determinant factor.

Creating tNon-rel-atedr¡essr : Irnprality in Practice

Often individuals in social relations r¡rhich ulere not properly maintained

are alluded to as fdeadr. tDeatht here does not concern bodily demiset

but rather the ongoing failure of individuals to fulfil the obligations

expected of them by the r¡ider community. They do not maintain theÍr

social relations uith others, a central arena for r¡rhich ís exchange.

Atthough the rationale for it cannot be fully ¡educed to exchange, the

follorrling is a fascinating extensíon of this concept of death in very

novel circumstances.

An Anganen man¡ Collman, ¡¡as to be ordained as a Roman Catholic

priest (an event r¡lhich took place after I left the field). His kin met

this r¡ith mixed feelings, as both pride and sorrou. There is no doubt

they uere very proud of him and planned a ceremonial pig kill to

comrìemotate the occasion (an event r¡hich apparently did not take place).

But at it, they said, they u¡ould decorate in the r¡hite clay of Anganen

mourning dress, explaining Collman uas ndeadff. He r¡ould be beyond normaf

social space, going elseulhere, perhaps to Lake Kutubur and not interact

ulith them rfas a brothern. fYlore poignantlyr one man said Collman uould

not marry or have chlldren, r¡hich in Anganen necessitate exchange and

the maintenance of social relations. Although CoIIman uras the centre of

great social acclaim¡ his intentional abandonment of hls social identity
1t
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in a r¡lorld governed'by conventÍonal reciprocities spelt his symbolic

death. It is these reciprocities, sharing or transactionr r¡hich define

normatlve .moralityr and provide the means for maintaining viable,

ongoing social relations. Failure to observe them, socially recognised

immoral behaviourr thus creates the potentiality for virtual fnon-

relatednessl, the euphemistic rrdeathrr of the líving.

Numerous instances of this have already been given ín the tuo

preceding sections¡ and little r¡ould be gained from repetition. Clans

split, brothers fight over landr ulealth and the distribution of meatr

men fail to adequately look after a brotherfs ulife and children r¡hile he

is au,ay on labour migration¡ and adultery or even sorcery take place

r¡ithin the clan or local group. Instances are numerous, but all are

abrogations of the fraternal order.

fvlbetinu klnship, defined and primarily maintained through

transaction, is perhaps even more startling. The¡e are a multitude of

potentÍal exchange occasionsr but fo¡ the most part these are seen as

purely optional. Moreover, even though suitable exchange items are

often associated r¡ith these occasions, amount never j-s. Herein lies a

paradox in Anganen exchange: it is said prestations of wealth frmake men

happyn, but often frequency and amount cause bitterness and friction.

Givers of r¡ealth must aLu¡ays act under material constraint; receivers of

r¡ealth hope for as much äs possible, opening the trray to disappointmentr

even anger. Divorce is not uncornnon, frequently causing ongoing

hostility betuleen the parties involved. Affines are the major category

of sorcerers, and those llnked by marriage often flnd themselves on

opposing sides in u¡arfare. The displeasure of mbetfnu relations also

manLfests itself in court actlon (usuatty over dísputed exchange
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matters) and in kone'oper tbad thoughtst, ¡¡hich lead to misfo¡tune and

further displeasure. All of these indicate breakdor¡ns in mbetinu

kinshiÞ, the dominant norm of urhich is harmony through transaction.

Togetherr they indicate this mode of relation is hard to maintain in

practice, ulith accusations of immoral behaviour quite frequent.

Put simply¡ the potentiality for the negation of normative social

relatedness through irnmoral action (and in some cases non-action ulhen

appropriate action is absent) are intrinsic to all social relationships

in Anganen. The non-normative is obscured by ideology to be sur€r but

it is present nonetheless. This simple form of abrogation of norms can

have three possible social consequences.

The first is if resolution of the situation eventually takes place'

uhere conflict ultimately functions positively' strengthening the

relationship. In conflict situations, outsiders intervene oftenr

attempting to restore harmony. Even the protagonists may see the need

restore friendly ¡elations. This is usually done through the movement

of r¡ealth as compensation or gifts, and the promise to act more

thoughtfully in the future. The anoare ceremony uhich follor¡ls kone ope

is an excellent example of this (see Chapter V). Uhen conflÍcts are

resolved those uhose actions u,ere considered as immoral nou stand as

moral men, and the relations betu¡een them ultimately strengthened.

Overallr the communitl becomes reintegrated as a moral unity' through

re-establishinq norms in relatÍons.

Tr¡o possible consequences are possible if resolution does not

happen. There can be overt hostility t¡lherer to put it succinctly' kin

become killers. Such emnity can persist for long periodsr effectively
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reducing the total relationship to one of mutual danger. Alternativelyt

the relationship duindles to one of no consequence' neither guiding

practiòe posÍtively or negatively. Such relations initially become

purely nominal, and in Anganen if social- relations are not maintained'

they are soon forgotteni relatlons colLapse lnto non-relations.

Thus Ín the trrlo types of abrogation of norms in practice discussed

to dater conversion and immoralityr it can be seen there is a dialectic

betueen the form of relatedness and its manifestation as content in

social practicer particularly in the exchange arena. Fotm promotes its

associated content, r¡hich in turn serves to reproduce that form through

time. Conversely, content at varj.ance r¡ith form has the potential to

transform the mode of relatednessr either into its opposite through

conversion, amenu into mbetinu for example¡ into one of negative

reciprocity¡ itself in stark opposition to the positiveness of ¡elations

basic to Anganen ideology, or to effectively eradicate form' and thus

its structurÍng influence over practice. The last type of abrogation

shares simÍIarities r¡ith both of these uhile still remaining distinct.

It concerns, as it uere, a dialectic betr¡een the forms of amenu and

mbetinu contained r¡lithin single social or political relationships

betueen men or groups of men.

fuerrl Transactl¡g¡ ftbetirru Sharing: The Coplexl-ty of Relatedr¡ess

In the earlier discussion of lconversionr I noted that there u,as the

potentiallty for a dlachronic change of the form relatedness can take.

fn one of the cases conside¡ed' that of r¡idoul remarriage uithin the clan

there uas¡ for a conslderable periodr explicit confusion beü¡een amenu

and mbetinu social identitles in the relatlonships the second husband
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had uith this his ulifers sons from her first marriage. This conflict

Ìargely manifested itself as social avoidance, although both agnation

and affinity should represent strong, positive social relations'

Eventually this r¡as resol.ved through practice, r¡ith the second husband

asserting his amenu ties rLlith his cl-an brothers. This became the

dominant form of expression of their interrelationships; that is'

conversion had taken place. Houever, in this intermediate period of

uncertainty there clearly uas antagonism betueen these tr¡o principal'

contrasting structural forms in a synchronic sense: amenu and mbetinu

explicitly co-existed in the same social- reLation. This potentially

antagonistic co-existance and its effect on social practice is the theme

urhich ulitl be addressed in this section'

My general Point is quite simPle'

remarriage r¡ithin the clan cited above'

Unlike the case of uidot¡

in Anganen social relations

either amenu or mbetinu takes precedence' one of these forms is socially

acknor¡ledged, it is the dominant form of expression as I term it' This

applies to both a general understanding of sociaL relationsr oI. to

certain goaJ--focussed endeavours¡ such as some political alliances in

r¡arfare. uhat such a definition does, houevel, is obscure the

complexity that makes up atl social and political relations' In aLl

conceptual amenu relations there are points of differentiation'

opposition and difference. In mbetinu there is potentiality for unity

and co-equivalence. In brief, in all recognised social relations'

betuleen individuals or betueen gÎoups, elements of both amenu and

mbetinu, albeit in differing degrees, are inherent, and the rplaying

outt of this amenu-mbetinu interrelation is crucial to the operation of

Anganen social structu¡e as a ulhole. Reference has been made many times

to the importance of spatial distance and socio-politicat relations in
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the trrlo previous sections. As an introduction to this amenu-mbetinu

connectionr the generalised, composite overvier¡ of the manifestations of

these tr,lo structu¡al forms rrlith respect to socio-spatial distance is

diagrammed in Figure XVIf.

To take the outer extremity first. Although the advent of

pacification, roadsr labor migration and social change in general have

no doubt altered this someurhat, there is still the idea that those

distant, ulhere social relationships and reciprocities are absentr border

on being tnon-humanr. Anganen myths describe those to the south-east,

the ttKagua-sidett, in these terms: they possess incredible sorcery and

are biologically different from Anganen, having no anus or possessing

taits; the r¡ord mendi in Anganen means ilotheril implying difference, not

only in space but also existential quality. Even the men of Lake

Kutubu, r¡ho traded tree oil r¡¡ith the Anganen are seen as qualitatively

different: Itule do not rnarry their sisters, they do not marry oursi the

men of Kuramb have no brideulealth (meaning the items and amounts are

thought unsuitable)tt. At the extremes of knor¡n distance, over dialect

and even language family changes¡ people are of a different order. As

such soci-al relatedness in terms of amenu of mbetinu are imelevant.

Relationships rrrith them are unambiguous. There is either no connection'

or linkage is based on singularity of purpose' as in trade. Such people

are of litt]e social influence.

Those nearer but still distant, more knourn of than knounr are no

doubt, human, but almost unr¡orthy of the label. Political alliance is

not possible and intermarriage is scarce. These are seen as traditional

enemies, never allies. Houlever, given the distance between themr actual

hostilities are very rare. Even nouladays the Anganen are reticent
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Figure XVII. A Pa¡tial Sociology of Space
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to stop elser,lhere, and outsiders are never trusted. Albeit framed

r¡ithin totally negative terms, the relation is characteristically

nonambiguous.

At the other extreme, in subclans and clans' relationships are al-so

relatively unambi guous: amenu dominates. (I stress relatively as it

uil-I be shourn thatr despite the prevaiJ-ing ideology' structural

opposition is inherent, and this can enqender conflict and ambivalence.)

Here exogamy operates, there can be no dj-rect mbetinu connection betuleen

agnates through their rsisterr. The ¡elationship is understood as

fraternal and maintained through sharing the cooperation. In political

terms, alliance is stable and strong. Hence, at either end of this

generalised spectrum of space, relationships betr¡een men and groups tend

touard clarity of definition.

This is not so betr¡een these tulo extremes. Relationships become

increasingly difficult to characterise unequivocally, rrlith aspects of

both amenu and mbetinu being fundamental in the overall- connection.

Sing1e cl-ans fission and intermarry, immigrant qroups mamy their hosts

and coresidents and neighbours intermamy heavily. Inte¡marriage is the

main principle underpinning interrelations. Yet if marriage patterns are

sufficiently concentrated, amenu throuqh antigamy may prevail.

Similarly, territorial contiguity or proximity is a key factor in

uarfare and political alliance, idiomatically expressed as fraternity,

amenu. Despite intermamiager therefore, it is possible the dominant

form of expression of relatedness, either in kinship or politicsr is

amenu not mbetinu' signalling equivalence, common purpose and

cooperation. This holds for the overall social conceptualiation of the
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relation, or for particular political action, such as unity in

opposition to a common enemy.

Even if intermarryinq units conceptualise their reÌation as

fraternity, mbetinu and the structural opposition entailed r¡ithin it'

can never be truly excluded. Taking ularfare as an exampJ-e. Allies from

other clans must aluays be compensated for the deaths of their members

if they are brought about by the fight' necessitating differentiation

betueen giver and receiver, and all the problems of the amounts of

r¡ealth urhich go ulith it (cf . Chapter VI). Embodied in urider Anganen

ularfare all-iance is ambiguity: the ideology of common purpose and

cooperation of amenu in a setting founded upon social opposition ulhich

can manifest itself in exchanqe' mbetinu.

This ambiguity in political ¡elations finds expression in the

overall pattern of Anganen urarfare. lJhile distant groups never form

alliances' they are conceptually major enemies, statistically they are

also infrequent enemies in actual confrontations. It is only large scale

protracted fighting--say r¡ith 30 to 40 groups on either side--that such

enmity urould become overt. Most hostilities occur, albeit on a smaller

scale and usually of more limited duration, betrLleen those more spatiaJ-ly

proxemic uho tend to intermarry to a degree. That is, ulhere

intermauiage is of a relatively high degree but r¡ith the possibility of

further marriages in the future. Such groups are rmino¡ enemiesr in A.J.

Strathernts (19?1) sense: in differing situations, they may assist each

other in fiqhting as allies (amenu), be on opposing sides, ulhether or

not they u¡ere the rrbaserrr vâFdare, the original protagonists, or simpJ-y

avoid each otherrs battles.
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In a quantitative senser all-iance here is ambiguous. There is a

conjunction betuieen mbetinu ovel' but not in the absence of, @ as

the dominant form of expression of relation, and minor enemies in a

characteristically unstabl-e, fragile alliance structure' uith flux

betueen the unity of amenu and opposition (either hostile or through

avoidance). The inherent structural opposition definitional of mbetinu

(prototypically rrrife-giver/uife-receiver bettueen tulo conceptually

unrelated units) can manifest itself in practice. Houever, the

potentiality for alliance, @, is ever present. ldhich one emerges in

any particular context is ultimately determined by rrrider socio-political

factors.

As marriage aluays has its consequences on both the group and

individual Ìevel, it can be expected mbetinu ambival-ance ulill also be

evidenced on the ego- as r¡eI1 as the socio-centric level. filbetinu kin

disagree on the timing of exchanges and the amounts involved; affines

are the principal category of sorcerers; and |tn, 
prototypically

motherrs brothers for chitdren or brothers for married ùromen, rkillr

their kin through rrbad thoughtslr, kone ope.

Alternatively, mbetinu should' and can, be closer harmonious and

cooperative. Affines should be tlike brotherst, ame nonopi (fit:

trbrother likett). 0f course, tliker is nevet rasr, signifying inherent

difference, but this also indicates the conceived need fo¡ positive'

cooperative affinal relations. Immediate affines often avoid direct

confrontation if their groups happen to be opposed in uarfare, and they

frequently assist each other in productive tasks such as clearing

primary forest or house-building.
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This potentiatity for sharingr an attribute of @' is even

greater in other mbetinu ¡elations, those r,rith a close blood tie.

Motherrs brothers take great interest in their sisters childrenr

sometimes referring to them as |tmy childrenft and attempting to lure them

auay from their biological fathers. In even normal situations' they are

said to ltcarryrr them as do fathers, giving them choice food' ulealth and

refuge as the need or opportunity arises. 0ccasionally, in fact' the MB-

ZS relationship can even be more harmonious than that betuleen father and

son. Similarly, cross cousins, imespective of Anganen kin terminology,

usually call each other |tbrotherrr. This harmony ras if brothersr may be

overtly significant in exchange, in that mbetinu share, although

transaction, koule, is definitional of the relation itself and the

central means of its social reproduction.

Ambivalance can also be fundamental in situations uhere amenu is

the dominant form of expression of social relations. Again this holds

true for both ego- and socio-centric relationships. Fraternal ideology

obscures intermarriage, the mediating role r¡omen can have in sociaÌ

relations betr¡een men, together uith social differentiation and thus

possible opposition in practice. Houever it cannot negate these' and

contextually they can have structural importance.

Among numerous idiomatic referentsr the Anganen say that brothers

are ltone manrr or ftone kind of manlt, obviously a suitable connotation of

mutuality, equivalence and unity. Yet in disputing situations' or if men

are mystified over their brotherrs action, difference comes to the fore:

brothers have their |tor,Jn thoughts, oun skinrf . Total equivalence' co-

identity and unity are not possible. There are a vast number of possible

points of structural differentiation betueen those deemed brothers: as
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individuals, members of different subclans, clans of the one local

group, different local- groups in relatively stable political alJ-iance,

or through various manifestations of rel-ations to non-marriageable

ujomen.

Anganen marriage prohibitions stipul-ate that tulo mamied men can

never share the exact relations to other men through rrlomen or the same

set of possible future brides. Even subclan brothers cannot marry uJomen

of the same subclan, and it is a manrs ulifers subclan brothers u¡ho form

the basis of his exchange partnerships. At all times, marriage and

relations to uomen construct inequivalence betueen men, even true

brothers uho are conceptually equivalent. fnequivaJ-ence through

asymmetrical rel-ations to uomen has been shor¡n to be the principal

structural foundation for opposition in exchange, and this also applies

to those ulho regard thei¡ relationships as essentially fraternal: in

exchange, for example, brothers may transact, the key aspect of practice

associated normatively ulith mbetinu relatedness.

The point is, be it for socio- or ego-centred ¡elationships,

relations are explicitly categorised and socially understood as of one

mode, amenu or mbetinu. This is their dominant form of expression.

Houlever, at times and in certain contexts, these can assume

characteristics of their opposing form: in Anganen exchange, geru may

transact and mbetinu share, a direct inversion of Anganen normative

ideology. Disguised axes of differentiation in amenu may become overt as

opposition, giver-receiver, as may the inherent possibility for

transcendence of the structural opposition of mbetinu. A feu exchange

examples should adequately illustrate these points, and the crucial

significance they can have in Anganen society.
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To briefly return to the distribution of the matril-oca1 Ongulamuri

uromanrs brideuealth discussed earlier in this chapter. Here the

relationship betrrreen the uJoman, and her coresident subclan brothers, and

her coresident non-agnates became defined and understood in terms of

emenu, and not as MB-ZD, cross cousins, and so on. Hence the reason for

the distribution being consistent ulith cultural logic. HouJever, while

coresidence t¡anscended mbetinu in the construction of fl98, it did not

negate it. The actual genealogical ties remainr and in some contexts

these may become explicit and of structural priority. The most apparent

instance uas the death of the uJomanrs mother, a Solupera-Ronge uloman by

birth. Here the Rongesu Onaperi-0ngulamuri undertook mortuary exchanges

as arara, the givers of compensation, ulhile Solupera-Ronge uere enqirar

the recipients. That is, those u¡ho acted as one in the brideuealth

distribution, stood as mbetinur âs givers and receivers in a fbetuleen

relationr in mortuary exchange. Figure XVIII illustrates this

distinction in the turo contexts.

Fiçrre XVfII. Arerr¡ and ltbetim¡ in Trrn Exchange Contexts Bet¡¡¡een
Kingren

a. Brideuealth Distribution b. fYlortuary Compensation

0naperi-
0ngulamuri

Solupera-
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AMENU MBETINU
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This case, perhaps better than any other' represents that rel-ations

must alurays embody aspects of both amenu and mbetinu' their basic

antagonism as structural principles, and the contextual manifestation of

one over the othe¡ in practice. In the first instance' sociaJ. process

transcended genealogyr corìstructing amenu as the dominant mode of

relatedness (r¡hich uas reflected in the brider¡ealth distribution). UJhile

fraternal ideology masked this, in the context of the uromanfs motherrs

death, sheer genealogy could not be dismissed. Aspects of amenu and

mbetinu underpinned the relationship betrrieen 0naperi-Ongulamuri and

their coresident Solupera-Ronge, and this found expression in the tuo

cases cited.

f have noted previously that Anganen mortuary exchanges can be

highly compÌex for any one death (cf. Chapter VI). This complexity can

be compounded asr for the death of any single individual, in various

aspect,s of the exchange sequence' individuals and groups can articulate

both the amenu and mbetinu elements r¡hich make up their overall

relationship. The following case highJ-ights this.

Follouring the death of his six year old son, a man and his subclan

brother began to organize the relevant mortuary exchange. UJhile many

facets of this are not included here, certain aspects of immediate

interest are diagrammed in Figure IXX. The ¡elationship each man oI

group has uith the deceasedrs father needs to be considered in turn to

shour hor¡r such a complex pattern is possible and consistent ulith the

structural logic of mortuary exchange put forr¡ard in Chapter VI.
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Figure IXX. Aspects of the Mortr-¡a¡y Exchange for a Young Ronge Boy
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The natal, agnatic kinsmen of the actuaf (Uiological) mother of the

dead child, (t ), received the ambul-akala compensation of 3 pigs, 48

pearlshells and K200 from the childts father/paternal unit. Later they

gave 34 shells and K20 in aropoue, receivinq 79 shells and K10 in

return. This uras rationalised as 35 shells yano (por¡e), the original

debt; 35 she]Is poropete, the inc¡ement; and I shel-Is and K10 as

auanapu. This is the normative manifestation of the mortuary exchange

model.

The agnates of the fatherts other uife, the actual- motherrs co-

urife, (Z), could not receive ambul-aka1a this goes to blood kin of the

deceased. Indeed they assisted their affine in accumulating the

compensation, u¡ith six fluri men of the subclan of the second uife

contributing 12 shells in an ondamala (t'sorry feelrr) qift. Such gifts

are given r¡ith the expectation of no di¡ect return; they are given to

relieve the sorroul felt by the childts father and knouing he is under

financial stress. In Anganen ideology, such ondamala qifts are primarily

associated uith agnates, not affines. This affinal group is clearly

shorrling their empathy and harmonious relations r¡ith the father.

Houever, had they ulished, they could have J-egitimately given

-4ry., expecting a return of at Least double in the a pe payment. The

cultural rationality for this is they stand as tmotherrs brothersr to

the dead child--the child called his fatherrs ulife ttty mothern--and

through their mbetinu connection to the father more generally. Had they

done so they ulould have manifested the asymmetrical exchange relation'

mbetinu, uthich is the dominant form of relatedness betueen them. Even

though they rrlere not blood kin of the child, for this affinal group to
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give aropoule and receive a pe uould nonetheless be consistent r¡ith the

normative model-.

The point is, houever' they chose not to do so' reasoning their

affine uras under great strain and they ulished to alleviate his sorrou,

through assistance. They intentionaJ-J.y made an economic loss in a

situation uhere it r¡as quite possible to make gains (na¿ tney instigated

the reciprocal aropoue-a pe). They chose not to, preferring to

experience economic sacrifice. In functional terms, their ondamal-a no

doubt strengthened the relationship they had ulith thei¡ affine, but the

form it took ulas at variance r¡ith mbetinu in urhich givers and receivers

transact in any asymmetrical fashion. They acted like brothers, and

their actions ulere understood as such, giving their ulealth to the pool

utilised by the childrs father; their actions rrrere pg¡sglg not kou¡e.

These men chose to override the mbetinu aspect of the relationship in

favour of amenu and co-identification in this context. Later all

received small amounts of pork from the father at the omana pig kill.

Affines can readily expect such in any caser but all considered it uras a

sign of the fatherrs gratitude to his affines.

0ne, (¡), of the turo men related as sisterts husband to the childts

father folloued an identical pattern: ondamala (of 2 shells) urithout

engaging in the a ute kala phase. As r¡ell as pork at the omana pig kill,

he received 1 shell in atjolor gaining it indirectlyr €rs his r¡ife' the

childrs fatherrs sister, actually received it before passing it on. No

one considered thÍs a response to his ondamala qift; it u¡as compensation

fo¡ the so¡roul close kin' ulomen and those related through them'

experience at deaths.
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The other sisterrs husband, (¿), also gave 2 shells as ondamala,

but chose to give a small aropoure of 3 shells, Iater receiving 6 shells

in the a pe return. He could do so quite legitimately due to the

mediating role of his uife, the childfs fatherrs sister. Thus although

the tr¡o men urere related to the child in exactly the same uay, as

fatherrs sisterfs husband, one chose to make explicit the mbetinu

connection through giving glgry.. The other chose only to assist and

the actual mbetinu foundation of the social relationship uras left
covert.

The man ¡elated as FFZS to the child, (S), acted identically urith

man (¿r). His ondamala uras sizeable, one pig. He explained this uras

because of his coresidence r¡ith the child, the very close relationship

he had r¡ith the childrs father and the heavy sorrour he felt. His close

connection through his mother permitted him to offer aropoure later uhich

ulas duly accepted. This uras a large prestation, K60, for r¡hich the a pe

ulas K120 plus turo pearlshells as a uanapu, the latter possibly a partial

response to his initial ondamala. He also kitled a pig of his ouln at the

omana mortuary feast, distributing the meat to his ouln kin. Overall, in

varying stages of the boyrs mortuary exchange sequence, both amenu and

mbetinu urere expressed. His father, (0), chose differently: as FZH to

the child he enqaged in the a ute kala phase and did not contribute

ondamala, emphasising his mbetinu linkage.

The last man linked to the childrs father through uromen in

this exchange uas a coresident umu man (z). The relation uras as

classificatory matrilateral parallel cousins, their respective mothers

being clan sisters from the Mendi-Lai divide. His actions, like those of

5r clearly shoul aspects of amenu and mbetinu in different stages. This
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relationship uras explicitly recognised as fraternal. They are

coresidents and have frequently helped each other in exchange: the

childrs father uras a central contributor to the Umu manrs brideurealth,

ulho later gave a significant amount of r¡ealth urhen his cousin took a

second uife. The Umu man thus acted consistently trlhen he gave 6 shells

as ondamala for the death of Ithisil son, and his |tbrotherrstf sadness.

Soon after this he gave a further six shells as aropoure. He could

rightly do so by his genealogical connection to the child u¡as mediated

by female connectots, he uas FMcIass.ZS. Subsequently the a pe he

received ulas 10 shells and K40 (t¡here one shell is seen as economically

equivalent to K20). His total involvement uras balanced: he gave 12

shells and received the equivalent in return. Economically his overall

participation ulas ineffective, but he clearly stated his relation to the

chitdfs father and the complexity of it: a brother sharing (amenu) and a

man related through uomen transacting, mbetinu; in trrro distinct stages

of the sequence for the one individual he stood on both sides' pooling

his r¡ealth in a r¡ithin relationr and transacting u¡ealth betr¡een social

opposites.

I have only included three agnates in Figure IXX although many more

urere involved, giving small ondamala. These three clearly shoul the

structural foundation for variance uithin the cl-an. lYlan number B is the

childts fatherts true brother. He contributed the large sum of one pig,

six shells and K200 in total. His action uras predicated on and

demonst¡ative of the strong fratqrnal relation the turo men enjoyed. He

expected and received no return, getting only a standard amount of pork

at the omana pig kill.
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Men I and 1 0 are tuo true brothers of a different subclan to the

father. Betuieen them they gave 48 shel-ls in aII, a sj-zeable contribution

but one far less than the fatherfs true brother. Initially they gave

ondamala only, but follouling a request from the father agreed to assume

the responsibility for repaying some of the aropoure received. (R. they

¡eceived 18 shells from the -aroÞoue., reciprocatinq uith 36 shells, their

overall economic loss 30 shells betr¡een them.) mey readily agreed to do

sor citing fraternal rubrics as the reason. fndeed all regarded their

action as highly praiseuorthy' fraternal- and moral.

No explicit return ulas offered' but at the omana feast' the father

gave a r¡hol-e pig side to these tuo men in ulhat he called an at.iolo

prestation. This, once accepted, uras to do r¡ith as they pleased. llost

people, including the fatherrs true brother, received only small

portions of meat, uhereas pork sides are only usually' and

ideologically, associated urith t,ransaction, koue. They are given by

arara to enqira in a kom phase of mortuary exchange, foJ-louing the death

of an ally in men kap, or in vasol-u ceremonial exchange. Brothers do not

give specific cuts of meat to each other' they only share from the

animal slaughtered according to the Anganen. This prestation' then'

resembles koue exchange as is definitive of mbetinu, highlightinq the

distance betr¡een agnates of different subclans. It articualtes

structural- distance which is ideol-ogically masked under the idiom of

amenu.

0n this point, it is interesting to note, that uhile appearing a

kotrle-type prestation, this uras not recognised by those involved. The

childrs father explained his action, saying it ulas to thank his brothers

for their assistance, economic sacrifice and empathy. l/hile their
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economic loss uas very significant, it uas far Less than the fatherts

true brother uho received a miniscul-e amount of pork in comparison.

Though economics can never be ignored, the structural distance betr¡een

these various agnates is a key factor underpinning the pork

distribution. Anganen fraternal ideology disguises structural division

in the promotion of unity, but contextually inherent opposition betuleen

brothers can manifest themselves in exchange, urhether they are formally

recognised by the actors or not.

Brothers transacting is a relatively common thene in Anganen

exchange. Due to differential relationships traced through uromen,

primarily their urives, they often find themselves on opposing sides in

particular exchanges¡ as the follouing example shours. Here tuo full
brothers urere on opposing sides, although they did not directly

transact; others aluays mediated in the actual- r¡ealth transfer. Figure

XX outlines this.

Figlne XX. Brothers Transacting in a llortr-¡ary Exchange
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fvlen X and Y are of the same cl-an but dif f erent subclans. These men

ùrere not onl-y related as agnates, although this uas the dominant

expression of relatedness, they urere also connected as ffiBDH-IIJFZS. The

latter is a connection mediated by uromen, a mbetinu tie, and this became

critical in the mortuary exchanges follouring the death of Xrs mother.

Yrs urife received turo pearlshells in the distribution of the ambul-akala

compensation uhich she duly passed on to her husband. Y then enqaged

in the next stage, giving three shells as aropoue, later receiving the

equival-ent of six shells (S shel1s and K20) in a pe. Here Y uas

associated ulith his agnates rmotherrs peoplerr-@., opposed to him as

a recipient of the urealth X transacted. Yrs true brother, Z, reacted

differently. He chose only to assist his cLan brother, giving 3 shells

in ondamala r¡hen X uras accumulating the original ambulakala. In this

instance, not only are agnates of different subclans opposed, but true

brothers of the single subclan. X and 7 acL as brothers, sharing; Y acts

as their mbetinu_ kinsmen, a recipient of the urealth they pooled.

Agnates' the fundamental amenu connection in Anganen, opposed in

exchange is a relatively common occurrence in the highlands. For

instance, Sillitoe (ISZS:206) notes it in a [JoIa mortuary sequence,

LeRoy (ISZS¡:199) in Ker¡a ceremonial exchange, A.J. Strathern (19712137)

in the fÏe]pa moka, and both fïeggitt OglA:1BB) and Feil (e.g., 19?B) in

the Enga tee. Feil, in particular, has attempted to develop this notion.

Not only does he stress the pivotal roles ulomen have in exchange

rel.ations, a situation paralleled in Anganen, but he has argued agnates,

given the multiplexity of kin ties possibJ-e bettueen tr¡o men, try to

recast their relationships into ones overtly mediated by uromen, thus

rendering them suitable tee partners:
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recognised non-agnatic linkages are often founded upon the
most tenuous, scant genealogicaL knouledge, and the impression
is that the Enga are creating ties. (feif, 19?B:384)

There is a clear difference in the degree in uhich the recasting is done

in practice betureen the Tombema Enga and the Anganen. In Anganen only

knouln kin connections traced through uromen permit agnates to instigate

exchanqe relationships in the arena of mundance exchange. Ties too

distant or non-existent are not sufficient enough a basis, and men ulho

attempt to go against this meet public ¡idicule and derision' and are

denied participation in the exchange itseLf. Nonetheless the generaJ.

point Feil makes holds in Anganen: in relationships conceptually

fraternal , @r coru-ì€ctions through uromen ' mbetinu ' thouqh

ideologically and terminologically masked, can become contextually

relevant in exchange situations.

Although I agree uith Feilts (19?B:380) criticism that Highland

anthropologists have concentrated on the trconvetsionrr of non-agnates

into agnates (mbetinu into amenu in my discussion) to the det¡iment of

the inverse, he fails to explore the possibility reJ-ationships mediated

by ulomen can be contextually manifested in fraternal-like assistance and

cooperation, pooling and redistribution in exchange. lYlen r¡ho freely

surrender r.r¡ealth to their affines or cross cousins not only demonstrate

the viability of their social- rel-ations, they do so through denying the

basis of that rel-ation: koure transactions betrLreen givers and receivers

in a rbetuleenr relation invoLving structurally inequivalent men. In

Anganen exchange both forms of inversion' amenu into mbetinu and

mbetinu into amenu are crucial, not just one.

The critical point to be noted is that it is the embodiment of both

of these structural forms and their contextual manifestation in exchange
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situations uthich gives rise to much of the dynamic and variable

character of participation in exchange and exchange partnerships

themsel-ves. In all recognised, ongoing social- relations betueen men,

amenu and mbetinu must coexist, albeit in differential structural

emphases, and the potentiality for sharing or transacting is alrlays an

inherent aspect of interaction in the exchange arena.

lJhether inversion actually takes place is contingent upon factors

both internal to the ¡elationship, such as descent, genealogical

distance and specific kin connections, and factors extraneous to it'

economics, politics, geographic distance and so on. As such, each

particular exchange occasion uill give rise to a specific set of

permutations of these factors r¡hich form the frameulork in uhich

individuals make choices and act. This alone must generate variation and

the overall flux found in Anganen exchange.

Context becomes central. Providing proper social conditions prevaíl

in the context considered, tbrothersr transacting or mbetinu sharinq is

not inconsistent with cultural logic, and although at variance ulith the

notms of their mode of relatedness, such actions are not socialJ-y

regarded as immoral. Indeed the opposite applies as participation in

exchange generally conveys moral- status to the individuals involved.

Furthermore, as Kelly (tsZZ:2BB) argues, this means the ongoing conflict

(trcontradictiontr) betr,reen principles encoded in social relations is

handled contextually and, if the riqht social conditions prevail' social

confl-ict is not generated. It is this point uhich distinguishes

inversion f¡om conversion, as beyond the context in t¡hich inversion

takes place, there is no radical t¡ansformation in the dominant form of

expression of social reLatedness: amenu remain ajry, and mbetinu remain
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gþg!!ry. If anything, given that any moral involvement in exchange can

function to strengthen social relationsr these ulould be reinforced' not

negated or recast in the social realm J-yinq beyond the exchange context.

The Anùivalent A¡rùience: Social Relations and Their
Anganen ltL¡r¡dane Exchange

Reproduction in

The vast majority of active social relationships betueen adult men in

Agnanen are recognised as being in one or the other of the categories of

amenu or gþg!!ry. This is their dominant form of expression as T have

termed it. Both of these categories subsume a multitude of varyinq

socio-political relationships, t'rith variance founded on descent,

genealogical, terminologicalr residential and spatial factors.

Nonetheless for inclusion in one or the other of theser relationships

must confo¡m to the abstract, underlying structural logic r¡hich define

these categories as such.

Amenu is a rulithinr relation, one betueen men uho confront each

other as structurally equivalentr brother-brotherr in r¡hich co-

identification, mutuality and social unity are paramount. Conversely,

mbetinu is a rbetr¡eent relation, traversing social opposites, connection

being through the mediating qualities of uromen and marriage betueen

socially distinct men and groups of men. Here structuraL inequivalence

is definitional as rrlife-givers cannot equal u.rife-receivers.

Anganen norms of exchange behaviour concretize these modes of

contrasting, though potentially complementary, relatedness into tu¡o

distinct form-content dyads: amenu oorooete mbetinu kowe It I brothers I

share, kinsmen related through uJomen transactrt. I have argued these
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norms carry significant structuring rrreight by orientating men to certain

courses of actionr âs they are cuÌtural-ly imbued uith moral qualities.

Moreover, the value of norms is they predispose individuals to uant to

act in accordance. Norms thus can underpin t¡hat individuals themselves

regard as free choice.

Adherence to these norms is the central means for the reproduction

of these modes of social rel-atedness through time and over generations.

That is, r¡hile mundane exchange, thouqh the principal occasions in uhich

r¡ealth moves' cannot be regarded as the sol-e arena for social

reproduction, it is nonetheless dominant in this process. ïn it' social

relationships are created, sustained and reinforced. Amenu maintain

their rel-atedness through acts of pooling and redistribution, rfsharingrr,

urhile ongoing mbetinu kinship persists through positive acts of

transaction betuleen givers and receivers. Across generations, if the

descendants of amenu continue to share this mode persists; if the sons

of mbetinu transact in an ongoing manner, mbetinu kinship remains

viable. In other uords, the mode of relationships created or possessed

by men can persist in foJ-Iorrling generations, even foLlor,ring the deaths

of the men originally related as amenu or mbetinu.

Concepts such as social reproduction of forms of relatedness, or

the ongoing viability of social relations in practice' are dependent

upon the dialectical interrelation betuleen these particular connections

of form and behavioural content. Form, through norms, underpins and

predisposes action; normative actions reproduce form throuqh time, uhich

in turn feedback to encourage further normative action. Ultimately,

neither form nor content takes precedence: the diaLectic betueen them is

the key. Thus uhen norms are fuJ-ly adhered to in exchange, amenu and
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mbetinu stand as complementary relations: amenu pool ulealth' give it to

(transact uith) their mbetinu, who subsequently redistribute ulithin

their oun @. Here a single exchange event can be the source of

reinforcement of both amenu and mbetinu, functioning to promote further

participation in exchange in the future.

It is the concretization of form-content connections in mo¡aÌ

terms, together u¡ith this notion of dialectical interrelations, uhich

símultaneously structures the potential means of the abrogation of norms

and the social consequences these can have. Put simplyr non-adherence is

variance in either form or content in recognised social relatedness and

its evidencing in practice. Amenu and mbetinu as categories of

relatedness and the ideological norms r¡hich accompany them obscure the

complexity of aJ-l social relations, and their problematic realization in

exchange. These points al-one are sufficient indication that norms cannot

alrrlays be adhered to.

In this chapter I have delineated three discrete types of

abrogation of norms. I have termed these fconversiont, timmoralityl and

tinversionr. Conversion is the change in the dominant expression of

¡elatedness through content; immorality, non-normative content sociaJ-ly

regarded as immoral; and inversion is ulhere masked aspects of either

amenu or mbetinu in social relations find contextual expression in

specifÍc exchange situations. As an overvieul, I shall compare and

contrast these and the conseguences they can have, by focussing mainly

on inversion, as in some respects it appears to be a hybrid of the other

tt¡o.
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ttJith immorality, brothers do not share and mbetinu do not transact,

as uith inversion. Hou;evet, the trrlo are not the same. lJith the former,

the very moral basis of the relation is denied, J.eading to social

conflict. 0n the other hand, inversion, ulhere amenu transact and mbetinu

sharer cârries no negative moral connotationsr as such action is

socially regarded as legitimate. Indeed it is the opposite as, in the

most general sense, all legitimate participation in exchange usually has

positive moral significance and fosters sociality. fnversion highl-ights

the actual complexity in the construction of all social- relationships

r¡hich is lackinq in the ideoì-ogical glosses of either amenu or

mbetinu. Factors ideologically obscured, such as specific genealogical

connections for instance, can have structurinq ueight provided the

context of the exchange merits it, be these consistent urith the mode of

relatedness or not. (0f course if the context does not merit such action

the act is immoral, the previous type discussed.) Hence, pace Kelly, it

is not the act as much as the context in uhich the act takes place urhich

primarily distinguishes betr¡een immoraJ-ity and inversion.

Context is also important in distinguishing betr¡een inve¡sion and

conversion. If acts of inversion ulere to consistently persistr it is

possible the mode of relatedness can be radically transformed. If

ongoing sharing betr¡een mbetinu kin (not only in exchange, but for

things such as loca1ity, residence and non-marriageable ulomen also)

occur, especial-Iy in the absence of direct koure transaction betureen

them' eventually the relation r¡ill be recast in f¡aternal terms. The

crucial difference betuleen mbetinu sharing in inversion and conversion

is essentially temporal. Inversion is synchronic, bound to particuJ-ar

exchange contexts, and if the context changes it is hiqhly possibJ.e the

content ulil1 too ("" differing factors ulil-l emerge as important).
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Conversely, conversion is diachronic: behaviour consistent r¡ith the

opposing mode of relatedness must persist through time.

Similar1y, if those previously amenu intermamy, for example

follouing clan fissioning, itself a diachronic occurrence, mbetinu

becomes the dominant form of expressi.on of relatedness. Legitimate

marriage demands brideurealth, a pivotal kor¡e transaction directly

betueen those structural-ly inequival-ent. The significance of mamiage

and brideuleal-th are sufficient to overrule any prior considerations of

fraternity. If amenu transact through inversion, houever, the context

and the significance attached to this act do not alter the mode of

relationship beyond the specific exchange event. conversion, once

achieved' resembles the normative situation and norms pertaining to the

recast mode apply: those nou mbetinu should transact, r¡hile those nour

amenu should share.

Beyond stressing siblingship over descent, his tr¡o potentially

antagonistic principres, Kelly does not give any indication of the

social conditions r¡hich r¡ouLd favour one over the other in various

contexts. FeiIrs emphasis on agnates tracing ties through rrlomen so as to

become tee exchange partners¡ iqnores any consideration of non-agnates

acting rlike brothersr, and it cannot exprain uhy al-l agnates do not

attempt to do this (especially in the liqht of the functionality FeiI

sees in tee partnerships). I too have under-explored these uiider social-

conditions ulhich affect the manifestation of structural principles in

practice. All of the possible, and temporally varying, factors rrlhich may

impinge on the real-ization of norms or the type of their abroqation are

immenser and most at least partialJ.y lie outside of the actual social

¡elation itself. Political, economic, geographic, demoqraphic and
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historical factors can all- impinge upon the content evidenced in

exchange. The construction of the social relation, even in its most

complex, let alone its ideological form as amenu or mbetj¡g' is

certainly not the sole determinant of practice.

Yet the specific structure of any rel-ation (its form, actual

genealogical connections, social distancer e.g. agnates as members of

different subclans, and so on) is a crucial aspect underpinning

individual participation in exchange. Forms of rel-atedness and their

conjunction r¡ith content in norms largeJ-y predispose individuals to

certain courses of action, r¡hile the various juxtapositions of form-

content interrelations, conversion, inversion and immorality, qenerate a

set of potential abrogations uhich are found in practice. This r¡hole

issue eventually comes douln to one of the problem of choice, but the

individual- and the choices he makes can neve¡ be isolated from the

socio-cultural ulorld in uhich he exists. Al-though the structure of

social relations aLone does not determine these, in their qreater

complexity it nonetheless is a core set of principles in the structurinq

frameuork r¡rhich guides individual choice in Anganen society.

To exemplify this, social relatedness itself can be a source of

variation in choice, be it for one individual in different contexts, or

different individuals of the same form of reÌatedness in one context.

Inverison clearly shorr¡s this. fndependent of any of these uider factors,

such as individual economic maximization, the very conflict betueen

amenu and mbetinu principles tuithin any social relationship can l-ead to

different manifestations of sharing and transaction in practice.

Relatedness, in other ulords, provides the baseline for the fon the

groundr fluidity characteristic of participation in Anganen exchange.
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In Anganen mundane exchange, regardless of the actual complexity

invol-ved r¡ith individual- choice, for any recoqnised social relation

betureen adul-t men, there are aJ-urays four possibilities pertaininq to its

associaLed no¡m: adherence, conversion, immorality and inversion. These

various possibilities and their manifestation in concrete social

situations lead to all social reLations being characteristically

ambivalent, a term Goody (tSZ¡:25) r¡arns often has little analytical

val-ue:

...to say of a particu.l-ar socj-al relationship that it
ambivalent is often to say very little, since
relationships are su¡ely characterised by both positive
negative components.

is
all
and

ItJhiIe I concur r,lith Goody on this point, my approach has attempted to

delimit at least some, the rinternal-r, factors uhich generate and

pattern such ambivaLence: the complexity of social relatedness betueen

men and the problematic, though structured' interrelationship this has

uith types of practice in the exchange arena.

The Anganen themselves are auare of this uncertainty in their

relations urith others. Strengthened by an ideology of adult male

autonomyr control and individualism' they say each man has his rrouJn

skin' ourn thoughtsrr. Although individual volition is not beyond the

influence of others, the intentions and future actions of those r¡ith

ulhom one shares and transacts are larqely unknou.rn. Tulo of the most

significant functions of Anganen mundane exchange are contingent upon

this. 0n the one hand, exchange contexts are the vehicle in r¡hich the

actual complexity of social relatedness is expressed, a point denied by

ideology and the abstraction of ¡elations into amenu or mbetinu

categories. 0n the other, individual action (and at times non-action)

can signal the current status of the relations as individual- has urith
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those in his sociaL ulorld. The act itself can be socially positive or

negative, reinforcing or jeopardizing social relations, but it
nonetheless may function to momentarily render non-ambivalence and

clarity of meaning in these relationships. Such messages and renderings

can only be momentary of course, since other contexts and this

ambivalence derivative from structure itself--the very ambience of the

individual--means this certainty may be short-Iived.
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1

Footnotes

3.

4.

Here I utilise pooJ-inq and redistribution as Sahlins does, but
employ reciprocity far more generally than in his sense. For rTìer

the sharinq of brothers is an act governed by reciprocity as is
exchange betuleen mbetinu kinsmen, ulhereas for Sahlins reciprocity
r¡oul-d only apply-ffi latter. llost often I shall use either
sharing or the indigenous term poropete for Sahl-ins I rrpoolingrf
(¡edistribution), and exchange, transaction or kor¡e for
frreciprocitytt .

In the Highlands' this is no better represented than the often
cited Mae Enga dictum: trlJe marry the people r,re fightrr (fleggitt,
1965:101). ffiarriage and affinity are thus interuoven r¡ith political
opposition and hostiJ-ity, urhich contrasts r¡ith alliance expressed
in fraternaf terms. 0n this point, the Anqanen are not as explicit
as the fïae, but there is a recoqnition that those groups from uhere
u.rives come or sisters go are possible enemies. Potential enemies
are those nearby, and those nearby marry. This is deal-t ulith in
more detail later in the chapter uihen Anqanen politics are
discussed in relation to amenu and mbetinu. Also ulorthy of mention
here is the husband-urife-Eãnd is o-ften used as a model for social-
opposition and hostility' even to the point sexual intercourse can
be euphemisitically alluded to as trfightinqtt, -H.d.

This even hol-ds true for matrilateral paralfel cousins uho are
rrbrothersrr, ame, in Anganen kin terminology, despite uJomen being
the points of connections. They are clearly equivalent, fIZS-fIZS.
Even though riromen link them, they do so through their oun
equivalence as natal members of a single cl-an, and clanship is a
rmaler concern in mediating social relations. This aside, the
expJ-icit mediating role of ulomen here does in fact render this
amenu connection highly ambivaLent, and in practice fYlZSs are often
botti exchange p.ttn"r= and rbrothers uho share in exchanget.
Aspects of amenu and mbetinu a¡e structuralJ-y inherent in the
social ¡elation and this is played out contextually in Anganen
exchange. This occurrence is extremely important, and once the
forms of manifestation of these tr¡o contrastinq types of social
relatedness in practice are discussed, it uill be clear its
frequency extends r,lell beyond the obvious case of matrilateral
paralJ-el cousins.

As noted in Section III, even after marriage, uiomen still retain
association ulith their natal, pre-marital' groups, despite them nour
being socially and usual-ly residentially associated r¡ith their
husbands. Their social identity is ambiguous, and this is
manifested in married ulomen often finding themselves in conflicting
situations over allegiance. This rrin-betueennessrf of uomen, to
bououl flariì-yn Strathern t s ( t gZZ ) phraseology, in Anganen, is
significantly derivative from shared identities r¡rith their
brothers, and the confusion betueen amenu and mbetinu in the
overall construction of their social i¿eãFties.

2
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Any specific exchanqe occasion could have been chosen, of course.
There is nothing unique about brider¡eal-th in this regard. It has
been sel-ected partly for convenience and partly because it is the
largest statistical sample available, such that non-normative
aspects are more easily recognised.

This obviousJ-y does not incl-ude the conversion of non-kin into kin
rrlhich is also possible in Anganen. Occasionall-y, although this is
rare' immigrants ulill have no prior kin tie r¡lhich is used by others
to siqnify the form of their relatedness. They are only -3ry.,
neulcomers. But these too can be converted into kin, either amenu or
mbetinu. As such, much of the follorrling discussion is applicable to
these also.
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sEcTIt{ v. NEIll ROADS AND DIFFERENT Ùf,lRLDS: ANGANEN

EXCHANGE
EXTRAORDINARY

ldhen the community is attacked from the outside at least the
external danger fosters solidarity rrrithin. uhen it is attacked
from r¡ithin by uanton individuals, they can be punished and the
structure pubì-ically affirmed. But it is possible for the
structure to be self-defeating...Perhaps all social systems are
built on contradiction, in some sense at urar ulith themselves.
(Douglas 1966:140)
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SECTIONAL INTRIDIJCTION. RAIdA AND YASILU: STRUCTURING THE INFEASIBLE

In the tulo previous sections I have demonstrated that a vast number of

named exchange occasions can be seen as premised on a singJ-e underJ-ying

structural logic. For the most part these uiere exchanges in l-ieu of

individuals, at life-crisis or rite de passaqe, urhere the focal

individual is a married uoman or her children r¡ho link the disparate

exchange groups; orr though slightly different and less in frequency

(especially since tpacificationt) uarfare payments betureen allies, urhere

u¡ider political alliance is heavily interrelated uith the incidence of

intermauiage betrrleen groups. I argued that these rmundane exchangesr,

as they rrlere termed, uere the central vehicle for the articulation of

Anganen social structure, of social relations betuleen men of both the

amenu and mbetinu type. Key to this r¡as their very incidence, engaging

men and r¡ealth, through sharing and transaction, in ongoinq and frequent

occasions uhere they mark' sustain and reinforce thei¡ relations urith

others. In short, mundane exchange is an essential- context for the

construction of the everyday social urorld.

There are tuo ot,her major Anganen exchanqe occasions ulhich have not

been discussed at any length to date¡ râüJ€ì¡ competitive exchange, and

vasol-u, ceremoniaJ- exchange. These ulill be the focus of the next tuo

chapters. Raula is an attempt to resolve a dispute, follouring the

failure of social arbitrationr betueen those conceptualised as brothe¡s

through the slaughter of animaLs, ideally cassoura¡ies. Yasolu is a

complex sequence of events' inc.Luding the construction of trrlo J-arge

scale houses, and various dances and food exchanges, r¡hich is

coordinated betuleen a number of locaL groups, and culminates in the mass

slaughter of pigs and the distribution of their meat.
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Although the Anganen see these as very important, in comparison to

the number of main mundane exchanges, those pertaining to marriage and

death, occurr5-ng in the community, these are extremely rare: on average

they happen only once every fifteen years or so, rendering them largely

peripheral to the process of social reproduction. In them, huge amounts

of animal ulealthr âs meat, changes hands, perhaps in total more than

that exchanged in mundane exchanges over the same period. Houlever,

shells and money, so important in mundane exchange, are very much

secondary, if they are involved at all. In terms of the frequency of

occurrence and exchange items employed, rauJa and yasolu contrast ulith

major Anganen exchanges in lieu of the individual such as bridet¡ea1th,

the return payment at marriage, mortuary compensation and the aropoule-

ape sequence follorrling death. Houlever this can be true for various

mundane exchanges also: the frequency of occurrence, amount of, or

required exchange items can differ greatly (".q., compare the primary

and secondary exchanges pertaining to mamiage in Chapter V).

lJhile these distinctions are still important, I suggest that raura

and yasolu contrast most significantly in terms of their structural

logics in comparison ulith mundane exchange. That is, in addition to

describing these in this section, the intention is to demonstrate they

cannot be reduced to this common, though variously expressed, logic

uhich underpins the myriad of mundane exchanges already discussed.

Anganen competitive and ceremonial exchange are best seen in

contradistinction to, if not contradiction to, the very structure

a¡ticulated in the mundane. (R ¿etaited comparison and contrast betuleen

these and mundane exchange is undertaken in Chapter X.)
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By this I do not r,lish to suggest these exchanges are in any uray

truJ.y independent from the mundane uorLd of Anganen social structure.

As r¡ill be shouln, they gain their impetus from the socio-political

order, are material-Iy provisioned through it' achieve much of their

pouer and meaning through their anomalous or paradoxical articulation of

rel-ations and meanings of the mundane, and ultimately they have their

consequences for it. But the latter are onJ-y their function' not their

logics. fïy contention is that, through differing structuraJ- logics of

exchange, rauJa and yasolu are rextraordinaryr, they allude to different

types of urorlds, all at variance r¡ith the mundane order.

From the discussion of mundane exchange, it is clear that marriage

is critical to the articulation of the Anganen socio-cultural order.

Gender, male and female roles in production and reproduction are encoded

ulithin it. It defines groups as units r¡ithin urhich marriage and sexual-

¡elations are not permitted, that is ry, and these carry moral

sanctions. It interrelates individuats and groups (subclans) a=

mbetinu, and this is crucial for the structure of Anganen political

alliance. It generates mundane exchange, the sharing betuleen amenu and

transaction through inequivalent ulealth movements betr¡een mbetinu. It
rrstarts the roadfrto berfkept clearrrby transaction, potentially through

generation; and in it wealth, the pigs, pearlshells' money and other

items, gain true significance. In short, it is a crucial- domain in

Anganen social structure.

Given its centrality, alterations in marriage rules and the

exchanges ulhich accompany marriage, must suggest a neuJ order. Changes

in marriage embody the potentiality for arneur societyr, neul content in

social relations, and neu meanings of ulealth and its functions in
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exchange. As such, though not in isolation, the treatment of

extraordinary exchange r¡i11 primariJ-y focus on marriage, and the

distinction of the forms of marriage suggested in raura and yasolu from

that of the mundane.

To demonstrate this both a processual- and multifaceted approach is

required. As these contain anomalous or even contradictory meanings

ulhen vieuled from the perspective of mundane Anganen culture, litt1e

exegesis uras ventured by the Anganen on their understanding of these

extraordinary exchanges. To arrive at the meanings and ì-ogics expressed

in raula and yasolu, it is necessary to look at a ulide range of factors,

the symbolism of exchange items' unique productive fo¡mations, dance and

decoration styles' the latter involving various colours and their

symbolic meanings, as ulell as any chanting, oration, euphemisms or

insults urhich are associated uith these phenomena. Only the uridest

possible consideration of these factors involved can hope to attain the

actual meanings being expressed.

Furthermore, these phenomena are dynamic and temporal. tfhat is

termed either raua or yasolu overal-l, invoJ-ves a number of stages or

phases, each differinq in meaning, logic and consequence. For both of

these, then, f have divided them into more or less discrete sections,

and deal u¡ith each of them in turn. Each alludes to a different socio-

cul-tural order, highliqhting or exaggerating certain aspects of the

prevailing mundane order r¡hich may be ideologicaJ.ly obscured rLrhile

negating others, or presenting structural- alteratives to this order.

This is the major point of extraordinary exchange in general: neur

uorlds through neul forms of exchange and thus ner¡ content to social

relations. Yetr as uil-I become clear, these urorl-ds are ultimately
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untenable, either in and of themselves, or because they ulould require

massive structural. change to have sufficient functionality if they rrrere

institutionaÌised as the basis for practice in the everyday ulorld.
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CHAPTER VTII. DANGEROUS UISIONS: RAIdA AND THE ABROGATION OF FRATERNITY
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Introd-rction

In many cultures there are institutionatised mechanisms for dispute

resolution r¡hich come into operation follorrring the failure of social

arbitration or central legal procedure. These function to avoid or at

Ieast detimit the possibility of direct violence' such as uarfare or

sorcery, betueen the disputing parties. Eskimo song duelsr wrestling'

boxing or buttinq (Gluckman 1965 passim; Hoebel 196?) and Tiv drumming

contests (Bohannan 196?) are just tuo examples. Indeed the tagonistic

exchangesr or f potlacht, so much the interest of lYlauss (tSS¿) can often

be seen in this light.

In theser unbridled conf¡ontation is averted by the ceremonial or

symbolic expression of hostility' through vehicles such as insult,

innuendo and ridiculer songr gesture or prestation. Physical

aggression¡ u¡here it occurs' is constrained. The object is ltnot

annihilationr but subjectiontt (Hoebel 196?:255) in r¡hich rrthe man uho

uins, ulins social esteem. He ulho loses, suffers loss of social tank.r

(iUi¿ 256). Through these contests, the precipitating event r¡hich led

to the dispute is overcome or rendered ir¡elevant. Indeed in most

instances it seems the original dispute becomes of no social

significance.

The Anganen equivalent of this type of phenomena is EE.1 The

Anganen see it as rflike uarfareft or tffighting betuleen brothers.rt It is

a specialized attempt to resolve a dispute situation through the

displacement of hostility auray from direct conf¡ontation by the

slaughter of animals, ideally cassoularies. It is also termed recis

(mp), Itracesrt, alluding to its competitive nature, ulhere loss, Itdeathrt,
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occurs urhen a protagonist in the slaughter is unable to continue. That

is, unlike uratfare, ildeathil is not biological but social in rauia:

social status and identity are placed at riskr not lifeforce. Raula is a

form of trcompetitive exchangerr (tenoy 19?9a) or rragonistic exchangetr

(Mauss 1 954), uhere hostility moves from an initial precipitating event

leading to a dispute, to a competition uhere the qoal- is to kill as much

animal r¡ealth as possible.

I have noted previously that exchange can be utilised to settle

disputes, taking the form of compensation. Rinkitame (trheaddress-hit-

doil) generally (cf., Chapters V and VI) and anqare (rrtalk-basetr) given

to alleviate tbad thoughtsf ulhich can cause misfortune (Chapter VI) are

tr¡o such instances. They redress urrong and overcome social conflict'

permitting a return to the status quo. Raura can function to the same

end, but I contend this is only its function: in qualitative tetms,

rauJa is of a different order, it is tfextraordinaryrr as I have termed it.

It is more than another means of dispute settlement uithin the

communityi its internal logic is structuraJ-ly different from these other

fo¡ms of exchange and indeed Anganen mundane exchanqe in general-.

The cont¡ast betuleen raua and other possible social reactions to

disputes and confl-ict serves as an introduction to its significance and

distinctiveness. t/ith compensation, legaJ- and moral right are clearly

demonstrated: the party r¡ho offers compensation signifies its urrong

doing. Compensation openly states their responsibility, they are the

rêr the base or principal cause of the incident generating conflict and

ill-feeling. Those that accept compensation pubJ.ically demonstrate they

have been victims' and the passing of r¡ealth betueen the parties is

understood as redress. 0nce the compensation is given the issue is
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finished and conflict averted. Although the disputants may stiLl

harbour ill-feelinq over the incident, in the eyes of the r¡ider

community the matter is finished. Compensation functions unambiguousJ-y:

right, urong and the return to normalcy are all clearly stated.

Raula is different. It derives from a situation uhere turo

individuals both claim right and accuse the other of urrongdoing.

Follouing the failure of any attempted social arbitration, this

precipitates the slaughter of animal-s. fn doinq so, both men signify

their right, and urho is the causative agent and ulho is the victim in the

dispute is uncertain. The issue is uncl-ear and ambiguous. Similarly¡

unlike compensation, in raura r¡ealth does not function to alleviate

conflict but to encourage it: unless a protaqonist responds to his

opponentfs acts of animal slaughter, he ulill lose.

If disputes, social conflict and ill-feeJ.ing persist, the potential

responses ate numerous' but they can be divided into tr¡o broad

categories' the intentional and the conseguential. Active, intentional

and premeditated reactions include ularfare, sorcery and court action.

These represent total breakdoulns in social relations. To deliberately

harm throuqh physical violence or sorcery is to define the victim

outside the ¡ealm in r¡hich positive social morality operates. Likeulise,

court action means that social- arbitration is fruitless, a breakdourn of

sociality. Although these actions may be deemed undesirable by the

r¡ider community' they are unambiguous, the intention and meaning of them

is clea¡.

The second categoryr though less obvious, is no less important for

the Anganen. These are the consequential or unintentional- outcomes of
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Aqain anomalously, expressinq oners iLl--feelings' even through

instigating raura, can be interpreted as a moral act. It al-erts the

community and thereby exposes the disputing individuals to public

judgement, it avoids the possibility of sorcery, and it opens the uay

for eventual- resol-ution and the removal of bad thoughts. Counteracting

this is that bad thoughts become raua. Il-1-feel-ing urithin relationships

u.rhere it should not occur or persist remains. Raua also affects the

uider community as rbrothers fightinqr causes concern' anxiety, fear and

divided loyalties. The Anganen see raura as a time of great danger for

the community. For example, rrduring raura ulomen fall in the river and

drountr. Raua thus bridges both categories of reaction to dispute: it

is both an intentional, though constrained act of hostility, and

consequential, as it negatively affects those beyond the protagonists

uho they do not intentionally urish to harm. In comparison uith other

reactions to disputes and conflictr then, raula appears anomalous and

paradoxical, embodying clear but contradictory elements of both mundane

morality and immorality.

Raula is virtually an untranslatable term, and it is not used in any

other context than this rfighting betueen brothersr. ft refers to the

time period, the acts that take place during this period, and the seen

psychological states of the protagonists, periods, acts and

psychoJ-ogical states not found elseurhere. As a cul-turally conceived

psychological state, it is like anger, frustration, anxiety and

obsession; indeed it is aI1 of these simultaneously. It is a unique

state, and is seen as a total psychological- disposition, uhich accounts

for ulhat is, in conventional terms, the irrational and paradoxical

actions of the protagonists in raua. The men r¡ith raua are not bound by

everyday logic, they are distinct from those a¡ound them, and this
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underscores uJhy rauJa is an extraordinary phenomenon in Anganen culture,

and uhy this term is not transl-atable into .other contexts.

Raua is a rare occurrence, another point uhich distinquishes it

from mundane exchange (see Chapter VII). Indeed only four cases have

taken place in the last 40 years or so. lJhat I propose to do here is

concentrate on one of these r¡hich took place betueen a Ronge and an

Ongulamuri in 1g?8.3 Tnis case highlights and elaborates upon these

notions of the distinctiveness of raua and its unique, paradoxical and

extraordinary character in comparison to Anganen mundane exchange. To do

this it is best to divide raura into four more or less distinct phases:

precipitation' the active phase, resol-ution and aftermath. This Ís done

as raua is bot,h processuaL and dynamic, r¡ith differing meanings of

uealth' the symbolism of animals, the cultural understandings of

exchange, humanity, morality and community beinq generated through it

over time.

For the first of these phasesr âS uith any dispute, not only the

precipitating event, but also the uider prevailing conditions,

structural' historical and biographical, require attention, as these too

are causal factors in uhy the raua took place.

r Precipitation

Bad<ground Context

Pandalepe is an 0ngulamuri man from Tundu Village and Vikta a
Ronge man from Kambari. At the time of the raula they uere
quite young but both uiere mamied. (4) TheFtr,ro uillug""
are only a feul minutes rrlalk apart. Pandelepe and Viktar âS
did their groups, considered each other as trbrothersrt. It is
said the Ronge and Ongulamuri uele rrone group long agotr but
greur large and divided. Their territories are contiguous,
separated by a very indistinct boundary (ulhich contrasts urith

€1.
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the territories t other boundaries r¡hich are very clear).
There is a high frequency of individuaL gardening on the
otherts territory, and a large incidence of interterritorial
movements, particuJ-arly 0ngulamuri to Ronge' as it is closer
to uater, firer¡ood and the road, the old Det Mission road.
This is easily facilitated.

The groups had also heavily intermarried¡ but Vikta and
Pandelepe are not close affines. Overal]' the level of
harmony and cooperation betr,reen the tuo groups is very high:
they are true al-l-iesr have never fought each other' they
assist each other in exchange' have al-ulays coordinated yasolu,
ceremonial exchange' together, and previously co-operated in
spirit house activities. (ToOay a single catechist serves
both communities. ) Disputes, rr;hen they occurred, ulere usually
settled quickly, and there is a strong feelinq harmonious
¡elations should be maintained in the 0ngulamuri-Ronge amenu.
All in all, despite inherent structural differentiation' the
tulo qroups constitute an @, fraternity. This is horrl they
conceive their relation and this is hor,r they are regarded by
others.

For the most part, the tu.ro men maintained friendly relations.
Houever a ureek or so before the rauJa, a dispute over a
Ronge manrs pig destroying an Ongulamurirs garden took place'
a common situation uhere the rrlrong t E.g. ' if the gardener had
maintained proper fencing' is decided in a public forum. Both
men spoke at length here, albeit from divergent perspectives,
and had heatedly crossed urords. The dispute uras resolved and
the matter said to be forgotten, but it is possible the
antagonism betr¡een the tr¡o men remained, and this may have
been a factor leading to the dispute and raua.

b. The Precipitating Event

It uras the Saturday follorrling rrPay Fridayrr and a number of
younger 0ngulamuri' Ronge and Umu men uere pJ-aying cards and
drinking beer bought earlier in the day in fvlendi. The game
had gone on for some time and the gamblinq uras becoming
intenser urith some loosing most of the uages they had received
the previous day. Matters urere becoming tense, and came to a
head r¡hen Pandal-epe accused Vikta of cheating, saying he had
claimed the tpott r¡ithout properly displayinq his cards.

Vikta immediately and aggressively denied the charge. They
continued to trade accusations and cast aspersions on the
otherts character. Soon Vikta and Pandal.epe uere pushing and
shovinq each other, and threatened heavier violence. This r¡as
rapidly broken up by the other players and spectators ulho
tried to calm the situation doun. The tuo men continued to
insult and threaten.
attempted to strike a

Pandalepe grabbed a nearby axe and
pig (uhich was not either his or

Vikta rs ) . He missed, but said frna raula yapu purr (f it: ttmy

rauJa skyr,rards/upulards gott ) . The raua challenge,was issued.
Vikta accepted. Both men stalked from the scene. The raua
had commenced.
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The moraL ambiguity of this is cLear. Disputinq and fighting r,rith

fists are breakdor¡ns j.n morality, but grabbing an ax and attacking a

pigr not a rbrotherr is moral. Simultaneously, it abrogates fraternity

r¡hile still being constrained by it. Similarly the pig did not belong to

either of the protagonists, and men should not kill anotherrs pigs.

This r¡as an immoral act. Both men ulere immoraL as they ignored attempts

at arbitration from those around them, although given the circumstances,

uhere both men had agnates present r¡ho r¡ould almost automatical-J-y give

them support and the obvious difficulty in deciding if Vikta did

actually cheat, arbitration uroul-d be almost impossibJ-e. Lastly,

although to instigate raua is seen as a col-Iapse of fraternal harmony,

both men did so because they believed they rrrere correct - they did not

cheat nor falsely accuse. That is, they ulere attempting to demonstrate

their oùrn morality in the disputing situation by instigatinq raura,

itself morally ambiguous.

The very utterance trmy rau¡a goes skyula¡dsrr marks not only the

commencement of the raura but also the point of dissociation of the

protagonists from the mundane realm in uhich the dispute originated,

and into a sphere u¡here different social action is possible and

rati-onal-. These urords have great pouler in this context (and this is one

reason raura is found in no othe¡ situation). High-lou is a persuasive

dichotomy in Anganen thought, high:Ior¡:: superior: inferior::

extraordinary: mundane. Success in exchange is said to frraise the

namerr, mbi minasa, and those morally superior are said to be rraboven.

Hence ,a t., * ="id the protagonists are attempting to establish moral

superiority through this exclamation.
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Yet it seems more than just this. trAboverr ís dissociated from the

mundaner end the notion of rrgoingtt (moving 01. process) is tne act of

dissociation from the mundane and thus the disputing situation.5 It i=

movement from the commonplace r,.rorld of social- morality and immorality

into raua, a neuJ and different order. It could be inferred to mean

transcendence; it is certainly seen as a total psycholoqical state, and

as such other transl-ations (themselves often indicative of the

significance of high and lor¡ in uestern thouqht also) such as overcome'

overr¡helmed or obsessed could be readily substituted. frrespective of

translation, the point to note is that in Anganen thoughtr @g is a

total state which marks men of a different quality to those acting

r¡ithin the mundane realm. This totalistic state thus allours men to act

beyond the immediate confines of mundane morality and rational-ity, and

beyond the pr.essur.e normally exerted upon men if they deny moral and

economic strictures.6

Phase II. The Active Period: Preparation and Slaughter

The forthcoming raula soon became public knorrlledge, generating
a great deal oñ Fit"t"nt and concern. One young 0ngulamuri
man livinq matril-ocally at Sek, a Ronge village' retired to
his house immediately and uas rrtoo scatedtr to come out until
the contest u,as over. At this time all the uomen in the
community became very afraid, and many of them hid in their
houses also.

Some individuals, either those uho had ulitnessed the dispute'
or after the situation uas explained to them' offered one oI
the other of the protagonists support, either supplying their
ou,n animals, or money and shelLs uith ulhich to purchase
cassoularies. Houlever, many other men of the community refused
to be actively involved; they urere rrtoo sadrt.

A feur days after the original dispute, Vikta (and his
supporters) gathered their animaLs at Kipera, the. most
ureilerly Ronge village; Pandalepe (and his supporters) ¿i¿
the same at Tundu. The tr¡o villages are no more than five
minutes r¡alk apart. A large crould tr;as present in both
villages, those not too af¡aid and others from nearby
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communities. Then the kil-l-ing began. Vikta initiated the
slaughter r,lith a cassouiary. SubsequentJ-y Pandalepe foll-oued
in kind. If Vikta killed a pig' then PandaJ-epe killed a pig;
if Vikta sacrificed a cassoulartr then Pandalepe u.ras expected
to slaughter one too.

The animal-s r¡ere killed in the normal fashion, crushing the
skulls of pigs and uringing the necks of cassot¡aries. Houlever
they rrrere not butchered in the normaJ. rrray. The actual kiJ-ling
took place just on the periphery of the opponentrs village,
and the carcass carried into the otherts hamlet. The animalrs
throats uere cut, and they may have been disembouel-Ied' but
the entrails urere uncleaned. The meat uas left untouched.

0n entering the opponentrs hamlet' the protagonist attempted
to throur blood at him, in his house and on his shells. He may
also have tried to drape the foul entrails inside the otherrs
house and on his possessions. The protagonist yells insults
at this time. For example he may shout: rrDrink blood. Drink
this blood. You drink your motherts Efuma; you drink your
sisterrs ulaluma. Here drink this!n 0r: rrhete, 4!gþg'(ilrubbish manÐ'have these guts. Eat these faeces; eat my

faeces.rr lfith that the protagonist retires' randomly
discarding the animal carcass on the ce¡emonial qround of his
opponent. Then the other contestant reacts in a similar vein.
After this it retu¡ns to the first man and so on.

This active phase of raua is complex and multifaceted, and careful,

detailed consideration needs to be given to a number of areas. Although

the intention here is to demonstrate that raura cannot be understood

simply in terms of the logic, structure and meaning of mundane exchange'

it is important to note that it is not independent of the mundane. As

noted, it is precipitated and to an extent constrained by the mundane.

It is provisioned throuqh it. Yet, as r¡ill be shoun, it gains much of

its meaning and pourer in its contradistinction, if not contradiction' to

the mundane. @ termination is al-so often dependent upon the r¡ider

community, and both du¡ing and after the slaughter' raua affects the

urider social context in r¡hich it takes pJ-ace.

The provisioning of

dependent upon the mundane.

animals to be slaughtered is obviously

They are either ourned by the protagonist,
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are supplied from otherrs stocks, or purchased r¡ith money and shells

provided by the protagonist and his supporters. Those that activeJ-y

assist are said to do so as if it urere uarfare, uhere they uouì-d fiqht

through feeling common affront and moral obligation.T Primarily these

a¡e close coresident kin of the protagonist.B

Hourever, those that assist do so by surrendering their ulealth to

the protagonist. Such support does not negate the hiqhly individual

focus characteristic of raua. During the active phase, all the animals

slaughtered are associated urith the protagonist, it is their @, and

not that of their supporters. Until the termination of the contest, the

animals contributed by others cannot be repossessed. Although they may

have a minor role handlinq the animals prior to the slaughter, for the

most part these supporters are indistinguishable from the audience at

Iarge. They do not kill pigs or cassouaries, handle their carcasses, or

enqage in the hostile acts di¡ected at the opponent.

From the perspective of the mundane, the use of animal-s in rauJa

is absolutely irrational: in any other context it ulould be a clear sign

of insanity. Cassouaries and pigs, live or dead, are primarily

associated r¡ith positive exchange relations, not explicit expressions of

hostility in social relationships. In nundane exchange, overt hostility

is of ten present betr¡een the parties ( e. g. , in mortuary or ularfare

compensation payments) Uut the transaction of ulealth is understood to

function to alleviate it, to reconstitute positive relations throuqh

redress. In ryr by contrast, it activeJ-y encourages hostiJ.ity. A

protagonist is committed to respond in kind, providing he has animals

left to slaughter, to avoid his rtdeathrr at the hands of his opponent.

ilDeathil here is social and not biological for humans, but this still
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underscores the hostility r¡hich permeates raula. Raua, then' is overt

though constrained hostility r¡hich promotes the persistence of

hostility, marking it as quite distinct from exchange in the mundane

sphere.

In

ulasted.

heads.

plumage

mundane economic terms, very little of pigs or cassowaries is

The meat, blood and internal organs are consumed, as are pigts

Cassouary bones can be used as knives or arrouJ tips, and their

is prized decoration. Meatr plus the cleaned entrails and

blood, mindi debu (ttmeat greasefr) a¡e cooked, distributed and eaten.

fYleat and rrgreaserr are seen as highJ-y nutritious. Their consumption is

good fo¡ the bodyr and their transaction and sharing good for social

relations. None of this occurs in raura. Only blood and unclean

entrails are utilised, and these are used anomalously: they are hostile

rgiftsr, indeed they are possibly polJ-uting. Flesh, bones and pJ.umage

are rendered uaster âs if rubbish, and abandoned in the opponentrs

ceremonial ground. fn ryr animals a¡e misused. It is uaste, and

effectively non-exchange' both inversions of the very meaning of animals

as ulealth in Anganen mundane exchange.

The internal logic of raua is thus in striking contrast uith the

normal realm, and the protagonists are actors of a different order to

those in the mundane. In Burridgests (1969) terms, they are rrdivinerr

(in its r¡idest meaning):

uhile moral refers generally to the normative interrelations
of men and uomen bound in community, and in particular to the
quality of such rel-ations...reciprocity of obliqation - the
r¡ord divine refers to a field of non-reciprocal re1ations...
Reciprocity is to non-reciprocity as moral is to divine, and
he r¡ho acts non-reciprocalJ.y is divine in relation to those
ulho, behaving moraJ-ly, are mora1. (iUia,xviii-xixi cf., LeRoy
1 9?9a:28)
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Raua protagonists are beyond conventional logic and moral norms: they

are dealers in non-reciprocity (or at best frnegative reciprocitytr in

Sahlins (lglZ) terms, if the blood and entrail-s are seen as hostile
rgiftsr, encouraging further hostility betr¡een individuals not truly

bound by convention). Their acts are in stark variance to the moral

uhere positive reciprocity operates. To this end, they are l-ike madmen

and clandestine sorcerers, the l-atter typically divine in Tangu

according to Burridge. All are marginal to the mundane definition of

men as rational-, social- and moral- beings.g

Definitional to raura is this particuJ-ar use (misuse in mundane

economic rationality) of animals, especially cassouraries; and their

deaths are the critical point of the active phase. Shells and money are

not directly destroyed, they may only be used to purchase cassoua¡ies

t¡hich are slaughtered. The movement from life to death cannot be

achieved r¡ith non-animal- forms of uealth (nor, it can be suggested, can

ruined shells or money be used like meat once the contest is completed;

see belou). The meaning of these animal-s is crucial here as, I suggest,

in rauJa animals become representative of the marginal rauJa individuals

and their states. They become surrogates, and their deaths become

substitutes' as symboJ-ic representatives, of the actual deaths of the

protagonists, as if it uere unbridled ularfare or sorcery.

John LeRoy (ISZS") has cogently argued ulhat animaLs stand for in

the Keua raua, though here pigs, not cassouaries, are the principal

item. He states:

The pigs are domestic ones, and as a rule they belong to the
participants in the competition. I do not have any evidence
that ulild pigs or other game are killed in the kind of raua I
have been dÍscussing. In Ker¡a¡ âs throughout fvlelãiEia,
domestic pigs are virtually part of the household, treated
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more tike pets than livestock. They share a domestic
existence uith men on such an intimate basis that they seem

quasi-human. The displacement of anger from man to pig thus
conforms to a cultural logic. Domestic pigs are like village
men, and more specifically in raua they serve to represent the
amoral man, the opponent. Trre¡iq is a kind of metaphorical
or substitute enemy. (iuiO. Zt )

That is, from the logic of Ker¡a culture, pigs stand for ment or mo¡.e

broadly humans in exchange generally. I have no disaqreement with this'

but it does not explain the emphasis on cassoularies in Anganen (r¡here

the utilisation of pigs is simply explained in the practical terms of

the unavailability of cassor¡aries). LeRoyts notion of substitutability

therefore needs to be modified someulhatr though ultimately this still

supports his general argument.

I do not intend to give a full account of the symbolic properties

of cassou.raries he¡e, but given certain Anganen notions it can be

contended cassouaries are excellent vehicles for the displacement of

hostility and death in rar¡a uhich is seen as alternater but parallel, to

actual ulalfare. Cassor¡aries ar.e rare in Anganen. They ar.e usually

obtained through trade or outright purchase from the Lake Kutubu region

to the south. They are scarce and expensive. To kiII and rthrou auayr

- a cassot¡Jary thus carries more rrreight than a pig due to straight economic

factors. Houlever, it is more than just economics that renders them

suitable.

For the Anganen, cassor,laries, men-ia, are truly ambiguous. Indeed

they defy inclusion in higher forms of classification. For some they

are birds, y3-, that do not fly; for others they are like marsupíalsr

.y.gË.r that r¡alk on tuo legs. They are, all agree, unlíke anything else

in Anganen faunal conceptualisation. One man outlined some of the

defining characteristics of cassoularíes as this: they have no
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intelligence/understanding, save (fvlp), their heads are so smal1. They

have fine decoration, bilas (mp), their feathers, but they do not knor¡

this. All they have are stomachs, Uef (mp): they have anger , bel i hat

(mP) an¿ hunger , holim beL (fïP); they just eat and fiqht.

It is this last quality' fiqhting or aggression, r¡hich makes them

significant in raura. They are of the bush' ulild' but they can be

captured and caged, the latter a sign of domesticity. Houlever, ulhile

they can be rendered domestic in this uay, they can never be fulIy

domesticated, tamed. The ambiguity of cassouraries is also reflected in

them being caged on the periphery of domestic space, usually a fallou

garden. Once mature, they must be housed singularly because they uould

kitt each other if caged together. Pigs' on the other handr share

domestic space, previously sleeping in uomenrs houses, nouladays in

nearby but isolated housing. In either case, they exist communally. It

is not that the Anganen think pigs are incapable of aggression and anti-

social behaviour, but unlike cassoularies this is not their very nature.

Pigs are like humans in this regard, capable of violence betueen

themselves, but this is not an inevitability.

This ambiguous conceptualisation and violent character of

cassouaries is closeJ-y linked to aspects of mal-e behaviour. As in

Umeda the cassorrlary is rrmasculine and aggressive in an antisocial ulayrl

(Ceff 19?5:226). For example, the cassourary is often associated r¡ith

clan splitting (cf., Chapter III); younq' unmarried and troublesome men

are occasionally termed rrcassouariesrr; and uhil-e rrlatching a group of men

prepare for warfare, one onlooker said they r,rere tlcassouariesrr, due to

their fierce dancing and yelling' their decoration of soot and oil tuith

perhaps one or turo cassorrlary feathers, and their intention to kiIl the
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enemy. Potentially overt, extreme and unbridled violence is part of the

understanding of maleness in Anganen¡ and as such the symbolic

connection,betueen cassouaries and male aggression is uell established.

Houlever this can only be part of the gender definition of

masculinit,y. Like the adult cassourary, if men urere continuously

antisocial and violent, there r¡ould be no basis for sociality and

community. Like the ambigously defined cassouary, then, men r¡ith

continued, seemingly total and unmitigated aqgression are paradoxical.

fn raua, cassouaries only represent the partial, not total, man, only

the hostile, potentialJ-y irrational and destructive individual.

Cassor¡aries thus sha¡e the qualities of autonomous, antisocial men, but

men ulho are anomalous as the unique symbolism of cassoularies suggests.

Pigs stand as metonymic humans, total men (cf., Levi-strauss

1966:204-6; LeRoy 19?9a:33); cassorrlaries, by contrast, represent

partial men, the aggressive, autonomous, antisocial- but marginal-

individual.

The relevance of cassoularies over pigs in rauJa should be r¡ell

apparent. There is the analogue' rau¡a: ularfare:: death of cassoulary:

death of enemyi orr given the moral paradox of raua and the anomalous

cassouJary, f@! uarfare:: anomalous, irrational, hostile brother:

enemy. In lawa, the death of the bird is the substituted death of the

aggressive, overuhelmed man. The raula cassouJary, like the Ker¡la pig as

LeRoy maintained, can thus be seen to be the aggressive opponent, and

its deathr the central point in raula, the symbolic death of the

opponent. Thus one manf s rrdeathrr in raula occurs ulhen he is unable to

symbolicall-y kill his opponent through more slaughter.
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Houever, LeRoy (1gZga:21) deliberateJ-y introduces a paradox in the

representative character of the animal slaughtered:

It is quite possible, hourever, to fol-lou another line of
reasoning ulhich places additional emphasis on the fact the
¡aura contender customariJ-y kills his oun pigs rather than
õã-eone elses, for example his opponentts. It tuould certainly
be consistent r¡ith the general flel-anesian picture to interpret
killinq onets orrrn pig not as redirected anger but as an act of
self-deprivation. uhat the raura challenger does is not
metaphorically kil1 the other; he deliberately injures himself
by destroying his ouJn possessi-ons...Here the rrlogicfr is that a
pig does not stand for the opponent but for the self. Kil-ling
oners ouln pig becomes, in the context of laua_, a symbolic
(metonymical) suicide.

Beyond this cassorrrary-pig distinction, this reasoning applies equally as

rrlell in the Anganen context. Men either provide their own animals or

surrender urealth to the main protagonist' the man r¡ith raula. In the act

of slaughter men make (irrational) economic sacrifice. The cassou,ary

does stand for its slaughterer. This is a key paradox in @,
cassoùrary as both self and other. It is not an either/or situation:

the cassouary is both sel-f and other.

The logic of this is based on the notion of the social individualr

the self largely defined through the social nexus the individual hol-ds.

In particularr in ¡awa it is the structural logic of q' the relation

the protagonists share. Fraternity is equivalence and co-identity.

rrBrotherff is a reciprocal term inferring mutuality. To attempt to
rkilÌf a brother through killing animal-s is not only a denial of his

identityr but simultaneously a denial of oners ourn identity.

Symbolica1ly a dead b¡other is the death of self in any context. Raula

is the metonymical death of both. The dead cassouiary uJ-timately

represents the sÌain brother/self, as r¡ell as the brotherless,

fratricidal individual, and in Anganen thought these amount to total

paradox. To kill a brother is the most abhorent thing possible, and a
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man ulith no brothers is in qreat danger as there is no one to assist

to be assisted by in uarfa¡e or exchange.

These themes of irrationality, the marginal, divine, extraordinary

character of the protagonist, the simultaneous destruction of self and

other as social, beings, and the general anomaly of raula are also

reflected in the insults u¡hich accompany this aggressive use of blood

and entrails. fnsults can only be such due do cultural logic, and thus

they further inform the situation being articulated in rarra. These are

not just passive refl-ections of the raua situation but constitutive

forces of it: words have pouer in ¡aua.

To take the rgiftr of the uncleaned entrails and the rinvitationt

to rfeat my faecesrr first. The entrails of animal-s regarded as t'¡ealth

are normally the ruomanfs partr, inj-uri (fit: trpig-rope-?tt),

acknor¡Iedging the uromanrs role in production. Yet this rprestationt in

raula seems more than just reducing the opponent to the status of ulomen

as an expression of the giverrs superiority. It is true uromen receive

the entrails uncleaned in common feasting occasions r¡hich they must

clean before cooking, but these are neither throuln at them or

accompanied by insults. Nor is there any attempt to clean these in the

active phase of raula. Their foul- contents remain, they are unclean,

agonistic and pollutinq.

The entrails are polluting due to thier close association uith the

protagonist. In the insult they are his faeces, not a cassouraryrs. Any

contact ulith anotherrs excretement is undesirable and dangerous: the

recipient is at risk. It also defines him as being like the sorcerer, a

man thought capable of having use for entrails. ft marks the opponent

or
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as non-, or at best marginally-, human, a user of substances normal men

avoid. Houever the man r.r¡ho offers his excreta is usually beyond the

mundane. Normal- men do not offer this to anyone! Given the link

betureen this substance and sorcery, part of the meaning of this act is

also self-destruction. The man provides his hostile opponent rrlith a

potential (thouqn here only symbolic) means of destroying him. This

act, then, defines both the self and the opponent as ext¡aordinary'

beyond conventional- rationality: the opponent is the potentialJ.y

fratricidal manr but also one at personal risk' urhiLe the self is

suicidal.

tdhen the blood is throurn during @, the opponent is rinvitedr to

consume it because he neats his motherrs ulalumatr, or lleats his sisterls

uraluma. To fully comprehend the meaning of this, it is necessary to

briefly discuss both ualuma and the cul-tural logic of eating.

lJaluma is prototypically female substance. It is r¡omb or menstual

blood. In Anganen conception beliefs, uromb blood together rrrith paternal

semen create the foetusr and r¡aluma is also thought to feed it during

pregnancy in some r¡ay (see Chapter V). UJaIuma as ulomb blood is at least

potentially productive. Although essentially the same substance' if
pregnancy does not occur the ualuma leaves the body at menstruation, it

is inherently polluting to men.

rrEatingrl

stock na

connotations.

sol-id, but

Sickness,

is a fascinating concept in Anganen thought.

best translates as frto consumerr in all its

That is, it is not onJ-y to take in substance'

also to transform' indeed perhaps destroyt

The verb-

English

fluid or

substance.

menstrualfor instance through sorcery, spirit attack or
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pollution is said to rreatrr the body. Lastly, as a euphemism, rreatingrr

is also an occasional reference to sexual intercourse. Although it is

uncl-ear in the insults r¡hether I eatinq uaLuma I refers to consuminq rrlomb

or menstrual blood, given the sociaJ- reality of insults and this broad

definition of eating, it is doubtful if this is an issue. Although

different, both meanings of uraluma and rreatingrt as imbibinq' destroying

and partaking in coitus, convey messages urhich are highly relevant for

comprehending raua.

Firstly, for an Anganen man, insane as he must be' to deliberately

consume menstrual bl-ood is, once again, tantamount to suicide: by

teatingr it, it featsf him. Perhaps of more interest is the idea of

eating oners motherrs or sisterrs ulomb blood. Given this euphemistic

usage, both instances imply incestuous unions, rendering the man immo¡al-

and not truly part of Anganen mundane society.

To consumer in the sense of lto destroyl, oners ouln motherls ulomb

blood is, in symbolic terms, thus also to destroy that substance r¡hich

has contributed to one rs ourn creation and corporeality: self-

destruction. Similarly to reatf oners sisterrs ualuma implies more than

just incest alone, as it can mean destroying her substance and thus role

in human reproduction.

As I have discussed at length previously (in Chapters V, VI and

VII) marriage and exogamy are critical for the reproduction of Anganen

society and culturer âs ulell as uraluma being critical for their

understanding of human reproduction. Marriage and exogamy necessitate

rel-ations, trroadsrr¡ polu, beyond the immediate sociaJ. group and they

generate mundane exchange. Indeed a crucial aspect of the ideology of
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brideuealth is to transfer the association of a uomanrs reproductive

capacity from her natal group to that of her husband. If a man featsl

his sisterrs uromb blood, irrespective of the connotation of eating, this

is not possible. As incest it negates the need to incorporate ualuma

from eLseu¡here; there is no need for mamiage. As destruction it

negates the potential for human reproduction. Both together mean there

can be no children (perhaps), no neur kinship troadsr, no mundane

exchange; in short, no possibility for the ongoing mundane socio-

cul-tura] order as it exists.

In doing Sor this process of reatingl female substance

simultaneously also suggests the destruction of uoman as human' social

and moral beings, and rthings femal-er more generally. In a multifaceted

uJa/r the negation or absence of the mundane roles of ulomen in society

and things symbolically female is a prevalent theme in raura. rEatingr

femal-e substance either renders uomen incestuous and immoralr or

destroys them as uraluma critically defines uomen as female. The parts

of the animals slaughtered r,rhich are normally associated ulith r¡omen, the

ent¡ails r¡hich acknorrlledge their role in production, are noLr,

appropriated and misused by men. l/omen are no longer moraL, do not

interconnect disparate groups of men, cannot be mothers and are not

producers, all definitional aspects of femininity in Anganen.

The principal rar¡a animalr the cassouJary¡ is pure male aggression.

lJomen play no role in raura performances as all participation is done by

men. At most uomen are onJ-y audience to the bloodbath. Even here,

though, ulomen tend to be absent. During the active phase uiomen become

very scared and many are said to not even leave their houses. (Ulnile

men too become afraid, most say they are more saddened than scared at
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this time.) Similarly, rdomen are more vul-nerable: rrDuring raura uiomen

fall into the river and drou.rnrrr another instance of their destruction.l0

As befits the earlier argument of social and cultural annihilation' in

the face of excessive male aggesssion, ulomen and rthings femaler are

conspicuous by their negation or absence in raÌta. In the mundane

sphere' although uomen and thinqs associated ulith them may be

ideologically devalued, particularly by men' they are nonethel-ess

present as the complement of men and maleness.

Although ù/omen are the most at risk' rau¡a is a time of great

danger and heightened emotional states (fear, sadness and anger) for the

community in general. Although the intention of raura is to

symbolically kill the opponent, it negatively affects the r¡ho1e

community of urhich the protagonists are, normally part. Although

constrained, it is still overt hostility in a single moraL community,

the Ronge-Ongulamuri amenu. It is stark opposition betr¡reen fbrothersl

in a conceptual unity ulhich is normally one of ha¡mony and security.

Raula heralds a dangerous potentiality. If this opposition in mo¡al

unity were to be institutionalised in the mundane socio-political realm

it ulould mean fission, political opposition and possible overt, direct

violence betu¡een the turo parties, even death to those previously

rbrothers and sistersr. Raua heralds this possiblit,y, highlightinq

structuraJ- opposition and hostility.

Yet the danger and heightened emotional states experienced at this

time seem more than reactions to a dangerous potentiality for the socio-

political order. To begin uith, the functionality of rawa is to avert

this. Despite the moral anomalies, the protagonists are still

constrained by fraternal- morality to an extent (tney kill animals not
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one another), and once the contest has run its course, normal relations

u¡ithin the community are said to be restored. Indeed it seems that it

is something about the active phase itself, not just its potentiality'

r¡hich seems to generate this anger' fear and sadness'

In so many respectsr ,ry is fuII of paradox' anomaly and

contradiction. rt is morarly ambiguous as brothers undertake Hr not

uarfare 0I. solcery ulhich are total breakdoulns of any overarchinq moral

order; but it is still in stark contrast to normative morality ulhere

brothers should share and cooperate in harmony. It is tkillingr r¡ithout

human death, since the protagonistst statuses, not bodies' are at risk'

It is a contest betuleen tuo autonomous, antisocialr almost solipsist

individuals in contrast to the social (mundanely moral) individual ulhose

identity is largely constituted through his social relationships r¡ith

others. It is heightened mafe aggression and maleness to the detriment'

negation and absence of uomen and things symbolically female' aII in

contradistinction to the mundane. Raua is exchange rrrhich is not truly

exchange. It functions to encourage hostility not positive relations'

Animal r¡ealth is used, but misused: that r¡hich is usualty defined as

wealth, the meat or plumage¡ is discarded as if r¡aste' Even the parts

actually used in raula al.e anomalous: blood is throun, not kept and

cooked; entrails are not cleaned of their foul contents and are offered

rauJ for the opponent to teatr. In normal feasting, where blood and

entraiLs are used properlyr the result, mindi debu, rrmeat greaserr' is

nutritious. In raula they are poJ.luting and the vehicle of destruction'

From the perspective of the mundane, the actions of the protagonists are

economically inational, if not signs of madness'
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In @, ulithin urhat is understood as a single social- ' moral and

cultural order, there are turo distinct and conflicting codes or logics

operating. The non-participants, the audience and those hiding in their

houses, are acting in terms of the mundane or rrmoral-rr in Bumidgers

(t SOS) terms, experiencing fear and sadness (if not dror¡ning).

Alternatively, the protagonists are tfdivj.nerf men, acting in terms of

raura, and it is the cuLtural understanding of this conceived' total

psychological state that caused their actions and permits them to do so

publically, even though they pJ-ace the community at large at risk. Ït

is the contrast betr¡een ry and the mundane, and the conflict at the

interface of these tuo orders or codes in the active phase r¡hich makes

rau,a so porrlerful; and it is this por,ler r¡hich is exper5.enced by the

community as fear and sadness.

In contrast to the mundane, it is the ambiguity and paradox in raua

rrlhich generates its characte¡istic danger:

...âs Mary Douglas (1SOO) has recently argued, that ulhich
cannot be clearly classified in terms of traditional- criteria
of classification, or falls betuleen cl-assificatory boundaries,
is almost everyuhere regarded as rpollutingr or rdangerousr
(passim). (Turner 1969:95)

For ryr its time period, its acts and the men urith it' rrthe kind of

pourers attributed to them symbolise their ambiguous, inarticulate

statestr (Douglas 1 966:1O2). Thus it is the structural ambiguity,

anomaly and contradiction in the clash betureen the mundane order and the

extraordinary realm of raula uhich generates this pouer' danger and

heightened emotional states, more so than just an inherent possibility

of an alternate mundane political order betr¡een 0ngulamuri and Ronge.
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Many aspects of rar¡ra are reminiscent of Turner t s (t g0S, 1 9?4)

notion of liminality, originally derivative from his interest in ritual-,

and l-ater extended to non-ritual- forms of social action:

The intervening liminal phase is...betr¡ixt and betr¡een the
categories of ordinary social life. Symbols and metaphors
found in abundance in liminality represent various dangerous
ambiguities of this...stage, since the classifications are
annulled or obscured - other symbols designate temporary
antimonic liberation from behavioural- norms and cognitive
ru.l-es. (Turner 19?4:2ß).

The raùJa protagonists are those ¡el-eased from the mundane order of

clearly defined norms and conventional rules, but this release is

antimony, paradox, as they are rbetr¡ixt and betuleenr: brothers ulho a¡e

not truly brothers. The dangerous ambiguities of the symbols and

metaphors of raula are most complex as uJe have seen. The end point of

.rat¡a, hourevet, is that it encodes a structu¡e that is a direct inversion

of the mundane order, one both terrifying and ultimately untenable:

brothers rfightingr' risking uhat should be a harmonious order of

security. There is no clear basis for social morality and economic

rationality, and rexchanger is in stark opposition to its mundane

counterpart - r¡ealth, function and the morality of the individuals

involved appear as tnegativest of the conventional. There is excessive,

exclusive but anomalous masculinity and aggression. Raua is a r¡orld

r¡here brothers and sisters may form incestuous sexual unions, negating

exogamyr the need to marry outside the group and the myriad of exchanges

ulhich accompany and are derivative from such marriagesr or a uorld

t¡ithout uromen and thus no children. All of these are possibilities

given the internal logic of raua; in short, the r¡lorld encoded in raula is

one of no human, social or cultural reproduction, the very essence of

the mundane: danqer in the extreme.
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Phase IIf. Resolution

From thisr. and again consistent r¡ith Turnerrs overal-l thesis on

liminality, rau,a is an order r¡hich cannot persist. The hostile

opposition must be resolved and transcended, raula terminated, and the

mundane order re-established. In Turnerts (1969) terms rrstructurerr must

be frreappropriatedfr.

The Anganen ideology of @, as uith the Ker¡a situation, is that

it is, in the vernacular, a fight to therrdeathil. Loss, the death of

one of the protagonists occu¡s r.rlhen he is unable to continue the animal

slaughter. Though he loses status to the victorrs gain, the Anganen

insist that rrdeathn means a resumption of fraternal relations betuleen

the turo menr urith no retention of animosity, and the restoration of

community harmony. [Jhile this is the ideology of rau,a, it seem not

alurays to be its practice' since resolution usually occurs prior to the

protagonists exhausting all animal reserves. fn three of the four

contests documented, terminatipn came before a contestantr= n6""¡¡n.11

The follouing is a rendition of the speech of a Ronge man ulhose

fatherrs mother ulas an Ongulamuri uoman, r¡ho intervened after both men

had killed five pigs and five cassouaries. He did so after consultation

u¡ith other members of the audience and did it r¡ith their approval. (me

choice of this man uras no doubt at least partially due to his

intermediate connection betureen the protagonists; as such, he uas likely

to be heard and treated r¡rith some respect because of his impartiafity.)
trlook ! Look at this (pointinq to the pile of animal
carcasses). rnis shor¡s you (tr¡o) are ama-val (uiq men). You
have killed many cassouaries; you have killed many pigs. You
have killed too much. That is enoughi you do not have to kill
more. You could kill more, but r¡hy? This raula causes much
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sadness. lJe have great sorrour at this time. lt is time to
end the raua. lJe do not uish to see our brothers fighting.
You tr¡o are brothers. lLJe do not ulant to see our brothers
raula. End the rau;a ! rl

Those men supporting PandaJ.epe and Vikta agreed r¡ith thisr âs
did many of the audience. Pandalepe and Vikta uere more
reticent, but ulithout the support of others there uras little
they could do. Eventually they agreed. The raura uras over.

The ¡aua had not run its fuLl course through outside intervention. This

form of intervention is common in disputing situations, but obviously

since the raula had happened in the first instance, sociaL arbitration

had previously failed. Therefore it must have been somethinq derivative

from the raura itself that permitted successful mediation.l2

It should be noted that successful intervention could only have

been possible if both sides had animal uealth left urhich they could have

employed. Had one side obviously been in a situation of impending loss,

there is little doubt the other r¡ould have insisted upon proceeding to

victory. (Conversely, it is quite possibJ-e the audience is motivated to

intervene at such a time as to avoid such a situation.)

As the rar.rra cassou/ary represents the partial man, the fraticidal-

suicidal-brotherless and irrational individual, the logic of raura

indicates that the death of the animal stands as the rdeathr of the

partial mal-e. Killing the surrogates then operates to eradicate this

quality in the protagonists so undesirable from the communityrs point of

vieu. This is not a psychologicaJ. explanation. (Uln:.le it may be true

the aggression a g man displays may alleviate his tensions, it is

just as pJ-ausible to suggest his opponentrs actions increase this

anger.) Rather, it is a cultural explanation, and one consistent ulith

the logic of raua. Animal death in ¡aua can logicaì-ly be seen as the

attempt to remove this undesirable state of the partial, overuhelmed



male, permitting his transcendence of the raua he initiated and

reconstitution as a ruholer, moral- being urhose identity is once

based on his social relations r¡¡ith others. Not the least of these

his fraternal relationsr ohe of ulhich is r¡ith his opponent.
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This is part of the reason the term ama' big manr can be used by

the orator once a significant number of animals have been slaughtered.

(ft urould have been meaningless if no animal-s had been killed.) fne

raura actions in and of themselves are the antithesis of those of big men

ulho use ulealth properly and efficiently in exchange. Houlever, both men

have attempted to demonstrate their moral r¡orth, vis-a-vis the initial

dispute, and this is recognised by the audience. The audience have

experienced fear, sadness and horrot, and they are critically aulare that

this situation must finish and positive sociality resumed. This is

conscious motivation. Thus intervention is possible once the

protagonists have shoun their rrlillingness to kill' have slaughtered

substantial and equivalent numbersr and shor¡ equal rrrillingness and

potentiality to continue the slaughter.

Equivalence, a key quality of the structural- logic of amenu again

becomes significant hele, although the means of attaining it are

undesirable. Although the protagonistists are not co-equival-ent or co-

identical in relation to each other, in terms of their mutual reLation

to the community they are (transitivel-y) equivalent. Thus intervention

can be achieved and brotherhood betureen the tuo protagonists re-

established.

Terms such asltbrotherrandrbiq *"n'...ry great rhetorical uleight and

social significance, providing the context merits it. The raura'
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paradoxically in many urays, has demonstrated this to the audience, the

protagonists t supporters, those ulho have surrendered rLlealth, and

eventually the protagonists themselves. fluch of the pouer of these

terms in the intervenerrs speech is precisely because they have such

importance in the mundane order. Once they actually permeate into the

H, they introduce the mundane Ínto r¡hat r¡as an extraordinary realm.

Irrationalr divine, margì-naI, extraordinary fratricidal-suicidal

individuals have nour become biq men and brothers' attributes so

desirable of men in the mundane order. The general recognition of the

protagonists as pr.oper. mundane social entities thus marks the

reappropriation of mundane structure. These ulords' just as urith the

instigation ( ttmy rarrla goes skywardsrr) not only mark transition betueen

orders but are also constitutive of it.

These are the final paradoxes of raula (cf., Turner 1969:169). It

is a vehicle for dispute resolution (although the actual precipitating

event and right or u,rong in it are totally irrelevant). floreoverr those

that have endangered themselves and their community, articulating an

order approaching Armaggedon, norrl gain prestiqe, they strenqthen the

fraternity betuleen themselvesr and eventually the generaJ- notion of

community as u¡e shalÌ see. In uhat fol-louls resolution' furthermorer

hiqhliqhts the mundane rationality of animal r¡lealth and its ploper use

in exchange.

Phase IU. Afterrpth

The raura uras over ulith both sides equal-. It u¡as late in the
afteñããn, and all agreed to meet the next day. Here the
carcasses u¡ere butchered in the usual ulay, cleaned and cooked.
The men began this early in the morning' rlhile the uomen and
children collect,ed greens and cleaned the entrails. Those men
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ulho had provided animals to the protagonists again laid claim
to them. They did their oùrn preparation and gave the meat to
uhoever they pleased. Everyone uas invited, rTìêr-ì ¡ uromen

and children. AI1 those rLrho had r¡itnessed the rauia came.
Those.ulho r¡ere too scared to leave their houses cam-e. ue (the
participants) r¡anted to make them happy; ue u,ere sorry u;e made
them feel so sad and scared. Each man invited his kin, his
urifers kin, his motherrs people, his friends. Everyone came
and got good meat. Each man shared meat r¡ith the rau¡a men.
Everyone- ate together. Vikta and Pandalepe divided up aLl
their meat and gave it au,ay. After this they sat dor,ln l-ike
this: (demonstrating) urith their legs touching and crossing.
Everyone uas very happy the raura had finished and to be eating
good food. l/e all ate too much. That is aII.

That mundane structure has nour been re-established for the r,lhole

community is apparent in numetous uays. The mundane real-m of social-

morality is no clearer than in the exegesis for ulhy the uitnesses and

those too afraid to leave their houses had to be given meat: it amounts

to compensation for causing fear and sadness, that is rinjuryr, to

others. As aluaysr this is a moral act" More broadl-y, the community as

such is reconstituted through the communal feast. It is single

consumptive community, the participants share common substance; it is

communion. In doing so they firmly re-establish their unity. As noted

above, in a paradoxical ulay' raula has noul become the instrument of

community integration. The time of danger and sadness has nou passed.

Nou everyone uas happy, sharing good and nutritious meat.

fYlundane notions of meat as ulealth, organizational roles and

conventional oulnership have also re-emerged. During the active phase,

orrlnership is vague and largely irrelevant. Men urho support the

original protagonist do so by effectively surrendering their or¡n uealth,

r¡hich through the act of slaughter becomes synonymous uith the

protagonist, not the man u¡ho provided it. Once killed, urhile still in

the active phase' the issue of ounership seems unimportant: the carcass
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is uraste, as if ¡ubbish, ostensibly to be left to rot. Past

termination, the meat is neither associated r¡ith the protagonist, nor is

it rubbish. It is nou urealth that must be used properly (and obviously

quickly) by the actual ourner.

Unlike the emphatic male bias of the active phase of raua, noul the

division of labor is strictly of the normal- pattern. flen butcher,

prepare and cook the meat, and uomen clean the entrails and gather

greens ulhich are cooked in bamboo vials, the rrmeat qreaserr. In the

organization of the feast the productive roles of uomen again become

significant, in contrast to raua uhere they are absent. Although

mundane organization often emphasises the opposition and difference

betuleen men and u¡omen' and male and female activities, it al-so stresses

the complementarity of this opposition; raura, converseLy, highlights a

totally antithetical interrelationship betrrreen maleness and femaleness.

This reappropriation of ournership of urhat is noul vaÌued meat, and

the butchering¡ cleaning, cookinq and consumption of the animal-s are all
changes in their symbolic state from the active phase. They mark the

end of ¡aua, the extraordinary order, and the restoration of mundane

structure. In many urays, the symbolism of the cassoulary embodies the

logic of rau,a; it is constitutive of and constituted throuqh the

meanings generated in this tfighting betureen brothersr. The live bird

is the man r¡ho has transcended the initial dispute but done so

anomalously: he is nour the partial man, overu.rhelmed and irrational,

liminal in that he is not truly bound by mundane mo¡ality and logic.

Killing the animal is the rdeathr of both self and other, of social

identity largely reckoned through relation uith others. fts carcass is

the isolated individual, the brotherless, fratricidal, suicidal_ man, a
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malginal man offered polluting objects to eat, and an amoraL man'

incestuous and destructive. Yet through this process it is also

redemptive. It is therrdeathrronly of the partial man ulhich allous the

possibility of him being reconstituted furhoÌef again, and through this

the community of rrrhich he is part. Ifl the carcass uere to rot' unlikeJ-y

as it is, it r¡ould represent the destruction of the community' a

hostile, divided order replacing uhat uras a relatively harmonious unity.

Moreover, if the logic of raua urere to be institutional-ised as the

basis of an onqoing socio-cuÌtural order, its internal J-oqic suggests it

urouLd effectively abrogate the means for social and cul-turaL

reproduction. The consumption of the transformed carcass is the final

e¡adicationras if the raura, the internal states of the protagonists and

the possibility of the horrendous ulorld envisaged by rauanare finally

eradicated through this act also. The feast is the reintegration of the

protagonists, nor¡ total men of prestige' into the community as a single

moral rea1m, itself reintegrated and reinforced.

Fraternity, not hostile opposition' is again the content of the

social relationship betuleen the tulo raua protagonists; and as brothers

they not onJ-y share meat, they cross legs in doing so. Visibly there is

no disjuncture betuleen them. They appear as a physicaJ- unity, rrone mantf

once again, a common Anganen fraternal idiom.
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Footnotes

1

2

3

Such procedures are highly indicative of the fvlendic (ilendi-Pole)
language subfamily. Ryan (tSOI:251-63) describes the wlendi ma-
shoõenja, Sillitoe (tsal ) tn" Uola shor,ibez and LeRoy (lsZSa) rãG
ñ-Reura (or at least ulest Keua as nfrG no indication it exists
in other dialect areas). There are many distinctions betueen these
and the Anganen rauJa, and a full comparative approach is beyond
this presentation. For exarnple, in shoubez, urhile animals are
killed, their meat is slapped and oration is vital to deduce moral
right. These do not happen in raua. The fvlendi ma-shooen.'ia' unlike
raura, is also employed to settle uarfare and establ-ish truce; it
may involve other than animal r¡ealthe e.Q.¡ shells or vials of
tree oil; various animals such as marsupiaJ-s may be involved; and
the animals are not necessariJ-y killed. The Keura raua is very
similar to its Anganen counterpart. The major diffeGães are the
st¡ess on cassoularies, not pigs, in Anganen, and the fact
resolution usually occurs prior to exhausting all available animaL
stocks here. lJhile aII three authors have presented fascinating
interpretationsr in particula¡ LeRoy has been highJ.y influential on
my approach here (as noted in the main text). Like LeRoy, I
attempt to address and retain rrthe quality of ulholeness and
totalitytt of ry (teRoy 19?9a:33). Also of note is Youngts (lSZl)
excellent monograph. Space, houever, prohibits comparisons.

Some states such as lust, spite or unmitigated greed are not
considered as this: they are located solely uithin the individual,
not in the content of social relationships. l/hile these can result
in misfortune, it is thought this requires intentional and direct
action such as rape' theft or sorcery.

As such all the information is derived from oral accounts. Hourever,
due to it happening quite recently, nearly all of those ulho
uitnessed it and the tuo protagonists ulere available for intervieul,
and it should be a reasonably accurate account. The case history
t¡lhich provides the ethnography is a compilation of various
informantsI ve¡sions. Briefly, the three uhich r¡ill- not be
discussed are betuleen an 0ngulamuri man temporarily ¡esident at
Mekir his motherrs place, and a member of his maternal- clan over a
pork distribution u¡hich took place prior to pacification; members
of different subclans of the one clan; and betr¡een tr¡o true
b¡others over the timing of a mortuary feast and the pigs marked
for it. AJ-thouqh conceptually an individual-individual contest,
only in the last case did the protagonists supply all the animals
involved. In the others, some support also came from close
kinsmen.

As both urere young and recently mamied, and thus still novices in
the r¡ider exchange arena' it is possible that part of the
motivation for raura uas to demonstrate their r¡orthiness in exchange
and to accrue prestige. Certainly success in raula does confer
status, but given its infrequency if it is a 

-rneans 
of status

elevation, it is decidely unpopular. In any case, as a social
phenomenonr .rarlla cannot simply be regarded as a means of individual
prestiqe maximisation alone.

4
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Supportinq this is that the card game and ulho uas actually right or
uirong from this point on is never mentioned. At no time past the
instigation of raua r¡as this an issuer äs if it uas transcended,
made irrelevant, by this movement; see belor¡.

It shoul-d be emphasised lhis is not a psycholgical explanation
(though psychological factors coul-d ulelt be involved). Raua is a
cultural- phenomenon, not a psychological one, and this notion of
the total state is one grounded in Anganen culture, not
psychological causality. As urill become obvious, much mundane
organization and economic activity, e.g., the procurement of
cassoulaties, is part of rauJa. To undertake thisr the protagonists
could not be totally overuhelmed or economically irrational. It
is just that the structural logic of the active phase of raura
permits and facilitates extraordinary behaviour. It is a unique
code or scheme uhich guides and predisposes individual action. Any
specific psychological factors can only impinge as they interact
r¡ith this code.

There seems another instance of moral ambiguity here, though it
t¡ould be incor¡ect to push this too far. As those r¡ho assist do so
because of a sense of moral obJ-igation, it r¡oul-d seem to imply non-
participation r.uould be immoral. This is not so. fYluch of the
communal anxiety at this time is due to individuals feeling caught
betr¡een the tuo protagonists. Yet this can also apply to uarfare,
per se. It is quite possible for an individualrs group to be
fighting u¡ith his affines or matril-ateral- kÍn. Here he either does
not participate, or attempts to avoid these particuJ-ar kinsmen.
Non-participation, then, is morally dependent upon context.

6

5.

7.

B. For the Vikta-Pandalepe raura, the breakdouln of ournership of the
animals is as follor¡s. For Pandalepe, ego contributed 1 cassouary,
urhile 7 men, four from his subclan and three from a different
Ongulamuri subclan, supplied three cassoularies and four pigs. One
cassouary ulas purchased through communal pooling (and one pig uJas
unaccounted for). 0n the Ronge ledger¡ Vikta contributeã one
cassouary and 3 of his subclan gave 2 cassouaries and 1 pig. 2
cl-an brothers gave a total of tr¡o pigs and one cassouJary. One
cassouary rrlas jointly purchased. Tuo coresident cognatic kinsmen
gave a pig each.

9. The comparison betueen rau,a protagonists and sorcerers is an
interesting one. BroadfFspeakiñg, there are tuo types of
sorcerers in Anganen. The first are those r¡ho act r¡ith some public
sanction. In times of u¡arfare it is common, in addition to direct
physical confrontation, to attempt to kill the enemy through
sorcery. A man uho does this has the approval of others, his
allies; and just as it is a moral act to kiIl an enemy through
fighting, so too is it moral to kill through this type of sorcery.
fn contrast, the clandestine sorcerer is a person urho acts totally
alone and urithout public sanction, attempting to harm others
generally understood as members of his social and moral community.
He acts in total secrecy, and does not publically acknouledge his
deeds if his intended victim has misfortune. According to the
Anganen, the clandestine sorcerer acts in this uay due to
overulhelming emotion, Iust, greed or envy. His acts are cJ_early
immoralr but his responsibility is ambiguous. The man r¡ith rar¡a
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also acts urithout full community support and is likeuiise
overuhelmed, driven to rkillf a brother. Unlike the clandestine
sorcerer, the man r¡ith raula does have some backing, tries to
destroy his opponentts sGTus, not his body, and does so in a
public context. The sorcerer and the raura protagonist can also use
simil-ar substances. Food scraps, cut fingernails, fingers severed
in grief ' hair, faeces and blood still- retain association r:rith the
individual- once dissociated physically from the body. Sorcerers
can use these, in tandem uith spells, to inflict harm, even death,
on the individuaL. Cate, then, is alrays taken in disposing of
these. In raura these kinds of substances, blood and faeces (tne
uncLeaned ent-raif s ) are instruments of hostility, danger and
destruction also. Houlever it is not human blood or faeces, but
animalrs r¡hich are the vehicles. Rar¡a has its paralJ-els r¡ith
sorcery but it is nonetheLess distinctl-aE befits its extraordinary
status.

10. Some Anganen say the rrlidespread bad thoughts, the anger and fear
rife during raura stimulates river spirits to attack. Hence the
reason rrlhy drorrlning is stressed. This, houever, does not explain
urhy uomen are the notable victims of these attacks. lLJhile a fuII
explanation uroul-d require far more attention than can be given
here, tuo reasons can be sugqested. As r¡ith the theme of analysis,
rauJa is pure, hostile masculinity, a state only truly possible in
stark opposition to¡ or absence of, uJomen and female symbols. As
maleness is stressed and increased, femaleness must logicaJ-ly be
distanced, negated or destroyed, one manifestation of r¡hich is the
demise of uomen through droulning. In more general structural
terms, mal-e: female:: high: lou, and in raua men go higher,
their nraua_ goes skyutardrr, thereby distancing themselves from the
communiÇ -including uromen. Thus the above analogue is
intensified: uromen in relation to the protagonists are even more
distancedr and distance in Anganen, be it spatial, social ot
symbolic means danger.

11. In the other' the defeated individual uas resident at fieki and not
consul-ted on the raùJa, meaning this too may have ended
inconclusively.

12. 0f course it is possible for one or both of the protagonists to
continuer €.g.' through killing one of their ouln animals. Houlever,
unlike the situation at the start of g, there r¡ould be total
condemnation of it. Thouqh raura is undesirabl-e, it does have some
(ambiguous) social sanctionl-To continue ulithout any sanction
r¡ould simply be pure immorality: the protagonists ulould lose
status and credibility in the eyes of all, including their
supporters. If one man urished to continue ulhile his opponent did
not in these circumstances uould have a similar consequence: if he
did' in the ideology of raura he uould r¡in, but effectively he r¡ould
lose if he killed an animaL at a contest ulhich has nour been
socially considered as terminated. No victory can occur uithout
social consensusr and the protagonistrs entire participation r¡ould
be negated to his discredit. This is also another instance of the
mundane being re-established.
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CHAPTER IX. YASTLU: THE NEù, UI]RLDS OF THE CEREru]NIAL EXCHANGE

SEQUENC
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The tee is a ttotal social- phenomenar uhich simul-taneousl-y
encapsul"tes and expresses many vaJ-ues and social practices of
Tombema, and uider Enga, society. The political- processes of
prestige-seeking and competition, interpersonal friendship and
the morality of reciprocity, feminine autonomy, and the
economic features of credit, finance and repayment are
integral features. Tee is also a festive occasion, the focus
and planning of urhich provides a diversion from the monotony
and drudgery of uork and mundane daiJ-y life. It is the
centraL institution of the Tombema.

There is no denying the political functions, on both individual and

groups Levels, of yasolu; nor are many of the descriptive labels of Feil

inappropriate. Houever, here I do not uish to concentrate on its

politicaJ- consequences as such, for to see yasolu onJ.y in terms of

mundane social or political structure is to disto¡t its inherent

meanings. Like raura, vasol-u derives its organization and material

provisioning from the mundane realm, and ultimately it can function to

reinforce social relationships and statuses uithin it; but these are

just its functions. Its structural logic is not subsumed r,lithin the

mundane. I suggest that rather than being the central- mundane

institution like the Tombema Enga tee, vasolu is best seen as

extraordirìâr/r articulating a different order of socio-political

rel-ations and cultural meanings.

Its initial- difference from mundane exchange can be readily seen by

the size of its organization, frequency of occu¡rence and exchange items

utilised. It is jointly staged by a number of territorically continguous

and allied loca1 groupsi in these coordinating groups, hundreds of men

t¡ill kiLl a huge number of pigs; and meat and vegetables are the items

exchanged throughout the sequence, urith shefls and money peripheral

concerns. lJhile any mundane exchange is smal-Ìer, in terms of numbers of
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participants and amount exchanged, they are more frequent, and in them

shells and money, along urith animal r¡ealthr âre central- exchange items.

Yet these differences alone cannot make yasol-u extraordinary. In

mundane exchanges, the size, frequency and appropriate exchange items

can al-so vary greatly. The key distinction, rather' l-ies in the

structural logics contained in the vasoLu sequence, the types of socio-

political orders expressed through it, and their contrast r¡ith the

order articul-ated in the mundane teaLm.

Anganen mundane exchange entails the interrelations betueen notions

of gender, form of marriage, economic rationality and the form and

content of social- relations (cf., Sections III and IV). Yasol-u also

contains these concerns, but they are qualitatively different from their

mundane counterparts. They hiqhlight, even exaggerate, aspects of the

mundane order ulhich are ideoloqically obscured, such as the importance

of uromen or the fragility of political alliance, or express alternatives

to the mundane realm through existentially different exchange

structures. In particular the focus here urill be on the differing

forms of marriage rrlhich are expressed through the sequencer âS marriage

is central to all- these other concerns (political- alLiance, gender,

mundane exchange and social relatedness). References to different forms

of marriaqe are thus the key to this articulation of different orders.

From its commencement to the distribution of pork some six oI

seven years later, there are three clearly discernibJ-e phases in the

sequence. The initial tuo are related to the construction of tuo unique

forms of large ceremonial houses, the vasol-u anda (¡1-tonq house) and

the ro-anda (body-house) and the events r¡hich accompany this. flarkinq
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the extraordinary character of these phases, the labour and some of the

materials must be suppJ-ied by those beyond the local qroup for urhom they

are built, although the hosts possess all the capabilities and

materials necessary. Like raua, the extraordinariness of vasolu is

often expressed through economic irrationality (in mundane terms). To

underscore this further, though these are built rrrith great l-abour, they

are used for one day only, and in the case of the long houses r¡hen in a

state of disrepair, being unmaintained for the four or five years from

their construction to their use on the eve of the pig kilI.

The last phase concerns events immediately leadinq up to and

including the pork dist¡ibution. Yaso]u exchanqe partners are either

kinsmen closely related through uromen, or aÌlies from other local

groups, all mbetinu forms of relatedness (cf., Chapter VII). Agnates

and often long term co¡esident non-agnates do not form partnerships.

Yasolu partnerships are maintained through either direct, if partners

are in coordinating 1ocal groupsr or delayed exchanges of equivalent

amounts of pork. Unlike other highland systems such as moka, in yasolu,

there is no provision or stress to give incremental returns. This is a

critical distinction from the mundane content of mbetinu rel-ations uhere

inequival-ent transaction, either in lieu of individuaLs or in uarfare

compensation, is definitional. This also makes vasolu unique, as in no

koue' formal exchange, context is equivalent transaction bett¡een

partners the theme.

Each of these phases pertains to a different order J-argely

articulated through differing forms of marriage. The first lasts

through the construction of the yasolu anda til-l the completion of the

roanda. This largely reflects the prevailinq situation uhere uomen and
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al-lies are found in nearby groups. Houeverr uJomen are not invol-ved

uhatsoever uiith the men of the host group being symbolical.ly feminised

in opposition to the mascul-inity of their mbetinu kinsmen and ularfare

allies. The second phase is associated urith the compJ-etion of the

roanda and here aggression, male and group autonomy and the fragility of

Anqanen political all-iance are stressed. In many respects it paralle1s

rauJa. The Last, through the equal transactions betuleen mbetinu

temporarily establishes equivalence betueen them, something not possible

in mundane exchange. The Anganen see this as a rrtime of great happiness

and heal-thfr.

As t¡ith raula, temporality and process are important here and thus

each phase should be considered in its ourn terms. AJ-though the final

phase, the piq kiil/pork dist¡ibution is economically the most important

and considered by the Anganen as such, these other phases also merit

attention. Again Like raua, to ascertain the full meaning of these, a

multifaceted approach is needed. As r¡ell as the unusual- productive

organization and division of labour of these tuo houses noted above,

each of these various phases has its orrln specific exchanges, differing

greatly in the exchange items employed; and each has its orrrn particular

dance occasions, r¡ith definitive styles of dancing, body decoration, and

types of oration and chanting. Together, the houses, exchanges, the

symboJ-ism of the exchange items, and the semiological and epideitic

functions of the decorations, orations, chants and dance styles generate

definitive meanings, each unique to the specific phase itsel-f and

distinct from mundane cultu¡al understandings of the socio-political

order.
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0n1y a feu anthropologists, e.9., Gell (19?5), Rappaport (1968),

Strathern and Strathern (l SZt ) and Strathern, A.lYl. (t SZS), have

seriously attempted to address the issues of flel-anesian self-decoration.

0f these, fvlarilyn Strathernrs excellent treatment of the trself in self-

decorationrr is the most pertinent. Her treatise is far more elaborate

than required here. It highliqhts the multifariousness of the

metacommunicative functions of self-decoration. I can only consider

some of her argument in the Anganen context. As she (tSZg:249) states:

uhat is ordinarily hidden is the inner self, r¡ithin the skin,
a personts basic capacities. fn the process of decorating,
the dance¡ does not bomot¡ clothes in uhich to hide; rather,
it is his inside r¡hich is brought outside...Disguise is the
mechanism of revelation.

Messages about self (and implicity other also) are communicated through

the visible skin, although as she notes (i¡i¿ 251-2) they need not be

accurate. That is' they may represent conscious aspirations, Iatent or

subconscious aspects of self, or meanings rrrhich lie beyond the everyday

r¡orld of conventional understandings. As Neich (lSgZ:230) notes:

...art (self-decoration) not only expresses meaning, it
produces meaning by creating neul combi-nations. As t¡el1 as
serving as a medium to communicate ideas, art actually
reveals uhat cannot be transl-ated into terms different from
its oun.

It is the total meanings qenerated through the unique three phases

of vasol-u ulhich truly render the sequence extraordinary. Rather than

duell on its mundane social and poLitical functions, it is these

meanings and the types of tuorlds they pertain to uhich are of interest

here. Yet, as r.uith raua, these I neul I uorl-ds could not become

institutional-ised as the basis for social praxis urithout drastic changes

in the r,lhole socio-cuLturaL order. Ultimately they are untenabl-e

alternatives as rrle uill see.
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Prior to add¡essing these phases, hou;ever, it is necessary to

consider the material provisioning of pigs and the uray in uhich

partnerships are formed and maintained. Yasolu demands increased level-s

of production: for success, men must build up large numbers of full

qrourn pigs and to do this they often not only extend their ourn

productive resources to the limit, but utilise those of others not

actively engaged in hosting a yasol-u. The procuring of yasolu pork is

of more interest as the Anganen seem to diffe¡, at l-east in degree, from

the neighbourinq systems of lvlendi, Keula and lLJola. These, far more so

than Anqanen, stress a relationship betuleen shells and pork, uihich

although possible in Anqanen is decidedly unpopular.

Procuring Pigs and Pork

One of the objects of yasoÌu is, for a man to accrue maximum prestige,

to kill as many full gror,ln pigs as possible. A man ulill thus

systematically increase his herd and the size of the pigs to, hopefurly,

reach maximum at the time of the pig ki11.

In Anganen this is dominated by rrproductionrr, rather than rrfinancerl

in St¡athetnfs (tSOSU) terms. A man uill exploit, at times over-exploit

his ¡esources' his land and the labour available to him. The limit here

is cj-early contingent upon the productive capacities of r¡romen as they

tend and feed sureet potato to pigs. rt seems that just prior to the pig

kill the increased size of the herds may severely strain this: st.reet

potato becomes scarce, and the Anganen say at times that yasoru is a

frtaim hunqreft (fïp) 
"" there is no sureet potato fo¡ humans. Pigs break

into gardens causing social conflict and r¡omen eventually refuse to

accept their heavy ulorkload. As such, this strain on the labour
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capacities of uomen through increased piq population and size may be

siqnificant in trigqering the actual kil-l (cf., Rappaport 1968:162-3).

To this end, polygynous men have a decided advantage (providinq they

have sufficient l-and under cul-tivation).

Piqs, hou.reverr cân also be obtained through other means, though

these are statistically less significant then self-production. Outright

purchase is possible but given the huge amount of uealth invol-ved' a

fuII grourn pig goes for the rate of 16-24 shells o¡ K300-450' it is

decidedly unpopuJ-ar. (ruo cases urere recorded. )

flore signif icant is men ure ma (t'pig replant getfr ) . This is

something not just solely applicable to vasolu, though it does take on

significant aspects in this context. fien r,lith large pig herds uhich

strain their productive resources farm out sousr primarily to affines.

The ouner can recall the rreplantedr pig at any time, giving an inju¡i'
rrpig-roperr, payment of one or tulo shells to those uho have tended it.

If it has bred, the litter is divided equally, if possible, betr¡een the

original ou,ner and the caretaker' uith the ouner stil-I retaining the sou

itself. In vasol-u, ulith increasinq pig herd size, this is a favoured

means of reducing immediate pressure on production. Houever, in yasolu

it is quite likely the ourner r¡ill- recall his pig before it has bred.

Aqain he pays injuri to his affine to reclaim it, but in this instance

one side of the pig must aLso go to the caretaker at the vasolu piq

kilI. Individuals alr,rays retain the right to refuse rreplantedr pigs,

and one of the main reason uoul-d be that they too are embarking upon

yasolu, perhaps concurrently ruith the pigrs ou.rne¡. If his orrln herd is

becoming large he cannot accept. Nonetheless, if his herd is small a
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man urilI, as the pig side he receives in payment can thus be included in

his ourn yasolu (providing he does not give it to the original ouner).

Along similar l-ines, a man can also rrbuyrr an affinets pig for a

token payment of one shell. This is called men oya, ttpig buyrr, but

terminologically distinquished from outright purchase as outlined above

r¡hich is men keya. Although this form of procurement is almost

identical to men u,e ma, it is less popular. l/hile it is usually

auanqed privately and the r¡ider pubJ.ic may not knoul of the original

or,rnership, the pig nonetheless is not really the manf s ulho kil-ls it:
frit does not have the mants name on its skinrr. To obtain a piq throuqh

this method puts a man in a position of inferiority, more so given that

it is affinally based. This is something Anganen men try to avoid and

deny: one affine should not be rron toprr of another, irrespective of

uhether uife-giver or receiver. The supplier does so because he trfeel-s

sorryrr for his affine, implying this man is not good enough to manage

his concerns r¡ell enough to have pigs for yaso.Lu. Such a man is
frubbishr, rimbu, a man of 1or,l status. This is totally antithetical to

uJhy men kilI pigs at vasolu r.uhich should rrraise their namesfr, increase

thei¡ status. Hence the reasoning uhy this is Less popular than

rrepJ-antingr pigs: in the Latter the piq still is the individualts

property, it has this name on its skint (r¡hich implicitJ-y renders the

caretaker inferior, a receiver of injuri, the fuomanrs partr of the pig

in return for labour); in men oya, a man r¡il-L ki]l anotherrs pig,

obtained through a token payment because his affine rfeels sorryr for

him.

Although various permutations exist for obtaining pigs beyond the

immediate productive unit, aLl (except the unlikely straight purchase)
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are embedded in a frameulork of kinship, primarily affinity. In pure

economic terms, the piq gained is r,lorth more than ulhat is transacted.

The togic is initialJ-y of a general social foundation' not an economic

one. ItFinancert is thus guided by social context.

Distrih.¡ting Pork

In Anganen there are tuo means of obtaining vasolu pork' pork for pork

in either direct or delayed exchange¡ or shells directly transacted for

pork. This is similar to the most north-r¡esterly group in the Mendic

language subfamilyr the LJoIa. 0f the pork distribution in their sêr

Sillitoe (t szs 2275) states:

Sometimes they arrange to make a straight exchange of pork,
for example tuo small sides for one large one. In other
transactions men pay for pork ulith other valuablesr ulhich the
receiver may keep or use in exchange ulith another man for
pork.

Ryan¡ discussing the mok lusha sees this as a smaller or minor form

of the ink (1961:20?), and notes that tr¡o essentialty different forms of

distributing pork also exist in Mendi. The first are

obligatory or tgoodurillt gifts (r¡hich) are of course
reciprocated in the same terms: the host r,rill receive
equivalent gifts of pork at the subsequent piq kil1 of his
guests. These are purely social obligations: to his affines,
to his sisters and their children and to his tr¡em (permanent
exchange) partners. (i.uio zoz)

That isr pork for pork uith a stress on equivalence betureen those

related either by kinship mediated by r,lomen or pre-existing and viable

exchange partnerships (or both). The second method is pork returned for

shells given:

ùJhen these allotments have been made, he invites his tulem
partners to bespeak of r¡hatever pork remains. The rates--ã
r¡hich meat is offered and sol-d are prescribed: one pearlshell
for a haunch or shoulder, turo or three shells (depending on
size) for a u¡hole side or paqi. (iuiO Zo¡)



Although Ryan is uncl-ear hour meat is del-ineated either as a

giftrror to be rrsofdtr to tulem partners, the general point is

tr¡o potentialities exist, pork for pork or shells for pork.

Ryanfs conclusion impJ.ies that the shelJ--pork equation is of

importance:
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rrgoodrr.rill

apparent:

ïndeed

utmost

One explanation for the unique importance of the ink in fvlendi
socio-economic life (is) as a kind of exchange rarE through
uhich the hiqhl-y-prized and non-indigenous pearlshell uere
introduced into the economy of flendi in return for pigs.
(iuio zzs)

LeRoy advances a simila¡ vier¡ for the South Keua, althouqh here it

appears shelLs for pork is the only method:

Ryan notes that the pig feast of the neighbouring flendi
population is a J-arge meat market more than a religious event
(Strathern 1969:53), and the same seems true for the Keura pig
kill...the exchange of pearlshells controls that of pork: pig
killers exchange sides of pork against pairs of shells. If
one pig killer ulants to acquire another piq killerts pork he
offers him tr¡o of his pearJ.shells, and disposes of his ourn
pork by accepting pearlshells from others. (LeRoy
1 9?9b:1 BB-9 ) .

Indeed in Keu¡a, this ongoinq shells for pork movement forms chains

(iUiO 190) someurhat like those

fvleJ.pa.

substantially further north in Enga and

Unlike their easterly neighbours, the stress in Anqanen is on pork

for pork in equivalent amountsi shells are peripheral-. (R= Sillitoe

gives no qualification, it is unknourn if the UJol-a have any preference of

pork-for-pork or not.) Feil (1982) has noted uhen comparing the Enga

tee and filelpa moka, that pigs/pork are the principar exchange item in

the tee, u¡hile shell-s dominate in moka (aLthough in both systems neither

operate to the total excl-usion of the other). That is, a uestulard

movement sees a diminishing importance of mother-of-pearl shells in

ceremonial exchange, r¡ith a gror,ling emphasis on pigs or pork. To some

degree, this may al-so hold true for the groups to the south of Enga and
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fvlelpa. The more easterly systems of flendi and Keura are critically

concerned uith the sheJ-l-pork relationship, r¡hile the Anganen to their

ulest see shells as external to the central nexus of yasolu itseLf.

In Anganen, the preferred vasolu partnerships are ongoing

transactions of equival-ent amounts of pork, usually pork sidesr Þaei.

Such transactions may be direct, if partners coo¡dinate yasol-u together,

or deJ-ayed. Shel-Is are sometimes used to initiate such partnerships,

say betueen non-kin alLies, but here, if the rel-ationship is to be

viable' shells are quickly excluded in favou¡ of pork for pork

transactions. Beyond this, shel-Is only come into operation ulhen a man

r¡ishes to dispose of excess pork remaining after he has met al-L of his

obligatory commitments to his permanent partners. Rarely is this seen

as establishing a close tie betuleen the men invoÌved, no¡ is it regarded

as overly important by the Anganen. In other uords, where pork is given

in response to pork there is a strong ongoing relationship; ,rlhere shells

are given for pork, the relationship is distant, uncertain and uleak in

comparison.

llhen shells are invol-ved in Anganen there is a basic formula for

procuring pork cuts, and this is virtually the same as Mendi and South

Keula. One shell obtains a quarter, ki (nyanrs ffhaunch or shou.Lderrt),

uhile tuo are paid for a ulhoLe side. These equations, according to

informants, have never changed, r¡rhich begs the question of the inflation

of pearlshells, initially through fït. Hagen in the 1g30ts and later

through the immediate presence of the Australian administration. Both

Ryan ( iUiO 2O3, footnote ) and LeRoy (iUiO 2ü) have noted this

specifically uithin the context of ceremonial- exchange, though they fail
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to articulate upon this sufficiently if the Anganen situation is any

guide.

uhile rarely, if ever, utilised in practice, the Anganen do have a

concrete notion of a trmarket valuetr of pigs; and, further, this is

directly linked to the inflation of pearlshells. uithin living memory,

the Anganen speak of a scarcity of shells (also see Sillitoe 19?9:16-?).

Prior to the ar¡ival of the Capuchin mission at Det, circa 1964, that is

after that infLation derived through Mt. Hagen, a pig uas uorth 4 to b

shells, depending on size. By 1982, on the same criteria, a pig uloul_d

fetch 16-24 shells if openly sord: four times its previous value. Yet

the meat from a pig in contemporaneous ceremonial exchange is still only

ulorth four shells ( tr¡o times tulo shells per side ) , r¡hich is at

considerable variance uith the market value of the pig.

LeRoy (op cit) attempts to address this problem:

Because the pig population ¡emained relatively stable over the
years during uhich the ner¡ shells uere being introduced, the
exchange value of shells declined relative to pigs. The South
Keua adjusted to this urithout difficulty by making a pork side
uorth tulo pearlshells instead of one, and bestorrling more
affinal (koOe) gifts than before.

More than this is required in Anganen. Perhaps originally, if a pig rrlas

uorth four shells' then this is an accurate statement of the economic

situation, but it cannot expJ-ain rrrhy shells did not infLate r¡ithin

vasolu. For exampJ.e, .uhy a side of pork is not r¡orth B-12 sherls

cumently. Given that yasolu is an infrequent occurrence, perhaps it
could be argued the old rates are rsurvivalsr. Yet this is no ansurer as

there is no reason to assume this r¡ould happen given that shells

inflated in all other transactions. Explanation, obviouslyr must come

from a ulider perspective than just economic factors.
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A far more plausible suggestion l-ies in the internaL logic of

vasolu itself. Yasol-u is undoubtedJ-y economic, hundreds if not

thousands of pigs are slaughtered and their meat distributed. Houever

Strathernts (1969b:53) notion that the fvlendi mok ink resembles a rtlarge

meat marketrr cannot be upheld in Anganen: if yasoLu r¡as guided by

formalist economic rationality alone, this shell for pork ratio should

have inflated proportionalJ-y to the amount of shells available. Ryan

noted that partnerships uere guided by kinship concerns and permanent

exchange partnerships, and LeRoyts (op cit 194-7) r¡ider argument

emphasises the role of political alliance betueen villages and clan

sections in determining uho transacts t¡ith ulho in Keua ceremonial

exchange. As both debate' the economic is very significant indeed, but

the socio-political is critical. Thus, to begin to appreciate this in
Anganen ceremonial exchange, it is necessaty to see hor¡ vasolu

partnerships are formed in relation to social and political concerns.

Yasolu Partnerships

The¡e are tr¡o notable categories of men u.rho do not form partnerships.

The fi¡st are quite obvious: traditional enemies (or those socially and

spatially very distant). The second is more surprising. A man does not

give to his agnates' and often his long term coresident non-agnates at

vasolu. This is also true of filendi (Ryan op cit 2O?), but contrary to

South Keua urhere LeRoy (op cit 199) notes that 44fl of exchanges took

place uithin the clan.

üJhile the Anganen say there are no hard and fast rfrulesrr on ulho

must be given meat, and stress individual control and choice, a man

should give meat to all his close ¡qbetinu kinsmen, kin related through
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r/orrìEt-lr his affines, matlilateral kin, sistelrs sons¡ and so on. (ff ne

does not, it is a clear indicator the social relationship has virtually

and effectively become non-existent.) Furthermore, political allies'

outside of agnates and some coresidents, shoul-d be given meat. At

times, subclan members may coordinate their actions so all members of an

ally group r¡ill receive meat. It is said to trthank them for their

supportrr.

In Anganen there is a convergence betr¡een spatial distance'

marriage and mbetinu tiesr and political alLiance. Be it for ego-

focussed kin netulorks or political alliances, the form of the rel-ation

is essentially mbetinu, a point strengthened by the role of marriage in

both and the homologous stluctural logic of exchanqes in lieu of

individuals and those pertaininq to rrrarfare (cf., Sections III and IV).

The majority of vasolu partnerships thus tend to be in neighbourinq

g¡oups, meaninq that the cumulative effect of ulhat are seen as

individual choices elevate vasolu to a group level: in effect groups

give to groups, their strongest allies. This particularly holds true

for territoriaJ-Iy contiguous groups, especially those ulho coordinate

the sequence together and kilt their pigs on the same day. As distance

increases, therefore, so does the likelihood that partnerships become

totally individually-orientated, r.,lith group alliance far more tenous.

As a rule, then, vasolu partnerships are founded on the mbetinu

form of social relatedness. Individuals related through uromen exchange,

and the intensity of group-group exchange, in effect, is related to the

concentration of interma¡riage. Converselyr it is just those urho do not

marry or uill not marry in the future ulho do not exchange vasolu pork:

traditional enemies, agnates, and long term coresident non-aqnates, the
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latter tendinq to form antigamous units urith their hosts,

terminologically @, as r¡ith clans based on aqnation (cf ., Chapters

IV and VII). Despite the Anganen stress on individual choice and the

variation this can bring, in the patterning of vasolu there is a clear

tendency: mbetinu is the basis for partnerships, ulhile amenu (or true

enemies) is not.

The Yasolu Sequence

Stage I. Building the Yasolu Hor¡ses

Perhaps eight years or so after the previous yaso.l-u pig kill, men uill
seriously begin to consider the next one. After protracted discussion,

they uilI eventually agree that the next vasolu sequence should

commence. Once this is done, the men run through the r¡ider region

shouting that, a vasolu r¡rill take place. All those areas uhere there are

a substantial number of partners r¡ill be visited. Anything up to five

or six territo¡ially contiguous local group u¡ill do this together, just

as they uill- coordinate the rest of the sequence.

At this stage the r¡ould-be yasolu holders, yasol-u re, the rrbase of

the vasolurrr ârE full of pride and exuberance. Prior to this, men

through their previous pig kiII can dance in their finest decoration of

red' yellorrr and black colouration and Bird of Paradise headdresses. This

abruptly changes urith the commencement of the long house construction:

nor¡ the holders cannot decorate uhatsoever.

About five years before the actual piq kilI takes

sequence is truly instigated by the building of the

place, the

ya-solu anda
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( ttp-long houser ) , the long house r¡hich give the pig kill and pork

distribution its name. Each local group may have its oun o¡, at times,

the entire coordinating unit uill construct this on a single ceremonial

ground. ïn any event, the long house is built in villaqe space. The

house design is represented in Figure XXI.

Figtrre XXI. The Yasolu Anda
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The¡e are tulo unconnected sides, paei (uhich also means pork side)

running dor¡n the sides of the dance ground. The longest seen, at Arunda

village ulhere five loca1 groups jointly staged _@., r¡as some 300

metres in length. They are about th¡ee metres uide and stand 1.5 metres

high. One paoi is usuall-y associated r¡¡ith the traditional land ourners
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or major clan of the local groups, the other urith immigrant groups and

individual adherents. If more than one local group builds the long

houses together' this pattern is repeated in sequence: one l-ocal qroup

follotrling the next, buiJ.ding up a long string of tuo houses. Each paoi

is alulays divided up in the same mannet: into clan (lf needed),

subclan and lastly individual sections. Ultimately the individual is
responsibJ.e for his section, but obviously alL participatinq must

coordinate their activities for each paqi to be one continuous line.

The size of each mants section (or in some cases sections) is reckoned

by the number of guests he urishes to invite to the piq kill. The size

of the section thus reflects on each manrs uealth and status. On1y a

thin t¡alI separates each compartment, and each section has a single door

facing the ceremoniar ground. The style of each compartment is

identical to a traditionar u¡omanrs house, tenda. Thus each paoi

resembles a string of connected ulomenrs houses.

fmmediately in front of the paci stand the o1o1o, the long pole on

r¡¡hich the butchered meat is draped prior to cooking. These are held by

focked sticks called kapa. Each man uill- have his or¡n kapa, on r¡hich he

places the heads of the pigs he has killed at yasolu, again thus

signifying this urealth and status. rn front of the ololo are the

cooking pits in the centre of the dance ground. The overall pattern

thus reflects both principles in opposition and inclusion in socio-

political organization: individual, subclan, clan, loca1 group (and

pan-locaL group if tr¡o or more build their long houses together). The

sole purpose of these houses is to accommodate the guests/pork

recipients on the eve of the distribution. Hor¡ever this is stil-I some

five years off' and once built the long houses are not maintained,

resulting in substantial decay once the piq kil_l actually happens.
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Although possessing all the capabilities and materials necessary

fo¡ the construction of the yasolu anda, the holders must rely on the

labour of men from other local groups, their kin, allies and exchanqe

partners, their mbetinu. ldomen take no part in the construction. Ujhile

this labour is ul-timately reciprocated¡ beyond it being customaryr Fto

reason could be given for this economicalJ.y irrational behaviour. The

house builders nonetheless accept through rubrics of kinship and

a1liance.

This l-abour of others is reciprocated, usually on a group basis,

uith a feast of vegetables, primarily suleet potato, called r¡em.1 llore

than one feast may be held, but one must accompany the final roof

thatching.2 At this time, all the men involved, the hosts and the house

builders, dance. The dance is called rornÞr and is a sloul stamping or

stomping movement. Here the vasoLu holders dance but neither decorate

nor chant. This is in stark variance r¡ith all other Anganen dance

occasions, be they late¡ in the sequence, in uarfare preparation and

compensation, or in some mortuary exchanges.

In this context, in someuhat unique and paradoxical fashion, it is

the very lack of decoration uhich is revealing: there is no capacity to

hiqhlight or exaggerate aspects of self, and it can also be argued this

connotes the r¡eakness and vulnerability of the yasol-u holders. These

men have no autonomyr they are inferior as only superior men can

decorate. As one man put it: rlu.re are rimbu, trubbish ment, ue have no

pigs.tt

Numerous reasons for this vulnerability and infe¡iority can be put

foruard. rt is possible frhaving no pigsrf means no or insufficient pigs
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suitabLe for vasolu r.rlhich is still many years au/ay. For it to be

successfuJ-' the massive probJ.ems of coordinating r¡ith others and

maintaining J.arger than normal pig herds, for urhich men heavily rely on

female labour, must be overcome. This vulnerabitity is thus a real one:

in order to rrraise their namestf through a successful pig kill, men must

risk failure and thus incur status loss and ridicule.

Houever, this notion of having no pigs can be taken more generaJ.ly.

tdithout pigs men cannot truly enqage in exchange, especially brideuealth

in uhich pigs are centraL. flen urithout pigs are not real or proper men

r¡ho enhance their names in exchange; and this dreadful fate is only

associated r¡lith frrubbish menrr. Moreover, they are like ulomen, urho

cannot transact pigs in exchange either; only men do this. Indeed, the

overall themes of marriage, gender (despite uomen having virtually no

active role in the house building o¡ the uem feast itself), and the l-ack

of male and group autonomy are very significant here, and merit further

attention.

llomen are dependent upon men to build them houses; men rely on

uromen for staple vegetabLes and pig raising. In the construction of the

long houses, uhich resemble strings of uoments houses, the vasoru

holders are dependent upon the rmaler labour of others, to r¡hich they

reciprocate vegatables associated r¡ith female labour. In this sense,

the ulem hosts/-v".tt" holders in relation to the house builders are like

uromen in relation to men, poì.itically inferior and dependent upon

others' but ulhose productive labour is crucial. Part of r¡hat is being

expressed he¡e is clearly the need for groups of men to maintain

alliances ulith other groups: in order to survive in times of fighting,

each group must eventually sacrifice some of its autonomy in favour of
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uiider alliance and thus security, just as ulomen are dependent upon men

for protection.

Yet for adult men, those ulho engage in yasolu, it is primarily

urives r¡ho perform these roles of vegetable providers and pig raisers.

The dependency of vasolu holders is not simply an appropriation of

gender notions aLone, but also the dependency of groups of men on other

groups as the source of brides (and it could be added mothers). Just as

much as the ideology of male autonomy and dominance masks the importance

of the productive (and reproductive) roles of r¡romen, the emphasis on

both fraternal alliance and group autonomy also mask the critical

connecting role of ulomen betuleen men and the centrality of uomen from

other groups in the continuity of the group itself' and the corporeality

of the individuals in it. l/hat is being expressed is more than the need

for political alliance and male reliance on femal-e labour, it is also

the mediating and reproductive roles of uomen and the l-ack of group

autonomy in marriage.

ïhe construction of the yasolu anda and the uem feasts thus

reflects many of the core principles in Anganen society rrrhich tend to be

masked by male and group autonomy: exoeam/r the significance of female

reproductive and productive capacities, and the need for r¡ider political

alliance, itself inextricabJ-y bound up uith marriage, in r¡hat is an

essentially hostile ulorld. The paradox, though, is that the symbolic

references are to the centrality and importance of uomen but in this

stage of vasolu men are the sole actors.

Perhaps

constructed.

some tr.¡¡o years later the

These are al-so occasionally

ro anda ( ttbody-houseil ) is

cal-1ed kuramb, rrKutuburr,
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houses as they are said to have been imported from the south and are

imitations of Foi house styles. The Anganen say that' unlike either the

vasolu piq kilt or the long houses¡ this is a relatively neu concernt

being adopted about the same time as the rimbu spirit houses (the late

1930rs or early 1940t=).3

Each local group has its oun roanda, irrespective of r¡hether more

than one local group shares a common vasolu ground. The house site is

usually not in the villager but in discarded or fallou gardens. The

roanda is a square or rectangular structurer urith sides up to 15 metres

in length. There are tulo doors. Nothing is placed in the house at aIIr

it is just a shell-Iike st¡ucture. The house is elevated on four huge

poles, called pinki (pinci) measuring some six metres in tength, four

metres of r¡hich stand above the groundr and are over one metre in

diameter.

As r¡ith the vasolu andar this house is much t¡rork for little

utilisation, and the labour of those from beyond the immediate local

group is fundamental. These huge poles must alu.rays be supplied by

others; they cannot be cut douln from the forest of the local group for

whom the house is being built. This is so although nearly all Anganen

local groups have suitable trees. Thus the pole suppliers must drag

these immense pieces of r¡ood substantial dÍstanceSr â task that can take

the able-bodied men of a local group a t¡leek or more to achieve.

For the effort, the material return is just one pig'

roand pinki talo (tt"o-nor"e pole hÍt/killtt).4 This is a most atypical

return for the amount of labour involved. Each constituent clan or

subclan of the local group is responsible for providing the pigs. For

instancer in Rongesu¡ both Ronge and Umu gave tulo pigs each, one to
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Muri' one to fïa-Aramuri, one to OnquJ.amuri and one to the [Jepenumb

people. These g¡oups are immediate neighbours of the Ronge, uho jointly

stage the yasolu sequence together, and are seen as very stable allies

of umu-Ronge. 0nce the poles are in p].ace and the pigs given, another

romp dance takes place. The hosts still uear no decoration. Thus the

order of the first stage still prevails, highrighting male and group

dependence and inferiority (of the hosts), but al_so refl_ecting ulider

political and ma¡ital- a]Iiance. The literal name of the roanda, the

ttbodytt house seems to be significant here. Because of exogamy (and

perhaps antigamy) any human body is aluays the product of tr¡o distinct
(usuarly territoriar) groups, one maternal and one paternaJ-; and the

body itself can be seen as a metaphor of the mbetinu relationship

betuleen them and the focus of the exchanges bettueen them ulhich primarily

maintain the retation through time (cf., Section III).

Staqe II. The Roand fnj Resi

This situation changes markedly once the roanda is finally completed.

The men of the host local group can nour decorate if they have occasion

to dance (r.g., at the ce¡emonies of other l-ocal groups in the

sequence). Decoration thus marks men t¡lho have their roanda finished and

are well advanced in the sequence. The decoration is said to be the

rrsecond besttr, primarily brack colouration, bodies can be oiled and

cassou,ary feathers may adorn the head.

The next event is the roand in.i resi (ttro-horse rope remover),

t¡lhich pertains to the removal of the ropes used in the scaffolding

needed fo¡ a house this high. This consists of distributing marsupial

and cassouary meat to those ulho have helped in the house construction,
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though other simuLtaneous yasolu holding groups may also be invited,

irrespective of if they actually assisted. l/hile the animals are

butchered' cooked and their meat distributed, the meat is not consumed

by the hosts and recipients together: the meat receivers return to their

ouln villages prior to eating it.

0n this occasion the hosts and guests both dance. Houever it is no

J-onger the slotrl, stamping romp, but eithe¡ the ropomba or the -yaffi.,
both quick, shuffling motions. Stytistically there seems very littJ.e
betueen these, but the hosts perform the ropomba, not the yasma. t/ith

thesegoeSat,lhoopingchant,''ryg'',u¡hichisa1soassociated

uith urarfare preparation and compensation payments. The hosts and

guests dance separately; they brandish axes, rrlhich they may strike

against the door surroundsr or bous and arrou¡S, urhich they slap in
rhythm to the dance. Both parties, in lines, dance in one door and out

the other. This is the sore purpose of the house. rn mundane

economic terms' this makes no sense uhatsoever. (From this point on,

the house is not used and the house either rots or is dismantled for

firer¡ood and pig fencing.)

This time is arso marked by heavy boasting, first by the hosts to

t¡hich the guests respond in kind. They recount previous or apocraphyl

accounts of successes they have had in uarfare and disputes, together

r¡ith boasting of their exchange ability and hou many pigs they urill kill
in vasol-u. These are directly at the expense of the quests if the hosts

are performing. For instance, rflJe have defeated you in fightinq. Nour

r¡e will give you too much meat in vasol-u; you rrrí11 not be able to carry

it all.rr The guests repond in kind, deliberateJ.y deriding the hostst

fighting and exchange prouress. Their aggression can aLso go further
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than mere rhetoric: the visitors may rrrun amokrr, destroying gardens and

casuatinas, trmaletr crops, but pigs must be left untouched. If they do

this the hosts ignore it, treating it as a matter of great triviality.
This is often done urhile the guests are returning to their villages

after the roand inj resi.

The completion of the roanda thus sees a substantial change in the

vasolu sequence. The hosts u,ere previously rlike uJomenl, weak and

dependent on the tmaler house builders, and this persists through the

roanda until its completion. The hosts still need others to supply the

house posts¡ just as they need them as aLlies and uife-givers. Once

completedr the hosts are aggressive, boastful and assert their autonomy

in opposition to the guests/house builde¡s. The latter, previously

cooperative, teact in a similar manner: the roand inj resi is the scene

of expression of hostility and opposition, and the decoration, dancing,

exchange items, boasting and garden destruction all reflect this.

fndeed in many respects, it has its parallels ulith raula (cf., Dhapter

vrrr ) .

The food given to reciprocate the guestts labour is not shared

communally. üJhile it is cooked, it is not consumed at the house site;

the guests carry it home before eating. The very gift thus marks

opposition: essentially it is an asocial act urhich encourages

oppositionr unlike the r¡eim feasts and most Anganen food gifts, r¡hich are

seen to promote sociality. The food is neither the vegetables of the

!¡gr nor the pork of Vaso1u. It is cooked marsupiaJ. and cassoulary meat.

Both marsupials and cassowaries are in contradistinction to the

everyday, domestic r¡orÌd of pigs and vegetables. They are ulild

creatures, beyond domestication. Marsupials are often associated r¡¡ith
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spirits and, as detailed in the previous chapter, cassouaries aÌe

associated r¡¡ith violent, antisocial and autonomous men, if not uarriors.

In Anganen' both variously represent quasi- or partial-men, and are ulil-d

and largely uncontrollable. Both, too, are in stark opposition to

comparable female symbols, vegetables grourn and pigs raised

domestically. The gifts highliqht male and group autonomy and

potential violence: the hosts do not need alries (nor, if the logic is
extended, uromen from other groups); and simultaneously, as givers, the

host,s at,tempt to assert their superiority over the recipients.

The boasting, dancing and decoration reflect the same themes. They

are very reminiscent of Anganen fighting uhere men don dark coLouration

and cassowary feathers, chant, dance in a rapid movement r¡hile carrying

ueapons, and avouing to destroy their enemy. (me tatter is achieved

symbolically in this vasolu stage, through insult, references to past

defeats and the threat of giving them too much meat to carry).s In

symbolic terms, the guests are nou the renemyr of the hosts. They

fretaliatet in kind and destroy the hostsr gardensr ârì act similar to

the u¡arfare strategy of material destruction. Moreover, they destroy

ilmaleil plants, bananas and casuarinas, belonging to the hosts, rendering

the act a symbolic attack on the hosts. This phase of the sequence

highlights male aggression, opposition and competition. At varÍance

r¡ith the earlier stage and the ideology of yasolu organization which

stresses alliance and fraternal cooperation, at roand i n'i resi hostile

opposition prevails; there is a shift from amity to enmity. That

relations have broken douln is also reflected in the state of the ttbodytt

house. Follouing the dance it is not used uhatsoever, eventual-ly it
decays or is destroyedr âs if the body, as metaphor for mbetinu kinship

and its reproduction, is also no longer viable.
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Roand inj resi reflects the very ambivalent undercurrents of

mbetinu-based social relations and political alliance. Ryan has noted

the same ambiguity in the corresponding phase of the Mendi mok ink' the

poranda finishing. It is

an occasion of publicity to mark the progress of the ink,
accompanied by triumphant boasting on the part of the hosts
together r.rlith dispJ-ays of their r¡ealth and generosity and
their importance in Mendi society as fiqhting alJ.ies and trade
partners. The hostsr relations uith neighbouring groups are
also underlined, and the undercunent of latent hostility
r¡¡hich accompany most interclan relations are allouled
ceremonial expression. (Ryan 1961 :219)

Like lvlendi, in Anganen there is a convergence of territorial proximity,

intermarriage and fragile alliance (cf., Chapter VII): groups that

intermarry are both potential all-ies and potential enemies. Overall

those groups r¡lhich exchange vasolu pork are best seen as minor enemies;

and the individual relationships are essentialJ-y based on mbetinu ties,

r¡lhich are characteristically ambival-ent (also see Chapter VII). Despite

rubrics of friendlinessr mbetinu kin disagree over uromen' children and

r¡ealth in exchange, affines are a main category of sorcerers and these

kin ?rkilln kin r¡ith their rrbad thoughtsrr. For both mundane gloup

alliance and ego-centric kin netr¡lorks, uhere mbetinu and marriage are

the dominant relations, ambivalence is characteristic, and the

potentiality for violence and ill-feeling are ever-present and often

¡ealised. This, despite Anganen ideology, is ceremonially expressed at

the completion of the roanda.6

At the same time' this is also an expression of male and group

autonomy at the expense of ulomen, rthings femalet and intermarriage.

(Aqain this is hiqhly reminiscent of raura.) UJomen take no part in the

housebuildingr exchange or oration: these are all male concerns.

Unlike pigs and vegetables, cassouaries and marsupials are fully
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symbolically ma}e, and their procurement, either through hunting or

trade, their preparation and cooking, and the distribution of their meat

are totally controlted by men. lJomen and things symbolically female are

notabl-e by their absence.

The housebuilders are men from the very groups r¡ho are the source

of brides and mothers of the hosts. By symbolicalty eradicating their

relations r¡ith their neighbours, allies and mbetinu kinsmen, J-ogica11y

the implication is they do not need brides from elseulhere. (nt the

Anganen sây, you cannot negotiate brider¡ealth t¡ith an enemy. ) fn its

Iogical extreme, this aspect of the vasolu sequence parallels the active

phase of raua: incestuous relationshipsr âs nou, ùJomen from ulithin the

group are the only alternative as sexual partners, thus negating the

need for brider¡leaLthr exchange and viable relations with other gloups;

orr a r¡orld ulithout u,omen, uho are socially and symbolically excluded

here. In either câs€r as r¡ith @, social and cultural annihilation, a

urorld r¡ithout ùrorIìEFìr exogamy and pan-group sociality.

fvlate and group autonomy is truly achieved not only in the denial of

r¡ider alliance and mbetinu kinship, it comes about through an abroqation

of uomenr lthings femalel and proper marriager â[ì ârìofTla]-ous, paradoxical

o¡der if it ulere the basis of ongoing social practice. The logic of the

yasolu sequence has notu inverted. Up to the completion of the roanda'

the hosts uere rlike ulomenr, politically inferior and dependent upon

allies and mbetinu kin. Though uromen rrrere physicalty absent, itself

anomalousr female symbols in complementary opposition to maleness uJere

clearly present. BY ¡oand 1 TESI , both t¡romen and things associated

r¡ith them (foods, positive social and exchange relations betuleen

mbetinur and so on) are absent: mal-enessr aggressive and destructive'
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dominates. Mbetinu kinship is nou the basis for hostility, and

sociality cannot exist, beyond the narroul confines of the locaL group.

Nonetheless' the structural logic of both stages suggest distinct socio-

cultural- orders in contradistinction to the mundane: both periods thus

allude to rextraordinary ulorldsr, neu forms of exchange, neu male-male

and male-female relations, neu, economic rrrationalitiesrr. But both

reflect certain realities largely obscured by ideology: male dependence

upon female productive and reproductive capabilities, and the need for

alliance, both marital and political, r¡ith other groupsi or the inherent

possibiJ-ity of hostility, even death, betr¡een men and ulomen,

and betueen groups linked by rrlomen and marriage.

The extraordinary character of these stages is further evidenced by

their lack of mundane economic rationality. These houses are built r¡ith
great labour¡ and this labour and perhaps the materials are suppJ.ied by

outsiders, although the local group possesses a1t the skills and

materials necessary. For this little economic retu¡n is offered,

vegetables, a pig for an entire group, and gifts of marsupial and

cassoùrary meat, the latter clearly not functioning unambiguously to

promote positive sociality. Shells and money, so central to mundane

exchange, do not figure ulhatsoeve¡.

Houlever' the hostility of the later stages of the roanda period is

only like fighting, ii i. not fighting. The antagonism is formal,

structurally guided and constrained, unlike true ua¡fare. For the most

part it is verbal and symbolic. Even the damage to the hostsr gardens

is restricted as only rrmalefr crops and not total destruction are the

target. Indeed this period cannot be considered in mundane terms,

uhereas uarfare can. Normally men are not reliant on others to provide
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labou¡ or materials, it is not normal for cooked meat to be treated in

this manner, and insurts or damage to qardens should be avenged. AII

of these are indicative of the extrao¡dinary, that distinct from the

mundane.

This situation prevails until all the local groups coordinating

vasolu together have completed their roanda and hosted the marsupial/

cassou/ary prestation. fn other urords, all participating units uiII at

some stage display their internal unity, strength and autonomy in

opposition to their mbetinu kinsmen and allies. To do this properly,

each local group must operate in isolation. This is the reason that,

even if they buird a continuous, multi-tocal group long house, each

locaI group must have its oun roanda.

t/hile founded upon real social oppositions r¡hich are potentially

hostile' that the expression of aggression and the warlike character of

this stage are symbolic and constrained is very important. Just from

the point of vieur of the vasoru pig kill, uere these oppositions to

manifest themselves as actual, unconstrained violence, the yasolu u¡ould

fail. These groups must again form an alliance, cooperating to time and

stage the pig kill together. lYloteover, for a successful yasolu to be

achieved, not only can men and groups not be overtly hostile, they

cannot be ueak and (overly) dependent upon others, ttlike uomenil: they

must nou be total men, 'able to organize and control pigs and pork in
order to accrue prestige.

This order is attained soon after the last ¡oand ini resi of the

sequence has taken place. A large scale dance in r¡hich alL those uho

uill kill pigs sÍmultaneously dance in their finest decoration. This is
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seen as announcing the pig ki11 is imminent, and all the major bamiers

that could undermine its success have been overcome. More than one of

these may occur before the actual piq kilL. Prior to considering the

significance of the decoration and dancing occasions, other events uhich

take place prior to the pork distribution should also be considered.

Stage IIf. The Pork Distribr¡tion and Events Leading Up To ft

Although the pork distribution may still be up to tr¡o years au,ay, men

t¡ilI have a reasonable idea of the numbers of pigs they rrlilt slaughter,

and urho they r¡ish to give the pork-sides to. A¡ound this time, each

local group uill host a ceremony called t¡la ruku-ma (ttsugar cane divide-

gettt). Here the principal reciO{ents of each man uill receive a stick

of cane in a public ceremony, signifyinq the pork that r¡itl come his rrlay

in the future. Significant yasolu partnerships become overtly public

and knoun to all. The sugar cane givers thus place themselves at risk,

they put their reputations on the line. Unless they fulfill these

obligations at the pork distribution they r¡iLl lose status. Clearly the

vasolu men have nor¡ shifted from the aggressive roand in.Í resi orators

and dancers, urho may destroy their kinrs property, to proper exchange

men. They give sugar cane, symbolically representing pork,

reconstituting positivity ulithin their social relationships.

0n the eve of the pig kill, yarop (ttp-trrnsactfr) takes place.

Here all outstanding debts a man has must be dispatched sor as the

Anganen sayr frthe manls name r¡ilL be on the pigrs skin.rt There are

three categories of debts that must be removed. The first concerns any

remaining debts pertaining to t,he procurement of pigs or pork discussed

earrier. rf a man has utirised the pigs or labou¡ of others, he is
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obliged to pay. To kill- these pigs r¡ithout payment r¡ould Lose him

status and bring publ-ic ridicule becauser euite simply, they are not

really his. (Hor,rever, such obligations are nearly alulays dispatched

ulell befo¡e the eve of the pig kilf.) That meat to be distributed in

response to shells promised cannot be given unless the shells are

forthcoming first. Should a man renege, he too risks status loss,

ridicule and the ulrath of others.

The second category are outstanding debts from mundane exchanges, a

common occurrence in Anganen, ostensibly due to the lack of ulealth at

the time of the initial exchange. Any mortuary exchange debts oI

promised uarfare compensation has be to paid off. SimitarLy, if a man

rfstolen his urife, that is he did not give brideulealth, it is time to do

so (r¡ith akos cf., Chapter V). Affines are usually very important

vasolu partners but a man r¡ould never accept vasolu pork if b¡ider¡ealth

did not precede it in lieu of his sister. Should a man not remove these

debts' again he runs the risk of public ridicule and status loss for

kiiling rrothe¡ menrs pigsn. The general point is very clear: a man

must establish economic autonomy before killing vasolu pigs.

The last category is not really a discrete economic debt at allr
but a social one. It is called nonqonaki-enqi (rtchildren-motherrl ), and

it goes from a man to his r¡¡ifets brother (cf., Chapter VI). It involves

a small number of shellå or nouladays money. ft shous that a u¡omanrs

nataL association persists after marriage, and that her husband is

effectively indebted to another group for his r,¡ife and the mother of his

child¡en. It is al-so seen as shor¡ing a manrs pleasu¡e r¡ith his r¡ife and

his affinal relationships. A man does not directly give the one or tulo

shells to his affine; his ulife, or more likely his son, r¡il1 do so.
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Boys in particular become focal points here. Their fathers decorate

them ulith shelIs, and the boys parade in front of their matrikin before

handing the ulealth over. Although this is said to frmake the chiLdfs kin

happyt'' it has tuo other impJ-ications: the boys are primariJ.y

associated uith their fathers, not motherts brothers, and ulhen older

they uill adopt exchange relations r¡ith their maternal kinsmen.

t/hile these transactions may not amount to large amounts of

ulealth' they carry important messages. A man r¡ith debts cannot accrue

status in vasolu, he must be economically independent to do this. But

it is more than just this. These men are also temporarily neutralising

the' be it ¡eal or implied, inequivaJ-ent content characteristic of

mbetinu relations, ulhich are articulated through ongoing asymmetricaJ.

exchange. Nonqonakienoi is the clearest example. A uloman cannot be

truly repJ-aced by rrrealthr âs evidenced by mortuary payments being given

folrouing the deaths of a uroman and her chiLdren. Nongonakienqi

signifies a temporary bal.ance, not so much in an economic sense as a

social or symbolic one. The same applies to outstanding ularfare

compensation: in the logic of Anganen exchange, to give to those ulho

are oued compensation r¡ould amount to no more than presenting them

something they alreadyrfoulntr. Just prior to the vasolu pig kilr, then,

men have economically or symboJ.ically negated the inequivalence ulhich

makes up their relationships rrrith those ulho r.rlill be the recipients of

their sides of pork the follorrling day, their mbetinu, kin reÌated

through uromen and allies, uhere arliance is bound up rrrith marriage.

One final point needs mentioning. f r¡¡as told that prior to the

arrival of the mission ulhen spirit houses ulere in operation, these ulere

desec¡ated rimbu re tt¡irbu temovetr) before the piq ki11.7 These
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urere strictly operated by men; all females and uninitiated boys could

not ente¡. Although spirit house activities could be called

treligiousr, their main orientation r¡as decidely mundane: to eradicate

sickness through the sacrifice of pigs. Hence by desecrating these, by

letting uromen and uninitiates enter, and not building neu ones until

after the piq kiil and pork distribution, one impJ-ication is a r¡orld

uithout sickness. This is reflected in the Anganen ideol-ogy of vasolu

piq kills: rfit is a time of true happiness and health (literally
rulithout sickness t, .g_LLi)t'.

This befits both Anganen sickness concepts and the analysis I put

foruard belor¡. Most serious sickness is in some ulay derivative from

iII-maintained social relations, especially of the mbetinu type (as has

been discussed at length previously). Affines are sorcerers and

matrilateral kin, in partricular, frkilirr through their frbad thoughtsrt.

rn short, a situation urhich did not require pig sacrifice implies an

absence of sickness, u¡hich in turn implies an absence of ill-feeJ-ing in

social rel-ations, especially mbetinu. It atso suggests the spirits
themselves ulill not be displeased, and indeed this is the case according

to the Anganen. They say that, given the huge numbers of pigs to be

slaughtered, the spirits r¡ou1d be r¡rell satisfied and satiated r¡hen

consuming the smell of their meat cooking.B

Yarop not only creates economically autonomous men, it (temporarily

and often symbolicalty) abrogates the inequivalent content of mbetinu

kinship betueen men. This inequivalence is the principal basis for

displeasure in these relations, r¡lhich can manifest itself as misfortune

and sickness. Yarop and this notion of spirit house desecration seem to
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suggest a changing basis of mbetinu kinship' and the extraordinary

character of vasolu.

The neur styles of decoration reflect these dual themes of the

extraordinariness of yasolu in general, and the changing basis of

mbetinu more specifically in this third stage. In the first stage, the

vasolu holders could neither decorate not chant, representing their

inferiority, dependence and a rfemaLe-liker quaJ.ity. Through the

primarily black colouration and cassouary plumage' together urith the

boisterous dancing, chanting and oration, the second stage highlights

male and group autonomy, and the everpresent though ideologically masked

potential for hostility betr¡een allies and mbetinu kinsmen.

fn the third stage, houever, the decoration is now the finest¡

yellou and red ochre in addition to some black, and resplendent Bird of

Paradise headdresses. The dance r¡lhich announces the imminent piq kill

is held, once again, in the ce¡emonial ground, not near the roanda. The

dancing style is like the first stage' the methodical romp, but the

dancers nou, chant in accompaniment. AII those urho r¡il1 kiIl pigs

together dance, usually in discrete clan or local group formation. The

formationr âs r¡ith the yasolu anda design, reflects the va¡ious points

of inclusivity in r¡hat is an overall unity and alliance. lditnessing

such an event at Utjiba, uest Anganenr one man remarked rfThe dancers are

not real-Iy men, t Oo noi knour them; I do not knoul their faces. Their

decoration is very fine indeed. They are like birds; they are more

resplendent than Birds of Paradise.rr

As ulÍth all interpretations of decorationr â Fìurrìber of connotations

be suggested' but it seems the principal theme here is one ofcan
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transcendence. In the first stage, the lack of decoration denoted a
tffemalenessrr to the dancers; the second hiqhlighted excessive maleness.

This thi¡d stage shours a complementarity of maLe-female (u=, given

Anganen conception beJ-iefs, aJ.l people possess). Black is strongly

associated ulith maleness, but yelJ.orrl is equally associated r¡ith
femal-eness. (Reo is ambiguous in regard to gender classificat,ion, but

it does denote health, vitality and ulealth.) There have been cl_ear

shifts over the sequence' then, from excessive rffemalenessrr to excessive
trmalenesstf to human being, ulith red, yellou and black, in combination,

representing a certain totality of being.

Houlever, this seems more than just a ¡econstitution of mundane men,

and the comment the dancers are ftlike birdstf or rffiner than Birds of
Pa¡adiserr gives support to this. In Anganen thought, birds are the only

animaLs that can truly tgo abovet - other creatures can onry cLimb, but

they can never truJ.y remove themselves from association r¡ith the ground.

Birds thus can trave¡se a high-lor¡ (sky-lano) ¿ichotomy, and in fJ.iqht

are above the normal habitat of most c¡eatures.

As discussed in chapter vrrr, rhighr or fabover, and in particular
the processual rgoing abover can be variously seen as moral- or political
sup¡emacyr or dissociation from the ¡eal-m of the here and noul mundane

order. Both of these themes are relevant for vasoLu. There can be no

doubt that men tas birdsl implies superior status: these men are about

to reap prestige through the pig kill. Simultaneously, though, this
implies an exaggeration of status at this point in time as the pig kill
has yet to occur. Strengthening this analoqy is that red, denoting

uealth' is a prominent colour, these are men of r¡lealth; and that Birds

of Paradise, nmalett, highly valued and not like other birds because of
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their superb plumage are chosen as il-lustration. Certainly a successful

pig kill enhances the individual rs reputation. Similarly it can

function to strengthen alliance, either betureen coordinating unitsr or

through the accumulative effect of individual yasolu partnerships

betuleen members of different groups.

Houever functional interpretations, either as individual prestige

or group integration, can hardly be the sole issues, and this point is

strengthened by the very infrequency of vasoru. Occurring only once

every fifteen years o¡ so' vasolu can only be a limited vehicl-e for

individual maximisation and group al1iance. Here the second theme

should not be overlooked. As uith raura, the notion of movement, going

above' represents a process of transcendence, dissociation from the

everyday, from mundane to extraordinary. Yasolu can also be seen as a

means for articulating social reLatedness and identity not found

el-seuhere, and to demonstrate this it is necessary to consider the

actual pie ki[/pork distribution and its implications.

Apart from its size, vasolu is virtually identical to mundane pig

kilrs. rts organization is based on the househord and gender/age

differences, r¡ith men kilJ-ing, butchering and cooking, rrlhile uromen and

children clean the entrail-s. Those uho ulill receive the pork do not

assist. Thergreaser, the entrail-s, blood and so on, may be distributed

but this has little siEnificance in yasolu (unlike mundane feasts).

(According to some, it is only distributed to stave off the impatience

of those uho must endure the long ulait for pork ! )

Ideally only

practice this is

adult men should be

not alrrlays possible,

vasol-u pork recipients. In

as men r¡iIl have a number of
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pa¡tners ulithin the coordinating unit. fn these cases, uromen or

children of a manrs household accept it on his behalf ulhile he continues

to distribute his ouln pork-sides. 0nce again, it is the recipientfs to

do urith as he pleases. He can pass it on to his oun partners and kin,

providing he does not return it to the donor.

under no circumstances do the hosts and recipients eat pork

together. Once the distribution is over, the vasolu holders cook the

pigs heads, usually sharing them uith their househord onry. rf the

heads or pork a man has been given and retained is shared uith others,

pork-side recipients cannot be among them. The pattern of pork

consumption thus mi¡rors the interesting situation of partnerships, and

these merit further attention.

I ulill consider amenu social relatedness and the distribution of

pork first. UJhere fraternity is the dominant form of expression of

social relatedness, explicitty and largely non-ambiguously, it is not

the basis for vasolu partnerships. Agnates and long term coresident

non-agnates do not exchange vasolu pork. rn one sense this is

consistent uith fraternity and formal koue exchange. Brothers help and

share in exchange, they do not transact like mbetinu. The fact they

have coordinated and cooperated through all the previous vasolu stages

is ample testimony of unity and co-equivalence, the ideoJ-ogy of amenu.

Houlever, follouing Feil (tSgO) a less harmonious alte¡native for

this can be suggested. UJhile notinq that Tombema Enga agnates are

ideologically equivalent, he states:

To maintain equality is burdensome, and men linked by other
men, that is, equal clansmen, seek aluays to ensure it.
FelLoul clansmen and subclansmen, the most equal of all are the
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fiercest tee competitors. lvlen linked by uromen are, houlever,
unequal aithence by definition not "orpótitot=. fn an evet
changing political u¡orld in r¡hich nothing is fixed, tee
relations of men linked throuqh uomen provide certainty a"d
stabitrity. Competition for status and advantage does not
enter into the ulorkings of their arrangements. Partne¡s are
not competitors. (t 980:33)

That is, unlike Melpa for example where the exchange itself is

competitive, in Anganen, like Tombema, it may be those r¡ho do not form

partnerships trrho compete. This has some merit. Yasolu partnerships

involve equivalent amounts of pork, they cannot be competitive, uhereas

men do get status from the numbe¡ of pigs they kill. As pointed out

earlier r¡hen discussing the organization of space of the vasolu ground,

a man pì.aces the heads of the pigs on the kapa, the focked sticks.

Those nearby are his subcl-an brothers then clan brothers, r¡ith

coresidents directly opposite. Hence those uritnessing the event can

make instant comparisons betr¡een the killers. A man ulho has killed many

pigs ulill receive more prestige than those nearby r¡ho have kilted J-ess,

his agnates and coresidents.

Yet a competitive model as concrete as Feil suggests does not

translate easily into the Anganen context. He is tatking of the

manifestation of competition ulithin fraternity as a critical aspect of

the relationship as it exists from one day to the next. r am not.

Status through competition once every fifteen years hardly seems enough

to base a competitive model upon u¡hich can be utilised as the basis for

mundane politics. u,lìil; the pig kilI and pork dist¡ibution do signify

the distinction betueen agnates as individuals, it seems more the

expression than the means. The content of fraternity is unÍty and

co-equivalence in Anganen ideology, and this does mask individuatity,

opposition and competition. Both unity and competition are expressed

through aspects of the sequence and pig kill, and the pig kill/pork
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distribution reflects that fraternity can never fully negate

individuality.

Hor¡ever, the question remains as to rrlhy J-ong term co¡esident non-

agnates are not vasolu partners. Continued residence on a group

territory, especially over generation, is sufficient in and of itself to

constitute amenu relations betuleen incoming groups' .3ry., rrneuJcomelsrr,

and the hosts, the traditional land ou,ners (cf., Section II).

Furthermore is the construction of amenu through antigamy betu¡een

coresidents, uhere intermarriage is so concentrated additionaJ- mamiages

are prohibited as subclans already J-inked by marriage cannot marry

fu¡ther (cf., Chapter IV). This seems to be the underlyinq structural

logic to vasolu partnerships: uhen mbetinu ties are absent oI

overridden, as uith traditional enemies, agnates and antigamous units'

vasolu partnerships do not occur.9

This intra-local group situation constrasts r¡ith the one betueen

tocal groups r¡ho coordinate vasolu together in the same cluster.

Various local groups, strong allies, r¡ill ki1l their pigs

simultaneously; they may even build contiguous long houses on a single

territory. Houeve¡, different local groups never share a single roanda.

During the second stage, these coordinating local groups are opposed' as

suppliers of the huge house posts, as givers and receivers of marsupials

and cassouary meat, rnå "= aggressive dancers and orators, a ceremonial

statement of the persisting possibility of overt violence betr¡een them.

The idiom of coordination is frate¡nity, but it is intermarriage,

heavily concentrated but not to the point of antigamy, rrlhich is the main

basis of the kinship and alliance betueen them. Underpinning this r¡ider

amenu is mbetinu, then, structural opposition r¡here ulomen and marriage
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mediate relations' and this amenu-mbetinu ambiguity is refLected in the

constrained, structured expression of aggression of the second stage.

Moreoverr individuals f¡om different local groups r¡ithin this ulider

coordinating yasolu amenu are ma jor vasolu partners.

Yasolu partnerships are premised on mbetinu relatedness betureen

menr affines, cross cousins, and so on, men u.rhose connections are

explicitly rnediated by rrlomen; and the r¡ider alliance system betuleen

local groups is critically interlinked uith marriage and the possibility

of further intermarriage. In structural terms, those that exchange

ulomen' or are likety to do so, exchange vasolu pork-sides. Such

relationships are created and maintained through inequivalent uealth

transactions betueen structurally inequival-ent men or groups of men:

brider¡ealth from r¡life-receivers to r¡ife-givers, mortuary compensation

from rrfatherts peoplerr to rrmotherrs peoplerr, and ularfare compensation

from vandare, the rrcause of the fighttr to their allies

(cf., Section III). The very relationships uhich essentially underpin

vasolu partnerships are predicated upon and reproduced through ongoing

inequivalent transaction betuleen the tuo parties in mundane society.

Houlever vasolu transactions are of a different order. Rather than

ongoing inequivalence, vasolu pork is exchanged betrr.reen mbetinu in

equivalent amounts, ideally pork-sides. This is the only occasion

mbetinu formally engage in equivalent transaction. In all other koue,

either amounts or items transacted differ. In other ulords, it is

contrary to the very means by rrrhich such relations are commonJ-y defined.

There is no stress on incremental ¡eturn rrlhatsoever.l 0
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That the vasolu pork distribution is thought a time of trgreat

happiness and no sicknessrr, and rrlhy it is transcendent and extraordinary

can nou be seen. It is the very difficulty in adequately maintaining

proper inequivalence through transaction to the liking of both parties

in mbetinu r¡hich generates ill-feeting, conflict and misfortune. rn
mundane exchanges amount is never prescribed, at best it is negotiated,

and the recipients often feel disgruntled over the amount offered; and

those that give r¡ealth are alulays bound by material constraint, causing

them anxiety and frustration. Be it direct through urarfare, sorcery or

court action, or through kone ope bad thoughts, this inherent structural

opposition in mbetinu r¡rhich is not properly maintained can result in

sickness, misfortune and death.

fn yasolu, houevet, unlike mundane exchange, amounts are prescribed

and reciprocally equivalent. Thusr providing the transaction is
forthcoming, men cannot be dispreased by the amount they receive, and

pork givers need only ¡each a minimum level- of material provisioning.

They need only reciprocate previous vasolu they have received. (ro

frtaise their namesrr further they rr;ilt increase their pig herds/the

number of vasolu partnerships they have, but this is volitional, not

obligatory.) The ilL-feeling so characteristic of mundane inequivalent

exchange is not possible r¡ith equivarent yasolu pork exchanges, and

therefore no sickness or misfortune can result from poor exchange

relations. This is cleaily an important reason the pork distribution is
thought a time of health and happiness. Through instillinq at Ieast

momentary harmony and clarity through establishing symmetry betueen

mbetinu as equal pork exchangersr vasolu is an act of t¡anscendence:

the very basis for ill-feeling and conflict has been overcome. rfilen as

birdsr' high creatures, ttanscendent beings, is thus ulell established.
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equivalent pork exchange. But although not inequivalent exchange

reminiscent of mundane mbetinu relations, this direct or delayed

equivalent pork exchange never fuJ-Iy constitutes vasolu partners as

brothers. At yasolu, recipients carry the meat auray, the men r¡ho killed

the piq cannot eat its ftesh (he should onJ.y consume the head). The

exchange establishes equivalence but not mutuality. It is stil-I koue,

transaction, not poropete, sharing, the means of establishing and

reproducing amenu. As Schiefflin argues for Kaluli sharing and

equivalent reciprocity:

...the act of sharing enforces an identification betueen tr¡o
things: people...sharing identifies tuo people ulith each
other...Prestationr unlike sharing, establishes its link
between donor and recipient by an opposition resolved, and not
as a process of mutual identification. Though, in the end,
each party gives the other an equivalent piece of meat, it is
not the same piece of meat, and the link estabtished betr¡een
them is not quite a mutual identification. (Scniefflin
1 980: 511 -2)

sharing is part of the rogic of amenu, but in vasolu men do not share,

there is no common sharing of substance r¡hich could establish mutuality

and co-identity. Though they stand as equal, yasolu partners stilL
stand as opposed.

Houlever a model for universal equivalence betr¡een men need not

solely rely on amenu. fn Anganen mundane society it is uromen through

marriage uho create inequivalence and structural asymmetry between men,

and this necessitates ongoing inequivalent transactions in lieu of her,

her body and the products of her body, her children. Anganen marriage

rures stipulate that r¡ealth, pigs, pearrshells and money, not other

u/omen, must be returned for a ulomanrs movement at marriage. This l-eads

to a system uhere men and their subclans cannot simultaneously stand as

both rrlife-givers and ulife-receivers to each other. This in turn

generates the characteristic inequivalent exchange betueen mbetinu. In
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connection betueen marriage and exchange, the only structural basis for

this would be if they had in fact exchanged sisters, thus generating a

structural symmetry' IJB-IrJB/ZH-ZH.

This r¡ouldr if ongoing koue transaction persisted, promote a

situation urhere the movement of r¡realth betu¡een them in lieu of

individuals ulould tend to balance out over the courses of their lives'

and those of their ulives and chilrenr something impossible in the

mundane. The vasolu pork transactions thus appeaD as restricted

exchange (cf., Levi-Strauss 1969)r âs if delayed or direct sister

exchange¡ or alternatively refer to the kind of exchange careers betuleen

men urho have exchanged sisters.ll Not only amenu but also mbetinu

could be a basis for equivalencer if this form of mamiage became

institutionalised as mundane structure. !E!@ uould differ from

4Er of course, as this symmetry and equivalence lacks mutuality:

uromen are not shared.12

Rubel and Rosman (tSZg) in their cross-cultural comparison of a

number of Ner¡l Guinea societies conclude:

A comparison of the structural models resulting from the
comparisons indicated to us that the ceremonial exchange
structures u¡ere the dominant structures for these societies.
The structure that underlies ce¡emonial exchange is the same
st¡ucture underlying other cultural domains. In cases where
there urere separate structures fo¡ the exchange of uomen and
ceremonial goods¡ the structure of ceremonial exchange ùJas

still the dominant structure. (iui¿ 319-20)

I have argued here that Anganen ceremonial exchange is far
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from

Rosman

most

dominant. It is mundane exchange, more or less ulhat Rubel and

call rraff inal exchange at rite de passagert, that is by far

structure

the

significant in the articulation of Anganen social through
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time. Houever, the issue here seems less orientated tor¡ard incidence

than rstructuret. Certainly in yasolu it is the very relationships

t¡hich are so important in the mundane that are central, ulith mbetinu

transacting and the structure of the exchange of uromen underpinning the

formation of vasolu partnerships. Hourever, taking a ulider vieu than

just the form of social ¡elations alone, the meaning and logic of the

various stages of the vasolu sequence and houl they inform upon aspects

of social relatedness cannot be seen as replication of affinal

exchanges at rites of passage; they are of a different order.

Indeed the various stages of the sequence reflect different

mamiage patterns, although paradoxically in all only men truly
participate. The first phase, the J-ong house and roanda construction

and the r¡em feasts reflect the standard pattern, exogamy and antigamy

and the need for othe¡ groups to supply r¡ives. The second, at

roan res]. implies incest and intralocal- group marriage (if not the

total negation of ulomen per se). The coordinating groups are hostile,

reminiscent of warfare, and antagonistic aroups cannot arrange

marriages. The only source of uives is the local- group itself, clan

sisters and uromen normarry prohibited through antigamy. The pork

exchange represents ¡estricted exchange on the subclan level.

Given the cent¡alÍty marriage has in Anganen social structure, all
these must represent diiferent forms of society and culture. In most

respects the first stage approximates society as such, but this

obviously generates its ouln problems. (tne very ambivalence of ego- and

group centred mbetinu rel-ations discussed earlier are ample indication

of this.) The second stage is immoral, incestuous, in infringement of

mamiage ¡ules based on previous marriages, and suggests a ulorld of no
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r¡ider political alliance uhere danger must prevail. The sister exchange

moder has advantages over both of them. rt is a simpì.er and less

ambivaLent r¡orId, alliance is doubly strengthened due to the

bidirectional movement of ulomen, and men as equivalent exchange

partners cannot generate the degree of ill-feeling derivative from the

asymmetry in inequivalent mundane transaction. The pork exchange

reflects a neu, type of order and, at least in the first instance, a

viable and functionaL one ulere the model to become the basis for the

mundane realm.

The third stage is not associated r¡ith the construction of a

particular house, but the houses built earlier in the sequence are not

r¡ithout reLevance in this stage. The roanda, as representative of the

hostiler immoral socio-politicat order is virtually insignificant. As

the frbody housefr, its literal translation, its destruction can be seen

to herald a I neul order I urhere the kinship rrroadsil the body

metaphorically represents in the mundane no longer persists. By the pig

killr the long house, built some five years befo¡e and not maintained,

is in a state of substantial decay. rt is used to house the pork

recipients, the holdersr mbetinu kin. rts decay can be seen to

symbolise the end of the old order of mbetinu kinship, and herald the

neu/ one encoded in the vasolu pork distribution, rsister exchanqer. In

mundane economic te¡ms, the yasoLu anda and roanda are irrational, but

they nonetheless catry gieat symbolic import, both in and of themselves

and in their contrast to the loqic of the other stages.

Yet this neur order embodied in the logic of the vasolu pork

exchange is itself ultimately untenable r¡hen vier¡ed from the perspective

of certain dominant themes of the mundane order. If it ulere to become
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institutionalised as the basis for the everyday urorld, massive social

and cultural transormations ulould need to take place. Although it
presents the potentiality for overcoming many of the negative aspects of

the mundane' if taken to its extreme it almost amounts to the abrogation

of exchange in total and the positive consequences this can have.

Marriager in accompaniment ulith bridewealthr |tstarts the road?f .

tJith sister exchange, no brider¡ealth urould really be necessary as

another uJoman is returned. The very Anganen rationale for rrlhy sister

exchange at the subcLan level is not possibre is this very point: it
r¡ould be senseless to give men sekere to those ulho gave it to you (cf.,

Chapter V.) Brider¡ealth alrrlays marks the establishment of r¡hat should

be ongoing exchange rrroadsff in lieu of the mediating individuals urho

relate exchange partners. Sister exchange also suggests the myrÍad of

othe¡ exchanges in lieu of individuals r¡ould be similarly redundant, and

the positive integrative functions these can have ulould be negated.

Even if some brideuealth u,as associated r¡lith marriage here, there r¡ould

be no impetus to negotiate as large a brider¡ealth as possible, and large

prestations have the tendency to involve far greater numbers of rìEt'ì¡

both as contributors and recipients, a key to the functionality of

mundane exchange.

similarly it suggests r¡ealth, particularly non-animar forms of

r¡ealth, shells and money, r¡hich are so important in mundane exchange,

r¡ould also be virtually redundant. (fnis connection is further

strengthened by the fact that it is sherls and money, not pigs, r¡hich

truly establish the inequivalence in brideulealth as the olet pigs often

exactly match those given in bridewealth as discussed in chapter v.)

ÙJithout the management of uealth and its astute usage in exchange
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contexts' men urould not accrue status, aLl uould be virtualJ-y rimbu,
rrrubbish menrr, as if r¡omen; an eraborate politicar order coul_d not

exist; and the nonverbaL messages conveyed through exchange on the

current standing of social relations betueen the parties ulould not be

possible. Mbetinu kin r¡lould only be vasolu partners, and brothers
(amenu) only coordinating pig kille¡s, uhose assistance in exchange

contexts r¡ould almost be no longer necessary.

l/ealth transacted in lieu of individuals, be they male or female,

marks them as human, and likeuise the individuals r¡ho transact it. The

particularity of exchange events comment upon gender, age and group

associationi in fact all forms of social differentiation are in some ulay

dependent upon exchange. The very moral order is largely dependent upon

uealth movement, eithe¡ through sharing or transaction. Lastly,
exchange captivates the interest, generates excitement and sponsors

consumption of rarery eaten foods such as pork. Though mundane

exchange is part of the very fabric of the social order, actual exchange

events are experienced as breaks from the commonplace. The gorld of

vasolu' by contrast, ulould be dull and boring: pork¡ cassouary and

marsupials uould only be eaten rarely; lines of shells and money trees

laden r¡ith notes need not existi and the bickering over amount,

ideologically undesirable but nonetheLess interesting, r¡ould not occur.

There are no doubts mundane exchange generates its or¡n difficulties,
but in Anganen, both in function and in ideorogy, these are vastry

outrrleighed by its positive consequences. The alternatives presented by

vasolu may rrlell be less preferable than the mundane ulorld they stand Ín
contradistinction to.
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Although they encode different themes, each of the vasolu stages

articulate aspects of the mundane Anganen socio-cultural order,

themselves often implicit and ideotogically masked, and present

alternatives to this order. The stage associated ulith the construction

of the ceremonial houses shor¡ls the impossibility of true male and group

autonomy: ùromen and things symbolically female ¡ 8.g., vegetablesr ârE

crucial for reproduction, human, social and cultural; other groups are

necessary for security and brides; and positive relations ulith others

need to be maintained. The second phase in many respects is like S,
though the focus is group rather than indÍvidually orientated. It is
heightened male aggression, highrighting the fragil-ity of Anganen

alliance where ostensibly amicable relations can quickly sour, turning

security into danger. The roand inj resi presents a nightmarish uo¡ld,

one that r¡ould result if male and group autonomy ulere fully achieved.

lJomen and rthings femaler are absent, implying either a r¡o¡l_d urithout

uJomenr and thus reproduction, or an immoral order uhere men lmarryr

their sisters (as the main sources of brides are nour tenemiest). The

logic of the second stage is a r¡orld totally undesirabJ-e, but one

possible if intermarriage, alliance and the significance of uromen are

negated. The pork exchange represents another transformation of

marriage rules and patterns. Alliance is still maintained, but sister

exchange is nou the model' presenting the possibiJ.ity for alleviating

much of the inherent ilI-feeling in mbetinu kinship, particularry in
relation to nnintaining ha¡monious exchange reJ.ationships r¡hich

accompany this form. Houever, in alleviating them it highlights a r¡orId

utith at best attenuated exchange, urhere the logic underlying mundane

exchange events in lieu of individuals is virtually eradicated.

Furthermore, it uould mean less exchange partnerships as there ulould be
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less mbetinu kinsmen, and types of r¡ealth, particularly shells and

money, uould have little or no place in the exchange system.

AIl three stages focus on certain aspects, potentialities and

aLternatives of the mundane socio-cultural order. Unlike the mundane

r¡or1d ulhere social relations, particuJ.arl-y those of the mbetinu type,

are difficult to properly maintain leading to characteristic

ambivaLence, the r¡orrds suggested in vasoru are clear and non-

ambivalent: alliance and intermarriage, continuous hostility and

intragroup rmarriager, or sister exchange. Yet they focus only on part,

not ulhole. Given the significance of other facets of the mundane

Anganen order, these r¡orlds are untenable: men cannot act like u.romen,

nor can they continually fight' nor can they truly exist ulithout r¡ealth

and the multitude of occasions of the mundane order in ulhich to utilise
it. uithout radical overall social and cultural change, none of the

orders envisioned could become institutionalised and adequately

functional. Like rar¡lar vasolu expresses existentially diffe¡ent orders

uhich are ultimately untenable, extraordinary but not possible.
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Footnotes

Although not a functional al
ro-and in.i resi, the second
the llelpa at moka, the final

Allies are also rivals, competing for prestige through
the size of their reciprocar moka gifts...The ðompetitiõnis not simply for general prestiqe. I r.uould suggestthat the large size of the prestations to 

"^-minotenemies...is partly a result of the desire to shor¡
temporary supe¡iority and dominance over them, just as
uas previously attempted in u¡arfare: in this sense, andin this context, moka qifts are a true functional
alternative to r¡arfaF (n.1. Strathern 19?12130).

The key diffe¡ences betueen Merpa and Anganen are that this
expression of hostility and competition occurs in the second, notfinal, stage of-yasglu; and the actual Anganen vasolu exchanges,the pork distribution, are neither incrementañ competiiive
betuleen partners.

rnformants said there uras no translation of this, it uas just the
name of the feast. Houlever Franklin (t szg:2a4) notes that
ulem-aa (rit: rrulem-mann) are the pan pipes associated urith the Kewaspirit houses. As such, at some stage thÍs house may have had somereligious connotations, though informants deny this in the
contemporary situation.

This feast is also knouln as anq-oma-na (ilhouse-death-eatr), mostlikely an allusion to compleffifrïever, as I elaborate on inthe course of the discussion, the implication of death and
decomposition may be important given the role of the house in the
r¡hole sequence.

sirlitoe (tszs:271) notes that the sa is a relatively nerrl concernin [/ora, gradually moving into tEã area from the east. The
Anganen, by contrast, insist they have aruays had the vasoru
sequence, the long houses and the pork exchange, and only ttre
ro-anda is a recent adoption.

0f course this urork input is someulhat redressed as the act is
eventually reciprocated. Houever this does not negate the overarl
economic imationality of this ulhatsoever.

The l/iru have a simila¡ notion of the hostile gift of large amountsof meat (¡. ctart, pers. comm.). They ration.íi=" this aõ forlours:
a man given too much meat r¡ill have to abandon his ureapons to carry
it'_ thus making him open to attack. perhaps the same is operatiniin Anganen, though no one ventured such exegesis. Fu¡thermore itis usuar].y u,omen ulho carry meat in their netbags, the impricationbeing, unrike earlier, the guests are nor¡ like uomen, uleak andinferior.

ternative to ularfa¡e r¡hatsoever, the
period of yasolu, is very simiJ_ar to
aspect of their ceremonial exchange:
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The last versions adoptedr the tu¡o ri4bu houses, were periodicalry
desecrated and rebuilt erseulhere in ãEucal fashion at any rate.
However this occurrence and vasolu is not accidental. If the pig
kill is immenent, the house had to be destroyed. Litil_e
explanation ulas put forrrlard for rrlhy this ulas so. Most simply
said it r¡las customary, but two suggested the pig kill ulould be a
failure if the spirit houses u¡ere still operational.

This is true of all meat cooking, and it is one reason the Anganen
suggest the spirits did not ¡eek havoc follorrrinq the mission ban on
spirit houses. - fasolu seems to have very fer,l religious aspects
unlike fvlendi (cfl--ñÏan 1961 :204) r¡here a pig i; especiatly
sacrificed to ensure success. Houever¡ there are some religious
aspects and implications, €.e.¡ the desecration of the spÍrit
houses¡ and this is strengthened by the fact that one suggestion
for celebrating the ordÍnation of Collmann u,as to stage a huge pig
kill (cf., Chapter VII).

Ttrlo points of interest support this. Recent immigrants, especialry
affines, are expected to undertake their vasoru u¡ith their natar
kinsmen, and thus recently acquired non-agñãtIã coresidents can
still be valuable vasolu partners. Thus ulhere a man kills his
vasolu pigs is a clear sign of his principat local group
affiliation; if he kills in his non-agnat,ic territory in preference
to his agnatic, his association clearly lies uith the former.
Even so¡ this does not mean îoî-coresident agnates become vasorupartners: the Anganen say such an act r¡ould bring disgust from a
manls agnates at his natal place, and one does not give pork to
those they are angry r¡ith.

0bviously this contrast r¡ith more northern Highland systems, Eoe.¡
moka. ldith vasoru prestige accrued is a derivative from
þãEicipation, lñfãumber of pigs killed and the number of yasotu
partnerships, not through attempting to establish superiority over
the recipient by giving more than received. rn Anganen¡ a man r¡lill
firstly attempt to secure his relationship r¡ith his partners by
increasing the amount to a pork-side (if, say, he initiated it by
offering only a quarter). Beyond this, lf he kills more pigs he
t¡ies to obtain more partnersr not give his existing ones more pork
sides. This, for the Anganen, rtruly lifts hÍs namet.

rn the first instance this seems contradictory as the men are
exchanging pork sides, the outside parts of the pigs, r¡hich are
closely associated urith nren, not uomen. HouJever, it should be
¡emembered that in mundane brider¡ealthr it is the tmaler items,
shells and moneyr .r¡hich truly create inequivalence. Live pigs,
t¡hich have no specific Aender associations, being metonymically
human, embodying both maleness and femareness, often are exchanged
in equal numbers, u¡ith olet offsetting the pig component of the
brider¡ealth (cf ., Chapter V).

This raises an inte¡esting problem ulhen a group focus is adopted,
as sister exchange is possible betr¡een groups larger than subclans(cf., Chapters IV and V). f noted earlier that the inherent
tendency of cumulatlve vasolu partnershlps uras to elevate the
exchange from an Índividual to group (clan or rocal group) level
for those groups spatially proxemic. That isr individuars in any

12.
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one subclan tend to give pork to individuals of all neighbourinq
subclans outside the-immediate local group uho respond in kind'
The model here seems more a parallel to antigamy as often occurs in
local groups in Anganen: all subclans a¡e Linked through pork

exchangã (i."., rmarriaget ) prohibiting further intermarriage
(ptesu'iing once a ùJoman has been reciprocated further intermarriage
is not ooÀsible, the small-est variation possible to mundane Anqanen

marriagä rules). 0n the group level, the tendency seems tor¡ards a

notion of antigamy betu¡een close local groups' thus generating an

expansive "r"Ãu 
r¡lhich tranverses temitorial boundaries, ulith the

mutuality ilotinq, in part, from a shared set of nonmarriageable
uromen (cf., õhapter IV). This is appropriate given the
significance of group political alliance and vasolu, as Frnenu'
frãternity, is tñe very idiom of alliance in general' .ld more

specificaiiy for those coordinatinq local gloups uho jointly stage
the sequence. That is, closest neighboufsr strong alIies, and

those r¡ho tend to heavily intermarry but not reach antigamy in the
mundane.
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sEcTrfil vr. THE ROADS tt PRESETT|CE:

SOCIETY
EXCHANGE IN COT.JTEI'PORARY ANGANEN

contradictions constantly arise in all areas of life and arejust as steadily neutrarized by their merger into something
neur; structurar change . need not take prãce in huge quanturileaps... (Murphy ISZZI2ZS)

The institutionar structure of tribal cultures is only one ofthe anthropological problems historicaL materialism must face.Another is the seeming resistance of such systems to
experience in the r¡orrd, a certain immunity of thã existing
order to historical contingency. This resisiance in turn goeÃto a more fundamentar property of tribal socio-econõmic
formations: a domination of practical action by cultural
conception rathe¡ than conception by action.- (sahlins
19?6:18)
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CHAPTER X. TTFE, THE INDIVITIJAL AND THE FORMS OF ANGANEN EXCHANGE
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Anganen society isr and aluays must be seen as, a dynamic phenomenon.

One expression of this is the very ambivalence of socio-political

relations, in particular their connection to practice in the exchange

arena. ThÍs point r¡ill serve as a convenient, background to firstly a

comparison and contrast betuleen ulhat I contend are existentially

different forms of exchange¡ mundane and extraordinary. Later this ulill

feed into an explicit treatment of tuo issues ulhich have been left

Iargely implicit to date: the strong emphasis in Melanesian literature

on big-menr and the role of social changer especially the impact of the

monetization of the Anganen economy.

The vast majority of recognised relations betureen men and groups

fall into one or the other of tr¡o fundamentally contrasting modes.

Adopting Anganen te¡minologies of social categoriesr these ulere referred

to as amenu and mbetinu. The former is fraternity (in a broad sense, and

not one premised on patrilineal descent alone); the latter are relations

betr¡een men linked by ulomen and marriage, affinesr cross cousins and the

like. Amenu is constructed on mutuality in (or equivalent transitivity

to) r¡hat are essentially rmalet mediators, descentr land and so on. It

denotes structural syrnretry, co-identity and co-equivalencer brother-

brother, r¡ithin an exclusivity. By constrast, mbetinu is explicitly

founded upon the mediating roles of r¡omen and marriage. As sister

exchange is prohlbited (up to the subclan level) such relations are

definitionally ones of "=yrr"t"y 
and inequivalence¡ prototypically uife-

giver and r¡ife-receiver. ùJhile they denote a social connectionr it is

alrrlays one betureen men and groups structurally divided.

Although Anganen exchange has been my major focusr these, and the

structural processes they tend to engenderr underpin both groups and
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exchange organization and structure (in the sense of a model for and

model of named, territorially based groups and their interrelations,

and the movement of ulealth in exchange events). That is, there is a

congruence and isomorphism betuleen the principles underlying both groups

and exchange. Houlever, for immediate purposes, the discussion ulill
primarily concentrate on exchange.

Anganen ideology concretizes these rel.ational modes as normative

framer¡orks for exchange practice: amenu poropete, mbetinu kor¡e, brothers

share, those connection by uromen t¡ansact. In fact the terms poropete

and koule conjoin the structural mode of relatedness ulith normative

event' as not only do b¡others rsharer identity¡ they should also share

ueaLth as r¡e1lr r¡hile mbetinu are derivative, in the first instance, by

marriage, and legitimate marriage in Anganen aruays requires

brider¡ealth, an inequivalent transaction.

f stressed that these norms urere not just rrrhat should be proper

behaviour but actually carried structural force due to their ability to

predispose individuals to certain courses of action and their inherent

moral quality. Though not the sole arena, it is substantial adherence to

these norms in (mundane) exchange ulhich is the means of sociar

reproduction of amenu and mbetinu relations through time and generation.

This is the principal instrumental function of these form-content dyads

(pace sahlins, 19?2): thdy are the mechanisms for initiating, sustaining

and reinforcing social relations r uith form and content a1.rrlays

coexisting in a dynamic dialectic, one necessitating the other. Thus the

common situation in mundane exchange is for amenu to pool their r¡ealth,

transact the result ulith their mbetinu uho in turn redistribute it
r¡ithin thei¡ ourn aqenu. Here amenu and ¡betinu are mutually
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complementary and the actions of sharing and transacting reinforcing of

the tr¡o types of relatj.on.

Hou¡everr the approach adopted uas not simply normative. Here it is

analytically imperative to distinguish fexternalr and rinternalt factors

r¡hen consÍdering the adherence or non-adherence to norms in practice.

The former are those factors (historical, ecological¡ demographÍc,

political and economic) rrrhich forever impinge upon structure in practice

but are not contained r¡ithin it. The tinternalt is the structural

frameuork of this form-content dyad. The force of this concretization

noted above is one instance, but only one instance. Moreover, this

normatÍve structure presents a certain set of logical possibilities for

its oun abrogation, due both to the various permutations of form and

content' and the actual complexity in the construction of all relations

(a point r¡hich tends to be obscured ideologically ulhen categorizing them

as amenu or g@!i!9). That isr unlike most t¡eatments of the failure to

adhere to florrrìsr I argued the types of abrogation and their social

consequences needed to be considered. Three types ùrere

delÍneated, timmoralityl¡ rinversiont and tconversionr. AlI, in varying

frequenciesr occur in practice. These types of abrogation urere

extensively considered in Chapter VII' and little point urould be served

r¡ith reiteration. Yet some further points need to be made.

One aspect of the cbmplexity and dynamism of Anganen groups r¡as the

interrelationship betr¡een amenu and !E!i!g, r¡hich at times could be

mutually complementary but at others antagonistic. Instances of the

latter are that large clans (amenu) could fission r¡ith u¡hat uere

previously subclans nou, intermarrying, recasting the dominant form of

relatedness betr¡een them into the ¡ùetinu mould. Conversely, is the
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process of antigamy (cf. Ryan 1961, 1gD9) urhere, through the

accumulative effects of subcLan-based marriage prohibitions,

concentrated intermarriage Leads to a situation uhere mbetinu become

amenu connections betureen clans and their constituent units. This is
due, in part' to a mutual set of non-marriageable ulomen, and most

commonly occurs betueen non-agnatic clans r¡lho share residence and

territory.

The structural potentiality for amenu and mbetinu to contextually

stand in an antagonistic relation permeates all three types of negation

of exchange norms, particularly inversion. Due to the actual complexity

uhich unde¡lies Anganen socio-political relations, elements of both

amenu and mbetinu' in differential degrees, must be contained in all
relations; and ulhen the context is applicable these can structure

practice so that amenu transact and mbetinu share quite legitimately.

Unlike immoralityr this is socially sanctioned, even lauded, and fosters

a uider, ongoing sociality. Houever, unlike conversion, the

contextuality of the event does not transform the mode of relatedness

from its extant form.

The essential points of all this are that internal factors guide

both the adherence and negation of norms, and thus form part of the

f¡amework ulhich encompasses the individual and his choice-making.

Furthermore, the eno point of this is that the types of negation and

adherence must, by necessityr give rise to the characteristic

ambivalence of Anganen exchange relations. That is, any exchange action

(and at times non-action) tends to make a relatively unambiguous

statement about social relations but only r¡íthin the specific and

limited context of the exchange event itself. Different events may ulell
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see different exchange behaviours by the same individuals. Thus, the

accumuLative effects of the realization of norms in practice or their

negation over many exchanges involving the same individuals or groups,

gives rise to the ambivalence of socio-political relations. This

ambivalence is recognised and experienced by the Anganen, but urhereas

Anganen ideology stresses individual choice, volition and cont¡olr the

initial emphasis must be placed on this r¡ider structuring frameulork in

ulhich choices are made and control formulated (cf. Kapferer, 1g?6; A.J.

Strathern, 1 g?9 ) .

The central arena in r¡hich this ambivalence and social

reproduction take place is r¡hat f have called mundane exchange (a term

designed to convey its centrality in the fday to day, and not any

prosaic quatity). This is dominated, especially since pacification, by

exchanges in lieu of individuals, uromen and their descendants. To a

lesser degree, uarfare payments betr¡een allies, compensation and the

unpopular recruitment, are also included urithin this category of

exchange. Although the interstitial role of uomen is not focal in the

latte¡' marriage is common to both, r¡hich for political alliance rests

on the complex interrelation betr¡een alliance, spatial proximity and the

concentration of marriage betueen groups.

Exchanges in lieu of individuals and u¡arfare payments are

structurally and functionally homologous: they are alurays inequivalent

transactions betr¡een mbetinu, t¡ith ulealth pooled and redistributed

uithin $1]1]g. Their functions, almost altrlays, are either recruitment in

ùJagnerrs (t szz:st ) broad sense, the transfer of an individual or

individuals from one group to another and the incorporation of his/her

resources and skills into the affairs of the latter, or compensation to
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the recipients for their flossr (a r¡oman at marriage, her or he¡

descendantsr injury or deathr or a death of an ally in fighting). (Even

other prestations urhich do not focus strictly on compensation are still

largely contained in this body/person logic: they are given to rfmake

people happyn' thus restricting the likelihood of kone ope, bad

thoughts, rohich are the cause of misfortune in others. )

The conrmonality in all this is the individual and his/her body¡

obligatÍons for lt and the group association of it, all of r¡hich pivot

on the centrality of ma¡riage in mundane exchange and thus social

structure. It is here that the Anganen ideology of brideuealth becomes

so important. It focuses on tuo aspects of a uomants body, her ulaluma,

uomb blood, her reproductive potential, and her hands, !!, her labour

capacity. This rationale also suggests uhy mundane exchange is so

crucial to the articulation and reproduction of Anganen social

structure. The products of a ¡¡romanf s u¡alumar her children, are the

continuíty of the mbetinu troadtr.pù., established by her marriage¡ and

their bodies' Iike hers' the focus and logic of ongoing mundane

exchanges r¡rhich are said to rkeep the road clearrt, to maintain the

mbetinu relationship. In this sense a uloman, her body, her children and

their bodj.es are the corporeal manifestations of mbetinu relations, and

the source of its persistence through time and generation.

Her labour Is the primary means through r.rrhich thls reproduction

through exchange ls possible. Her surplus labour takes the form of pigs,

so central to Anganen mundane exchange, and as the Anganen say ttpigs

pull (entice) shellsn (and thus by extension other forms of uealth) to

her husband. In other urotds, for a rnan to be successful in the exchange

arena he must depend on the labour of his wife. The centrality of this
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labour is emphasised by the ol-et pigs rrrhich (ideally) counte¡balance

those in the b¡ideureal-th. The r¡ife-givers thus not only are the source

of the bride but also the pigs she tends, uhich form the basis for the

neur households breeding pool, some of ulhich should find their uay back

to her natal group in mundane exchange.

This partial summary of mundane exchange is sufficient to begin

contrasting this r¡ith r¡hat uas termed extraordinary exchange. I contend

these ttuo forms of exchange are existentialry distinct, they have

radicalry different structural logics. such a discussion must

necessarily be quite lengthy as the points of contrast are numerous.

l/hereas I have argued that the ambivalence of relatedness in the

mundane is derivative from the accumulated va¡iation of contextually

non-ambiguous acts, for extraordinary exchange it is the very context

t¡lhich generates ambivalence and paradox. That is, mundane exchange

highliqhts overall ambivalence in social relatedness, uith any one

exchange event functioning to provide momentary clarity: beyond

conversion, r¡hich is the temporal playing out of a specific form-content

relation that operates to transform the dominant expression of

relatedness, the structural form remains intact. In extraordinary

exchange, it is the very structu¡al basis of amenu and mbetinu relations

r¡hich changes in the context of the exchange practice, but does so

anomalously.

rn ¡aua, amenu, though still attempting to maintain a certain

equivalence can only do so through hostile opposition, actions ulhich are

a paradoxical mixture of both conventional morality and immorality. (for

the most part, the moral standing of actions in the mundane is alurays
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clear.) In vasol-u, men and groups of men variously stress the importance

of ulomen and tthings femaler r¡hich are ideologically masked, but do so

by exagge¡ating their importance so as to vi¡tually negate their oun

mascuLinity and independence (stage I). Stage Ir sees the ambiguity of

political alliance expressed, but it is an alliance ulhich is seen as

maintained betrrreen (symbotic) hostile opponents urho may destroy each

otherrs property and ridicule their tnamesr. The pork side exchanges

betueen mbetinu are formal (lor¡e) exchange attempts to introduce

equivalence into, and as the potential basis of, r¡hat is a structurally

inequivalent/asymmetrical relation, merging the tulo structural features

in ambiguity.

Extraordinary exchange no doubt expresses aspects of the overall

ambiguity of social rerations, per se, in their reration to mundane

exchange. The fo¡ms it takes highriqht aspects of this, and give

expression to ideologically masked aspects of this order such as the

importance of uromen and the fragility of alliance. Houlever in doing so¡

and perhaps presenting alternatives to this order, they can only do so

through their ou¡n internal paradoxes. It is this (follouing Turner and

Douglas) r¡hich is the structural foundation for the excessive fear,

danger and excitement of extraordinary exchange periods. To be sure

mundane exchange is of great interest and a source of excitement too,

but it never ¡eaches the heightened emotional states of raura and vasolu.

Entailed r¡ithin this is the crucial contrast betureen the ttotalityt

(cf. Feil, 1983) of mundane exchange and the couesponding rpartialityt

of its extraordinary counterparts. Mundane exchange conveys the

attributes of fulIness, social, political and economic, expressing

largely accurate gender constructs, the significance of mediating, focal
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individuals in hiqhrighting critical stages in their rife-cycles, as

ulell as the ongoing significance of exchange in the articulation of

Anganen social structu¡e through time. The extraordinary exchanges of

laura and vasolu do not fit this frame. They alulays express the partial,

never the total. They anomaJ-ously hiqhlight¡ exaggerate or negate gender

constructs and focus on singular aspects or potential-ities of the uider

socio-pol-itical order, suggesting alternatives to these uithout ever

presenting an overall functionaL transformation of the total system. The

total-partial contrast betuleen the trrlo types of exchange is expressed in

a number of ulays, each deserving consideration.

The contrast is reflected in, and partly constituted through, the

exchange items employed. The Anganen are adamant that all three of the

contemporary major exchange items, pigs, pearrshells and money, shourd

make up the major mundane exchanges (brideurealth, principal mortuary

exchanges and urarfare compensation). Ujhile space considerations have

prevented a full discussion of the meaning of these items, it is still_
possible to venture some general remarks ulhich support the argument of

the totality of mundane exchange.

Live pigs are metonymically human, have no unequivocal gender

association, and most frequently stand for the individualrs body r¡hich

is the focus of the exchange. Houever context can cl-osely identify pigs

rrlith r¡omen in particulari and the vaLued capacities they possess. The

major exchanges at mamiage are the most apparent instance. Brider¡ealth

pigs are given live and thus potentially reproductive, and are in part

expricitly seen as in rieu of a rromanrs or,ln reproducibirity and as a

substitution for it. They are aLso for a uJomanrs productivity as are the

olet pigs of the return paymentr r¡ith the ratter also expricitty
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stressing the importance of this for the ulider, onqoing exchange

process.

In many uJaysr shells and paper money are conceptually parallel in

Anganen thought, rrlith money of ten being talked about as rrlike

pearlshellstr or the ttneul pearlshellstr. A standard shell is economically

valued as K20, and the tuo are interchangeable in exchange contexts.

Strengthening the identification is the redness of both. Paper money and

pearlshells are also seen as unambiguously rmalet (a point elaborated on

later uhen the political aspects of exchange are addressed). gften

Anganen ideology tends to devalue femininity and the roles of u.romen in
society, but the necessity of both pigs and shells/money in major

exchanges denotes the necessity of both femaleness and maleness, rdomen

and men, and points to a certain and significant complementarity betureen

the tulo. (Such complementarity is no better illustrated than in human

reproduction, itself a major reason for marriage in Anganen, uhere

maternal- and paternal substances create in combination. )

The meanings produced in raua and the vari.ous stages of yasolu do

not suggest any form of ha¡monious gender complementary, emphasising

aspects of masculinity and at times femininity to the detriment of the

othe¡. Such meanings are, again in part, achieved through the exchange

items employed. The extraordinary exchanges centre on one item, itself
suggesting this partialit!, and shells and money are largely peripheral

if not totarJ.y absent. At best they facilitate but in no uray do they

define the exchange.

The urem feasts of the first stage of vasolu emphasise male

dependency on the productive and reproductive abilities of ùromen, and
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also the groups from r¡hich they come. hJith an overarching and persuasive

ideology of male and group autonomy these are undoubtedly obscured.

Through the feasts of tfemaLer vegetables, this situation of ideological

masking is not only redressed, it is excessiveJ.y invert,ed: the hosts of

the feast are feminized in the extreme and fully dependent upon the

lmalenessr of their kin and allies. They completety lack autonomy.

Houlever, uromen take no active role in the feast or the events leading up

to it. rt is, paradoxically, a totally mal-e affair in urhich the

importance of ulomen gains expression.

The use of cassoularies, in particular, in the active phase of raua

and the second stage of yasolur the roand in.i resi, articulate a total,
though anomarous, masculinity through symbolic hostirity. This is
directed at the rar¡a protagonist or the yasolu house-building allies,
in either case those u.rho should exist harmoniously. It is also in stark

opposition to ùromen and the antithesis of rthings femalet. The meaning

of these periods critically hinges upon the absence or destruction of

the feminine. (fne major distinction betueen the use of cassouaries in

the tr.rlo different ext¡aordinary exchanges is the level of focus: raua is
strictly individual' a fight betr¡een tulo fbrotherst. Conversely the

roand in.i resi expresses antagonism on a far more group level,

highliqhting the inherent frailty of Anganen alliance.)

The vasolu pork side exchange (Stage III) is also a male-dominated

endeavour. I noted that pigs have no strict gender reference. This also

applies to pork in normaL feasting. The rinsider part, the entrails and

blood' are associated rrlith uromen, r¡hile the toutsider part, the flesh,

has lmaret connotations. Both are prominent and highry valued in
(mundane) feasting, reflecting gender compJ-ementary once again. yet in
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vasolu the mindi debu (meat grease) made from the tfemalet sections is
totally devalued in favour of the centrality of pork sides: the exchange

rmasculinizesf pork, even to the extent that r¡hole sides, not the

smaller cuts of mundane exchanges¡ âr€ used. Thus in rauJa and the second

and third stages of vasolu mascuLinity dominates. The first stages of

vasolu does emphasise aspects of femininity but does so anomalousJ.y, as

it is to the detriment of maleness. Never is there a clear sense of

gender complementary, unlike the mundane situation.

Follorrring on from this is that, uhile mare dominated, mundane

exchanges in lieu of individuals alrr.rays highlight the mediating roles of

ùromen in social reilations articulated through transaction. üJomenr their

bodies and the products of their bodies, their descendants, are

effectivery the mbetinu road in corporeality. They are the focus of

mundane exchange and (culturally defined) damage to their bodies is the

very central rationality for undertaking them. Though ùromen do not truly
control r¡ealth (at best they can influence men on the disposition of

pigs/pork) tneir mediating roles pervade mundane exchange: they receive

the r¡ealth transacted and pass it on to the male recipient (=ay, from

their husband to their brothers in brider¡ealth). That is, they truly are

the roads by uhich r¡ealth travels betuleen men.

The onry time ulomen (or children) act in this capacity, aside from

nonqonakienqi, in exträordinary exchange is occasionally uith yasolu

pork sidesr but on this point the Anganen are quite adamant: uomen

shourd onry receive pork sides if the intended male recipient is pre-

occupied r¡ith his ouln distribution, as ulhen the yasolu partners are part

of a coordinating unit. Ideally the pork exchange is a direct male to

mare transaction. Although vasolu partnerships (rile mundane
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transactions) are essentially premised on mbetinu relations ulhich u,omen

mediate' this mediational role is effectively diminished or neqated in

vasolu. This is certainly the case for the urem and roand in.i resi

prestations in vasolu and the active phase of raula uhere u¡omen do not

actively participate at all.

This is also the ultimate logic of the nonqonakienqi prestation

held on the eve of the vasolu pork distribution. r argued that the

uealth transacted uith mbetinu (t/9, mgr etc.) r¡as a (symbolic) statement

the relationship u,as one founded upon equivalence (and thus, in
conjunction urith other yarop payments r¡hich are specifically designed to

remove actual eionomic debts, permit the emergence of an autonomous

individuar). rn the mundane realm mbetinu must, by definition, be

inequivalent men due to the asymmetrical relationship the tr¡o men must

have to the mediating rrloman (cf. Forge, 1g?2). The various aspects of

extraordinary exchange' then, either transcend or negate the explicit
mediating role of uomen and the rdebtr they create in relations

articulated in the exchange arena. rn extraordinary exchange men

confront each other far more directly.

In the major mundane exchanges not only do ulomen mediate relations,

but their and their childrenrs bodies become the focus of exchange

events. This is not so in extraordinary exchange ulhere the transactors

themselves become the fócus far more. At best¡ as uith some mundane

exchangesr vâsolu could be seen to promote health through tmaking people

happyt, and thus dispelling rbad thoughtsr. rn any case, this is not the

cultural logic of extraordinary exchanges.
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The major mundane exchanges pertain to marriage and mortuary

exchanges and are in lieu of individuals, but the focal individual-s are

rarely t¡ansactors. ([/omen and children do not control wealth, and

obviously the deceased can take no part. ) Potentially large numbers of

men coalesce as groups, either pooling the ulealth to be transacted or

redistributing r¡ealth received. Conversely in the active phase of ¡aura

and uith the vasolu pork side exchange the events are far more

individually orientated, men confronting each other r¡ith a significant

degree of independence f¡om the r¡rider matrix of social relationships of

ulhich they are part. The r¡ealth they employ is not associated r¡ith some

other individual in this matrix, but ulith the transactor himself.

The rindividualr thus is integral to both mundane and extraordinary

exchange, but the notion of individual differs. fn the mundane the

individual is the focal individual, defined essentialty through his or

her social individuality, as a collection of social relations r¡ith

others; in extraordinary exchange, men are targely independent of this,
acting as, relatively speaking¡ autonomous beings. The individual is
freed from much of the structural constraint mundane exchange places

upon him' and thus is able to make explicit statements of self through

the disposition of his r¡ealth.

It is marriage, above all other institutions, ulhich is the core to

mundane social structure and exchange, starting the roads of kinship and

exchange, and it is central to Anganen political alliance in more

general terms. ft necessarily entails the economic, politicalr eender

and social relatedness of both the amenu and mbetinu forms. Anganen

extraordinary exchange presents radical transformations of the mundane
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urorld through radically changing the system of exchange, in particular

through presenting images of ner¡l systems of mamiage.

The uem feasts shoul the least variation in ma¡riage and alliance,

the anomaly being men as fas uoment and ulomen are not involved. Both

rauJa and the roand in.i resi, again anomalously, comment on marriage.

Both suggest the abrogation of r¡omen and femininity, together r¡ith a

breakdor¡n in alliance (internal in raua and betr¡een neighbours in the

second stage of yasolu). If the meaning of this is taken as a total
negation of uomen, human reproduction, one of the main reasons for

mundane marriage is not possible. If taken as a breakdoun in political
alliance (and in rar¡a a breakdouln in morality leading to incest) the

meaning is endogamous marriage/incest, conventionally immoral, as nou,

neighbours are no longer the source of brides r¡hile the group itself is.
In either case, it denies the centrality of marriage in the social

otderr the means of generating roads betuleen distinct groups and the

¡ationale and impetus for ongoing exchange, a definitional feature of

the mundane. rn short, at the rogical extreme, social and cultural

annihilation of the conventional orde¡.

The fundamental emphasis on balanced giving and receiving of pork

sides in vasolu suggests a homorogue uith a model- of sister exchange, a

radical contrast r¡lith the mundane. Thus it is the vehicle for the

articulation of an ""r"nti"Ily 
rneulr basis for mbetinu relatedness. It

is noul equivalence in a relational mode defined and largely reproduced

through mundane inequivalent transaction betueen structuralJ-y

asymmetrical men.
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f noted that extraordinary exchange either renders overt certain
ideologically disguised aspects of gender and socio-political concerns

(the importance of uomen, the potentiality for alliance breakdor¡¡nr or

explicit hostility betr¡leen brothers) or, in some cases, presents an

alternative uhich overcomes some of the inherent shortcomings of the

mundane order. The vasolu pork exchange is the clearest example. The

inequivalence betueen mbetinu is the major souÌce of ill-feeling in that
relation. One anomaly of Anganen mundane exchange is that uhile
occasions are specified amount rarely is, and material constraints can

generate rbad thoughtst (anger, disappointment and frustration). yasolu

overcomes this by specifying amount¡ pork sides reciprocally transacted

ulith no increment. Such iLl-feeling cannot be generated (and this is one

of the major reasons the pork distribution is a trtime of great happiness

and healthil).

Yet this partiality, especially uhen coupled rrlith the inherent

paradox of extraordinary exchange, suggests r¡hy (t¡ithout radical urider

social and cultural changes not outlined in their structural logics) the

worlds envisaged in raua and vasolu could not become the instituted and

functional basis for an ongoing order. Brothers and allies rfightif,gr, a

u¡orld uithout uromen, or total- male and group dependency are not

feasible. Even the uorld contained in the logic of the pork exchange is
ultimately undesirable: money and shells, so important to the Anganen¡

are peripheral, and it ib the very asymmetry of mbetinu relatedness that
fosters exchange. ùJithout these, say if a uroman uas directly exchanged

t¡ith another uroman' the Anganen pre-occupation rrlith ueaLth and its
movement uould make little sense. In ext¡aordinary exchange, the overall
meaning of rlealth is also ambiguous and the organízatión of production

probJ-ematic. Social and gender differentiation is exaggerated to such a
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degree they become antithetical r¡ith no possibitity of complementary

opposition; and there is no fuJ.ly embracing, operationar political
system. By focussing only on part, they may present alternatives r¡hich

overcome some of the problems experienced in the mundane rrlorld, but in

doing so create uncertainties, dilemmas and enigmas all their ouln, uhile

still retaining those of the mundane they do not address. simply, they

are momentary allusions to unattainable r¡orlds.

The mundane realm clearJ-y engenders its ou,n conflicts and

ambiguities, but its totality in embracing the gamut of Anganen socio-

cultural life and its level of functionality permit its reproduction

through time. fn tandem r¡ith this is the most obvious difference betuleen

mundane and extraordinary exchange: their incidence. 0n average, rau,a

and the various stages of yasolu occur once every fifteen years in an

atea of, sâY, the four to six local groups ulhich coordinate yasolu. fn

the same time period, hundreds of mundane exchanges uould have taken

place, presenting men r¡rith an extensive range of opportunities in r¡hich

to express their relations r¡ith others in their social fields, creating,

sustaininq (and perhaps even destroying) social relatedness. This is rrlhy

mundane exchange is the core vehicle for the ongoing articulation of

Anganen social structure: in mundane exchange individuals are 1argely

constrained and directed by their social relations r¡ith othersi in

extraordinary exchange the emphasis seems more touards transcending

them.

By contrasting mundane and extraordinary, r do not mean to suggest

that they are tu¡o fu1ly independent orders. The meaning of extraordinary

exchange can only be gauged through comparison r¡ith the conventional and

symbolic meanings of the mundane order. Indeed', it could be said, the
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very logics of these extraordinary urorlds are derivative from the

ambivaLence of the mundane and transformations of it designed to
overcome aspects of this. It has no material provisioning independent of
the mundane. The very basis ofl the exchange relationships entailed

r¡lithin the various extraordinary exchanges is clearly based on the

mundane realm of social relatedness and the political order. Lastly, it
has, indeed must, have its impact on the mundane. The active phase of
rau,a directly (though unintentinally) negatively affects the community

at large; and the resolution of the tfighting uith cassowariest and the

consumption of them through communion functions to reinforce this ulider

community. The exchanges of pork sides can only strengthen the ¡elations
betr¡een partners (if properly undertaken). yet, in 1ine r¡ith the above,

the eventual- functionality of an exchange must neve¡ be seen as its
st¡uctural logic, and to concentrate on possible functionatity alone is
to obscure the complexity of meaning being expressed.

One uray extraordinary exchange has lasting effect on the mundane

order is in the political impact of the killing, cooking and

distribution of meat from highi.y prized cassouaries and pigs. rn the

mundane realm it is the tmalet exchange items of shells and money ulhich

essentially facilitate extensive politicization in exchange. (That is,
alL mundane exchange must have some political element, but these al-Lou¡

fo¡ heightened potitical messages of self and other and the current
standing of the relationship betuleen them to be expressed, as urelì- as

being a vehicle for status accrument.) Although the exchange items

differ, this also holds true for extraordinary exchange: cassouaries are

distinctly rmaler, and the pork sides of yasolu explicitly associated

t¡ith masculinity as noted earlier. Thus there is a commonality r¡hich
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permeates both forms of exchange: rmalet items are essentiaJ_ly the

vehicle for prestige and the medium of Anganen political messages.

Concerning individuaJ- status enhancement, the Anganen recal-l

notable feasts in extraordinary exchange far more than participation in
mundane exchange, suggesting that rat¡a and yasolu augment status far
more than mundane exchange. No doubt part of the reason for this is
purely materialistic as men utilise huge amount,s of animal uealth.

Houever it is more than just this. As r have suggested earlier, in raua

and yasolu men must, at least to a substantial degree, stand outside of

the system of exchange-re-mediators, and this is reflected in Anganen

exegesis on the participants in extraordinary exchange: they are rrmen

r¡ith rau.ratr (a culturally conceived altered psychological condition
rexplainingr r,lhy they act beyond the limits of everyday rationality and

morality) or they a¡e ftlike birdsrr, men ulhose trfaces are not knoulntt. fn

either instance they are fdiviner or transcendent beings. They largely

stand beyond their immediate social identities (tne collection of their
social ¡elationships rrlith others) i they are as autonomous as the Anganen

system allor¡s. The individualts actions in these exchanges are not muted

by his location r¡ithin a netulork of social relations pivoting on the

focal Índividual of the exchange as r¡ith mundane exchange. They are his

ouJn and reflect far more directly on his exchange prouess alone: the

amount of urealth a man deploys thus is instantly translated into
personal prestige

l/hile this is a principal reason urhy engagement in rau¡a or vasolu

can enhance individual status so much, mundane exchange is still the

primary basis for the reckoning of social prestige in Anganen, uith me¡e

incidence once again being a telling factor. Throughout their l-ives men
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ttill only participate in a feu vasolu and most ulill not take part in

rauJa ulhatsoever, as opposed to the multitude of exchanges in lieu of

individuals and perhaps exchanges pertaining to urarfare. Ext¡aordinary

exchange is significant as single acts can elevate prestige

substantially, but this builds upon the firm foundation men establish

through mundane exchange.

fYluch attention has been given to individuaì. prestige seeking and

its reration to the political roles of rbig-ment in fylelanesia, the

Highlands not rrrithstanding. Although this is not the place for an

exhaustive account, some remarks on this issue should be put foruard

here, particularly as they feed into a final overvier¡ of Anganen

exchange.

The trend for analysis of Melanesian systems of leadership uras

clearly set by sahrinst (t 966(1 963) ) article. This took as its
foundations that big-men have follouings from ulhich they could extract

uealth to use in exchange, and then it r¡ent on to demonstrate the

inhe¡ent vulnerabitity of such a structural form. Aspects of this have

been criticised (e.g. Meggitt¡ 1g?1¡ A.J. Strathern, 1g?1:18?-g, lgZB)

but uhat concerns me here is that no real pattern of an texploitedt

follorrling can be recognised in Anganen.

fn Strathernrs (tSOSiU, 1g?B) terms, the Anganen system is dominated

by rrproductionil (Sahlinsr ttautoexploitationrt) rather than tffinancerr, a

concept largely contained in the follouling statement by Sahlins

(l soo:r oe):

...a leaderrs career sustains its upuard crimb ulhen he is ableto lÍnk other men and their famiries. to his faction,
harnessing their production to his ambition...A biq-man is one
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urho can create and use social relations r¡hich qive him
leverage on otherrs production and the abil-ity to siphon off
an excess production.

Finance is the utilisation of ueaLth of other men, available through a

calculated establishment of debt or obligation, r¡hile production depends

upon the labour ulithin a manrs household, in particular that of ulomen,

mainly uives, r¡hose labour is critically geared to the production of

pigs. l/ithout cont¡ol over pigs a man cannot truly engage in exchange in

Anganen. As t,hey say, ttpigs tpurlr (entice) shell-s and money to menfr: by

deploying pigs in exchange, men attract the attention of others r¡ho ulill
be ulilling to assist him in exchange or offer him ulealth in the

redistribution of ulealth they have received. To adequately participate

in exchange, then, Anganen men need to be married, and to increase their

exchange capacity they must increase their productive capacity,

essentially by mauying additional wives.

This last point uras also noted by Sahlins (iUi¿). He maintains this

is a starting mechanism for a big-mants careerr but for him the access

to and control ove¡ the r¡ealth of others is the critical pre-requisite

for success, a point not supported in Anganen. For example, there is the

inapplicability of his further remarks on polygamy:

Each neur marriage incidentally creates for the big-man an
additional set of in-Iar¡s from r¡hich he can extract economic
favours (ioi¿).

üJhiler âS noted, men can use the productive resources of their uivets

kin, particularly for ¡earing vasolu pigs, this is not popular (cf.

Chapter IX). Indeed given the reliance of the Anganen exchange system on

rbodiest, the net material floul in the relation is against such an

individual: a uromants kin alulays receive more than they give.
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¡iJith production as the key to exchange participationr it is not

surprising to find that a census conducted amongst a group of men on the

statuses of adult men in neighbouring villages revealed nearly Z/St¿

(llOh68) urere ama, tbig-mant (thougn this is not a literal translation

of the term. ) me Anganen have only tr¡o terms relevant to social status,

@r rbig-manr¡ and rimbur common or f rubbishr man. This distinguishes

them from societies someuhat akin to Sahlinsf description such as the

fitelpa (cf. A.J. St¡athern' 19?1 :188.) Even the UJolar Anganen neighbours,

have a number of rrlays to distinguish status ranks (cf. Sillitoe,

19?9:115-6). This is no doubt indicative of the limited pourer ama have

over others in Anganen compared r¡ithr say¡ Hagen big-men. (The remaining

third ruere either old men uho had fallen into physical or mental demise¡

young men ulho had yet to participate in exchange to a sufficient level

as yet, or those unmarried men of the classical Melanesian trubbisht man

mould.) 0n this basis alone there is evidence to suggest a system based

on big-menrs factionsr ulith leaders exerting control over others¡ is not

possible. In Anganen and in short, it seems easy to find lleaderst, but

difficutt to find the r1"6r.1

Strathern (lgZg:Zg-9) has clearly noticed an exploitative finance-

dominated strategy for individual prestige aggrandization is not

applicable for all Highland systems uhen he contrasts the situation in

Melpa to that he found r¡rith the ùJiru of the Southern Highlands:

The most striking difference betr¡een the Melpa and LJiru rule
of exchange is that in l/iru there is no rprinciple of
incrementn. There is no notion r¡rhich is equivalent to nmaking

4þn by givlng back more than one has received. It is this
rgiving back moret uhich actually forms the basis of the r¡hole
Melpa system and on it the big-manrs status and influence is
grounded. In üJiru there are certainly big-menr u¡ho in other
respects are largety just like their lvlelpa counterparts: they
are forceful menr polygynists' hard working and scheming¡
raise many pigs' take the lead in deciding rrlhen pigs should be
kílled, and so ono But they are not driven by the same
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investment need as the Me1pa big-men...They are men of
production rather than of finance.

Strathernrs depiction of the Ujiru situation is aÌmost identical to
that in Anganen, uho also l-ack incremental (ceremonial) exchange. Un1ike

Sahlins, Strathe¡n has given priority to the actual structural form of

exchange; for sahl-ins exchange, irrespective of its form, is merery

treated as the arena of renourn. For Strathe¡n, it is the incremental

character of moka, the principal fïelpa exchange, ulhich facilitates and

abets the economic strategy of big-men he terms finance. t/ithout it, as

r¡ith tJi¡u and Anganen, production is the frulet, finance the exception.

0n this point, the predominance of mundane exchange in Anganen,

urhich like the lJiru is primarily concerned r¡ith rbodiest, once again

becomes relevant. As structure, it precedes the decision making process

of individuals, constraining and directing their choices in an a priori

manner' necessitating consideration of the social relationships

individuals have r¡ith the focal person of the exchange. This does not

afford them the relative ffreedom of choicet ceremonial exchange systems

such as moka or even vasolu offer. t/hile I have neve¡ suggested that the

structural form of an exchange and the specific social relations

individuals have determine their participation or otherr¡ise, these are

critical factors in the uider structuring frameulork in uhich individuals

make choices. 0f course some men are more ambitious than others, gaining

greater prestige through a r¡ider participation in exchange, but this

frameuork is, and has to be, operational in orienting all choice

concerning the disposition of r¡ealth.
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UJhile Sahlins in a later article (tSOs) is quite correct that

aspects of both fsubstantivistr and tformalistt positions are applicable

in tribal economicsr and f acknourledge his allegiance to the former

(iui¿:¡t), there is a strong formalist/individualist/strateqic/maximis-

ing tone to his argument on leadership forms. 0bviously a system such as

Anganen ulhere material r¡ealth is finite and alternatives for its
deployment numerous, individuals must make strategic decisions, but this

alone cannot explain Anganen exchange¡ or even the involvement of

individuals in any one exchange event.

Although f agree with much of the tanti-big-manr stance Sillitoe
(tSZS) takes in his treatment of Ujola exchange, his individualist

emphasis is surely a limitation. Rather than Sahlinst emphasis on the

dominance of big-men, sillitoe gives sovereignty to the strategies of

all individuars (or at least adult men) (cr. A.J. st¡athern, 19?9). rn

doing sor the uider structuring frameuork, not the least social

relations, is seconded, if not ignored. The implication in Sahlinsl

early ulork is that society is the outcome of the choices of select feul

pourer brokers; in Sillitoe it is the summation of individual choice more

generallyi in neither is there any possibility of the meaning of

exchange in societies such as Anganen beyond its link to prestige and

the ramifications this may have.

The position I have .adopted is clearly tsubstantivist,r, best summed

up in another Sahlinst (tgOg:2?) quotation:

...the substantivist conception of rationality r¡irl differ
from the formar in its supposition of r¡ilfur.ness orintentionality. Project of the curture rather than theindividual, the substantive rationality is constituted rather
than ulilled, unintentional (in Godelierrs te¡ms) rather thanintentional...the true aim of the substantivist argument isneither to contest free r¡ilr nor to insist that foi man in
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society the choices are limited and the arternatives loaded.
It is to avoid at all costs mystifying the causes as therulesi that is, to demarcate itself from a theoretical design
r¡hich by starting from the decisions of the individuar cannõt
envision explication of the systemic relations betueen social
facts--because that rational-ity, is already ptesumed in, and
as' t,he rationality of individual choice.

As Sahlins (iUi¿) notes, a substantivist position cannot ignore

morality (as a social fact)' necessitating an approach ulhich must focus

on ulider socio-cultural aspects in the first instance. (The very terms

ama and rimbu are morally toadedr €.g. as in ren rimbu r¡hich can mean a

prostitute or promiscuous rdoman. ) To Ue fair to Sahlins he is looking at

obligation as one means of materially provisioning big-men, and he is
far less interested in hor¡ this obtigation is constituted. It is largely

irrelevant for him if this is based in rubrics of kinship and assistance

or in prior indebtedness in a far stricter economic sense. The material

content is the immediate issue.

For my purposes such a distinction is fundamentaJ., for the morality

encoded uithin Anganen social relatedness is basic to the very structure

of the material flor¡l of r¡ealth in exchange itself, it is central to this

structuring frameuork encompassing individual action in the exchange

arena. lJithout prior consideration of this, little is gained speaking

about choice uhatsoever: in the first instance, it is not the individual

but the social individual, a collection of social relations uith others,

in a cultural milieu r¡hich can only be the focus.

Adopting Feilt" (1g83) terminorogy, exchange in Anganen has a

Itotalityr r¡lhich can never be understood in a formalist approach.

Exchange permeates (tnough never fully defines) all aspects of the
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Anganen socio-cultural order. In lYlaussian terms it is a rrtotaL social-

phenomenarf in r¡hich

all kinds of institutions find simultaneous
religious, legal, moral and economic. In
phenomena have their aethestic aspect and
morphoJ-ogical types (Mauss, 1954:1 ).

expression:
addition the
they reveal

rn Anganen gender, social relations, the morar and poriticar,

production, r¡ealth, indeed the economic per se, sickness causation and

remedy, individuality, even being thumanr can never be separated f¡om

exchange. rf one word could ever hope to convey the importance of

exchange in Anganen, it uould be that it renders the ulorld meaningful.

This quarity of the totatity of Anganen exchange is aLso

fundamental for comprehending the, at times, rapid and radical changes

of the past turo decades, including the forced inctusion of the Anganen

into the r¡ider potitical economy based on capitalism.2 Uety early o¡rr

the Australian administration sar¡¡ that, to achieve their goa]_s, the

Anganen had to be introduced to money, and thus labour, land and produce

rrrere paid for in cash, not shells. They encouraged urage migration and

initiated development projects, of ulhich only coffee has proven viable.

Although incomes through coffee are still small, nearly a1l Anganen

households noùJ have direct access to money.

rn fact, money is nor¡ of great importance to the Anganen. Given its
centrality in the ulider economy, and its ready adoption into the

it merits close attention. Godelier (lSZl:129-g)exchange economy,

largely outlines the type of situation prevailing in Anganen:

...o'Ften the precious objects ure encounter in primitive
socffis have a dual natuie: they are both goods and non-goods, rmoneyt aãã-!ïÇ according to rrrhãther they are
bartered betureen groups or ci¡culate r¡ithin the group. They
function primarily as commodities if they have to be imported
or produced for export. subsequently they function as prestige
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objects' as objects of social exchange uhen circulated r¡ithin
the group through the mechanism of gifts and other forms of
distribution. The same object theref
of the tr¡o functions, the second is

ore chanqes its function;
the dominant one because

requirements of dominantit takes root
structuretin

and meaninq
primitive

urithin the
social organisation, kinship and

pourer (emphas is in original).

In contemporary Anganen society' money has this dualistic quality. It is

the principal means through uhich the exchange system can, relatively

free of contradictionr operate in a rr¡ider political economy¡ ulith the

emphasis still predominantly on the former. Money functions both as

currency in the r¡ider economy geared to exchange value, and as valuable

for the exchange system and use value.S

By this Ir like Godelie¡r do not mean to imply a fdual economyr

type of argument¡ obviously the tuo do not operate in causal

independence. Ratherr I r¡ish to stress that both context (the sitution

in r¡hich money is employed) and cultu¡e must be considered r¡hen the

penetration of money into Anganen society is addressed.

The Anganen uere not passive recipients to the introduction of

money. (Had they been, money-as-currency u¡ould be Íts sole meaning¡

as I suspect uas implicit in the early administration policies on

monetization.) In exchange contexts they tactr on money: all coins and

oldr soiled or lour denominational notes are not permissible exchange

items. Only crisp¡ preferably neu, K20 (and to a far lesser extent K10)

notes are acceptable. fn Anganen conceptualisation, K20 notes are ttlike

pearlshellsrt (sekere nonopi), due to their rmalenessr, red colouration¡

and the rough economic equivalence of one standard pearlshells being

r¡orth K20. In fact, in exchange, they are interchangeable. And, like

shellsr neu, notes have a pristine and aesthetic quality in and of

themselves.
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This is not to say that money is stripped of Íts economic value,

but nor are shells or other items by their usage in exchange. fYloney in

exchange has no real meaning independent of cultural conceptualisation

and the specifics of the exchange situation in ulhich it is used: in line

t¡lith Godelier I s argument, in the context of exchange money is

rendered a suitable exchange item. Anganen culture ractsf on the ner¡

phenomena such as moneyr creating meanings ulhich are neither identical

to those of the foldr tealm, as money still retains its particularistic

qualities outside the exchange sphere, nor to those meanings things have

in the extraneous order (money solety as currency).

AIl this largely stems from and agrees uith Healeyrs (n.0. )

discussion of money in Maring trading. His ove¡vier,l (iui¿ 2?-B) of

money and trade applies to the Anganen exchange situation just as ulell:

The complete monetization of filaring trade uould be its death;
it urould effectivery prevent much of the sociable nature of
trade by reducing the activity to a commercial transaction.
filonetization is avoided to the extent that money is converted
into a valuable in exchange, and to the extent trade is not an
impersonal but sociable activity r¡hich contradicts the
functions of money-as-capital. lloney fetishises objects, but
valuables fetishise reLationships. Money rspeaksr about goods,
valuables tspeakf about social relationships.

Nothing could summarise the theme of this thesis more succinctly:

exchange varuables are agents of meaning, tspeakingt about social

relationships, the people in them, and the current status of them in a

u¡or1d ulhich is never static.

Feil (lSA¡) has argued that millenial movements in Enga could not

be sustained because they lacked the totality of the Tombema tee r.rlhich,

in part' they uere to replace. The same holds true of an order modelled

simply on full monetization as ulas implicit in colonial policy. The rneur

ordert ulhich confronted, and continues to confront, the Anganen lacks
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the inherent totality of their exchange, and as such does not present a

suitable, functioning alternative to it. It cannot truly rspeakt about

social relationships, uhereas exchange must: first and foremost, Anganen

exchange is about social relations and their articulation. Colonialism,

capitalism and Roman Catholicism have not ureakened thisr only given rise

to neu contexts and contents in r¡hich the social relatedness-exchange

lroadsr of Anganen society are articulated. Just as these rroadsr are

never staticr they are dynamic and changing, so too the Anganen have

history, pre- and post- rcontactr: the rroadst remain, shaping this

history, generating continuity in the face of change, establishing the

very presence of Anganen cultural and social life.
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Footnotes

1 This may not have arurays been the case. As in frt. Hagen (cf. A.J.
strathern 1971¿108) prior to the massive infrux of shells through
the ar¡ival of the Australian administration, it seems some men did
have pouer through thei¡ contror of shell r¡ealth and trade
netulorks. f ulas told that some men ulere indentured to r¡ealthy men
in order to raise t,heir brider¡ealth, for r¡hich pearrshells rrlere
obligatory. rn return, these young men gave their labour, and
perhaps may have been forced to support their patrons in exchange,
even past their ourn marriages. Hor¡ frequent this ùras is nou
impossibre to determine, arthough ulith r¡arfare causing high degrees
of migration in particular, such patronage may havè been a
significant aspect of Anganen social structure. Houever, r doubt if
it uras anywhere near the extent that occurred in firelpa. rn any
case' the infration of shelrs through the indirect or direct
presence of the Austrarians meant a far more equitabre
distribution, largely destroying such a pourer base.

2. See chapter trr for more information on aspects of sociar change.

3. The terms use value and exchange value are here used in their
strict flarxist sense. See Godelier 1g??: Chapter VII,
Sahlins 19722 83-4; and Taussig 1gB0: Chapter ff, passim
detailed discussion.

passimi
for more
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APPENDIX I. RONGE-SU GENEALOGIES

Figure XXII. Ronge GenealogY
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APPETIDIX II. IBIG-NATEI AÍIENU

The regions betueen major river systems' such as the Lai-Nembi or lvlendi-

Lai, are named by the Anganen (see flap II). Each of these is said to be

an amenu, a fraternity, although the pidgin term biknem, rrbiq-namefr, is

also applied.

This phenomenon of large-scale social divisions is ulidespread

through this part of the Highlands. Sillitoe (tSZg:26-8) notes these, or

as he aptly terms them, Itsocial universesrr in Ujola; fleqqitt (tS0S)

briefly mentions them for the southern Enga; and Ryan (tSSS:BB-9)

discusses them in Mendi, although this seems to mark the eastern

extremity of this as its usage is limited. Further, ulhat is found are

the same names, allouling for dial-ect difference, throughout these

cultures. Names such as Arin/Aeron or Karinj/Karrinz/Karrint occur and

re-occur. Yet, as Sillitoe (ibid) succinctJ-y discusses, the same people,

for instance those living on the Nembi-Lai divide ulho call themsel-ves

Arin, a¡e not termed this by those elseulhere, the ltlola for example, uho

may call themselves Aeron and those on the Nembi-Lai divide, Ujolanais, a

term unknoun in Anganen. Similarly, even the boundaries varYr as a

comparison r¡ith map and Sillitoe (l SZS:2?) shor,rs. (AIso see Sillitoe

(tSZS:ZO) for his discussion of these and languages, a discussion

relevant in Anganen. )

lYlap II is a compilation of numerous informantsr information on

amenu. It is uorthy of note that l-ittle consensus occurs. lJhil-e all the

ma jor river systems, the Nembi, Lai, Angura and lvlendi are alulays used as

boundaries, other boundaries around particular amenu vêìrtr as do the

names used to refer to any one region. Some men insist that Arin and
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Itlap II. Arqanen Social Universes ( tgig-nanet Anenu)
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lïurin extend to the Enqan border (a11 say that Karinj does) but others

disagree. This lack of uniformity is hiqhly indicative of the lack of

clarity concerning these amenu. The map shous that only tuo amenu' Arin

and flurin, have fixed boundaries; the rest have no limits in some

directions it seems. Some Anganen say that Rumunga goes to lJabag and

Karinj to Tari, for example, making them many times the size of the

others.

The Anganen do assign' even if someuhat vaguely, functional

characteristics to these amenu. uithin them, they say' is uhere marriage

and uarfare alliance is concentrated. Rather than dulell on this hete,

let it be said this does have limited support empiricaJ-ly' but this can

also be explained on spatial, and therefore social' proximity, rather

than any real- structuring pouJer of these amenu themsel-ves. fn fact

Anganen ideology cannot explain the anomalies. Arin groups, for

instancer sây that the Karinj are their ttue enemies, yet case histories

reveal- that Arin groups fought Arin groups approximately as much as

Karinj; similarly they frequently mamy Karinj, but say they do not

marry their enemies. Indeed if amenu ulhere rrlarfaring units' the Arin

r¡ould be in a total demise, if the r¡hole of Karinj uras mobilised: Arin

covers some 60 sq. klms.; Karinj r¡ell- over 6 times as much!

If socio-political function cannot adequately explain the existence

of these, then the point is uhat can? Primarily these amenu are just

cul-tural constructs, a uray of differentiating the Anganen social

universe. As such to call- them tribesr ot some other term, uould be

misleading. In practice they really are not a structurinq poJ.itical

principJ-e. They merely mark sets of people into cateqories, and the

principle upon urhich inclusion is recognized'is space and major river
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systems. They need no function as such; any politicaJ. reality to them

comes via other means. It is therefore not surprising that distinct

amenu l-ack boundaries, as the Anganen r¡ould not incLude past here r,lithin

their circle of interaction (especially before contact). As such,there

is no need for boundaries. To put it another uay, the open-endedness

marks the end of the social universe as a uhole.
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